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FOREWORD
For some time, the Agency has given increased attention to
improvements in fuel utilization through the organization of meetings and
symposia. Improvements can be achieved by changes in either:

a)

the fuel, e.g. by improving the fuel performance of current
operating nuclear power plants and/or developing advanced fuel
cycle concepts;

b)

the reactor design, e.g. by modifying the characteristics of the
current operating plants and/or developing advanced reactor
concepts (or, of course, by changing both). During the last
decade the attention has been concentrated on water cooled
reactors.

Developments in water reactor fuel have been addressed at the IAEA
Symposium on Improvements in Water Reactor Fuel Technology and Utilization,
held in Stockholm, from 15 to 19 September 1986 and developments in water
reactor design at the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on Advanced Light
and Heavy Water Reactors for Improved Fuel Utilization, held in Vienna,
from 26 to 29 November 1984.

In addition, the IAEA set up an International Working Group on
Advanced Technologies for Water Cooled Reactors (IWGATWR) as a response
following to the Chernobyl accident. The IWGATWR provides a forum for
Member States to exchange information on technology developments
incorporating enhanced safety features and on advanced technologies and new
concepts for water cooled reactors. The publication of a status report on
advanced water cooled reactors, including a few high converter reactor
types, has been the first major task of the group.
From 26 to 29 March 1990, the Agency convened a Technical Committee
Meeting on Technical and Economic Aspects of High Converters at the Carlton
Hotel in Nuremberg to provide an opportunity to review and discuss national
R&D programmes, various technical aspects of and worldwide progress in the
implementation of high conversion reactors.

The meeting was attended by 66 participants from 18 countries and 2
international organizations presenting 33 papers. All papers presented at
the meeting are included in this TECDOC.
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SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING
SUMMARY

(Chairman H. Küsters)

Any future development of new nuclear power stations has to compete
with. 2 aspects:
-

New stations have to be at least economically competitive with
nowadays PWRs, or preferably cost even less; this should be valid also
with respect to other energy sources.

These new plants must be considered under the very stringent
limitations of present day safety considerations and public acceptance.
There
community:

is a consensus now

reached

in the high conversion reactor

For physical/thermal hydraulic reasons the originally envisaged very
tight lattice has to be widened up relatively close to a PWR - but with a
hexagonal lattice.
The physics predictions for the most important parameters seem to be
now in an acceptable range of accuracy - although there are some
compensations effects which have not yet been cleared up. This seems to be
a topic for follow up activities, although not with a very high urgency.

Next, for the semi/wide lattice, thermal-hydraulics investigations by
far have not reached the same accuracy as those for neutron physics, but it
seems that there are no real obstacles in the way to go.
The safety questions in this wider lattice seem also to be solvable,
especially if there are real plans to build such a reactor plant. But at
first there is the incentive to increase the fuel burnup, up to about 50
GWd/t, of present PWRs.

All efforts should be put together to prepare the reactor of the
future, may it be a modified PWR with hexagonal lattice, high burnup and
accepted in a possibly even more stringent licensing procedure - or may it
be a fast reactor with improved inherent safety features. In any case, one
has to avoid any possibility of a core melt-down. Although a safety
argumentation with very small probabilities for the occurence of a heavy
accident is helpful technically to find out weak points in a reactor
design, it is very difficult to reach full public acceptance in this way:
The public just does not understand sufficiently well this line of
argumentation.
In addition, fast reactors could be better accepted
publicly, if they could help to reduce the long-term hazards arising from
the transportation and storage of long-lived radioactive nuclides in the
nuclear waste.

T E C H N I C A L

C O M M I T T E E

Session 1; High Conversion Reactor (HCR) Concepts
(Rapporteur: H. Moldaschl)

A rationale for PWR-HCR development strategy is the influence that the
TMI and Chernobyl incidents have had on the public acceptance of nuclear
energy. This provides an additional incentive, besides the fundamental one
of safety for its own sake, for operational and safety improvements
designed to avoid unacceptable radiological impact on the environment. The
concept is clear and unified (no spectral shift rods, no blankets), with
its main features having their basis in the Konvoi technology. The stage
of development is advanced, based on proven technology, and some features
of the concept of pitch to diameter ratio are similar to the actual
spectral shift concepts. Thus, the concept could in principle be used for
next generation reactors. Continuation of the development is planned, with
the amount to be decided in the middle of the year.
Various programmes for spectral shift reactors have been under
investigation. The cost benefit for this of approximately 30% seems to be
too high. The additional amount for adapting a conventional core to a
spectral shift core is estimated to be only 1-2% of capital cost, despite
the fact that spectral shift tools need a highly sophisticated technology
and much experimentation. According to detailed investigations, the stage
of the development of these concepts is advanced, and is also based on
proven technology.
The stage of development is fairly low for improved WERs using a
tight lattice and MOX fuel. First attempts have been made, and a
preliminary analysis has been performed showing the basic feasibility of
such improvements. However, no concrete design activities have performed,
and an extensive experimental and theoretical programme is missing. There
remains, also, room for the improvement of codes.

Similarly, only preliminary investigations have been performed for
axially heterogeneous HCLWRs. The concept of a flat pancake core with a
very tight pitch seems to be physically feasible and advantageous with
respect to the void coefficient. Nevertheless, the axially different
enrichments may cause several serious problems, e.g. extensive quality
assurance, clad stress and problems concerning cooling conditions. Various
topics have to be investigated very carefully, such as pump trip, ATWS, and
large and small break LOCA. The design has physically interesting aspects,
but seems to be complicated with respect to realization and licensing.
The calculational results for a slightly-enriched spectral shift
reactor indicated the feasibility of achieving substantial improvement in
fuel utilization in open fuel cycles with acceptable nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic characteristics. Although detailed mechanical designs
for the spectral shift rods were not presented, the first (and interesting)
theoretical investigations which have been performed showed that the
semi-tight HCR design can be optimized without the need for a hexagonal
lattice. Based on standard square-lattice PWR geometry, with proven safety
characteristics retained, the design offers the potential for early
implementation in operating PWRs. Further study is suggested to resolve
potential power peaking problems, and to improve neutronic methodology for
tight lattice analysis.

Detailed theromohydraulical and emergency core cooling investigations
are necessary for Advanced Heavy Water Reactors with light water coolant,
for which only preliminary theoretical work has as yet been performed. The
core and driver zones must be balanced very carefully, particularly with
regard to the void coefficient. This seems to be very difficult in
reality, and any joint reduction of safety margins will further reduce the
economy of a plant, the costs of which are already comparatively high.
Further problems are likely to be caused by the fact that the licensing of
this concept seems to be very complicated.
Very interesting strategy calculations for the evaluation of HCLWR
fuel costs have been performed. Extrapolation beyond 20 years does not
seem to be hazardous, and it appears as though flexible HCPWR concepts
might be necessary to meet the unforseen fluctuations in economics and
strategy trends in the future. Extension of those calculations seems to be
very useful, but one should also take into account fusion and "renewable"
energy resources as soon as their technological and economical backgrounds
become sufficiently reliable for comparison.
As in the above case, investigations with respect to "alternative"
energy scenarios should also be improved in the case of strategic
calculations for the conceptual core design of plutonium generation Boiling
Water Reactors. These calculations were also presented with a rather
broad, and perhaps unrealistic time scale (to the year 2000).
The ancient concept of a steam/water cooled and moderated core is
based on VVER type reactors, and is in the process of undergoing a
renaissance, albeit on a comparatively narrow technological basis. The
basic idea of the steam/water cooled breeder is a common one, but the
solution of technical problems by extrapolation from the WER and LMFBR as
proposed
does
not
seem
to
be
feasible.
Many
further
experimental/theoretical
investigations
are
required.
Additional
independent systems for reactivity control are also necessary, which would
cause licensing problems to arise.

Different scenarios for high conversion thorium fuel alternatives for
the CANDU reactors were investigated, with the fuels thorium oxide and
metallic Th.
The results are very interesting, although somewhat
unrealistic, and fuel problems such as temperature behaviour were not
discussed. Realization of realistic concepts in connection with these
investigations should be elaborated.
Session 2; High Conversion Reactor (HCR) Designs
(Rapporteur: B. Kuczera)

The more generic advantages of hexagonal fuel subassembly geometries,
which have been developed in the framework of tight lattice HGRs, are
derived from symmetry and modeling aspects.
They are supposed to
facilitate the simulation technique for a more realistic approximation of
real core conditions, and thus improve the overall investigations.
A 1300 MW HCPWR design with a very tight lattice core geometry was
presented. The initial moderator-to-fuel volume ratio Vmf had been 0.5,
but was then modified in several steps to the current value of Vmf = 1.23

(fuel pin diameter = 9.5 mm, which is equal to the Convoy-value). In this
design, the excess reactivity is compensated for by soluble boron in the
coolant. The boron concentration is a function of the burnup, and the void
reactivity behaviour of the design is comparable to standard PWR
conditions. An assessment of the main pros and cons of thermal plutonium
burner concepts was presented next, together with HCR neutron physics, and
design problems and methods which have been applied in the solution
procedure. Characteristic design data are Vmf = 1.23, conversion ratio
CR = 0.75 and burnup B = about 60 GWd/t.

The conceptual HCR design state was illustrated in further
contributions, in which a prototype of an HCR grid spacer, and the design
of the complex control element guide structure were presented. Radiation
aspects related to the core reflector and the reactor pressure vessel were
reported on as well.

The Mitsubishi HCPWR concept sponsored by the Japanese utilities is
quite different from the axially heterogeneous JAERI concept described
during the first session.
For the time being, Mitsubishi favours a
triangular lattice design, combined with a mechanical spectral shift
concept which allows the modification of the moderator-to-fuel volume
fraction from 1.21 to 1.41. Due to the additional spectral shift rod drive
mechanisms, some thermal-hydraulic problems (vibrations) have occurred in
the upper plenum region, and alternative solutions are being investigated
carefully. Characteristic design data are Vmf = 1.21 to 1.41, CR = 0.85
and B = 45 GWd/t.
An inter-comparison of both design concepts mentioned above seems to
indicate certain converging trends.
In Japan, BWR plants are also considered to be a proven and
established electricity generation system.
Insofar as this, HCBWR
represents an evolutionary step in the further system development.
Critical power correlations for tight triangular lattice configurations
were addressed, and particular emphasis was given to critical steam quality
correlations. Significant improvements have been achieved with respect to
predictive methods based on experimental evidence. First accident analyses
indicate an operational transient behaviour, which is comparable to
corresponding standard BWR behaviour. Characteristic HCBWR data are Vmf
= 1.0, CR = 0.85 and B = 45 GWd/t.

Session 3: Codes and Data Bases
(Rapporteur: J.N. Nigon)
Within the last six years tremendous improvements have been achieved
in the cell and burnup calculation field. These improvements can be
attributed to new evaluations of experimental data such as JEF-1 and
ENDF/B-5, and to modeling refinements, mostly in the area of slowing down
and of resonance self- and mutual-shielding. Evidence of this is given by
the accuracy of reaction rates assessment of 240-Pu, and also by the
remaining uncertainty on the capture rate of 242-Pu which still has to be
reduced. Most of these developments have been performed on the basis of
WIMS-type cell codes. The way to multi-parametric, few group, condensed
macroscopic and microscopic cross-sections to be used in reactor
calculations still relies on the "supercell" technique for spectrum

interaction evaluation.
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Many FBR computer codes have been adapted, or at least constitute an
important background for the development of the hexagonal multi-group space
calculations. These codes have become more and more general, and are also
applicable for HTGR calculations. It should be noted that nodal codes are
widely used because of their computing time efficiency, and various options
and numerous combinations of codes are assembled in consistent systems for
design purposes.
A major extension of the critical heat flux (CHF) data base has been
achieved for standard lattices with triangular pitch and various
geometrical parameters. The correlations seem to be becoming more and more
efficient in order to represent satisfactorily varying geometries. They
are,
however, limited to an accuracy of around + 20 %.
As far as
reflooding is concerned, the standard lattice and the semi-tight lattice
seem to be well represented by the present modeling, at least by the most
advanced ones. This is not yet the case for very tight lattices.

Additional work is required to improve the individual isotope reaction
rates even if, by some compensation effects, the global parameters such as
multiplication factors are well evaluated. This is particularly the case
for individual isotope burnup predictions, and for the plutonium and higher
actinide build-up rate.
Heterogeneity effects are also not always
adequately taken into account, and an effort to incorporate these would be
profitable to those who do not use cell-interaction procedures. The
methods of calculation near the macroscopic interfaces between media with
very different spectra, particularly for blanket calculation, should be
improved on as well.
For further work, the present methodology which is applied by most of
the participating teams should be encouraged. Basic data libraries should
always be assessed first, with the improvement and assessment of detailed
modeling as a second step. The adjustment of microscopic data to global
results, unless it is performed within the experimental uncertainty range,
should be avoided as far as possible, as should the adjustment of
multigroup cross-sections for reactor calculations on the basis of global
results only. If such adjustments are unavoidable, an attempt should be
made to try and find out an adjustment procedure which is based on modeling
(such as transport-diffusion correction).

Session 4: Experiments
(Rapporteur: R. Chawla)

The 4th session dealt mainly with experimental programmes in support
of high converter designs - either completed or in progress in France,
Switzerland and Germany. In general, the impression given was that a
comprehensive experimental data base has now been generated for both
reactor physics and thermal-hydraulics aspects of tight-lattice LWRs, but
that the testing and development of appropriate design tools has still to
make full use of the different types of information available. An obstacle
in this regard has been the rather restricted sharing of detailed
experimental results and experience - something which is necessary before
any further experimental needs can be defined clearly.
The French programme includes zero-power and burnup-related physics,
stationary and reflooding thermal-hydraulics, and also the testing of new
components. The main conclusion drawn was that semi-tight high converter
designs have been shown to be feasible, while the very tight designs do not
appear to be so.
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An overview of the PROTEUS Phase II zero-power physics experiments in
Switzerland showed that the data base provided was broad - both in terms of
LWHCR design characteristics covered, as well as in the types of integral
measurements made.

The validity of sub-channel analysis for the evaluation of critical
heat flux (CHF) experiments at the TU Braunschweig was discussed, and the
need for extensive individual-effect experiments was stressed.
Results from some of the KRISTA freon-GHF experiments at Karlsruhe
showed satisfactory agreement with predictions.
The importance of
evaluating the freon/water scaling laws on the basis of the Siemens/KWU
Karlstein experiments was stressed.
The emergency core cooling (EGG) experiments at the FLORESTAN facility
at Karlsruhe were reviewed.
Results for forced- and gravity-feed
experiments for a very tight (p/d = 1.06) assembly, as well as for
deformation tests with a zircaloy (p/d = 1.20) assembly, were discussed.

The description of the HEPTUN-LWHCR programme concerned re-flooding
experiments which are conducted in Switzerland. Rewetting for the tight
(p/d = 1.13) assembly was found to occur in all bottom forced-feed tests
employing reasonably LWHCR representative values for the thermal-hydraulics
parameters.
Session 5: R & D Programmes
(Rapporteur: R.H. Brogli)

This session was devoted to R&D aspects for high converter reactors in
general, and not to specific aspects of the tight-lattice PWR.
It was noted that new reactors for providing the additional
electricity needed in the coming years should be accepted by the public as
well as by the utilities. These reactors should be safer, reliable,
economic and flexible in their fuel utilization. The R&D activities for
LWHCR are a right move in this direction.

The results obtained so far are

impressive, but more work has yet to be done.

Physics experiments were, and are being performed for MOX fuel at
various locations in Belgium, as in the VENUS facility. In the BR3,
numerous types of fuels have been irradiated. Material tests, including
power recycling, have been done in the reactor BR2. The Belgian facilities

could also be used for LWHCR testing in a yet to be defined cooperative
effort.
Investigations on the feasibility and gains from an intermediate
conversion PWR core in terms of fuel utilization in an open fuel cycle were
presented. Conceptual calculations are in progress to determine the range
of Vm/Vf ratios at the beginning and end of the cycle.
The development and validation of calculational tools for designing
high conversion reactors in Argentina have yielded improvements in the
self-shielding correction and in the heterogeneity treatment.
The
validation of the code using the NEACRP benchmark and the Proteus-I
experiment has also proved to be acceptable.
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Experimental investigations at the LR-0 reactor in the Czech and
Slovak Federal Republic were orientated to develop a fuel cycle with
gadolinium for WER. The burnup modalization and the k«, management
were described for this fuel, and experiments for determining the effective
radius of the burnable absorbers during burnup were discussed.
W O R K S H O P

Workshop Session 1; Reactor Physics

(Chairman: Chawla)
The principal
objective
of
this workshop
session was
the
identification of further R&D needs for the reactor physics design of high
converters.
The physics-related papers presented at the Technical
Committee were found to be in three broad categories, namely the validation
of lattice codes, the development of design tools, and special aspects.
Bearing these presentations in mind, questions related to the current
status, obvious and potential shortcomings and, finally, requirements for
achieving target calculational accuracies, were discussed.

Among the principal findings and recommendations that emerged from the
proceeding, was that nuclear data for the higher-energy resonances of the
principal fuel nuclides, inelastic scattering cross-sections for 238u and
burnup need closer attention.
The last includes fission-product
cross-sections (from the viewpoint of reactivity prediction) and higher
actiniae data (important for assessing Am and Cm build-up in the context of
fuel fabrication procedures). Some data will be provided through the JEF-2
or ENDF/B-6 activities.
Considerable efforts has already been invested in the validation of
cross-section processing schemes and lattice codes.
Features which
particularly need to be borne in mind are the choice of group structures in
the resolved resonance region (important also in the treatment of the
higher 240Pu and 24lpu resonances), mutual shielding effects and
multizone modeling of the cell.
There is a need for reducing the
relatively large uncertainty (reported spreads of up to 10%) which
currently exists in conversion ratio predictions, and it was recommended
that a numerical benchmark exercise be conducted for this purpose.

Whereas physics design tools for high converters have been developed
and applied to a large extent, there has been little validation of the
space and energy condensation procedures involved. A benchmark exercise
for assembly calculations is urgently needed. It would be advantageous to
define this in as simple a form as possible, e.g. a set of calculations for
an inserted/withdrawn central control rod. This applies also to
whole-reactor calculations.
Here, a two-stage benchmark exercise is
recommended - to be conducted after evaluation of the assembly benchmark.
The first stage should be "mathematical" (with pre-specifled macroscopic
cross-sections) and the second should be "physical" (based, if possible, on
an experimental configuration with significant high-converter-type leakage
characteristics). It is also recommended that sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis methods, such as have been applied in the evaluation of
calculational accuracies for high converter lattice parameters, be extended
to assess, for example, design uncertainties in such work.
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As regards safety-related physics, there is a long-term need for
detailed investigations of high converter transients, e.g. ATWS. This
would involve the use of suitably benchmarked, space-time kinetics codes
with thermal-hydraulics coupling.

Detailed experimental results from the latest French and Swiss/German
programmes of high converter physics measurements have not been published
in the open literature.
It is desirable that these be made widely
available. Following this, the various individual groups should meet to
define further experimental needs.
Workshop Session 2; Thermal Hydraulics and Mechanical Design
(Chairman: M. Dalle Donne)

1.

Steady State Critical Heat Flux

There are correlations available today that are able to predict the
critical heat flux (CHF) for an infinitely large array of rods (not
disturbed by the rod cluster boundary) with tight triangular lattice, with
both grid and spiral wire or integral spacers with an uncertainty band of +
20%. This may be sufficient for scoping or optimization investigations,
but the correlations should be complemented by experiments with the correct
geometry for any particular case. For this purpose, it is important that
coolant water (correct pressure and mass velocity) be used instead of
freon. The number of rods, which should be of the right diameter and
pitch, and sufficiently long (full length, if possible), ought to exceed
37. The right spacers and spacer axial distance should also be used.

Besides the infinite array geometries, other local effects should be
investigated as well, such as the effects of control rod guide tubes,
sub-assembly border and spacer local effects, the effects of sub-assembly
inlet and outlet, rod swelling effects, and the CHF in the narrow annulus
between control guide tube and control rod. In the investigation of such
local effects, as well as for infinite array data, tests with freon 12 are
helpful.
For the reduction of the data and the application of the results,
information is required concerning friction factors in the flow direction,
and mixing factors in the direction perpendicular to the flow (single,
sub-cooled boiling and two-phase flow).

2.

Large Break Loss of Coolant Accidents

In the Blow-Down Phase, this item generally requires very large and
expensive tests. It is felt that the experience gained for the PWR and BWR
is very useful. However, tests with the proper core geometry (tight fuel
rod lattice) are required to check the accuracy of the available codes.
Additionally, further experimental information is required in the area of
Transient CHF. Although this is generally higher than the Steady State
Critical Heat Flux, experimental data are required to account for the
higher hydraulic resistance of the fuel rod clusters and possibly stronger
flow reductions. Preliminary tests with freon-12 are useful here as well.
Experiments are necessary in the area of Post CHF Heat Transfer also,
especially to account for the tight lattice geometry of the core. This
would allow the checking of the accuracy of the available PWR and BWR codes.
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Experiments with the proper geometry should be performed for the
Reflooding Phase as well (the full fuel rod length is important here
also!).
These experiments should be with forced feed for easy
interpretation with the available codes. The experiments with gravity feed
should be performed while taking care to simulate well the hydraulic
resistance, level, volume and length of the rest of the circuit.
3.

Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident

General experiments are probably not required. The available codes
should be checked. Special experiments are probably required for some
special conditions (partially uncovered cores).

4.

Zircaloy Cladding Ballooning

Ballooning tests of zircaloy tubes (constant inside pressure,
increasing temperature) should be performed with the proper chosen
geometry. Reflooding tests with the swollen rods are recommended.
5.

Special Recommendations for BWR

Special attention should be given to the two-phase flow phenomena.
The correlations should be checked for lower ranges of pressures and high
steam quality.
6.

Design

Particular attention should be paid to the components inside the
pressure vessel, which could be quite different from the usual PWR and BWR
components. The basic design criteria and the conceptual design of major
items are of special interest. The former refers to the boundary of the
sub-channels in the fuel assemblies, spacers dimensions, fuel assembly
structures, control rod assembly and dimensions, reflector, control rod
guides, water flow path in the upper plenum and so on. Of particular
importance with respect to the latter are the structures above the core and
the control rod guides.
Workshop Session 3: Economic and Licensing Aspects of the HCR Introduction
(Chairman: Hishida)
No member states have as yet a definite plan for HCR introduction
before the year 2005. Technical acceptance of a hexagonal lattice is
considered to be one of the key steps in this regard.

An HCR with a flexible core (transition capability between a
semi-tight lattice core and a loose core through the replacement of fuel
assemblies only) would be desirable in order to meet the fluctuations in
economic and strategic trends expected during the life of the plant. Such
a transition scheme could be one of the R&D objectives associated with
design optimization.
It was agreed that the increase in the capital cost of an HCR would
have to be minimized. Based on current estimates for design modifications,
spectral shift control drive mechanisms, reactor coolant pump power, spent
fuel assemblies and radiation shields for new fuel storage facilities
should be included. However, the expected capital cost increase should be
less than 3%.
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Annual natural uranium savings of more than 40% were estimated in the
closed cycle with utilization of MOX fuel, while in the open cycle, about
20% savings could be achieved. The amount of savings would depend on Pu
availability. The increase in discharge burnup would be the primary
determinant of the savings in fuel cycle cost. Through the optimization in
HCR design, the net impact of fuel cycle cost may be negligible. The
recycling of Pu is also important with respect to future uranium savings,
and the sharing of information and experience with Pu recycling and MOX
fuel should be encouraged.

Licensing issues for an HCR are dependant on the designs under
consideration in member states, and it is difficult to come to any one
conclusion. However, it was reported that an HCR with a semi-tight lattice
core may satisfy the safety standards for a conventional LWR without
difficulties, and for an HCR with a tight lattice, licensing issues may be
compromised by design optimization.
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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Siemens AG,
Unternehmensbereich KWU,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract

1. Introduction and Objectives

The ultimate goal of nearly all civilian nuclear power programs has been, and essentially continues to be, the development and commercial deployment of fast
breeder reactors (FBR) This objective was based on the early recognition that
only in a fast neutron spectrum it is possible to fully convert the predominant

non-fissile part of natural uranium into fissile material to extract energy for power production With breeders, the availability of nuclear fuel can be assured for
many centuries to come under any energy consumption scenario Primarily due to

an appreciably lower growth rate m electricity consumption than originally anThe paper describes the rationale and the status of the research and development
work for the High Conversion PWR (PWHCR) under investigation at SIEMENS
KWU in cooperation with the Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe, the Paul Scherrer Institute Wuerenlmgen, Switzerland, and the Institute for Reactor Technology
of the Technical University of Braunschweig
The distinguishing feature of the PWHCR is that it provides a significant better
fuel utilization than m a standard PWR and yet maintains to an extraordinary
large degree the latter's plant technology The captial cost risk, typical for a new

concept, would thus be substantially minimized once the development has been
completed with satisfactory results
Increased fuel utilization still is the ultimate target of all fission reactor development It is the prime motive for breeder reactors which are capable of providing

ticipated and to the difficulty to readily match the capital cost of light water reactors (LWR), commercial introduction of the FBR has been delayed into the next
century
In the past couple of decades thermal converter reactors, particularly LWRs, with
a certain quantitative dominance of the pressurized water reactor (PWR) type,
have achieved full technical, economic and operational, i e , commercial maturity The present paper addresses a LWR concept designed to be operated in the
epithermal spectrum range To better understand the underlying development
rationale it would seem appropriate to broadly describe the premises upon which
such a concept has to be based Special aspects of the technical design will be given m the numerous other papers of this conference

an assured energy supply for many centuries In light of the ever increasing CO2
accumulation with its adverse effects on global climate, the benefits of nuclear

dardized series of 1300 MWe PWR nuclear power plants (NPP) commissioned dur-

In the Federal Republic of Germany the so-called KONVOI projects, a rigidly stan-

power are expected to be re-appreciated in the long run and would thus require

ing the past three years represent an extremely high standard regarding safety

maintaining and furthering the option of fast breeder reactors

and operational performance
Hence the KONVOI technology offers a solid basis to further improvements for

The PWHCR fits logically into such a strategy since its fuel cycle is basically compatible with that of the breeder Whilst by far not providing a degree of utilza-

the next generation of PWRs in the FRG

tion as that of the breeder, it improves that of the thermal spectrum reactors and

Two different development objectives are being pursued independently

nevertheless maintains a sufficient stockpile for starting a large-scale introduction of breeders whenever the pertinent need arises
Flexibility in fuel cycle adaptability is thus a characteristic feature of PWHCRs as
will be described m this paper and the other ones given at this conference Based

on the encouraging R & D results obtained thus far it is concluded that the concept is technically feasible and that it should be accordingly pursued further

a) Further operational and safety performance improvements particularly in the

following areas [1]

- Novel instrumentation and control (I & C) systems using exclusively digital
microprocessor-based technology in order to enhance process control and
man-machine interface by providing advanced process information and sur-
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veillance [2, 3]
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- Evolutionary introduction of further inherent and passive design features
wherever reasonably practicable

- Consistent implementation of both preventive and mitigative accident management measures in order to maintain core coolabtlity and containment integrity, respectively, even in postulated beyond design events
These development efforts the results of which will be available for project
implementation prior to 1995 are expected to contribute markedly to regam and re-establish public acceptance
fa) The second objective is oriented towards improving the fuel cycle performance [4] regarding

- fuel cycle costs
- cycle length potential maintaining proven load follow capability, and, m
particular

- enhanced fuel utilization including use of plutonium (Pu)
Enhanced fuel resource utilization will turn out to be the more important the
sooner the renaissance of nuclear energy utilization will occur and the faster
nuclear expansion will take place
In spite of the tendency of certain energy supply saturation phenomena observable in some highly industrialized countries there is undoubtedly a fast increasing energy demand to be anticipated for the coming decades

entists [5], global warming has been denoted as the most serious environmental threat of the 21st century requiring a policy including a o increased use of

nuclear power As a quantitative indication as to which extent energy conservation and conventional power plant efficiency improvement can be supplemented by an increased share of nuclear energy in order to reduce CO2 emissions Fig 1 shows for the European Community (EC 12) the additional nuclear
capacity required to keep constant or to decrease present COj emission rates
by the year 2010 [6] The assessment is based on an electricity demand forecast
amounting to a growth rate of 1 75 %/a on the average The goal of keeping
CC>2 emissions at present levels would necessitate an additional nuclear capacity of about 47 GWe Implementation of the resolution made at the Toronto
Conference 1988 to reduce CC»2 emissions to 80 % of the present value by 2005
would require an additional nuclear capacity of about 67 GW meaning that
the share of nuclear energy in the European Community would have to increase from presently 32 % to 50 % This may not appear to be very realistic
However, in the light of growing nuclear energy need to be anticipated in the
short to medium range already on the one hand, and of the delay in commercial FBR availability on the other hand, the commercially proven and mature
LWRs as the work horses will have to take the predominant share in providing
the required nuclear capacity
In order not to rapidly exhaust the finite and limited natural uranium resources, the uranium utilization of the LWR requires appreciable improvement, i e , its conversion ratio will have to be increased markedly above its
present value of = 0 55

This requirement amounts to, in essence, modifying the core of current PWRs

Particularly due to the rapidly growing awareness that continuation of CO2
emission at the present or even an enhanced level will lead via the greenhouse effect to a highly alarming global warming, continued operation and
construction of fossil fueled power plants will have to be decisively limited
and, as a result, due to lack of alternative energy sources, the share of nuclear
power will have to be increased correspondingly
In an appeal recently directed to President George Bush by the Union of Concerned Scientists, signed by 49 Nobel Prize Winners and 700 distinguished sci-

with the moderating ratio (moderator-to fuel volume ratio) being the most

important design and optimization parameter for achieving high conversion
capability

2. Siemens/KWU's High Conversion Reactors as a Link in an Evolutionary
Development Chain
As pointed out in the preceding paragraph, further improvement of safety
and operational performance of the PWR type NPP is being pursued at Sie-
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FIG. 1. Development of carbon dioxide emissions by 2010 resulting from fossil fuel electricity
generation in the European Community (average electricity generation growth rate 1.75°/o/a).
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i e., of an accident not coped with by the safety systems, by means of extended use of passive safety features, and, in addition
- to maintain containment integrity by introduction of both design provisions
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= Accident Management

EÛP « Emergency Operating Procedures

BDA = Beyond Design Accident
CMA = Core Melt Accident
CMA (URC) = Core Melt Accident with Unacceptable Radiological Consequences

and mitigative accident management measures such that even a core melt
accident will not expose the environment to an unacceptable radiological
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impact, thus rendering external evacuation measures unnecessary

FIG.

2. Multilevel defence-in-depth nuclear power plant safety concept.
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Simultaneously, however, the fuel rod lattice will be tightened such that the
conversion ratio can be increased markedly beyond its current value of = 0 55
As shown m Fig 3 the HCR represents a link in an evolutionary development

1
U Core

Dev stage
SG Pu Core

Full Pu-Core

Core Type
PWR

chain of the PWR
VMF = 2

Development stage number 1 indicates the classical situation of a PWR fueled
with uranium fuel exclusively, as is the case in the once-through fuel cycle
mode, world-wide most customarily in use in current PWRs
In the FRG thermal Pu recycling, consistently sponsored by the Federal Ministry

1 40

approx 1 50

for Research and Technology (BMFT) and performed by utilities and manufacturers since 1972, has achieved a high technical and commercial standard [7]

app45%Pu f | s s

ap P 45%Pu f l s s

U

U-MOX

MOX

Fuel type

1 34

1 34

1 34

p/d

mode (development stage 2), where one quarter to one third of the core is
loaded with MOX-fuel The maximum number of MOX fuel assemblies in one
core loading that has been licensed so far amounts to 50 % The maximum
burnups which have been successfully achieved are beyond 52 MWd/kg

Max reload
enrichment

As of March 1990 more that 50 000 mixed oxide (MOX) fuel rods in some 400

MOX fuel assemblies have been inserted and irradiated in Siemens/KWU supplied LWR fuel elements, typcially in the so-called self-generated recycle (SGR)

Relative fuel
utilization

Dev stage
Core Type
PWR-PWHCR

Full Pu-Core

The third development stage differs from the second m that the Pu generated
in several LWRs is recycled into one that contains an all-plutonium core (Pu-

VMF< 2

burner)

According to the experience accumulated with SGR, a Pu burner appears to be
a feasible technical extrapolation from development stage 2
The first three core variants exhibit an identical fuel rod lattice with a square

rod arrangement having a moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of = 2 The conver-

VMF approx 1 8

sion ratio is slightly increasing with rising Pu contents in the core due to neutron spectrum hardening
Development stage 4, while still maintaining a square fuel rod lattice and
keeping the fuel assembly outer dimensions constant, results from the preceding version by decreasing the moderating ratio through fuel rod diameter increase, requiring a slight change in the spacer grid The rod cluster control as-
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sembly can remain unchanged
FIG. 3. Evolutionary development chain of PWR cores.

Development stage 5, based on a triangular fuel rod array within a hexagonal
fuel assembly, represents a major step regarding fuel element shape and moderating ratio With a moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of ~ 1 2 the relative fuel
utilization, defined as actually - to - theoretically achievable energy extraction
from a unit mass of heavy metal, normalized to the once-through uranium
fuel cycle mode in current PWR standard lattices, can be increased to approximately 2 0, as shown in Fig 4 A corresponding preliminary design of the so-

called PWHCR concept is described in the subsequent chapter

The sixth and last link in the PWR evolutionary development chain is constitut-

PWH

PWHCR

Fuel Assembly

Fuel Assembly

ed by the HCR designed for a very tight lattice exhibiting a moderating ratio
of = 0 50 that can be flexibly brought about by increasing the fuel rod diameter while keeping the lattice pitch and the fuel assembly outer geometry constant In principle, this version offers the achievement of a conversion ratio beyond 0 90 equivalent to a relative fuel utilization of between 2 5 and 5 0 for
average batch burnups between 50 and 70 MWd/kg as illustrated in Fig 4

VJJ* _ Fuel Assembly - average
moderation ratio
-batch _ Hecoveiy rate -

discharged-to-loaded

The limit for lattice tightening will be set by a positive integral void reactivity

fissile material

effect Whether, or under which conditions concerning Pu enrichment and
average discharge burnup, such a very tight lattice can be realized remains to
be clarified m future development efforts

square rod
pitdi

Moderator-to-fuel volume ratios (VMF) down from currently 2 0 to 0 7 appear
technically feasible and offer already an appreciable increase in fuel utilization in comparison to self generated Pu recycle As a result, the PWHCR only
slightly burns the Pu inventory Rather, it acts as an "active plutonium stockpile" offering the unique feature to avoid unproductive out-pile Pu stockpiling on the one hand and to nevertheless save the fissile inventory for FBR installations once the breeder reactor is needed and commercially available
It has to be noted that the evolutionary development strategy shown in Figures 3 and 4 is based to the highest possible extent on the existing and well
proven PWR plant system and component technology with only minor design
changes required in pressure vessel internals the core and fuel assemblies constituting the only components subject to major but even reversible changes
Hence, the PWHCR appears to be an excellent, versatile and flexible link be-
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tween the current PWR and the future FBR Fig Sattemptsto visualize such an
evolutionary long-term NPP strategy capable of adapting nuclear power use
to changing boundary conditions and to actual future needs

FIG 4. PWHCR stagewise increase of fuel utilization
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Reduction of fossil fuel emission (CO2)
by ecological reasons
< 60$/lb
U„a, -Price:
< 305/lb
Goal:

I Preservation of fossil fuel and
] natural uranium resources
> 60S/lb

The subsequent table lists some interim results achieved through the joint efforts

of the cooperation partners in the different problem areas

Key
'£.(///'////£/////./>

Plutonium Recycler

Improved Uranium

and

Problem
Area

Insti-

Main Activity tution

Pu-utlllzatlon

Physics

measurements
of reaction rates

PSI

Interim Results
- void coefficient negative for PWHCR lattice
- essential reduction of
calculation uncertain- -

ty
- void coefficient positive for the infinite
very tight lattice with
VMF = 05
TUBS
KWU
PSI
KfK

-

core design

KWU

- preliminary
design - special design probfinished
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KWU
TUBS
KfK

-

Emergency
core cooling

refloodmg

Mechanical
design

Material
behaviour

3. The Siemens/KWU PWHCR Design

search Center (KfK), the Wuerenlmgen Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and the
Braunschweig Technical University (TUBS)
Initial theoretical and experimental activities were aimed at exploring design
limits regarding
- physics phenomena, particularly void reactivity effect, conversion potential
and control rod worth

- Thermal-hydcaulics, i e core coolability under normal and accidental conditions like loss-of-coolant accidents and various transients
- mechanical fuel assembly and core design

measurement of heterogeneous pattern
(water holes)
measurements
in
wide lattices (VMF
»»

codes

FIG. 5. Buildup of an evolutionary NPP strategy. Objective: versatile and reversible concept, adaptable to actual future needs.

For more than a decade Siemens/KWU has been investigating various conceptual designs of a PWHCR During the last four years the company internal activities have been enhanced by a cooperation with the Karlsruhe Nuclear Re-

Further Activities

1st set of codes under - preparation of code
operation
interfaces
- quality assurance

coolability
(DNB
margin) guaranteed
essential questions
clarified

detailed data
analysis
core design
code adaptation

PSI
KfK

coolability for VMF
> 1 5 verified
coolability for VMF
« 1 to be carefully
checked

detailed analysis of
data
high pressure experiments for code
validation

fuel assembly
core internals
control assemblies
shut down systems

KWU

generic
problems
solved
fuel, fuel rod, clad
ding, spacer, CA. CA
drive, RPV internals.
shut down systems

detailed design

irradiation
experiments

KWU

stainless steel under
irradiation

continuation of the
experiments only for
tighter lattices important

Based on the results obtained within the development partnership a preliminary

Core Design Parameters

HCR design has been performed designated PWHCR

Main Features
-

The core is of a "homogeneous type" with a uniform moderation ratio (VMF)
within the hexagonally shaped fuel assembly

-

VMFof the PWHCR development stage has been chosen to be 1 2
By an adaptation of the fuel rod diameter while keeping the lattice pitch and
the fuel assembly outer dimension constant VMF can be flexibly varied down

-

Thermal output

3765 MW

-

Average linear heat generation rate

146 W/cm

-

Average volumetric power density

105kW/l

-

Total number of fuel assemblies
Number of control assembly drives

349
85

-

Number of FAs that can hold a control assembly

127

Fig 6 shows a horizontal, Fig 7 a vertical cross section through tbe reactor pressure vessel

to 0 5 corresponding to a very tightlattice for an advanced PWHCR
Although the feasibilty of very tight lattices with VMF «

1 could not be

4. Summary

proved yet, there are good indications suggesting the plausibility of lattices
having a VMF appreciably below 1 2

The generic results obtained within the German-Swiss cooperation can be summarized as follows

-

The average linear heat generation rate has been fixed to be 146 W/cm

-

The mechanical design of the PWHCR has been performed in sufficient detail

Physics:

100 % void) is sufficiently negative
the Pu recovery rate (Pu fiss (out)/Pu fiss (in)) is approx 0 75, as compared to a fissile recovery rate of

to enable a reliable check of its physics and thermal-hydraulic feasibility during normal and accidental, e g emergency core cooling or upset transient

conditions

= 0 35 for a uranium fueled classical PWR
controllability is feasible

Fuel Assembly Design Parameters
-

Fuel rod lattice pitch
Cladding outside diameter

-

Pitch-to-diameter ratio

-

-
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Cladding material
Cladding wall thickness
Volumetric moderation (VMF)
Fuel assembly (FA) distance across flats
Spacer type
Number of fuel rods per assembly
Active core height
Fuel
Maximum fissile Pu enrichment
Maximum average discharge burnup

the integral void reactivitiy effect (zero void ->

11 8mm
95mm

Thermal-hydraulics:

the PWHCR core configuration is coolable at nominal power with a satisfactory DNB margin
hexagonal FAs can guarantee comparatively higher
critical heat fluxes (CHF)

1 24
Zry
0 6mm
12

Emergeny core cooling:

the core configuration is coolable under emergency

conditions

200mm

ballooning effect must be investigated carefully

grid
247
3000mm
UO2/PuO2 (MOX)
7-8w/0

55- 60 MWd/kg

Mechanical design-

the essential mechanical design features have been

elaborated
neither prohibitive nor serious problems were encountered
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FIG 6 PWHCF1 core and pressure vessel

FIG 7 PWHCR upper guide structure

Materials

due to the utilization of standard materials no seri-

[3]

Hofmann, H , Fischer, H D , Lochner, K -H , Mertens, U , Microprocessor

ous problems are to be expected

based information and control system for non-safety and safety applications

material investigation for very tight lattices and

in nuclear power plants of the 1990s

high burnup values appear expedient

Paper submitted to the ENC '90 conference to be held 24 - 28 September in
Lyon, France

Systems.

standard systems and components can be employed
no problems could be identified
[4]

Codes:

standard codes and adapted codes are available
quality assurance is necessary

Markt, H , Holzer, R .Advanced core and fuel design for light water reactors,
Atomkernenergie-Kerntechnik Vol 50 (1987) No 4

[S]
In conclusion it can be stated that the PWHCR is conceptionally feasible No seri-

Union of Concerned Scientists Appeal by American Scientists to Prevent
Global Warming, Letterto President George W Bush, January 31,1990

ous problems have been identified that would endanger technical and economic
realization of the concept irrespective of the advisability to perform and complete more detailed investigations on various subjects

[6]

Frewer, H , Future Challenge of Nuclear Power in the European Community,
Nuclear Europe, Journal of ENS, No 1/2 1990, pp 63-75

These encouraging results would suggest that the development of the HCR be
continued The major thrust of a pertinent program should be on the one hand a
harmonisation of the different HCR-concepts currently under investigation in Eu-

Krebs, W -D , Schlosser, G J, Status of fuel assembly design and core man-

rope and its adaptation to the requirements of the next generation of thermal
LWRs on the other hand This next development phase would also greatly benefit

agement experience with MOX fuel in the FRG for Siemens/KWU type LWRs,

from a direct interaction of the utility industry since their requirements are of top

in Water Reactor Fuels, Cadarache, France (1989)

priority
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THE CONVERTIBLE SPECTRAL SHIFT REACTOR
JP MILLOT
Framatome,
Pans-La Défense, France
Abstract
In 1981, after the preliminary design stage for the N4 project had
been completed, Framatome initiated a research and development effort aimed
at defining new core concepts. A first phase was devoted to analyzing the
capabilities offered by undermoderated reactors burning plutonium and by
spectral shift reactors using uranium.
Subsequently the field was
broadened in order to anticipate utilities' medium-term requirements. It
was concluded that priority should be given to:
cost savings,
flexibility in utilization of fissile material,
operating versatility.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, two main trends will govern
fissile material supply: increased availability of plutonium produced by
light water reactors (though not in sufficient quantities to cover demand)
and the fact that natural uranium will be available at reasonable prices
for many years to come. This led us to define the convertible spectral
shift reactor concept as early as 1984. Such a reactor uses both types of
fissile material to optimum effect, but is still based on existing PWR
fabrication and fuel facilities. At about the same time, following the
first assessments, a basic research program to investigate the neutronics,
thermal hydraulics and safety of tight lattice plutonium cores was launched
by the CEA and EdF (DEE), bringing in Framatome. The CEA was also involved
in Framatome's work on the convertible spectral shift reactor, since it
performed the various feasibility demonstration tests
The study was
completed in 1988, with the conclusion that the convertible spectral shift
reactor is a feasible proposition. This work will be presented in greater
detail at the technical meeting.
How, EdF has initiated a program to define the characteristics of a
future plant series, the PWR 2000, with the convertible spectral shift
reactor as a possible option for the steam supply system.

France s large number of operating PWR units and the spent-fuel reprocessing
policy that it has adopted have led to already having a large stock of plutonium on hand At present, some of this material is being recycled in the existing 900 HWe class PWR units
•

In 1987, one fuel reload containing plutonium was carried out at the
Saint Laurent nuclear power plant (NPP)

•

In 1988, two such reloads were implemented

•

In 1989, new fuel assemblies containing mixed uranium and plutonium oxide (MOX) fuel were loaded into three other PWR units

This type of Pu recycling has been proven to be cost-competitive, using existing industrial facilities However, such Pu recycling in PWRs, perfectible as
it may be, has its limitations, because of the influence that it has on the
reactivity balance in the reactor and the isotropic degradation of the plutonium during its irradiation
In view of the surplus plutonium stocks that will be available in France by
the beginning of the 21st century (on the order of 100 tonnes), and taking into account an increasing rate of consumption of the quantity produced annually
by the spent-fuel reprocessing plants (approximately 6 5 tonnes), Framatome
has developed the concept of an optimized plutonuiun-using light water reactor
This is the convertible spectral shift r«»ctor, known in France as the
RCVS (for "Réacteur Convertible a Variation de Spectre")

DESIGN GOALS

INTRODUCTION

The design goals originally set for the RCVS were as follows

France currently generates over 70 \ of its electricity by means of nuclear
power plants, essentially of the pressurized water reactor (PWR) type Due to
increasing domestic electricity consumption and the electricity-export possibilities that are appearing, the most pessimistic assumptions lead to an estimation for the country s total installed nuclear electric generating capacity
of 65 GW in the year 2000

1) To be able to use Pu fuel to a burnup of at least 60 000 MWd/tonne,
2) To limit the consumption of fissile material,
3) To be able to recycle the Pu indefinitely, without any limitations imposed
by its isotopic degradation during irradiation in the reactor core,

4) To be able to used either uranium or MOX fuel, and to be able to shift fron
one to the other at any reactor refueling, and
5) With either type of fuel, to reduce the fuel cycle cost with respect to a
PWR, even taking into account the planned improvements to the latter

1) To reduce neutron losses, the reactor is equipped with a heavy stainlesssteel reflector and
• Axial blankets, with a uranium core, or
•

Radial and axial blankets, with a core containing Pu

2) To improve the production of Pu and optimize the initial enrichment, at the
beginning of the fuel cycle, a mechanical spectrum-variation device is employed Its effectiveness is enhanced by the possibility of inserting fertile gadolinium rods into the core

DESCRIPTION OF THE RCVS
To enable reducing the moderator ratio without reducing the fuel array pitch,
the internal configuration of each fuel assembly is a hexagonal array
The moderator ratio adopted for the MOX fuel is the result of a tradeoff between the advantages of a lower ratio, to increase the conversion factor and
reduce the isotopic degradation of the Pu, and the disadvantages of such a
lower ratio as concerns the reactivity balance For uraniua fuel, the ooderator ratio has been optmized by replacing certain fissile rods by water tubes
The different fuel asseablies are thus hydraulically coapatible with the ooderator ratio adopted, given in the following table

This concept led Franatome to analyze the feasibility of a fuel assembly with
a hexagonal pitch (Figure 1) and the overall RCVS design (Figure 2)

MAIN RESULTS OBTAINED
Franatome began its RCVS feasibility study in 1986 Today, taking into account all the analyses performed during this phase, the preliminary results
can be summarized as follows
CORE PERFORMANCE

Table 1

Possibilities of modulating the noderator ratio
Enrichment
Moderator ratio

Fertile rod
position
U core

Pu core

Withdrawn

2 04

1 47

Inserted

1 60

1 16

The present pitch of the RCVS fuel array, at this stage of development, is
very near that of a PWR
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Certain measures are taken to optimize the consumption of fissile aaterial and
the initial enrichment in the RCVS

For the reference core configurations adopted for the feasibility study, the
results obtained are given below

* Uranium core, 60 000 MWd/tonne burnup, annual refueling, enrichment = 3 9 %
• Pu core, 60 000 MWd/tonne faurnup, annual refueling, enrichment = 5 7 \
The radial blankets for the Pu core are cycled, like the core, by sixths and
their stay time in the core is identical to that of the fissile elements
On the basis of this study, it is of course possible to draw conclusions for
other core configurations (influence of the burnup, the type of cycling,
etc )
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FIG. 1. Conceptual design of a hexagonal RCVS fuel assembly.

FIG 2. Partial cross-section of the RCVS showing coolant flow paths.

Hass Balance

Uranium core

Table 4. Balance for a reload.
For the core and the annual cycling under consideration, the fissile material
mass balances between the core loading and unloading are as follows:
Initial
mass in kg

EIN (U5)

Fissile
material

19 536

3.9 \

Axial
blankets

964

0.2 '*

Fertile
rods

3075

0.2 *.

Plutonium core

Table 2. First cycle balance for a fissile Pu reload.

Initial Pu

End of 1st

cycle

Core

987 kg

719 kg

Axial blankets

--

26 kg

Radial blankets

--

65 kg

Fertile rods

—

35 kg

TOTAL

987 kg

846 kg

Table 3. Equilibrium cycle balance for a fissile Pu reload.

Initial Pu

End of

cycle
Core

987 kg

747 kg

Axial blankets

--

26 kg

Radial blankets

—

65 kg

Fertile rods

--

35.5 kg

:

EFIN (U5) EFIN (FPu)

Final FPu
mass in kg

0.75 °*

147

—

0.75 \

7.3

—

0.64 %

20

0.4 \

Possibility of Multiple Recycling

The possibility of aultiple recycling was examined on the basis of the following hypotheses:
1) This would be self-recyling. This is a pessimistic hypothesis, because the
mixture of Pu fron the RCVS and the Pu from a PWR makes it possible to have
Pu fuel of higher isotopic quality.
2) The fertile rods have a stay time in the core of three refueling cycles for
a core having a burnup of 60 000 MWd/tonne.
3) The radial blankets remain in the core for six refueling cycles and are
managed by sixths, like the fuel.

TOTAL

31

987 kg

Using the plutonium from a PWR, for which the burnup is approximately 45 000
(Wd/tonne, and taking into account the following isotopic content:
PU239

874 kg

1.9

58.7 \

22.8

10.9 X

5.7

JO

the isotopic content of the RCVS plutonium at fuel unloading is as follows:
Table 5. Isotopic content of RCVS Pu at discharge after six fuel cycles.

Based on these compositions, and taking into account the degradation of the Pu
quality during the time it is not in the reactor (Pu241 •* Am2*i), the possibility of using this plutonium has been verified.
The composition of the plutonium when removed from the uranium RCVS core is

Blankets

Core

Average

Fertile
rods

pu238

:

3.2

:

0.2

:

PU239

:

45.3

:

80.2

:

pu240

:

26.2

:

11.9

:

pU2-V1

:

18.1

:

7.1

pu242

:

7.2

:

0.6

0.2

:

2.8

8 5 . 5:

50.9

9.0

:

23.7

:

5.0

:

16.3

:

0.3

:

6.2

The "average" composition of the plutonium assumes mixing of the plutonium
fron the core, the fertile rods, and blankets. It is calculated taking into
account the mass balances given earlier.

given in the next table.

Table 7. Isotopic content of the Pu at the end of the cycle.

Core plus
blankets

Average

Fertile

rods
:

4.1 ».

72.1 %

:

48.6 %

:

16.8 *4

:

2 4 . 8%

15.0 *

:

9.3 *

:

14.4 %

10.2 %

:

1.5 *

:

9.2 %

pU238

:

4.6 '*

PU239

:

45.5 \

pu2<,0

:

24.7 %

pu2<.1

:

pu2^2

:

:

0.3 \

Based on this data, the plutonium was recycled three times in the reactor,
i.e. for a time period equivalent to the life of the latter. The final Pu
content obtained is very near the equilibrium^content for such a reactor. It
is given in the following table.
Table 6. Final Pu isotropic content after three fuel cycles.

pU238

:

PU233

Initial

RCVS 1st

PWR Pu

cycle

RCVS equilibrium

:

2.8 *

:

2.8 %

:

58.7 ** :

50.9 %

:

49.0 %

pu240

:

22.8 * :

23.7 %

:

24.0 *

pU2<,1

:

10.9 \

:

16.3 '*

:

18.0 *«

p u 242

:

5.7 \

:

1.9 \

6.2 \

The plutonium from the uranium core has an isotopic composition very close to
that of the equilibrium plutonium fro» the Pu core. Its use therefore does
not pose any specific problems.

:

6.2 \

Reactivity Balance

The reactor control strategy employed (control without using soluble boron) is
covered in another presentation. The criteria defining the reactivity requirements are as follows:
1) At hot shutdown, a reactivity margin of 1000 pen, assuning that one shutdown RCC is stuck in the withdrawn position.

2) At intermediate shutdown (180"C), a reactivity margin of 1000 pc«, assuming
that one shutdown RCC is stuck or that the aechanism is equipped with
double detection of low control rod cluster positions
3) At refueling shutdown or in case of severe accident, a reactivity margin of
5000 pcm, with all the shutdown RCCs inserted
The margin with respect to the steal» line break accident does not need to be
taken into account, because of the type of control assumed (no boron during
power operation, the shutdown control rod bank having sufficient worth to be
able to compensate for the reactivity until shiftover to the residual heat
removal system)
With respect to these criteria and taking into account the proposed reactor
control strategy, the situation with regard to the reactivity is as follows
Plutonium core

The worth of the natural soluble boron is very low Depending on the situation, it is only
• under hot conditions 1 51 pca/ppm with the fertile rods inserted, and
1 83 pcM/ppa with the fertile rods withdrawn,
• under cold conditions 2 57 pcm/ppm with the fertile rods inserted, and
3 12 pcn/pp» with the fertile rods withdrawn
The compensation control rod bank must be capable of accomplishing,
fro« hot shutdown, all of the power evolutions Therefore, when it
inserted into the core, the reactor is subcritical regardless of the
of the shutdown control rod bank Its total worth is determined by
lowing requirements
•
•
•
«
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Residual reactivity due to burnup
Xenon effect
Power operation
Control margin
Total

1000 pcm
1000 pcm
2000 pen
500 pea
4500 pen,

starting
is fully
position
the fol-

or about 90 pcm per control rod cluster
The worth of the shutdown rod bank is evaluated at 9100 pea, with a precision
of 1000 pcm It is thus sufficient with respect to the first criterion At
the reactor scram signal, the two banks fall into the core, providing safety
redundance

The reactivity requirement to go to intermediate shutdown (necessary to shift
to the residual heat removal system) starting fron hot shutdown is 6100 pcm
Taking the above criteria into account, the worth of the shutdown RCCs therefore must be at least 7100 pcm, to which must be added an uncertainty factor
of 1400 pcm, by statistically combining the errors The worth of the shutdown
rod bank is thus sufficient to ensure this function
The reactivity requirement to go from hot shutdown to cold shutdown for refueling is 7800 pen, to which must be added 5000 pcm This implies a negative
reactivity from boron (taking uncertainties into account) of 5100 pen, which
is possible with an injection of borated water, using natural boron in a solution of 2000 ppm
Uranium core

The worth of the soluble boron is practically the same as for a PWR The reactivity requirements with respect to the compensation control rod bank are as
follows
•

Residual reactivity due to burnup

« Xenon effect
• Power operation
Control margin
Total

1000 pcm

2000 pc»
2000 pen
500 pcm
5500 pen,

The average worth of a coapensation control rod cluster is thus about 80 pc«
The worth of the shutdown rod banks being 11 600 pcm, it is sufficient to respect the hot-shutdown criterion The two banks fall into the core simultaneously, and the residual heat removal system is redundant
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Taking the necessary margin into account, the necessary reactivity worth to go
to the intermediate shutdown state is 7200 pcm, to which must be added 2000
pcm to take account of the uncertainties in evaluating the reactivity and in

the worth of the control rod clusters

In case of system

The worth of the boron also means that the refueling shutdown criterion is
met

SAFETY

With respect to a PWR, certain special features of the RCVS have to be taken

into account during safety analyses

•

The compactness of the fuel assembly array, which modifies the conditions
of coolant flow through the core, and in particular the capacities of the
safety infection systems necessary to ensure correct core cooling in case
of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA),
The presence of fertile fuel rod clusters, "Which also must be cooled, under
the sane accident conditions, whether the clusters are inserted into the

core or not,
•

2) Steam-line breaks, and

The worth of the shutdown control rod

banks is thus sufficient with respect to this criterion
failure, the boron injection systen ensures redundancy

•

1) LOCAs involving large and medium-sized breaks,

The plutoniun fuel, with greater reactivity and less sensitivity to the
action of the soluble boron, which favors reactivity excursions in case of
core voiding and control rod ejection, and

• The absence of soluble boron under hot conditions, which Bakes it necessary
to guarantee until intermediate shutdown the negative reactivity necessary
to keep the reactor subcritical, using only the control rod clusters This
modifies the sequence of a possible steaa-line break accident scenario

Consequently, among all of the accident transients generally analyzed, only
three were considered for the RCVS safety analysis, because they could, a priori, cause effects specific to this design These were

3) Control rod ejection

In addition, an analysis of the evolution of the reactivity as a function of
the void fraction enabled verifying under which conditions one of the fundamental bases of traditional PWR safety analysis is not compromised in the
RCVS, in other words that core voiding always leads to a loss of reactivity
Lirge-Brttk LOCÂ

Problems specific to the RCVS design

Because of the compactness of its core, the RCVS behaves differently than a
PWR, both during the decompression phase and during the core reflooding phase
The analysis of its behavior must take into account certain specific effects
•

Cold dome effects, which are highly beneficial during the decompression,

•

The increased volume of the dome, and

«

Slower decompression of the dead under-dome volume (increase in the pressure drops at the done-control rod cluster junction)

In addition, certain other specific aspects of the RCVS design require special
analyses
1) The fertile rods of the spectrum-variation clusters When inserted, they
remain confined in guide tubes For this reason, due to possible plugging
of these tubes by swelling, the energy released is assumed to be evacuated
only by radiation, since cooling by convection can not be guaranteed
2) The heavy stainless-steel neutron reflector, which presents a greater hot
structural mass than does a conventional baffle

Development and qualification of methods
0

The computational 'codes' (programs) and methods for the décompression phase,
qualified for the PWR, remain applicable to the RCVS configuration, provided
that certain modifications are made, related to the geometry of the array

Go 3 6 g/m2 s

3 W/m2

DT 60 C

T pi max 600°C

P l bar

Preliminary core reflooding tests carried out at the CEA on the Eccho B loop
have confirmed the computations made with the PWR design codes (see Figure 3)
Computations have also shown that the reflector does not have an appreciable
impact on the accident sequence
Results of tne analyses

a) Fissile core cooling
The evolution of the maximum temperatures of the fissile rod and fertile rod
cladding is presented in Figure 4
The penalizing aspects of the core geonetry, mainly sensitive during the corereflooding phase, are entirely countered by the beneficial effects especially
related to the decompression Thus, the aaximua temperature of the fissile
rod cladding evolves with a delay of about 100 seconds with respect to that of
a PWR, but attains a peak of the same order of magnitude, thus respecting the
criteria of Appendix K
The maximum plugging factor is 77 \ for the transient envisaged If PWR core
experience is extrapolated to this subject, such a plugging factor has no IBpact on the core cooling This tentative conclusion will nevertheless need to
be confirmed by plugging tests on the Pericles test loop at the CEA s Grenoble
Nuclear Research Center
b) Cooling of the spectrum-varying fertile rods
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When a fertile rod is inserted into the RCVS core, the energy it releases is
evacuated by radiation to its guide tube and the rod rapidly reaches thermal
equilibrium with its environment It then follows the temperature evolution
of the surrounding fissile rods, with a temperature difference that can attain
several tens of degrees centrigrade

'00

200

300

400

500

600

700

FIG 3 Result of RCVS core reflooding tests on CEA's Eccho B loop

Time (sec)
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In the withdrawn position and in case of a LOCA, once the rod is withdrawn its
cooling poses a particular problem. Part of the rod is no longer immersed in
the reactor coolant, in view of its position at the end of the transient. The
behavior of the fertile rods thus was the subject of a special analysis, taking into account the different possibilities for evacuating the energy it releases.

Temperature

1200

1100

The least-cooled part of the rod is the part situated in the reactor vessel
dome, the rest of the rod being either in the upper plenum and in the RCC
guide tube, which is cooled by the steam current leaving the core, or in the
baseplate of the inverted-hat upper reactor internals, which have high thermal
inertia and which are also being cooled by the steam flow.

1000

900

The behavior of the fertile rods was analyzed taking into account the evacuation of their energy only through the reactor vessel and the baseplate of the
inverted-hat upper internals. A computation was made for the most pessimistic
case, that of the six clusters in the ring of fuel assemblies at the center of
the core, including the residual power of the other fertile rods assumed to
have all been withdrawn from the core. The evolution of the cladding teaperature found shows that the maximum temperature reached is 450'C, and that the
temperature drops below 400'C after five hours. The thickness of the resulting zirconium layer is on the order of several nicrometers (Figure 5).

800 —;

700

600

Steam-Line Break Accident
500

The RCVS behavior in case of a steam line break differs considerably from that
of a conventional PWR. This is because the RCVS has a large reserve of negative reactivity immediately available, thanks to its larger number of neutronabsorbing control rod clusters. This enables ensuring core subcriticality
down to intermediate shutdown (180'C) without using soluble boron.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the maximum temperatures of the RCVS fissile and fertile rod cladding
in case of LOCA.

For this reason, the steam-line break accident is not a design-basis accident
for the RCVS.

to hardening of the neutron energy spectrum

Temperature

To

The effects of the decreased

neutron life and of the fraction of delayed neutrons are more than compensated

for by the increase in the Doppler coefficient As the ejected reactivity at
reduced power is the same as at high power, it is the latter case that it the
most penalizing

The results obtained are given in Figure 6

The maximum temperature attained in the most penalizing case is 2575'C, so
there is no fuel meltdown The maximum stored energy is 529 J/g, which is
less than the allowable maximum energy of 836 J/g
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The rod-ejection accident criteria are therefore amply respected, despite the
adoption of highly pessimistic hypotheses tor the analysis The situation of
the RCVS appears to be a little more severe than it is for the 1300 MWe class
•P4" design for such an accident, but the difference is barely significant in
100000

view of the present uncertainties in evaluating the accident parameters

Time (sec)

Core Voiding Risk IPu Core)

FIG. 5. Evolution of the cladding temperature of withdrawn fertile rods in a RCVS in case of
LOCA.
Rod Ejection Accident

The design condition for the RCVS with a uranium or plutonium core was determined by the same method as the one used for PWRs This method consists of
determining by statistical computation the ejected reactivity and the hot
channel factor in the post-ejection configuration This computation is made
using a hexagonal code, for a complète core It is assumed that the hot channel factor and the axial power distribution remain constant throughout the
transient, which is a conservative assumption
computed

The neutron kinetics are then

using a special-purpose model, to determine the evolution of power

with time, and from these two results the evolution of the fuel temperature at
the hot spot is deduced

In case the quantity of coolant water in the core is reduced for very low densities, the neutron spectrum becomes a fast spectrum Under these conditions,
the even-numbered Pu isotopes become particularly fissile, which can lead to
increased reactivity
An analysis of the reactivity variation was carried out, taking the enrichment
in fissile plutonium as the main variable

Whereas for low void fractions the

reactivity is monotonously decreasing, for high void fractions it goes through
a

minimum and then increases

When the entire core is concerned, this in-

crease is nevertheless partially compensated for by increased neutron leakage,
related to the length of slowing

These phenomena lead to taking into account

two types of limits
1) In case of a LOCA, once it has been voided the core must be subcritical,
which imposes a maximum core enrichment of about 7 5 "*
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The most penalizing case is that of the uranium core The accumulated energy
and thus the maximum temperature depend mainly on the Doppler feedback coefficient, for a given reactivity, and the value of this coefficient is -2 6 pcm
per "C for the U core versus -3 6 pcm/'C for the Pu core This effect is due

?) In case of a local accident (plugging, control rod ejection), the reactivity at all points of the voided core must be at most equal to the value of
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Enthalpy (j/g)

the reactivity at the same point under normal conditions This necessitates a more constraining enrichment limit than the one above (about
6 8 %)
The

analysis and

results summarized above are supported by the following

tests, carried out by the CEA in cooperation with EOF and Franatome, which are

SAFETY CRITERION

discussed in another presentation
800

• The Erasme criticality experiment,
REACTOR S

•

DNB tests, and

«

Core reflooding tests

COHPARING THE RCVS /WO CURRENT Mffl MODELS
600

It one now wants to compare the RCVS to other types of PWRs from the standpoint of the plutoniuB user, this comparison must take into account several
different criteria

• Economic factors,
• Strategy of fissile Material use,

-too

•

Co»

Safety, and

• Control effectiveness.
ECONOMIC FACTORS

For an all-plutonium core, the cycle cost is a decreasing function of the discharge burnup (see Figure 7) There is no optmua, as there is in the case of
an uranium core
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Figure 8 shows the dependence of the cycle cost on the moderator ratio As
can be seen, this is a decreasing function for a first recycling, increasing
for the second recycling, but in any event the dependence is snail

sTime (sec)
If the cost of plutonium is reduced, so is the difference between the various
possible solutions
FIG. 6 Fuel enthalpy variation during a control rod injection transient

In conclusion, economic analysis at the plane of a single reactor shows the
advantages of increasing the burnup, but it does not give any major motivation
for the choice of the type of core to use.

STRATEGY OF FISSILE MATERIAL

USE

The use of plutonium in a pressurized water reactor necessitates a quantitative analysis (mass or plutonium enrichment) and a qualitative analysis (isotopic composition of the Pu) over time, the qualitative aspect being particularly important in case of multiple recycling.

30 000

40000

50 000

At present, the plutoniua is produced by PWRs using enriched uranium as their
fuel. The quality of this plutoniua does not greatly depend on the burnup, as
shown by the following table.

60 000

Burnup (MWd/tonne)

FIG. 7. Cycle cost as a function of discharge burnup.
Table 8. Isotopic composition of the Pu produced by a PWR,

as a function of the discharge burnup of the fuel.

Burnup

Vin/Vu
1.47
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2.11

FIG. 8. Influence of the moderator ratio on the cycle cost.

2.98

pu239

:

Pu**0

P U 2<H

P U 2*2

33 000 MWd/tonne

58.3

22.8

13.8

5.1

45 000 (Wd/ tonne

55.8

23.0

14.8

6.4

60 000 MWd/tonne

52.4

23.6

15.7

8.3

The behavior of this type of plutonium, in a light water fuel assembly array,
is aainly influenced by the moderator ratio. Starting from the plutonium recovered from PWR fuel with a discharge burnup of 45 000 MWd/tonne (see below),
the qualitative evolution of the plutonium, as a function of the moderator
ratio and for a burnup of 60 000 MWd/tonne, is given by the following table,

for two cycles.
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Table 9

Evolution of Pu fuel in an RCVS as a function of the aoderator ratio
Initial E
(total Pu)

VM/VU

Cycle no

*. P u 2 3 9

;, p u 2*o

1

51 5

26 4

15 4

6 7

2'

47 4

28 7

16 0

7 9

1

46 3

27 7

17 7

8 3

2*

40 4

30 0

18 2

11 4

1

37 1

31 3

19 2

12 4

2"

29 8

33 0

18 8

18 4

1*'*

30 4

40 0

11 7

17 9

1 16

\ PU241

». P U 2 4 2

1 47

Standard

211

Vm/Vu
298

PWR

Array

FIG 9 Initial enrichment as a function of the moderator ratio
2 98

Notes

* Equilibrium Pu attained, ** Equilibrium Pu not attained,
*** No recycling possible

Figure 9 gives the initial total Pu and fissile Pu enrichments for the first
two cycles, as a function of the noderator ratio This figure and Table 9
show that, for a given burnup (60 000 MWd/tonne in this case), a high aoderator ratio leads to a low initial enrichment requireaent, but causes appreciable degradation of the plutoniuo Inversely, the lower the moderator ratio,
the better the isotopic quality of the plutonium is conserved

For the purposes of this comparison, the RCVS can, schematically, be considered to be a fuel assembly array with a noderator ratio of 1 47, subject to
spectrum variation, and profiting or not from the addition of radial blankets

In the case of storage, the evolution results from the transformation of Pu 2i >i
into
The main variable is the duration of use, between the initial production of
the plutonium and its loading into an FBR, multiple recycling (per array type)
being taken into account

Figure 10 presents the main results of this analysis
The final destination of the plutonium being to serve as fast breeder reactor
(FBR) fuel, we have analyzed the aass of Pu consuaed, expressed in FBR-equivalent Pu 2 39 , for different types of use
• An all-Pu PWR, for different noderator ratios,
« An RCVS, with or without radial blankets, and
•

Storage

tages of a low moderator ratio

One can see the advan-

In addition, it can be noted that the spec-

trum variation, on one hand, and the radial blankets, on the other, enable
compensating for the penalizing effects due to a looser array

The energy produced as a function of the loss of Pu during this lapse of time
was also taken into account The results obtained are expressed in terms of
the energy produced (in TWh) per tonne of the plutonium consumed

Fuel storage
Pu PWR 33000

__

PU PWR euooo

u./

Rcvs^ blankets

ll.C

..

-

Hcvs-blankets

— — — Nun resfjet-t Eut < 6,5 %
———

(1.4

mpcct Ein < G.5 %

QEnd of first cycle
0End of second cycle
,-y.End of third cycle
10

~-~—-Array -^-= M?
-— Standard array

Time (years)

30

FIG. 10. Pu evolution in all Pu PWR (discharge burnup 60 000 MWd/t).

•

RCVS:

59 TWh

RCVS without blankets:

34 TWh

PWR with V«/VU = 1 :

27 TWh

PWR with VH/VU = 1.47:

20 TWh, and

PWR with standard array:

17 TWh.

All of these analyses show the advantages of using a low moderator ratio, in
the absence of any other determining criteria, and axial blankets.
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CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

CRITERIA

The use of soluble boron enriched in B10 and control rod clusters for reactor
control was analyzed under the assumption that the criteria that define the
necessary negative reactivity margins are the same as those for a current PWR.
The boron enrichment and the number of control rod drive mechanisms necessary
are given in the next table.

Table 10
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Reactivity control of a Pu-fueled PWR

•

With moderator ratios of less than 1 1, reactivity control using conventional means is delicate

RCVS with

Vn/Vu

06

1 13

fert rods

1 47

Standard

inserted*
SUMMARY

Worth of natural soluble

boron (pcra/ppm)

.

hot

-0 73

-1 35

-1 51

-1 83

-2 40

.

cold

1 25

-2 29

-2 57

-3 12

-4 10

Enrichment of
soluble boron
(D
No of fuel
assemblies
No

of CRDM<;
(2)

"

90 \

199

199

63 '',

48 %

199

199

205

79
(3)

89
(*)

76 \

131

85

73

(3)

(3)

(3)

Notes

OF THE KCVS/PHR COMPARISON

From the economic viewpoint, reactors using plutonium fuel appear to be advantageous This advantage increases if one can at the same time push the burnup
and increase the number of reactors of this type and, subsequently, increase
the conversion factor The problems posed by reactivity control using conventional means make it necessary to keep the moderator ratio at 1 or above In
the range of moderator ratios considered possible, the array must be chosen as
a function of an optimized tradeoff between the burnup and the conversion factor

It is possible to further improve this tradeoff if one can, by other means
than the moderator ratio, reduce the initial enrichment and increase the conversion factor
This is why we have been led to analyze the advantages of

using as tight an array as possible, along with spectral variation RCCs and
2

t i v l t y m a r g i n a t c o l d s h u t d o w n ( c o n c e n t r a t i o n 200 1 PP«
W i t h reactor c o n t r o l by compensation RCCAs

3
^

W i t h 36 8 C - e n r i c h e d rods for the s h u t d o w n flCCAs
W i t h 2; 8*C-enriched rods for the shutdown R C C A s

I

These results must be weighted, because they result fro« estimations made on
the basis of RCVS analyses Therefore, they can only be considered as orders
of magnitude Nevertheless, the following tendencies can be noted-

• Without eliminating the use of soluble boron, all of these reactors necessitate the use of enriched boron Under these conditions, this use will
result in extra costs, which will be all the higher as the treatment systems become more sophisticated to reduce the boron losses

• All of these all-plutonium reactors with tighter arrays than those of standard PWRs imply the use of such a large number of control rod drive mechanisms that the conventional latch-arm type can no longer be used, because

of its size

Therefore Bore-compact mechanisms will be necessary

blankets (the quantification of these advantages are given in the Hass Balance
paragraph on p. 31).

The
tor
the
the

analyses carried out show that with a burnup of 60 000 NVd/tonne the reacobtained could respect the fissile-plutonium enrichment limits related to
current state of research The spectrum variation, which enables varying
moderator ratio between 1 16 and 1 47, presents in fact the advantage of

enabling the use of an enrichment lower than that of an array having a Vu/Vu
of 1 47, while at the same time leading to a conversion factor on the same
order as that of an array having a Vu/Vu of about 1
For this, the spectrum-variation RCCs must necessarily contain fertile rods
The use of water-displacement RCCs would reduce the initial enrichment gain by
a factor of 2 5 (see the following table) and would increase the plutonium

consumption by a factor of 2

Table 11. Gain on initial enrichment as a function of
the nature of the spectral-variation RCCAs.
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Burnup

100

Nature of RCCs

45 000
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FIG. 11. Penetration possibilities of the RCVS into the French nuclear power unit population.

CONCLUSION
The feasibility of the RCVS convertible spectral shift reactor concept seems
to have been essentially demonstrated, and the initial goals appear to have
practically been attained. In the next phase, nore detailed analyses will be

performed, to confira certain key points of this feasibility and obtain »ore

43

precise information about the probable reactor perfornances, by reducing the
present uncertainties. This additional concept-proving work will be part of
EOF's REP 2000 program.

To illustrate the advantages of integrating the RCVS into an existing reactor
population, an analysis was nade of the possibility of its penetration into
the French population, starting in 2005, taking into account Pu availability
and the present plans for replacing the existing PWR units (see Figure 11).
This analysis showed that the extent of penetration of RCVS units using plutoniua fuel could be up to 45 *, and that the use of the convertible spectral
shift technology would enable cutting the consumption of natural uranium by
some 50 V
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ANALYSIS OF WER CHARACTERISTICS
WITH TIGHT LATTICE AND MOX FUEL

A short description of codes used for calculations and some results of
their verification obtained using comparision
calculated data with
benchmark problems solutions and measured data are also presented in this
paper.
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Abstract
The use of tight pitch lattice and MOX fuel is one of the ways to
improve fuel utilization in WERs. The presented report is devoted to an

analysis of main neutron-physical and thermohydraulic problems connected
with such core design. In order to achieve the needed accuracy of tight
pitch lattices burnup calculations it is necessary to provide a high
accuracy of reaction rates calculations in the resonance energy range and
therefore the cross sections of the used Pu, Am, Cm isotopes and fission
products should be reliable. For such calculations the UNIRASOS-2 and
SAPFIE codes are used at the Kurchatov Institute. The "second" equivalence
theorem with specially selected parameters and generalized subgroup
approach are used for resonance treatment in these codes. MCU code package
calculations have been used for their validation. This code package is
based on the Monte-Carlo method with a detailed description of cross
section energy dependence in the energy range of resolved resonances. A
comparision of MCU, UNIRASOS and SAPFIR calculations with the results of

precision calculations, results of benchmark problems on tight lattices
burnup solutions and measured data obtained at the PROTEUS critical
assembly, has shown that the obtained accuracy of these codes is
satisfactory for practical purposes. However, in order to estimate the
reliability of void reactivity coefficient calculations under low moderator
density, it is necessary to perform special investigations. For two
dimensional pin power distribution calculations, the 4-group code PERMAK,
in which both diffusion and nodal type balance equations are realized, has
been used.

2

METHODS AND CODES FOR CALCULATIONS OF LATTICE NEUTRON-PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Neutron physics of WER with tight pitch lattices and MOX fuel
differs significantly from physics of today
WERs. It is known that in
order to achieve needed accuracy of tight lattices burnup calculations it
is necessary to provide high precision of reaction rate calculations in
the resonance energy range and reliability of used cros-s sections
libraries for Pu, Am, Cm isotopes and fission products. Short description
of codes wich have been used for core characteristics analysis are given
below. This codes are part of code
package for WERs core neutron
physical calculations. More detailed description of this code package is
given in Ref.2.
MCU code package [3] is used for
neutron transport calculations by
Monte-Carlo method. In the energy range of 10.5 Mev?E^10 Kev collision
calculations are usially performed using 11-group model and well known
ABBN [4] cross sections library. More detailed

Fuel reprocessing and plutonium recycling is one of the ways to improve
fuel utilization in WERs. It has been shown in Ref.l that direct
substitution - the simplest route of plutonium introducing into WER-1000
fuel cycle provides reducing of specific natural uranium spending per Mwt
el year by 2 times. Further increasing of uranium utilization efficiency
can be achieved under using of tight pitch lattices and MOX fuel. This
paper presents results of preliminary analysis of main neutron-physical
and thermohydraulic characteristics of WER (WER-M) with such lattices

structure (18 or 52

sections is used. Continious changing of neutron energy is also taken into

account in this energy interval. Scattering cross sections are calculated
in consideration of chemical binding and thermal motion of nucleus on a
base of KORT [3] library data.
Code package SAPFIR [6] is assigned for semiprecision fuel lattice
burnup calculations

In the energy range

10.0 Kev^E^lO 5 Mev in this code

package 11-group approach and corresponding data from ABBN-TR(an extended
version of ABBN) library are used. In the resonance energy range a
generalized subgroup method [6] is applied. Subgroup parameters from ABBN
for unresolved resonances and generalized subgroup parameters obtained on
the basis of LIPAR data for resolved resonances are used in SAPFIR
In
this code package there are also special modules for detailed calculations
(some thousands energy points) of resonance absorbtion by resolved
resonances Thermal spectrum calculations are carried out using 40-groups
approach.
Spatial
distributions of group and subgroup fluxes are
calculated using first collision probabilities method
Codes UNIRASOS-2

supercell

1. INTRODUCTION

group

groups) and special library can be used in the energy range of 10 5 Mev?E>
100 Kev. In the energy range of unresolved resonances subgroup method [5]
is usially applied. In the energy range of resolved resonances using of
subgroup method or
detailed descriptions of cross sections energy
dependence on a base of LIPAR [3] - estimated resonance parameters library
data is possible. In practice the second approach is usially applied In
thermal
energy range ( E<~l.Qev) 40-group representation of cross

and

RAFORIN

are assigned for design

fuel

cell

and

burnup calculations. This codes are modules of code TVS wich is

used for- fuel assembly burnup calculations
Energy region 4 65 Kev E 10 5 Mev is subdivided in this coaes in two
groups vlicro cross-sections of the most important nuclides aie reoresent
in this ~odes as a functions of some parameters determining detailed
neutron spectrum in
mentioned
above
energy
range
Corresponding
approximation formulas have been obtained using SAPFIR modules and ABBN
data.It ras been shown that this approach provides satisfactory accuracy

of calculations The resonance energy range(4.65Kev E 0.625ev)is subdivided
in

this

codes

into 12 groups

Calculations of U235, U236, U238, Pu239 -

Pu242 sh_elded cross-sections are performed in this codes using second
eojuivalerce theorem with specially selected parameters
An effect of
heavy r_clides resonances overlapping are taken into account using
correct-i-cn suggested in Ref.7. Neutron spectrum in resonance energy range

is calculated using continuous slowing down

neutron

spectrum

calculation

is

theory

carried

methods [8]

out

using

M = 2 M / (l + 1/3)
l

Thermal

differential

thermali^ation model (in UNISASOS-2) and 24-groups model (in RAPOPJN) on a
basis of KORT data For spatial fluxes distributions in this codes
first
collisir~ probabilities method and method o£ surface pseudosources [9J are
applied. Under burnup calculations chsnging of 19 heavy nuclides (fron
Th232 to Cm244) and 95 fission products, concentrations are ta'o into

where H

(l)

is determined from the following correlation

l

n
Kinf(M ) = Kinf
1

(2)

account ContrcZ. rods efficiency and rod by rod power dxstnbutions calculations
were performed using four-groups code PERMAK [10]. In this code botn

standarc diffusion approach

and

nodal

type

balance

equation

[I1-12]

TABLE 1 RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR NB LATTICES

are realized. For estimation of three-dimensional power distribution nodal

simulator BIPR-8 was errployed.
For a verification of mentioned above design spectral codes results of a
comparis-on of calculated data with data obtained using MCU and SAPFIR
code packages, measured data, data on spent fuel isotopic content were
used.

Some

results of such comparisions are given in tables 1-3 and fig.

Cod« nami-, deviation f r o m result;
giv^n in Ref. 13
(.','.}
Lattice

^arameter

1-4. In ~able 1 results of calculations for NB-lattices suggested as a
calculational benchmark in Ref.13 are given
Results of solution of
benchmark problems on tight pitch lattices burnup are presented in fig
1-4. Tables

2 and 3

demonstrate

results

of

comparision

measured

and

K

calculated data for BAPL [15] and PROTEUS [16] critical assemblies.
The results of design codes verification allowed to make a conclusion
that accjracy of lattice characteristics is satisfactory for practical

purposes. But

calculation of void

reactivity

coefficient

under

o

low

6

moderator density is still a problem to be solved. Making Pu239, Am,
On isotopes and fission products cross sections wore accurate, taking into
account effects of some fission
products cross sections selfshielding
and overlapping of their resonances with resonances of heavy isotopes are
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3. COSE DESIGN AND RESULTS OP MAIN NEUTRON-PHYSICS CHARACTERISTICS
ANALYSIS

Going over to using closely packed plutonium enriched lattices put
problems: connected with significant increasing of friction pressure

and

chcosing

0.0

NB -2

some
drop

of spacers type. Necessity of increasing enrichment up to

8-8.5* can moreover lead to positive value of void reactivity coefficient.
This circumstances determined choosing lesser than in today WERs core
length and greater than in APWR [18] moderator/fuel volume ratio. Harder
than in "today WERs neutron spectrum provides a possibility of using steel

as fuel clad material without appreciable falling of neutron balance.
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Two different design of fuel assembly have been examined - with grids
and helical fins as a spacer. Isotopic contents of Pu in fresh fuel is
similar to that in WER-1000 with three years fuel cycle after a burnup of

Ö

40 Mrtd/t and fuel reprocessing duration of 1-3 years. Am241 has been
neglected. Table 4 shows WER-M core parameters in comparision with AP'.fR

KCR
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parameters presented in Ref.18. Main core neutron physical characteristics
obtained using UNIRASOS-2 code are given

in Tabl.5.

This

table contains

the following values: Kinf at 80C and EOC, final burnups depending on
Pu239 and Pu241 concentrations at the BOC and average conversion ratio
( CR ).

Final burnups have been obtained for a case of

cycle using known approximate formula-

three reloading per

P
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA FOR PROTEUS
CRITICAL ASSEMBLY (phase 1, core 1, x = 6%)

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA FOR BAPL LATTICES
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TABLE 4 BASIC PARAMETERS OF WER WITH TIGHTER PITCH PLUTONIUM ENRICHED
LATTICE

factor
Core, eler-entary cell and fuel

equivalent,

Core

active length

WER-M

disinter

Lattice parar^ter

assenoly

pararrveters.
Core

typ*

CnO

TABLE 5. RESULTS OF WER-M FUEL LATTICES BURNUP CALCULATIONS
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TABLE 6 RESULTS OF REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS

Tabl 4

Analysis of Tabl 4

data makes it possible to conclude that.

- needed
7000

full

Pu239, Pu241

power

hours

is

Cure state

enrichment

changing from 8.2 to

8.5 % in deoendence or

lartice pitch, leakage, volume steel fraction, and other characteristics

Lattice

Average conversion ratio is in excess of 0 8;

- obtained burnup characteristics are less
in Ref

18

characteristics

of

moderator/fuel volume ratio and
used codes and data libraries;
- possible unaccuracy of
20 - 25%.
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latticces provides reducing of this value more than 4 times
Such
comparision with WER-1000 with closed fuel cycle shows that in this case
reducing of uranium spending is about 2.7 times
It should be noted that given in Tabl. 5 characteristics have been
obtained under supposition that Am241 is absent in fresh fuel and fuel is
homogeneous mixture of uranium and plutonium dioxide. Taking into

v
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fraction, distinctions

burnup

parameters

A comparision of effective specific natural uranium spending for
reloading of WER-1000 with three-years open fuel cycle and described
here advanced

parameters

to provide fuel load life ti-=

Ketf

1 . OOOO1.1985

3f

>'oCB-10~3 *g'3

1 . OOOO1.1553 1 . OOOO1.1183 O. 9878

-5. 375 -1 4.. 93O -3. 939 -7.856 -4.010 -8. 866 -5.119

account

of Am241 and PuO

grains availability can lead to small reducing of final
2
burnup. Increasing of fuel reprocessing duration because of Pu241 deçà/
also leads to reducing of final burnup ( ~ 5.0% per each three years).
The results of reactivity coefficients calculations at some burnup
points and boron concentrations for 8% enriched lattice obtained using
UNIRASOS-2 code are presented in Tabl. 6. Data of this table shows that
critical boron concentration in tighter lattice is significantly greater
than in today WERs lattices. Such boron concentrations lead to positive
reactivity changing under moderator density reducing. At zero boron
concentration void reactivity coefficient changes sign. Data of Tabl. 6
allow to make a conclusion that using of liquid boron for compensation of
total reactivity excess for burnup is undesirable because it can led to
zero or slight positive void reactivity coefficient at BOC. Therefore
application of IFBA type burnuble absorbers for partial reactivity excess
compensation can be neessary.
It should be mentioned that taking into account real flux distribution in
the core can a little change given reactivity coefficients. It is
necessary also to analyse behaviour of void
moderator density changing from 10 to

reactivity coefficient under
00
g/cm3. An absence
of

corresponding experimental data in our opinion does not allow to guarantee
now sufficient accuracy of such calculations.
To determine power peaking factor and control
rods
worth
t-ro

dp/._
lO^cra3
/3
^m

-1 . 363 1.073

I.68O

-0. 840

dimensional fuel assemoly pouer
using
BIPR-8
nodal simulator

O.38O -O. 560

It has been shown that under choosen core

4

0.764

O. 36O -O. Z4.O -0. 056

parameters it

is

possible

to

THE= OH^DRAULICS PROBLEMS AND SAFETY ASPECTS

WER

•]

reactors

have

t^o

create two new correlations.

ooron

O. 863 -1 . 347 O. 7O1

provide needed value power of peaking factor It is worth to mention tha*in this case disagreements of calculated by fine resh code PER AK and
BIPR-8 two dimemensional fuel assembly power distributions are greater
than usially observed for WER-1000 cores

needed value. But it is seen that fuel pin power peaking factor in tighter
lattice is greater than m WERs lattices. Calculation«, have a-so shown
that in order to provide undercriticality of fresh core at cold state
enrich

-1.714,

m

bundles

by BIO up to 90%
Preliminary calculations of three
distribut ions have been
performed

-2. S92 -3. 84O -2.442 -3. ZZO -2. 594

0. OOO

dimensional fine mesh calculations have been performed using PERMAK code
for core containing fuel assemblies with enrichment -75
80 and 8 5%
It has been shown that power peaking factor for this core don t exceed

without liquid boron by B4C control rods it is necessary to
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O. OOO

and helical

fins as

assemblies

hydraulic

the

thermohydraulic

proper

special
a

resistance

spacer

features
These

closely

packed

features affect

rod

the fuel

and critical heat flux (CHF) Thus for

calculation of

WER-M

it

is

necessary to

4 1 Hydraulic Resistance Calculations
Here

the basic principles

of the hydraulic resistance correlation are

discussed. Experimental data on hudraulic resistance obtained for channels
with cross section of complicated form (for example for fuel assemblies)

show
that
measured hydraulic resistance coefficient differs
from
calculated value if the classic correlation for round tubes is used Such
an error may be eliminated through multiplication of the coefficient
obtained from classic correlation by factor
For a fuel assembly \/ \f
factor may be obtained according to ideas
of Ref. 19. In accordance with method suggested in [19] the channel cross
section is divided onto elementary subchannels. For typical subshannels
the values of ^/^j- ratio were calculated in [19]. As \/Aj>
factor for
the channel in whole the weighted average is taken with subchannel area as
a weight.
Helical fins change the bundle's geometry. So the axial alteration of
the subchannel's configuration causes difficulties in taking into account
of helical fin effects. Thus A/Ay- ratio estimations were performed for
smooth
bundles
(without
taking
fins
into
consideration)
with
length-averaged values of cross section, hydraulic diameter and
wetted
perimeter. Helical fins effect is treated by introduction of local

pressure loss coefficient.
Calculations of these effective local pressure losses were performed
basing on the method from paper Ref. 20. This method was recommended for
situated on channel walls arbitrarily formed lugs. The method takes into
account tightening of the channel due to small rod-to-rod gaps and for

angle of incidence between the lug surface and the direction of flow. Thus
method is relatively universal for various spacing elements geometry.
Traditional honey type spacer grids were also considered in one of the
variants of core design. In that case the local hydraulic losses were
calculated using method described in [21].

4.2 CHf calculations

IAE correlation [22,23] for CHF prediction is based on a wide set of
experimental data and may be used for fuel assemblies of different type.
So IAE correlation has been choosen as the base formula for tight lattice
bundles CHF predictions improvement.
The IAE correlation is

1/3

1/5

f i ( P ) d T (owd T )

dT x ( z ) f 2 ( P )

345 (1 + 0.282 B(z))

tg(ga'

i/3 y

d
- heated diameter, m,
P
- pressure, bar,
x
- quality,
Ow - mass velocity, kg/m2s,
v
- specific volume, m3/kg,
q
- heat flux, w/m2,
z
- axial coordinate, m,
r

= i" -i',

r

- specific heat of evaporation, J/kg,

i

- specific enthalpy, J/kg,

g
a

- gravity-forced acceleration, m2/s
- temperature conductivity coefficient, m-'/s,

<)

- kinematic viscosity, m2/s,

f
S
Fr
0

-

dynamic viscosity, kg/m s,
surface tension, kg/s,
Frud criterion,
density, kg/m3.

Indexes ' and " refer to saturated water and vapour properties.
The IAE correlation validity needs to be prooved
by assessment of
bundle tightness and helical fins influences on CHF.
The preliminary analysis of helical fins influence was carried out
basing on published experimental CHF data, obtained on ^ire-wrapped
bundles Among them there were experimental data from Ref.24,25. It should
oe noted that in Ref. 24 the following conclusions have been made'
- in the case of unicrue direction of fins on each rod the v ire wrao does
not affects CHF at all,
- in the case of opposite directions of fins on the neighbouring rods CHF
Decreases by 25-30 fe.
Tnese conclusions have been made for the case of one fin per rod.
Data from [24] were also analysed using IAE correlation. The results
showed the lack of the helical fins influence on CHF. The paper [25]
presents two pairs of test sections. Each pair of sections has identical
geometries, but in the first section of pair wire wrap is used and in the
second grid spacers are used. The sections of the first pai- are squares
without corners (21 heated rod in square lattice) The sections of the
second pair are of hexagonal form (19 heated rods in hexagonn l lattice)
In spite of the différencies in spacing elements the sections of each pair
have equal cross sections. So

2/5 i/5

[A - 0 286(gw)

where

1/3

the

direct comparison of measured

CHFs in

both sections of pai.. may be performed at least for regimes with equal
pressures, mass flow rates and inlet coolant temperatures. Such comparison
gives the following results. Let qUL and q,x ~ local critical heat fluxes
for the wire-wrapped section and section with grids accordingly Then for
the square sections q /q
= 0.84 - 0 90, for hexagonal sections q -/q '
= 1.05 -1.15

U1

T-

^ ^

On a basis of performed analysis the following conclusion have been made
- until CHF experiments will be done it is not expedient to install into
the correlation any correcting factor taking into account an influence of
wire wrap.
It is very difficult to take into account a tightness of rods lattices
because of a small quantity of experimental data for tight lattice
bundles For a preliminary analysis data from Ref. 26-28 have been used.
Calculations based on IAE CHF correlation have showed a satisfactory
accordance with experiment. Nevertheless the attempts of making of IAE
correlation more precise have been undertaken. A constant d=0.011 (m) was
installed into the correlation instead of a heat diameter d .This constant
corresponds appoximately to the heat diameter of VVER-1000 rod bundle.

After that different correcting factors have been installed
and every
factor was a monotone function of S/D where S - pitch of a rod lattice,
D - outer rod diameter. Unfortunately the absense of the own CHF data for
tight lattices and the small quantity of published data does not permit
to choose groundedly a shape of such function and to optimize its
coefficients. So the original IAE correlation [22,23] was used in
calculations.

5

CONCLUSION

Preliminary analysis

WER

of

neutron-physical and thermohydraulic problems or

with tight lattice and plutonium enriched fuel have showed that

- it is possible to achieve average conversion ratio in

excess

of 0 8

final burnup 41 Gvt d/t using tighter pitch lattice (Vm/Vf=0.79)
plutonium enrichment "8.3%;

anc

4 3 Stationary Thermo-Hydraulic Calculations
- natural uranium utilization in WER-M in comparision

Stationary calculations for NPP
MOCT-7-EC

code [29] . This

code

with

reactor of

is suitable for performing of stationary

and transient analysis of WER-type NPP. The following main components of
NPP were considered: core channels, upper and lower plenum, primary loops,
pressurizer, primary and secondary sides of steam generators, maxn steam
collector. Automatic control system and primary pumps were also taken into
account. The following parameters were calculated: heat power, pressures
in loops, in pressurizer in steam generators and main steam collector,
mass flow rates in primary loops and core channels, coolant specific
enthalpies, fuel and cladding temperatures, wall and SG tubes temperatures
rotation velosities of primary pumps, SG and pressurizer water levels.
The changes taking into account the above-stated pressure losses
calculation method were installed into the code MOCT-7-EC. Three parallel
channels were considered in the core: the hottest subchannel formed by
three neighbouring rods, the most loaded fuel assembly and the rest of the
core.
The following conditions have been analyzed by MOCT-7-EC code:
1. the nominal conditions (the values of the main parameters were taken
from the table 4);
2. the conditions with deviations of the main parameters (the power is
102 % of the nominal power, the pressure is the nominal pressure minus
3 bar, the core inlet coolant t 'inperature is 2 C below of the nominal

temperature);
3. the conditions with deviations of hydraulic characteristics of primary
loops (loop pressure drop equals the nominal drop times 1.10);
4. the conditions with deviations of hydrauiic characteristics of primary
pumps (the pump head equals the noninal head minus 0.245 bar);
5. the conditions with combination of these unfavourable deviations.
Calculations were performed for both variants of fuel assembly design:
. ith helical finned rods and with grid spacers. The relative power radial
and axial distributions obtained from neutron-physical calculations were
used under this calculations.
The calculations results show that under all conditions except the case
with the worst combination of deviations the mean coolant temperature ithe exit of the most loaded fuel assembly does not reach the saturatic"
temperature
Under the worst conditions the quality in the exit of tus
hottest bundle equals 0.004. The maximal fuel temperature does not exceec
1950
C for all cases. The calculations results are in wnole slightl
more favourable for the variant of core with grid spacers.
For CHF calculations the original IAE correlation was used. The minimaCHF-ratio under the worst conditions equals 1.20 in consideration cf
engineer coefficients. This low CHF-ratio may be explained by correlation
features. For example when quality equals 0 the correlation has the forg=C*d
. Such significant reducing of WER-M bundle hea
diameter icomparison with WER-1000 causes significant decreasing of calculatec
CHF-ratio. Obviously CHF experiments for tight lattice bundles and furtheIAE correlation improvement are needed.
Thus the preliminary results of WER-M NPP thermo-hydraulic calculations
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with

WER-1000 type is improved by factor 4-4 5;

WER-m have been performed using

show that it is possible to satisfy safety requirements under choosen cor=
design but more detailed thermo-hydraulic analysis are needed. For sue™
analysis subchannel thermo-hydraulic code VEVERKA [30] can be used.

- WER-M design can satisfy the main safety requarements.

In our opinion the following problems are most important now:
- further improving and verification
accuracy of calculations;

of the codes to

- analysis of void reactivity coefficient at different

provide
core

needed

states

- optimization of reactor control system consisting of control rods,
burnable absorbers of IFBA type and probably boron regulation system;
For codes verification special experimental investigations are planed to
perform in Kurchatov Institute. CHF and preassure drop tests will be

performed soon using two sections - with helical

fins

(first stage ) and

grids as a spacers (second stage).
Studing of plutonium enriched lattices will be performed at special
critical assembly. Measurements will sturt with case of wide lattice
(Vm/Vf=1.8 x=5%) and then tight pitch lattices will be studied. Special
activity on making cross-sections of some heavy isotopes and most
important fission products more precise are also planned.
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Abstract

PacueTHaa npot-paMMa BEBEPKA AJifl aHa-KHOa no suertKaw TenJiorn,apaB.rcn4ecKMx
H

He«TpOHHO-<J)H:3HHeCKHX X a p a K T e p K C t H K

CeMMHap "Ten.no4>n:jnKa-82". flpara,

MAepHtJX peaKTOpOB

1983

A new concept of an axially heterogeneous high conversion
light water reactor(HCLWR) is proposed to improve the natural uranium u t i l i z a t i o n

It consists of a top blanket, an

upper core, an inner blanket, a lower core and a bottom

Blanket for axial direction

From the neutron physics and

thermohydraul ics analyses, it is found that the potential

problems of the HCLWRs such as a positive void coefficient
and severe heat removal can be settled by this concept

The

effect of the HCLWR installation on long-term fuel cycle is
also evaluated

I

Introduction

Recently, much work has been performed to determine the feasibility

of high conversion light water reactor(HCLWR)'" whose core consists of a
tight lattice of mixed-oxide(MOX) plutonium fuel rods

It aims to improve

the natural uranium u t i l i z a t i o n without major changes from a current LWR
plant system

The positive void coefficient have however been one of the most

critical problems in neutron physics aspect to achieve both high conversion

and high burnup

<2>

It is caused by the use of the tight fuel rod lattice and

highly enriched plutonium fuel

(3)

From a thermohydraul ic aspect, moreover,

the tight lattice pitch makes it d i f f i c u l t to maintain sufficiently safe heat
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removal during normal operation and loss-of-coolant accident(LOCA) .(<)

A concept of the HCLWR with a flat core and axial blankets was proposed

p e l l e t is made of depleted UOj.

The

f i s s i l e plutonium enrichment of the

at Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst i tute(JAERI) to achieve both high con-

MOX

version and high burnup, while maintaining a negative void coefficient . <s> By

the discharge burnup of more than 40000MWd/t by a preliminary analysis based

this concept, the positive void coefficient can be reduced by the neutron

on a one-dimensional core burnup calculation assuming four batches refueling.

leakage to the axial direction.

The

leakage neutrons can be utilized in the

axial blankets to enhance the conversion ratio.
to

apply

the

concept

of

the

flat-core

small-

or
to

apply the flat-core to a current— scale LWR

is

One of the most direct ways

intermediate-scale(S400MW-electric) LWR. It is, however, d i f f i c u l t
core height.

fuel for the equilibrium cycle is lOwtX, which was determined to obtain

its use

in

a

plant because of too short active

As an extension, two such flat cores with axial blankets can

be stacked to construct a reactor with an inner blanket as shown in Fig.l,
which provides a thermal output consistent with a conventional 3-loop pressurized water

reactor(PWR) .

It is called

"double-flat-core HCLWR" at

JAERI.
In order to grasp the overall neutron physics characteristics of such an
HCLWR, preliminary .survey calculations were made

on

Reactor vessel

the basis of a

one-dimensional core burnup calculation, changing fundamental design para-

RCC guide tube

meters such as moderator-to-fuel volume ratio, core height, inner blanket

thickness and so on."' A preliminary feasibility study was also performed

Rod cluster control
asseobly(RCC)

from thermohydraul ic and safety aspects using available thermohydraul ic

correlations. "KU) It was found that the double-flat-core HCLWR was highly
v

feasible; there is a sufficient margin in the critical heat flux, core pres-

Upper core

support plate

sure drop comparable with conventional PWRs, and a fairly low peak clad

Fuel asseably

temperature in LOCA situation.
Based on the survey results, more concrete design parameters were
determined for a reference HCLWR with the double— flat-core.

In the present

paper, the design work performed for the reference HCLWR will be described
on the neutron physics and thermohydraul ic aspects.

Blanket

Descriptions will be

given also for the evaluated result for the fuel cycle strategy using the

Core

Lower core Plate

HCLWR.
I. Reference Core; HCLWR-JDF1
Figure 2 shows the fuel rod structure of the double-flat-core HCLWR,
which consists of top blanket, upper core, inner blanket, lower core and

bottom blanket for its axial direction.
parts is made of plutonium MOX

The

fuel pellet of the active core

with 0.2wtX depleted UOj, while the blanket

Fig.l Reactor internals of an axial heterogeneous HOUR (HCLSR-JDF1).

»olio.
Support tltnket fuel
end plat tube
pellet

Mox (tie!
pellet

Unket fuel
Pellet

»ox f u e l

BUnVot f u e l

pellet.

p_ej_l_eI____

Table 1

PUnui aprlnt

Specifications of HCLWR-JDF1

2432
810

Thenal output (HI)

Electric power (MS)
Equivalent core dia»eter (i)
U n i t core height (B)
Top and bottoi blankets thickness (i)
Inner blanket thickness (»)

4.37 [4.80]*
0.6
0.3
0.3

4

Nusber of fuel cycles

Fuel asseibly p i t c h (a«)
Nuiber of f u e l rod per FA

Fig.2 Fuel rod structure.

Nuiber of rod cluster(RCC) thinbles per FA
Fuel rod outer diaaeter (BB)
Fuel rod pitch (a«)
V./Y,

The core height and b l a n k e t thickness was a l s o d e t e r m i n e d based on the paraheat r a t i n g , o b t a i n a b l e burnup and c o n v e r s i o n r a t i o

The cladding

the f u e l rod is 0 S7mm-thick Zircaloy tube w i t h 9.5mm-o d., which has

been w i d e l y used in c u r r e n t PVVRs.

The l a t t i c e p i t c h of 11.7mm corresponds

5.3 / 6.6 / 8.1 / 10.0
10.0
4.9

] : Values for radial blanket.

t o t h e m o d e r a t o r - t o - f u e l v o l u m e r a t i o o f 1 . 0 6 a t t h e c o n d i t i o n t h a t a l l con-

JöOToWöÖÖt

Depleted UOZ
0.57
II.0
7.52
85

RCC thiable outer dia«eter (BB)

B„C(90X 10B) absorber outer diaieter (as)
NuBber of RCCs
Initial core Pu' enrichaent (wtX)
Equilibria« core Pu' enrichient (wtX)
Initial Pu' loading inventory (tonne)

The f u e ! assembly contains 372 f u e l

rods, 24 t h i m b l e s for c o n t r o l e l e m e n t s and one d e t e c t i v e tube
of

Zircaloy

Cladins thickness (a«)

The h o r i z o n t a l cross s e c t i o n of the f u e l assembly is shown in Fig.3 and

its s p e c i f i c a t i o n s are shown in Table 1.

Grid

Spacer type
Fuel cladding Material
Blanket saterial

m e t r i c survey results, which compromised the balance among allowable linear

trol elements are withdrawn

In such a volume ratio, the chemical shim using

soluble boron is e f f e c t i v e for excess reactivity control.

w
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Fig.3 Horizontal fuel asseably cross section.

[63

313
[
6
6
]
235.4
372
[397]
24
[0]
9.5 [9.8]
11.7
I.06 [0.79]

NuBber of fuel assesblies(FA)

A honeycomed grid

spacer is used to support the fuel rods with the gap of 2.2mm between the
rods

The

radial

blanket

assembly without

guide

thimble

contains 397

depleted UOj rods whose outer diameter is 10.1mm, while the lattice pitch
is the same as that of the core assembly

Thus, the moderator-to-fuel volume

ratio of the radial blanket assembly is somewhat smal ler(=0. 79) to enhance
the conversion ratio.
The reference HCLWR can provide the electric power of 80Û-MW consistent

with the output of current 3-loop PWRs. Figure 4 shows the horizontal cross

section of the HCLWR, which consists of four core zones with different burnup
degree and a layer of radial blanket assemblies.

The

radial blanket is

effective not only to increase the conversion ratio but also to protect the

reactor vassal from hard neutron exposure.

which was

56

evaluated by the one-dimensional transport calculation using the

ANISN code"". The collapsed effective cross sections with burnup dependence
were beforehand prepared by the collision probability routine of the SRAC
code.

A

four-batches refueling was assumed here to estimate the burnup

related quantities, such as the discharge burnup, conversion ratio and so on.

These results are c o l l e c t i v e l y listed in Table 2.

It w i l l be seen that

a considerably high value is obtainable for the average conversion ratio(=0.83)
along burnup, the f i s s i l e plutonium

inventory

ratio(=0.8S) and

discharge

burnup(=42.5GWd/tonne). Here, the burnup corresponds to the power generation
in the active cores alone.

The contribution to the power generation in the

blanket regions is about 20X of the whole power generation at the end of the
equilibrium cycle.

If this power generation in the blanket regions is taken

into account, the e f f e c t i v e burnup per the active parts of the loaded fuel
inventory is about 56GWd/tonne.

From these results, the power generation

per net consumption of fissile material as a balance between conversion and

Fig.4 Horizontal core cross section.

depletion is estimated to be 2.2 times as large as that of the current PWR

(A~D:Fuel. BUT:Blanket, O:RCC)

whose discharge burnup and fissile material inventory ratio are 33GWd/t and

As seen from Fig.l, the core diameter, hence the diameter of the pressure vessel is considerably larger, as compared with conventional PWRs.

Table 2. Core Burnup Calculation Results

A

pressure vessel corresponding to such a reactor is not difficult to be con-

Discharge burnup (Gad/tonne)

structed using the state-of-arts technology. To decrease the radial core size
while maintaining the same linear heat rating, it is necessary to enlarge

Core / Axial blanket / Radial blanket
Cycle length (Full-power days)
Average conversion ratio

the upper and lower core height or to remove the radial blanket. This means,

Fissile Pu inventory ratio

however, to reduce the merits of the flat-core such as high conversion,

Average Linear heat rating at BOC/EOC (»/KB)

negative void coefficient and thermohydraulic safety.

spatial

dependent

burnup

calculation

Core
Fractional power generation at BOC/EOC (X)
Core

was

performed

with

the

Axial blanket
Radial blanket

three-dimensional diffusion code COREBN, which is an auxiliary program of

Radial power for« factor; «ax(Fr)*

the SRAC code"1 generated on. the basis of the CITATION code"1". The calcu-

Axial power for« factor; Bax(F.)
Hot channel factor; aax(FrXFt)'

lation was made, with the (A—Z) meshing option, up to the equilibrium cycle
on the basis of an optimized fuel shuffling and refueling. A six energy group

structure

(5

calculation.

fast -t- l thermal groups) was

0.86
11.4 / 10.9
0.21 / 0.28
0.13 / 0.13

Axial blanket
Radial blanket

I.I Three-dimensional Core Burnup Calculation
The

42.5 / 10.1 / 4.9
380
0.83

employed

for the diffusion

The burnup duration estimated by the diffusion code was cor-

rected considering the transport effect due to the short active core height,

Void coefficient at BOC/EOC (pca/Xvoid)

Excess reactivity in cold condition (PC«)
Cheaical shia worth (cold) (pc«/ppa-nat.B)
B<C control rod worth (cold)

Most reactive one-rod stuck reactivity (pc»)

84.7 / 80.9
3.5 / 3.5
11.8 / 15.6
1.48
1.22
1.80
-61.1 / -97.3
9640
-1.96
-7280
247

'Including hot channel factor inside of asssblyU.06).

0.45,

r e s p e c t i v e l y . There a r e , h o w e v e r , about t h r e e t i m e s number o f f u e l rods

in HCLWR-JDF1, as compared w i t h the PWR of the same thermal o u t p u t .

means

higher

reprocessing and

fabrication

cost

for

This

the d o u b l e - f l a t — c o r e

HCLWR, though natural uranium u t i l i z a t i o n can be s u c c e s s f u l l y i m p r o v e d .

Figure

5

HCLWR-JDF1.

shows

the

moderator

void

The excess r e a c t i v i t i e s at

reactivity

characteristics
It

are

1800ppm-nat .B for the cold shutdown and

exchange.
of

the beginning of the i n i t i a l cycle

and the e q u i l i b r i u m cycle are c o n t r o l l e d fay s o l u b l e boron.

sub-cri t ical i ty of SX^Jk/k with all control rods insertion for fuel exchange.

The concentrations of the soluble boron satisfying the above two conditions
3800ppm-nat .B for the fuel

These concentrations are less than the 1 imi t(~4000ppm) of boron

solution in cold moderator. Thus, the conventional r e a c t i v i t y control system
can be applied to HCLWR-JDF1 without major changes.

is seen that

a s u f f i c i e n t l y n e g a t i v e void r e a c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t ( - 6 0 ~ - 1 0 0 p c m / X v o i d )

can

H. Thermal Hydraulic Characteristics

be maintained through burnup in hot f u l l power condition.

In

order

double-flat-core
1 .00

to

evaluate

a

thermal-hydraulic

HCLWR, experimental

and

feasibility

analytical

of

the

studies have

been

performed.

0.90

I.I

0.96

Experiments
Experiments for critical heat flux (CHF), bundle pressure drop, fluid

0.94

mixing between subchannels, fuel rod vibration and reflood core cooling have

0.92

been conducted to understand phenomena peculiar to a tight lattice core and

to develop analytical models.

0.90

The CHF

0.00

under 4.0MPa water flow. Evaluating existing CHF correlations, it was found

-UT- Beïlnniiu of Initial cycle
-O- Beslnnlnr of equlllbrfus cycle

0.06

0.8't
0.02

experiments were performed using 4 or 7-rod bundles arranged

in a triangular lattice with a pitch-to—diameter ratio (p/d) of 1.126 or 1.2
that KfK

-•*-- End of oqullibriui cycle

0. 0

20.0

',0.0

60.0

correlation'"' coupled with

the subchannel code COBRA-IV-l'13'

analyses agreed fairly well with the experimental results.

100.0
00
.0

A

turbulent

mixing coefficient, which is the most sensitive parameter in the subchannel

analyses, was determined by the fluid mixing experiments.

Void fraction (%)

The bundle pressure drop and fuel rod vibration were measured in 6x6

rod bundles with various p/d's and spacer types under atmospheric pressure.

Fig.5 k«ff variation versus void fraction.

For

the rod bundles with the spiral wire or integral spiral rib spacer,

Reheme's correlat ion<14> could be used to predict the pressure drop.
To clear up the applicability of the chemical shim to the reactivity
control in the states of cold shutdown and

fuel exchange, the reactivity

worths of the soluble boron and B«C control rod with
were computed in the cold condition.

10

B enriched up to 90X

As shown in Table 2, the excess reac-

t i v i t y is very small in HCLWR-JDF1, while the chemical shim worth is also
small about one f i f t h of that in a conventional PWR.

the following two conditions are

57

In the cold state,

requested for the chemical shim: 1) a

sub-cri tical i ty of IXA/k in one—rod stuck condition for cold shutdown, 2) a

On the

other hand, a new evaluation method was developed to predict the pressure drop
for a. rod bundle with the grid spacers.

It was also found that the vibration

of fuel rod under operating condition is negligibly small for the integrity
of fuel rod assembly.
The reflood experiments showed that the double—flat-core is cooled more
rapidly than a conventional LWR

length.

It was

configuration mainly due to its short core

also confirmed that the present reflood cooling model

predicts the cladding temperature conservatively.

5g

1.2

E v a l u a t i o n of DNBR and Pressure Drop under Operational
Gond i t ion

The m i n i m u m a l l o w a b l e DNBR ( d e p a r t u r e f r o m n u c l e a t e b o i l i n g r a t i o )
for the HCLWR c o n f i g u r a t i o n was e v a l u a t e d to be 1.28 based on the c r i t e r i o n

that no f u e l

rod in the core e x p e r i e n c e s DNB w i t h 95X p r o b a b i l i t y at

confidence level.

95X

The e s t i m a t e d m i n i m u m DNBR for the p r e s e n t design under

the s t e a d y - s t a t e condi t ion was 1.66, 'which is larger than the DNBR cri ter ion.
The bundle pressure drop of the core e s t i m a t e d w i t h the proposed method
was much s m a l l e r than lOOKPa, which is the core pressure drop in a current

Elevation

PWR.

Therefore,

it

is

concluded

that

large

thermal-hydraulic

margin

is

assured under the o p e r a t i o n a l c o n d i t i o n in the p r e s e n t design.

M.3

S a f e t y A n a l y s i s under Accident C o n d i t i o n s

The present HCLWR design should meet
l i c e n s i n g as the current LWR.

the

same s a f e t y c r i t e r i a

for

1.0

In the framework of the s a f e t y analyses, the

Subchannel

-o—

1.6 m

Typical cell

-à—

1.7 m

Typical cell

-f—
-x—

1.6 m
1.7 m

Thimble cell
Thimble cell
j_
1

2

Time

3

(s)

f o l l o w i n g a c c i d e n t s were considered: 1) Primary coolant pump t r i p , 2) Locked

Fiî.6 DNBR analysis results for puap trip accident.

rotor of one out of three primary coolant pumps, 3) Large break loss of
coolant a c c i d e n t (LOCA), 4) Small break LOCA w i t h instrumentation pipe break
at the b o t t o m of pressure v e s s e l , and 5) A n t i c i p a t e d t r a n s i e n t w i t h o u t scram
(ATWS) i n i t i a t e d by s t a t i o n blackout.

A best e s t i m a t e code J-TRAC was used

for the system t r a n s i e n t c a l c u l a t i o n s w i t h c o n s e r v a t i v e assumptions for the
initial conditions.

The radial and axial peaking f a c t o r s and various reac-

t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s were determined by the neutronic calculations.
The f i r s t

respect

two accidents are considered to be most severe cases w i t h

to the DNBR.

2.0

As shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Elevation

Subchannel

Typical cell
Typical cell
Thimble cell

Thimble cell

the evaluated minimum

DNBR's for those two accidents are 1.56 and 1.34, r e s p e c t i v e l y , and above

the DNBR c r i t e r i o n .

That is, the present design is acceptable f r o m a p o i n t

of v i e w of the DNBR.
As shown in Figs.8 and 9, the peak cladding t e m p e r a t u r e s (PCT's) d u r i n g
the large and small break LOCA's are 1172K and 1265K. r e s p e c t i v e l y , and lower
than the l i c e n s i n g l i m i t of 1473K.

The s m a l l axial peaking f a c t o r and large

pressure v e s s e l volume c o n t r i b u t e to the lower PCT in the present design as
compared w i t h the current PWR.
Figure 10 shows that the maximum pressure at

the s t a t i o n blackout ATWS was 18.7MPa, which is
l i m i t of 20.6MPa.

the p r e s s u r i z e r during

lower than the l i c e n s i n g

Fig.7 DNBR analysis results for locked rotor accident.
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Fig.8 Cladding temperatures during large break LOCA.
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ched to more advanced one (A-LWR) from 1995. For LMFBR, its commercial

60

o p e r a t i o n is assumed to s t a r t in 2030, and its c a p a c i t y growth is l i m i t e d
w i t h i n IGWe/year f o r i n i t i a l f i v e years a f t e r i t s
Three types of HCLWR are

HCR-1, which has been designed at
a
a.

introduction.

considered as r e f e r e n c e s .

JAERI,

The f i r s t

type,

employs the HCLWR-J2S core""

which takes r a t h e r lower f i s s i l e p l u t o n i u m i n v e n t o r y and a t t a i n higher f u e l
burnup but lower conversion r a t i o .

10.0

The second t y p e , HCR-2,

employs the

HCLWR-JDF1 core designed also at JAERI, which takes rather higher f i s s i l e
plutonium inventory.

The t h i r d type, HCR-U. is not f u e l l e d by p l u t o n i u m

but by enriched uranium.

s.o

The purpose of i n t r o d u c i n g this type of HCLWR is

to make the reactor power system respond f l e x i b l y to plutonium f u e l balance
through switching to HCR-U f r o m HCR—1 and/or HCR-2 in case of plutonium
shortage.
100

200

300

soo

iOO

T i m e (s )

Assumptions made on f u e l cycle processes as w e l l as on cost parameters
are summarized in Table 3, where n a t u r a l uranium p r i c e is assumed to be

Table 3.

Fig.10 Pressure at pressurizer during station blackout ATÏS.

Assumption on Fuel Cycle Processes and Cost Paraaeters

Lead tine and lagged tine

Uraniui procuresent-^Uraniu» enrlchient

IV. E f f e c t of HCLWR I n s t a l l a t i o n on Long-Term Fuel Cycle
fV.l

Methodology and Assumptions
The

JALTES-I

power
U6)

reactor

strategy

and

nuclear

fuel

cycle

c o n f i g u r a t i o n of nuclear power

This o p t i m i z e r can decide

capacity w i t h linear

Uraniui enrichaen

-»-Fuel fal rication

1

Fuel fabrication

->Reactor in-loading

1

the o p t i m a l

The t i m e p e r i o d s t u d i e d in t h i s a n a l y s i s c o v e r s 130 years s t a r t i n g f r o m

to 2100. The n u c l e a r power c a p a c i t y o v e r t h i s t i m e p e r i o d is assumed

long-term p l a n .

in 2000, 107GWe

in 2030,

w h i c h are

2. OX
1.531
2.0%

2

"lt concentration

Reactor off-loading-»-Spent fllei reprocess 2

Natural uraniua
Tai! assay

0. 711X
0. 250Ï

programming method,

is u t i l i z e d as an o b j e c t i v e f u n c t i o n .

to be 53.3GWe

Uraniu« enrichaent
Fuel fabrication
Reprocessing

Reactor off-loading-»- Reactor

Econoalc parameters

where a discounted system cost or a c u m u l a t i v e n a t u r a l uranium r e q u i r e m e n t

1970

Oyr

optimizer

has been used for the e v a l u a t i o n of HCLWR i n s t a l l a t i o n in a

long-term nuclear power system.

Process loss

1)
2)
3)
4)

Long-ter« discount rate
Natural uraniua price
Separative work price
Reactor related cost

6X/yr.
IX increase froa 1990
130$/kgS»U in 1985. 70$/kgSHU in 2000
4- (ratio to LÏR)

based on the u t i l i t y

Beyond 2030, an a d d i t i o n a l IGWe/year is assumed and t o t a l

c a p a c i t y reaches to 177GWe in 2100.

Reactor type

FBR

Only LWR, HCLWR, and LMFBR(liquid m e t a l cooled f a s t breeder r e a c t o r )
are c o n s i d e r e d in t h i s study. The LWR is assumed i n t r o d u c e a b l e in whole t i m e
period w i t h o u t imposing any c a p a c i t y c o n s t r a i n , w h i l e t h e i r cores are s w i t -

Capital cost

O&H cost : Fuel fabri.cost

1.20 1.07

i
j

MOX
DO*

1.05 1.00

|
j

MOX 3.0
U02 1.0

Î

HCLÏR
i

:

6.0
1.0

Reprocess. cost

HOX
UOz

4 .2
1.0

XOX 1.2
U02
1 .0

d e f l a t e d by IX per year f r o m 1990 in the r e f e r e n c e case and by 2X for a sen-

the

s i t i v i t y analysis.

system cost m i n i m i z a t i o n .

The cost r a t i o of FBR c a p i t a l cost to that of LWR is

viewpoint

assumed 1.2 and for HCLWR it is assumed 1.05.

of

cumulative natural

uranium m i n i m i z a t i o n or

discounted

Main r e s u l t s are s u m m a r i z e d in Table 4.

(i) LWR-FBR System(Case 2A and 2B)
The FBRs can be i n t r o d u c e d f r o m the year assigned t e c h n i c a l l y f e a s i b l e ,

IV.2

Analytical Results and Discussion
A n a l y t i c a l r e s u l t s are c a t e g o r i z e d as

f i r s t group denoted by case 1 is

i.e.,
the f o l l o w i n g four groups;

the case where only LWRs are

the

2030 for the case 2A and 2050 for the case 2B in the case of m i n i m i z i n g

natural uranium consumption.

installed,

A s p l u t o n i u m becomes i n s u f f i c i e n t i n t h e case

2 A , A-LWRs a r e a d d i t i o n a l l y i n s t a l l e d even a f t e r

the second group being the combined system of LWRs and FBRs denoted by case

the

2A and 2B, the t h i r d group c o n s i s t i n g of LWRs and HCLWRs indicated by case

For the case 2B, t h e r e is no a d d i t i o n a l i n s t a l l a t i o n of LWRs a f t e r FBR
i n t r o d u c t i o n and no p l u t o n i u m shortage happens.
The c u m u l a t i v e n a t u r a l

31 and 32, and the f o u r t h group of the combined system of LWRs. HCLWRs,

uranium r e q u i r e m e n t of the case 2A is O . S l M t o n and of the case 2B l . S O M t o n ,

and FBRs.

which r e s u l t s in 58% and 40% reduction, r e s p e c t i v e l y , compared w i t h the case

The last group is f u r t h e r d i v i d e d into two cases 4lA and 41B or

cases 42A and 42B depending- on whether tha HCLWRs are

HCR-2.

LWR i n s t a l l a t i o n o n l y , as shown in Fig.11.

the type HCR-1 or

reduced

For aach of the above cases, the system o p t i m i z a t i o n is made f r o m

by

the

magnitude

of

0.012Mton7year

The s e p a r a t i v e works are much
(2028)

0.014Mton/year ( 2 0 5 2 ) .

Table 4. Fuel Cycle Activities in the Case of Natural Uranlun Hiniaization

Case

Index

1

Reactor configuration

L

.

FBR Introduction tlilni
Cuiulttive capacity
(Gle)

LIR
FBR
HCLTR(Pu)
IICLIRCPu/U)

X18.1

2A
L - F
2030
147.7
270.4

C u t u l i t l Y O systei cost
(10't)

Discounted
Kondiscountetf

Natural uranlui requirtient
(iO'ton.lO'ton/jr.)

CuiuUtlve
Year))' »axliui()'«ir)

2.18
23.3(2100)

Separative work

Cuiulatlve
Yearly «axliui(year)

1.53
o.es
20.4(2037) 12.0(2028)

(lO'tonStU.IO'tonSID/JT.)

Reprocess Int requlreient
(ton/yr.)

Flsallc p l u t o n l u i b u i l d up
(ton)
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i n t r o d u c t i o n o f FBR.

108.73
2,553.57

108.67
2, 505. SI

2B
L - F
2050
208.1
210.0

108.77
2.504.97

31
L - H

32
L - H

318.1

327.6

102.0

30.5

108.63
2, 522. 52

108.38
2.547.74

1.23
1.66
0.31
1.71
17. 4(2025) 20.2(2047) 21.6(2034) 22.0(2037)
0.92
1.17
14.3(2052) 15.2(2100)

1.20
15.2(2100)

m
L - F- H
2030

41B
L - F- H
2050
143.5
175.8
45.7
53.0

114.5
240.8
35.1
27.6

161. 1
195.5
31.3
30.1

103.15
2. 520. 03

108.85
2.513.33

109.18
2.521.92

108.94
2,524.18

1.10
0.82
J7. 5(2025) 20.2(2047)

0.84
17.1(2028)

1.12
16.8(2028)

0.78
13.1(2047)

0.53
11.3(2028)

0.80
12.6(2047)

0.58
11.4(2025)

3,556(2100) 2,074(2027) 2.524(2056) 2,636(2038) 2.743(2100) 1 , 653(2020) 2,074(2074)
- ( - ) 2,443(2100) 2.450(2100) - (- ) - ( - ) 2,258(2100) 2,237(2100)
- (- ) - ( - ) - ( - ) 1.684(2100) 1.538(2086) 404(2081) 568(2088)
- ( - ) - C- ) - ( - ) - < - ) - ( - ) 1,510(2060) 2,000(2071)

2050
2100

628
. 1,662
1,562(2100)

X»xliui(ye«r)

613
312
646(2053)

0
8
104(2012)

0
0
66(1398)

2030

42B
L - F- H
2050

106.3
254.9
20.5
36.2

tlR
FBR
HCLIR(Pu)
HCLIR(Pu/U)

281
363
363(2100)

42A

L - F - II

179
171
220(2033)

213
34
320(2053)

l!755(2021) 2,004(2027)
2,048(2096) 2,410(2100)
1,030(2093) 687(2076)
1,352(2061) 1,178(2078)
171
64
234(2033)

171
17
267(2053)

in

the

case

2A and

For the case of minimizing discounted system cost, the FBR
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introduction

delays 30 years later than the technically feasible timing, and its initial
introduction is 2061 for the case 2A and 2B.

Because of the late FBR

introduction, the cumulative natural uranium requirement increases to the
level l.SIMtön, which is a 30X reduction from the case 1.

(ii) LWR-HCLWR-FBR
The HCLWR(Pu/U)(of which the fuel is switched to UOj

in 2026) is

introduced in 2016 instsad of its technically feasible timing- 2000, and the
HCLWR(Pu) (Pu utilization in whole life time) in 2026 in the case 41A of
minimizing cumulative natural uranium requirement as shown in Fig. 11. Those
HCLWBs continue their installation till 2070 when plutonium surplus becomes
zero.
1970 ' 1S80

1S90* 2000

2010 2020

2030 ' 2040 ' 2ofco
TCRR

20«

2070

20BO

2090

2100

As plutonium balance is loosened, the .HCLWR(Pu) is installed again.

The case 41B takes also the same pattern of installation as the case 4lA
except for 20 years late introduction of the HCLWRs.
Cumulative natural uranium requirement, as

Fi«. 11 Capacity configuration in the case of natural uraniui liniiization.

shown in Fig. 11, is

O.SSMton in the case 41A and l.HMton in the case 41B, which are by 9X and
15X reduction, respectively, from the case LWR-FBR. Separative work is also
reduced a l i t t l e , but the requirements of fuel fabrication as well as of spent
fuel reprocessing somewhat increase because of rather higher specific inven-

tory of tha HCLWRs.
In the case of minimizing discounted system cost, no FBR

is allowed

to be introduced in the system for both the cases 41A and 41B. The reason
why such results are obtained is duo to the fact that FBRs can serve as cost
saving through excess plutonium utilization in the cases 2A and 2B, instead
of using high price natural uranium in LWRs, while the HCLWRs can serve
the same role as FBRs in the cases 41A and 41B owing to its low capital cost.
As a sensitivity analysis, we analyze the effect of natural uranium price
increase in the case 41A. Even under the minimization of discounted system
cost, the HCLWR(Pu) can be introduced from its technically feasible year
2000. as shown in Fig.13, and

it can coexist with FBR

after

the FBR

introduction, complementing the economical disadvantage of FBR. Cumulative
natural uranium requirement of this case is in the level of IMton. which is
of course a l i t t l e higher than the case 41A of minimizing natural uranium.
1980

ISaO

20bO

ZOIO

ZOÏO T2030 T20<0 T 20BO
TERR

2060 T ZO'™

20SO

2030

1100

Fig.12 Capacity configuration in the case of discounted syste» cost
•ini»ization (2X/yr increase of natural uraniua price).

(KrOH(HM)
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IMPROVED FUEL UTILIZATION
WITH A SLIGHTLY ENRICHED
SPECTRAL SHIFT REACTOR

J.C. LEE, W.R. MARTIN
Department of Nuclear Engineering,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan

retaining the proven safety characteristics of PWR technology. We present a brief description

of the methods used for neutronic and thermal-hydraulic analysis of the SESSR designs as well
as results of our calculations for a range of SESSR designs and comparisons with a typical
PWR design. In addition, a preliminary comparison is made between the SESSR and an ACR
lattice with recycled plutonium, with plutonium loadings in the range ~ 6-8%.
ANALYSIS METHODS
The CPM-2 assembly collision probability code3 generates few-group macroscopic cross
sections, which are used 4in global neutronic calculations with a modified version of the 2DB

diffusion-depletion code. Batch core and equilibrium cons fuel cycle analyses are performed

M.C. EDLUND
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University,
Blacksburg, Virginia

with a simple cycling model. Steady-state, single-channel thermal-hydraulic analyses are
performed to obtain pressure drops, flow rates, temperature drops, and other parameters. A
later section discusses our efforts to verify the applicability of the neutronics methods for
SESSR configurations.

United States of America

with a relatively tighter lattice spacing and SSCRs in many of the lattice locations. The tighter

Abstract

lattice results in a high fuel-to-moderator volume ratio (F/M) when SSCRs are inserted and, for
our reference design, a F/M equivalent to a typical PWR when the SSCRs are withdrawn.

REFERENCE SESSR DESIGN

Our preliminary SESSR design is based on a typical PWR (17x17) assembly design but

Specifically, the pitch and number of SSCRs for the reference design were determined on the

basis that the end-of-cycle (EOC) F/M, after the SSCRs are withdrawn, was the same as a
The slightly-enriched spectral shift reactor (SESSR) utilizes conventional light water
reactor fuel arranged in a moderately-tight lattice with spectral shift control rods (SSCRs)
which displace water when inserted. The SSCRs are inserted in the beginning of the cycle,
hardening the spectrum and increasing the production of fissile plutonium. The SSCRs are
withdrawn later in the cycle, softening the spectrum and depleting the plutonium. Recycling of
plutonium is not necessary, avoiding difficulties such as a tendency for a positive moderator

typical PWR case (-0.54). Therefore, the F/M for the reference SESSR (11.20 mm pitch)
ranges from 0.81 at beginning-of-cycle (BOC) (with SSCRs inserted) to 0.54 at EOC (SSCRs

withdrawn). Figure 1 illustrates the reference SESSR assembly configuration that is being
examined and Table I contains core parameters
for the reference SESSR design as well as
parameters for two typical PWR configurations5-6 that have been used for comparison with the
SESSR designs in this paper.

temperature coefficient of reactivity and regulatory concerns associated with plutonium recycle
in the United States. Preliminary fuel cycle calculations, including equilibrium core analyses,
have shown that the use of spectral shift control can result in - 15-25% increases in fuel cycle
length. This spectral shift advantage tends to decrease with tighter lattices, leading to the

D Fuel Rod
• Spectral Shift Control Rod (SSCR)
M Control Rod (CR) or SSCR
HJ Instrument Tube

conclusion a hexagonal lattice may not be necessary to achieve satisfactory fuel cycle
performance.

Assembly Dimension«; (mm}

INTRODUCTION

is investigated. The SESSR uses a semi-tight lattice with inert mechanical SSCRs which

preliminary nuclear and thermal-hydraulic calculations which indicate the SESSR offers the
benefits of substantially increased fuel cycle lengths and increased uranium utilization, while
Project participants: R.E. Grove, P.M. Keller, Abdelaziz Oukebdane, JT. Vujic, A. Majumdar.

4.102
4.178

Clad Outer Radius
Pin Cell Pitch
Guide Tube Inner Radius
Guide Tube Outer Radius

An advanced converter reactor (ACR) utilizing an open fuel cycle with slightly-enriched
uranium fuel (~ 1.5 - 3.5 w/o) in a conventional pressurized water reactor (PWR) configuration

displace water to enhance production of fissile plutonium in a relatively hard spectrum early in
the cycle. The plutonium is then burned in situ in a soft1 spectrum later in the cycle, when the
SSCRs are withdrawn. Most of the recent ACR designs -^ use high fissile loading (6~8 w/o)
in closed fuel cycles, resulting in significant perturbations to PWR characteristics. We present

Fuel Radius
Clad Inner Radius

Fuel to Moderator Ratio

Spectral Shift Assembly:
SSCRs In
SSCRs Out
Control Assembly.

4.750
11.201
5.169
5.601

Spectral Shift Assembly 208 Fuel Rods, 80 SSCRs
0.812 Control Assembly: 208 Fuel Rods, 56 SSCRs, 24 CRs
0.540
0.707

Figure 1. 17x17 SESSR Reference Assembly

An SESSR assembly can be used as either a spectral shift control (SSC) assembly, with
80 SSCRs connected to a spider assembly, or as a control assembly, with 24 control rods
connected to a spider assembly and 56 SSCRs not connected.
The core consists of 269
235

assemblies in a three-enrichment (1.5,2.0, and 2.5 w/o U) pattern with -1/3 being control
assemblies.

shown that intra-assembly radial power peaking can be substantially reduced using a more
optimum SSCR arrangement than that shown in Figure 1. Further optimization of intraassembly and global radial power distributions will be the subject of future studies.
FUEL CYCLE CALCULATIONS

Preliminary BOC core calculations yield a critical soluble boron concentration of 1130
ppm with boron worth of 9 pcm/ppm (1 pcm = 10"5 Ak/k) and a moderator temperature

Batch Core Analyses

coefficient (MTC) of -18 pcm/K, all at hot zero power (HZP). To accommodate the tight lattice

Figure 2 shows the burnup-dependent reactivity and principal fissile nuclide inventory for
a 2.5 w/o reference SESSR assembly. The curves representing SSCRs withdrawn at BOC,
with a F/M of 0.54, closely approximate a conventional PWR assembly of the same enrichment

spacing, coolant flow rate and inlet temperature are reduced to 13.9 Mg/s and 562 K,
respectively, from 18.9 Mg/s and 573 K for Bellefonte. This yields a core pressure drop of

0.13 MPa and core average temperature rise of 44 K for the SESSR compared to 0.12 MPa
and 31 K for Bellefonte. As expected, the tighter lattice results in an increased pressure drop
and moderator temperature rise in order to attain the same power rating.

SESSR

Millstone-3

Bellefonte,

3.59
3.66

3.37
3.66

3.52
3.63

269
17x17
208
11.20
191.4
10.34
11.20
80
56124

193
17x17
264
12.60
214.0
11.43
12.24
24

205
17x17
264
12.75
216.8
10.92
11.81
24

55952

50952

54120

1.5
2.0
2.5

2.4
2.9
3.4

2.96
average

Coolant Flow Rate (Mg/s)
Inlet Temperature (K)

3618
17.7
15.51
13.86
562

Core Temperature Rise (K)
Core Pressure Drop (MPa)

0.13

3411
17.8
15.51
17.64
565
35
0.17

3618
18.3
15.51
18.90
573
31
0.12

Active Core

Height (m)

SSCRs inserted and withdrawn at various burnups, is an approximate
measure of the SSC
advantage over a typical
PWR. With SSCRs inserted, the 235U depletion rate is slightly
9

decreased and the " Pu production rate is substantially increased due to the hardened

Table I. Selected Core Parameters

Diameter (m)

(with no burnable poison rods). The difference Ak between the k„ curves in Figure 2, with

spectrum. This results in an increased cycle length compared to a conventional PWR by 15 25%, depending on enrichment and choice of BOC and HOC F/Ms, as discussed in more detail
in the following sections.
SSCRs Inserted

SSCRs Out at 0 MWd/kg
SSCRs Out at 12 MWoVkg
SSCRs Out at 24 MWd/kg

Fuel Assembly

Number in core
Rod Array
Rods/Assembly

Rod Pitch (mm)
Assembly Pitch (mm)
CR/SSCR Tube ID (mm)

CR/SSCR Tube OD (mm)
Number of SSCR/CR
Fuel Rods in Core

Enrichment fw/o^

Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Thermal-Hydraulics
Core Thermal Power (MWt)
Linear Heat Rate (kW/m)

System Pressure (MPa)
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0

44

In the current design, relatively high radial peaking factors may accompany SSCR
withdrawal. When SSCRs are withdrawn from assemblies, the positive reactivity introduced
by local spectrum softening can cause significant increases in the overall radial peaking factor.
The magnitude of this increase depends on the arrangement of SSCRs within assemblies, on
the position of the assembly in the core, and on the amount of time the SSCRs have been
inserted. This sensitivity of the radial power distribution to SSCR withdrawal sequence
indicates the need for an optimal SSCR management strategy. Initial parametric studies have

6
12
18
24
30
36
ASSEMBLY BURNUP (MWd/kg)

0

6

12

18

24

30

36

ASSEMBLY BURNUP (MWoVkg)

Figure 2. Assembly k„ and Fissile Nuclide Inventory versus Assembly Burnup for a 2.5 w/o
Spectral Shift Assembly
The CYCLE code was developed to estimate the SESSR cycle length from k«, curves
such as those illustrated in Figure 2. The CYCLE code applies a fraction of the burnupdependent SSC Ak as needed to maintain k« above a given cutoff point, which was chosen as

1.020 for all of the work described here. This approximates the reactivity behavior of a
reactor, where the SSCRs are withdrawn from only a few assemblies at a given time. A batchcore cycle length of -21.1 MWd/kg is obtained for our SESSR design which compares with

-17.8 MWd/kg obtained from the curve with SSCRs withdrawn at BOC, an approximation to
a typical PWR. This corresponds to an increase of 18.5% in cycle length. Equilibrium cores
show a slightly lower percentage increase. To demonstrate the predictive ability of CYCLE, a
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comparison between depletion results from the CYCLE code and explicit bumup calculations
performed using the CEM=2 code-is .given in Figure 3, which, shows reasonable agreement
between the two codes.
The fuel cycle analyses demonstrate an interesting tradeoff between the objective to
harden the spectrum through SSCR insertion and the need to maintain criticality through SSCR
withdrawal. The SSCRs represent a source of positive reactivity and arc withdrawn to balance
the negative reactivity due to fuel depletion. On the other hand, production of plutonium is
maximized with the SSCRs inserted, therefore the-longer one can refrain from withdrawing the
SSCRs, the greater the cycle length for a given core/SSCR configuration. The need to
maintain a critical reactor may, however, force the withdrawal of SSCRs early in the cycle
offsetting some of the potential advantages of the SESSR.

slight decrease is noted with increasing enrichment. This occurs because high enrichment
assemblies already have a relatively hard spectrum compared with lower enrichment
assemblies. Thus, the relative effect of withdrawing SSCRs in a high enrichment assembly is
less than in a low enrichment assembly. This tends to offset the longer SSCR insertion time
possible in high enrichment assemblies.
(2) There is a steady trend to increase uranium utilization with increasing enrichment,
although the effect appears to be levelling off even at 3.5 w/o fuel. Thus,T>oth increased cycle
lengths and increased uranium utilization are obtained with higher enrichment fuel, although of
course there will be increased costs associated with enriching services, which have not been
evaluated to date.

Batch core fuel cycle calculations were performed for several SESSR assembly
configurations to examine the effect on cycle length due to changes in enrichment, number of
SSCRs, F/M ratio and fuel pin diameter, and effect of burnable poison. These results are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Table u. Effect of Enrichment on Cycle Length and Fuel Utilization
(Pin Cell Pitch = 11.20 mm, 80 SSCRs, F/M = 0.81 to 0.54)
Enrichment
(w/o 235U)

1.3
CPM-2
CYCLE

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

1.2j U-

Enrichment
(w/o 23SU)

Cycle Length (MWd/kj> U)
SESSR
SESSR
Reference
PWR
SSCRs Out
6.4
12.4
17.8
22.7
27.3

7.8
15.1
21.1
26.5
31.6

6.7
12.6
17.8
22.6
27.1

Fuel Utilization (MWd/ks U mined)
SESSR
SESSR
Reference
PWR
SSCRs Out

0.91.5
2.0
2.5

0.8

10

20

30

40

50

Bumup (MWd/kg)

Figure 3. Comparison of CPM-2 and CYCLE Depletion Results for Equilibrium SESSR
Cycle with 3.5 w/o Feed
Effect of Enrichment: Table II summarizes the results of analyses of several different
enrichments for the reference SESSR assembly design (11.20 mm pitch, 80 SSCRs). The
cycle length comparisons in Table H include percentage increases in cycle length for each fuel
design for SSCRs "in" versus SSCRs "out". This may be viewed as the spectral shift
advantage for a specific ftiel design. Thc-pcrccntage"iiicîëasës Sfcyclc length for each case
versus a typical PWR assembly* are also tabulated. Finally, the energy extracted per kg of
uranium mined is also tabulated to show the effect of the spectral shift designs on uranium
utilization. The following comments pertain to the results tabulated in Table H:
(1) For the reference SESSR design, the cycle lengths are typically increased by 15-22%,
relative to the reference PWR, through the use of spectral shift control for a wide range of
enrichments (1-5 - 3.5 w/o). The spectral shift advantage is fairly insensitive to enrichment A

3.0
3.5

2.46
3.44
3.87
4.05*
4.14

3.00
4.19
4.59
4.73
4.79

2.58
3.50
3.87
4.04
4.11

% Increase
Due to

%Increase

Spectral

Relative to
Reference

Shift
16.4
19.8
18.5
17.3
16.6

PWR
21.9
21.8
18.5
16.7
15.8

% Increase

%Increase
Relative to
3.0 w/o
PWR*
-31.3
-0.3
11.5
16.7
19.3

Due to
Spectral
Shift
16.4
19.8
18.5
17.3
16.6

Effect of Fuel to Moderator Ratio: Preliminary parametric studies were performed using
various 2.5 w/o SESSR assemblies with the same fuel rod design. The primary parameters
were BOC F/M and EOC F/M. The desired F/Ms determine the number of SSCRs and pin cell
pitch. The SSCR guide tubes are assumed to have an outer diameter equal to the pitch. A
simple thermal-hydraulic analysis was performed to obtain the assembly pressure drop and fuel
rod power density, assuming a constant total core flow rate and height Depletion analyses
were performed using the CPM-2 code and the results transmitted to the CYCLE code, which
was used to determine the batch cycle length. Equilibrium cycle lengths were determined for a
few configurations, which are discussed in the next section. A large number of different
combinations of BOC and EOC F/Ms were analyzed and the results are tabulated in Table HI
and shown graphically in a contour plot in Figure 4. The contour lines on this plot represent
contours of equal cycle length increase. The other lines are constant BOC k«, and assembly
pressure drop lines. The points represent the cases in Table DL When examining Figure 4, it
should be kept in mind that the neutronic parameters held constant for these cases were fuel rod

diameter and enrichment, hence as shown in Table 01, the number of fuel rods is changing as
well as the pitch and number of SSCRs. The following observations are made regarding the

results in Table in and Figure 4.
(1) Our reference design point (Case 5 in Table HI) yields 21.1 MWd/kgU with a

spectral shift advantage of 18.5%. Keeping, the EOC F/M the same and changing the BOC
F/M (by increasing the number of SSCRs, Cases 1 and 2) results in essentially no change in
the spectral shift advantage This is seen graphically in Figure 4 where the contours level out
in this region of the parameter space.

(2) The spectral shift advantage increases as one moves vertically down the contour plot
from our reference design point, but the pressure drop also increases quickly, which poses

thermal-hydraulic and safety concerns. However, if one moves down and to the left,
following an "isobar" (in pressure drop), the spectral shift advantage increases by nearly 34%,

but the corresponding increase in cycle length is only 8%, due to the poor cycle length for these
lattices with the SSCRs withdrawn. However, a. 8% increase in cycle length is not negligible
and these configurations will be examined in more detail. One disadvantage to this change is

that the number of fuel rods decreases as one moves down the isobars, resulting in an increase

in the linear power density. Another potential disadvantage is the increased BOC k«. This

Reference design

must be compensated for by using increased soluble boron or perhaps reactivity shims. These
issues are currently under investigation.

Other design cases

Use of Mixed Oxide Fuels; Two SESSR designs using mixed plutonium-uranium oxide

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.6

(MOX) fuel were investigated. The MOX designs used an initial plutonium concentration of
6.0 w/o total plutonium in the total fuel heavy metal (HM) content The initial plutonium

0.8
0.9
F/M With SSCRs Insetted

1.0

Figure 4. Cycle Length Increase, BOC k«, and Assembly Pressure Drop for Several 2.5 w/o

SESSR Assembly Configurations as a Function of F/M.
Table HL Effect of Fuel to Moderator Ratios on Cycle Length for 2.5 w/o Assemblies

isotopics were typical of that of discharged conventional light water reactor (LWR) fuel. Table

Cycle Length
Case

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
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Fuel to Moderator
Ratio

SSCRs
Inserted
(BOQ
0.900
0.850
0.850
0.850
0.812*
0.813
0.812
0.813
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.580
0.580

Number
of
SSCRs

Pin Cell
Pitch
(nun)

Pressure Number
Drop
of Fuel
(MPa)

Rods

(MWd/teU)
SESSR SESSR % Increase
SSCRs
Due to
Out
Spectral

Shift

in Core

SSCRs

Withdrawn

' Reference design.

(EOQ
0.540
0.540
0.495
0.463
0.543»
0.499
0.457
0.417
0.498
0.460
0.423
0.462
0.422

IV summarizes the cycle lengths, spectral shift advantages, fissile inventory ratios and
conversion ratios for the two MOX designs and equivalent uranium oxide designs. The

conventional uranium oxide designs used 3.5 w/o enriched uranium. The conversion ratios
given are the ranges of instantaneous conversion ratios with SSCRs inserted over the first 24

MWd/kg HM bumup. Although the higher F/M cases for both the conventional uranium and
the MOX designs show higher conversion and fissile inventory ratios, this is achieved at the

expense of decreasing the spectral shift advantage. Because the SESSR utilizes an open fuel
96
88
104
116
80«
96
112
128
72
88
104
52
72

10.82
11.02
10.89
10.77
11.20*
11.07
10.93
10.76
11.68
10,56
11.42
12.43
12.29

0.17
0.14
0.18
0.21
0.11*
0.14
0.18
0.24
0.08
0.10
0.11
0.05
0.06

56256
55400
50068
50396
55952
53184

21.2
21.2
22.0
22.3
21.1*
22.0
22.5

17.8
17.8
17.9
17.9
17.8*
17.9
48752
17.9
46880
23.1 1 18.1
52056
21.5
18.3
49000 " 22.1
18.2
48024
22.7
18.2
52156
21.1
18.7
47736
21.9
18.7

19.1

cycle, increased cycle length is preferred over a higher conversion ratio.

19.1
22.9
24.6
18.5»
22.9
25.7
27.6
17.5
21.4
24.7
17.1
17.1

Table IV. Comparison of Mixed Oxide and Conventional Fuel Designs.
Fuel to Moderator
Ratio
SSCRS
SSCRs
Inserted Withdrawn
(BOC)
(EOQ
0.812
1.13
0.812
1.13

0.543
0.65
0.543
0.65

Fuel Type

Cycle Length
(MWd/kg HM)
SESSR
SESSR

SSCRs
Out
UO,
L_

UOL

PuOyUO,
PuOyUO,

31.6
27.3
33.2
24.9

27.1
24.0
27.6
22.1

% Increase Fissile
Due to Inventory
Spectral
Ratio
Shift
16.6
0.53
13.8
0.65
20.2
0.74
0.84
12.5

Conversion
Ratio
0.56 - 0.75
0.68 - 0.86
0.78 - 0.86
0.92 - 0.95

gg

BOG Reactivity Parameters: Table V summarizes the BOC HZP assembly k«, critical

Table VI. Equilibrium and Batch Cycle-Burnup

boron concentrations, and MTCs for the reference SESSR design and several alternatives. One

SESSR design with burnable poison loaded into the SSCRs was analyzed and the results are
included in Table V. The poison loading was chosen to allow it to burn out by HOC and the
resultant cycle length was essentially unchanged from the design without burnable poison.

(Pin Cell Pitch = 11.20 mnv 80. SSCRs, FM -.0,81 - 0,54)

Thus, the initial cycle for the SESSR could include poisoned SSCRs to reduce BOC reactivity

while maintaining a negative MTC with negligible effect on cycle length. An additional design
with thin fuel rods was also analyzed. The number of SSCRs and the pitch-were~chosen to
yield a F/M range comparable to the reference design. The effect was a decrease in cycle
length, and there does not appear to be a neutronic advantage for this particular design. The
thermal/hydraulic characteristics of this design are also changed. The MOX designs described
in the previous section arc also analyzed. The results show that the reactivity parameters for
the MOX designs remain acceptable
for incorporation into an otherwise conventional PWR,
although soluble boron enriched in 10B may be required.

(MWdftf>U)
SESSR
SESSR
SSCRs
Out
31.7
27.5
42.0
48.3

%

Increase
Due to
Spectral
Shift
15.3
15.0

Case 1: Pin Cell Pitch - 11.20 mm. Fuel Rod Diameter - 9.50 mm. Unshimmed SSCRs
Case 2: Pin Cell Pitch - 11.20 mm. Fuel Rod Diameter - 9.50 mm. Shimmed SSCRs
Case 3: Pin Cell Pitch - 8.36 mm. Fuel Rod Diameter = 7.24 mm, Unshimmed SSCRs

tight lattice configurations must be evaluated. We have used the UMLEO and CPM-2 codes

Enrichment

No Boron

(w/o^Uor
w/o Pu in HM)

HFP-BOC

Fuel Type

UO2

2

UOa

3

UQz
PuOj/UOj
PuOz/UQj

4
5

3.5

Discharge Burnup to
Batch Burnup
SESSR
SESSR
SSCRs
Ont
1.54
1.50
1.53
1.55

VERIFICATION OF NEUTRONIC METHODS

Case 5: Pin Cell Pitch - 9.91 mm, Fuel Rod Diameter - 9.50 mm, Unshimmed SSCRs

1

2.5

Ratio of Equilibrium

Discharge Bumup

Table V. BOC Reactivity Parameters

Case 4: Pin Cell Pitch - 11.20 mm. Fuel Rod Diameter - 9.50 mm, Unshimmed SSCRs
Case

Enrichment
(w/o 235U)

Equilibrium Cycle

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.5
2.0
6.0
6.0

fcx,

(SSCR's In)
1.0718
1.1455
1.1957
1.2322
1.2602
1.0932
1.1223
1.0920
1.0284

HZP-BOC
Critical Boron
Concentration
(ppmB)
780
1760
2760
3690

HZP-BOC
MTC

4550

+12.7

2160
1540
5180
2730

(pcm/K)
-11.3
-1.7
44.8

+9.1
-9.1
-6.7
-8.5
-17.3

Equilibrium Core Analyses

Equilibrium core analyses have also been performed with the CYCLE code for several
of the batch core configurations discussed above. The equilibrium cycle methodology is based
on the assumption of equal-power sharing among the three enrichment zones, and a linear
dependence of SSC Ak between actual SSCR withdrawal times. Reinsertion of SSCRs is also
allowed with this method, which complicates the Ak interpolation procedure due to the fact that
the linear interpolation must account for previous SSCR residence time as well as the time for

The adequacy of thermal spectrum LWR neutronics codes for analysis of harder spectrum
for unit-cell and unit-assembly SESSR analyses. 7UMLEO is a substantially revised version of

the LEOPARD infinite medium spectrum code, which performs thermal and fast spectrum
calculations for a unit cell with an explicit non-lattice region to accommodate non-unit cell

regions (water holes, gaps, etc.) in a fuel assembly. CPM-2 is a transport theory code utilizing
collision probability (CP) methods to analyze typical PWR and boiling water reactor (BWR)
assemblies. The accuracy of these codes in handling various material heterogeneities (thermal

and epithermal) for spectra characteristic of a tight lattice needs to be established.
Comparison with the VIM Monte Carlo Code
We have initiated preliminary efforts to compare the UMLEO and CPM-2 codes with the
VIM code.8 VIM is a continuous-energy Monte Carlo code used for neutronic analysis of
thermal as well as fast spectrum reactors. The cross sectiortlibnuyutilized~in VIM" is based on
ENDF/B Versions 4 and 5. Our VIM calculations typically used 90,000 histories for each case
and hence are subject to non-negligible statistical fluctuations, which are noted in the tabulated
results. We present in Table VII preliminary comparisons of the infinite multiplication factor
koo from the three codes for typical SESSR pin cells and for an idealized 4x4 SESSR assembly
shown in Figure 5. The pin cell calculations used an isothermal pin cell at a temperature of 300
K, while the 4x4 lattice calculations used a temperature of 1000 K for the fuel and 300 K for
the clad and moderator. Initial comparisons between CPM-2 and VIM yielded marginal
results, with differences ranging from 1% to 2%. In an effort to correct this, the number of
spatial mesh points within the fuel region used by the CPM-2 code was increased. This
improved the agreement between CPM-2 and VIM substantially, with differences of less than
0.7%. The pin cell calculations shown below used the increased number of mesh points,
whereas the 4x4 lattice calculations did not. The UMLEO results seem to have no trend,
perhaps indicative of cancellation of errors due to the many approximations inherent in the
infinite medium approach of UMLEO.

SSCR withdrawal in the current cycle. In our simple cycling study, an effective value of the
cumulative SSCR residence time is used to represent SSCR reinsertion effects. Table VI

summarizes the equilibrium core cycle lengths for a number of different SESSR designs in
addition to the reference design. The ratio of the cycle length of the equilibrium cycle to that of
the batch cycle ~2n/(n+l)=1.5 with three enrichment zones, i.e., n=3, for both feed
enrichments and with or without spectral shifting, is summarized in Table VI. The relative
advantage of spectral shifting for the equilibrium cycles is -15% and is essentially insensitive
to feed enrichment, similar to the observation made for batch cycles in Table IL

The 4x4 assembly configuration corresponds to F/M ratios of 0.80 with a water-filled
central tube (corresponding to the SSCR withdrawn) and 1.20 with the central tube voided

(SSCR inserted). For the UMLEO simulation, an effort was made to represent as accurately as
possible the non-lattice compositions and peaking factors calculated by the CPM-2 code. The
assembly k»,, comparisons indicate marginally acceptable CPM-2 results (less than 1.7%) and

somewhat worse UMLEO results. We expect to see improved results for the CPM-2 cases
with an increased number of mesh points for the fuel region as-observed for the pin cell cases.

Table Vu. Comparison of the CPM-2, UMLEO, and VIM Computer Codes

performed for our study using CPM-2 (a successor to EPRI-CPM) to reproduce, as closely as

Comparison of fc» for pin-cell calculations

heterogeneity factors calculated using CPM-2 agree with the published EPRI-CPM results
within < 0.42% for 238U fission and < 0.20% for all other reaction rates (238U capture,
fission, and ^'Pu fission).

2.0 w/o235U
F/M
0.50
0.70
1.00
1.30

VIM

1.248 ± 0.003
1.201 ±0.003
1.134 ±0.002
1.071 ±0.002

UMLEO
1.265
1.219
1.146
1.079

CPM-2
1.240
1.195
1.126
1.066

UMLEO/VDvi
1.014
1.015
1.011
1.007

CPM-2/VIM

UMLEO
1.323
1.270
1.191
1.121

CPM-2
1.299
1.247
1.173
1.111

UMLEO/VIM

CPM-2/VIM
0.996
0.996
0.997
0.998

0.994
0.995
0.993
0.995

SUMMARY
Our preliminary design analysis indicates the feasibility of SESSR designs that can yield

2.5 w/o235U
F/M

VIM

0.50
0.70
1.00
1.30

1.304 ±0.003
1.252 ± 0.002
1.177 ± 0.002
1.1 13 ±0.002

1.015
1.014
1.012
1.005

Comparison of k» for idealized 4x4 lattice calculations
F/M
0.80
1.20

possible, the published calculational results. Reaction rates, reaction rate ratios, and two-rod

VIM
1.201 ± 0.002

1.089 ±0.003

UMLEO
1.236
1.108

CPM-2
1.214
1.108

UMLEO/VM
1.029
1.017

CPM-2/VIM
1.011
1.017

substantial improvement in fuel utilization in open fuel cycles with acceptable nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic characteristics. The SESSR design results in an increase (compared to
typical PWR at the same enrichment) in cycle length for both batch and equilibrium cores in the
range of 15-22%, and this increase is observed over a large range of core parameter variations.

It appears that the EOC spectrum is a crucial factor in obtaining increased cycle lengths, and
should be made relatively soft. The BOC moderator temperature coefficients are acceptable,
although further increases in enrichment may necessitate the use of burnable poison in the
SSCRs to reduce the MTC at BOC. Although the relatively high radial power peaking factors
place thermal-hydraulic and safety restrictions on the SESSR design, further core design
optimization is expected to reduce the radial power peaking to acceptable levels. Validation of
our neutronic methodology for tight lattices is in progress along with development of optimal

SSCR management strategy. The efforts we have taken to date to validate our lattice physics
codes through cross-comparisons and simulation of the PROTEUS criticals data indicate the
need for further validation, optimization, and development of the neutronic methodology for

tight-lattice SESSR analysis.

41.72
: Zirconium
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Figure 5. Idealized 4x4 Lattice for Assembly-level Comparison (Dimensions in mm)
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PRELIMINARY PHYSICS DESIGN OF
ADVANCED HEAVY WATER REACTORS (AHWRs)

K. BALAKRISHNAN, A. KAKODKAR
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India
Abstract
Tha Indian PHVK, based on the CANDU

type

reactor, is

by

now a commercial system in India, and it would now be
logical to think in terms of an advanced heavy water reactor
(AHWR2. Preliminary studies are being carried out on a

system which can tah/e advantage of a lot of the experience
gained and infrastructure
developed for the PHVR. The
proposed system envisages a pressure tube type of heavy
water reactor with vertical channels using boiling light

water as coolant. Keeping in mind India's thorium reserve,
33
the system has been tailored to work on the thorium U

'

cycle. Since the coolant is light water, a breeding or self
sustaining cycle is unlikely. ^However, our aim would be to

sustaining in U"33with minimum consumption of

make it self
Plutonium.
With

boiling

light

water

as

coolant,

it

ijr important

avoid apositive void coefficient
or reactivity.
attempted to achieve this in the following way :
The

major

thorium oxide
lattice. Thet

part

of

clusters

thorium

will

the

reactor

in

pressure

bo

enriched

core

will

tubes

Ve

to

haue

consist

arranged

of

in

with U*33. Thfr

a

U*33

content
will
be
so
chosen
that
the
system
will
be
s&lf—sustaining
in U
u>tth a discharge burnup in the
region of 20,000 Mwd/T. A lattice of this kind will not be

sufficiently
Criticality
&on&s

reactive
to
will be achieved

distributed

in

the

make
the
by a small
cor&.

These

reactor
critical.
number of driver
driv&r

zones

are

plutonium-uranium mixed oxide pins contained in pressure
tubes a cooled by boiling light water. Each driver zone is
sufficiently
large that the neutron spectrum inside it is
determined largely
by the boiling light water which is
therefore,
effectively
functioning
as
both coolant
and
moderator. The coolant

circuit of

driver zone are tightly

coupled

the thorium zone and this

thermohydrualically

so

that

the void conditions in both are exactly the same. Thf bottom
zone

will

reactivity.

be

having

But the

a

voiding

positive

of

void

the driver

coefficient

zone will

of

result

in the removal of the moderating medium thus hardening the
n&utron spectrum
-s-o a-s?
to
r&duc& tft»
reactivity.
Th&
combined effect
of both on the reactor cor& should be a

negative

void

optimisation.

coefficient.

This

is

achieved

by

proper

One imortcrnt parameter is the fraction of power produced
in the driu«r zone. The contention i.s- to maximi&tt the pouwi-

obtained from the thorium zone. The
pre^&nted here, produces 8o7! of the

preliminary design,
pou>er- in the thorium

zone. Thas-e calculations: haue b&&n mado using tho

VIMS

<5p

group cross section library.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRESENT PHWR SYSTEM
Having decided to start from the existing PHWR system, and
improve

upon

it

if

possible,

let

us

note

some

of

the

desirable characteristics of the present design :

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.

Presence of a large inventory of

low temperature

heavy water moderator inside the reactor eat well as

India's

nuclear power program has been conceived or as

evolving in

three phases. The first,

the presence of a large inventory of water in tho

phase will consist, of

reactor vault along with their own cooling systems.
Gandu type PHWR's, the second phase will be fast, breeders,
These

•and the third phase will be primarily intended for utilising

way with

five

PHWR

units

completed, and a large number

operating,

of

further

three

the

potential

for

providing

under-

severe accident conditions.

nearly

units already

sanctioned. For the second phase, a test fast

have

diverse means of core decay heat removal

our vast deposits of thorium. The first phase is now well
tinder

systems

2.

Availability of diverse shutdown systems assures a

very

breeder is

high

degree

of

reliability

for

shutdown

function.

operating and the design of a prototype fast breeder IB well

advanced. As such, it is time to start thinking about the
3.

Since

the

moderator

is

at

low pressure,

the

reactor system that should be deployed in the third phase.
reactivity
operate

Since this phase is to be based on thorium, the choice
of a heavy water reactor in the light of its

utilisation characteristics and the
in adopting

different

fuelling

strategies

is

it

role.

Furthar,

in

tho

Indian

a

technology

context, it

would

be

extension

of

wall

assimilated

in

On account

our

reactivity.
infrastructure.
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pressure

possibility

of

not

have

environment;

to

thus

accidental ejection

of

the

availability

of

on-power-

a

fuelling, the
xnull

high

do

for

•4.
this

a

devices

from the core.

provides

obvious

in

precluding the

excellant fual

flexibility

adjustment

core

can function

with low excess

S.

<c> The channel construction with on power refuelling

Large containment, volume practically rules out. any
threat

to

the

structural

Integrity

of

feature

the

a

much

greater

flexibility

in

adopting different refuelling schemes.

containment In case of a severe accident.

3.

provides

These factors influence us to retain the pressure tube

ADVANTAGES OF THE PRESSURE TUBE CONCEPT

concept for our advanced reactor.
Apart From these, the pressure tube concept itself

offers scope for a number of additional improvements :
<a> The tube construction along with the
of

onpower refuelling

4-. REQUIREMENTS TO BE SATISFIED BY THE ADVANCED

availability

REACTOR SYSTEM

machine could in principle

As already mentioned, we are
facilitate

inservice

inspection

of

the

looking foi- a system

internal
suited to

thorium utilisation. We also

like

to

rotain

all

pressure boundary of the reactor for <i) detection
the desirable features of

of

any

volumetric

defects;

PHWR and of

the pressure tube

<ii> detection of
construction as described ear- lier. Ve also like to look for

any chances in terms of displacement of supports;
low capital costs and low operating costs.

<Hi>

taking

small

material

samples

to

check

possibilities of degradation in the material of the
pressure

tube

on

account

of

environmental

One of the main short-comings

PHWR

is the

leakage of heavy water- from the PHT systom. Tills is both an

effects. Further , this system can also be extended

economic penalty and a source of high man-rem expenditure

to a variety of maintenance tasks connected with

due to tritium activity. Use of boiling light water coolant

tho roactor coro.

will save the capital cost of the heavy water inventory by

about 3O%, reduce the
<b>

of the

Possibility

of

shop

assembled

coolant

channels

DO make up requirements by 90%;
2

eliminate the need for having extreme leak tightness in all

which would enable achieving far greater quality
the

control

as

well as

a

speedier

construction.

seals

and valves

of

the

PHT,

thus

saving

on

cost;

The
eliminate

the

tritium

problem,

thus

saving

on

man-rem

design of these channels along with technology for

expenditure; enable the use of direct cycle, thus doing away
replacement of channels could also enable a longerwith

tho stöam generator

and saving

on cost. Tho major

life for the PHWR.
disadvantage of

light

water

coolant

is

tho positive

void

coefficient. This can pose a safety

problem, even more so

when the coolant is two phase.

different spectra. The seed and blanket concept immediately
suggests itself. The blanket region in this case will differ
from the commonly understood blanket region in that it will

The .SOHWR of

UK had solved this problem by making the

not be made of pure fertile material.
coolant act as part moderator. This necessitated enriching
the fuel to compensate for the loss In reactivity due to the
relatively hard spectrum. In India, since we lack enrichment

The blanket region will be similar to an ordinary PHWR
lattice - but the coolant will be boiling light water

and

O«iO

facilities, this will have to be done by adding plutonium.

the

The PHWR spectrum is a very undesirable spectrum for Pu-239,

enrichment will be so adjusted that the thorium fuel will be

which has a comparatively high capture to fission ratio in

self-sustaining in U

this spectrum.

be adjusted according to the

The other constraint we imposed on the AHWR design is
that it should be suitable for serving a.*: the work horse of
our

third

phase,

which

is

to

operate

on

thorium

fuel.

Thorium reactors have to be initiated by external fissile
material anyway, and in the
fore«

to

designing

be

a

plutonium.

heavy

Indian context this has

W« thus

water

have

reactor

in

.an

incentive

which

Pu will

per

fuel will be thorium, suitably enriched with U

733

For

.positioned in a favourable spectrum.

a

start,

it

. The burnup. of the outer region will
fuel performance

available, the

is being taken as ZO,OOO Mwd/T. As fuel

thorium

burnup could be increased to

lattice

will

naturally

be

subcritical.

The seed will be made of

Each

seed

region

Boiling

light

will

be

a lattice of

sufficiently

seed will be decided

water

will act

as

Avoidance of positive coolant void coefficient.

<c>

Placing the plutonium fuel in a favourable spectrum.

large

that

the outer pins of the seed however, the

the

seed alone.

coolant-moderator

region. The spectrum can be made hard to

use of boiling light water as coolant

The seeds

<U,Pu> MOX pins.

by the

In short then, the requirements are :

Cb>

any level. Tho

will act as driver zones.

spectrum in the

<a?

capability.

development proceeds and better performance fuels become

for

be

. The

in this

239
favour Pu
. In
spectrum will get

softened by the presence of DO outside so we can expect
power peaking in thes«, pins. This is avoided by using lower

5.

enrichment in the peripheral pins.

THE PHYSICS DESIGN : A QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION
Given the above requirements, the design is almost self

evident.

There

tvavo

to

be

two

distinct

regions,

with

The

thorium region

with

its

soft

spectrum

will

be

having a positive void coefficient. But the composite core
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can be designed to have a negative void coefficient. This is
done by having the

coolant of

tho

blanket region and the

J,

° total current into region j in group £. through the
inner surface

coolant-moderator of the seed region in one single primary
heat transport <PHT> circuit, and ensuring that the thermal
hydraulic

coupling

is.

sufficiently

strong

that

tha

No of collisions a neutron born in group £. and

void

region j undergoes while still Inside the group £ and

conditions in the seed and the blanket will be the same. The
void coefficient

region j

of the seed will be negative. This has to

be ensured by properly adjusting the

VF/VM2O ratio. With proper

enrichment and the

thermohydraulic coupling, the

P

B No of collisions which a neutron in group f. entering
region

composite core will have negative void coefficient.

J through its outer surface undergoes while

remaining in group £ and region j.

6.

CALCULATIONAL METHOD
iv

** No of

collision which a noutron in group £ ontor>ir>£

region j through its

inner

surface

undergoes

Lattice calculations were made using the VIMS 69 groups
while remaining in group £. and region J.

library and the same group structure; but an Indian lattice
Tha following equations hold for the interface current
code was used. It solves the integral transport equation in

«»r1

one dimensional cylindrical geometry in 69 energy groups.
The cell is divided into a number of concentric cylindrical
regions.

The

regions

are

connected

through

*AJ-1

interface
p

vi

currents. The collision rate in group £ and region j can be

oi

written as
Where P .. P
etc. have interpretations similar to
ii
io

that of

iv
P.
and P
given above,
iv
ov

where
^

= source in group £. and region j

This

set

of

three

equations

Cl>-<3>

are

solved

to

obtain the 69 group fluxes in all regions. These fluxes are
« t-olsil current, iivto region J in group £ t-hrough

used to homogenise the cell and collapse the cross-sections

out-er1
into four groups.

The core calculations have been made using four group

Cc>

Number of driver zones

ar*<»

Cd)

Fuel-to-coolant ratio in the driver zone

solved by the finite difference method. The requirement of a

<e>

Positioning of the driver zone in the core

small mesh size has made it necessary to restrict our study

Cf >

Thorium cluster design.

The

total

diffusion

t,H«»o**y. Tho

focir-

group

diffusion

»quat-iorui

to a 2-D analysis witii quarter core symmetry.

7. R E S U L T S

powei^

has

been

calculated

assuming

fuel

design limits. Results are shown in Tablo 1. We can see

that

it possible to reconcile the conflicting demands of negative

For a start, a parametric study was carried out varying

void

the following quantities:

coefficient,

acceptable

power

distribution

and

reasonably low plutonium consumption.
<a>

Fissile plutonium content in the various pins in
More details are shown in Table 2 for one of the cases

the driver zone

in Tablo 1. Fig. 1 shows A schematic of

<b>

size of the driver zone
2 shows the layout, of the cor».
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RESULTS OF THE SURVEY CALCULATIONS

Case

75

•K

Gz t

Total

Fraction of

n

Power
Power from
MW Cth)
Seed

Void

Coefficient
mk/X void

Yearly

PI utoni urn
Cons urop t i on
CIC« fissile}

1.

1 . Öl O

7SO

14.6

-1.4,4

39.1

2.

1 . OZ6

779

16. S

-O. 81

48. O

3.

1 . 036

780

16.5

-o. ai

43. 4

4.

1 . 036

7SB

18.3

-O. QO

44. S

5.

1 . 030

65Q

18.0

-0. 06

42. 4

6.

1.O1O

7SO

0.3

-0. 80

24. Q

7.

J.01S

7SO

1O. O

-0.87

36.7

t.H« j>oaci,ol>

T A B L E
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2

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ONE CASE

ID

Reactor Power

73O MWCtW

<D

Number of

306

O

Lattice pitch

2O. O cms square

<0

Number of driver zones

7

<D

Positions

1 at core centre

channels

m
COOLANT CHANNELS-i

6 symmetrically placed at 60°

one from the next, <in<l at an
approximate distance of 16O cms

from core centre
positions removed lor

each

driver zone

VM within the driver zone«
VF

1.54.

The thorium fuel

19 rod cluster

Coolant density

O. 4S gxcc

<D
<D

I ] NITROGEN
1 CYLINDER
\J

I.Olo
Power In seed region

14. GX

Void coofficiont

- 1. 44, mfcx* void

ID

U

1.3X

O

Number of MOX pins in

content in thorium

«ach seed

-=--1

DRAIN

316

In core plutonium
inventory

176 kg CfissileJ

Discharge burnup of the
thorium fuel

2O, OOO MwdxT

Calandria radius

3OO cms

ACCUMULATORS
R» ECCS

FIG 1. Advanced heavy water reactor (schematic)
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FUEL CYCLE COST EVALUATION OF A HCPWR

H. HISHIDA, R. SHIMADA
Mitsubishi Atomic Power Industries, Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan

-DRIVER
SEED
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Abstract
Utilization of PuHn terms of a thermal recycling reactors, a HCPWR and a FBR

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQO
OOOOOOOOOJUaOOO OOOOO

is taken into consideration and the contribution to the saving in the annual natural

ooooooooow'cooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooo
o/«jfeoo oooooooooq^fco
o^oo oooo ooooo o^o

uranium consumption as well as the related average fuel cycle cost over all nuclear

power plants in operation is compared under the condition oflimited Puf supply.
HCPWR's introduced in advance of the commencement of introducing PBR's

OOOOQOOOOOOOOOOO

contribute toward the lowering in the annual natural uranium procurement and

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOÖOiä&iÖOOOOG

facilitate the increase in the rate of annual introducible number of FBR plants. A

ooooW'oooo
ooooo

HCPWR without blanket fuel assemblies becomes competitive in fuel cycle cost to
the conventional light water reactors by the sacrifice of conversion ratio by 0.05. A
HCPWR provided with a flexible core in Vm/Vf ratio, which is achieved simply by
replacing the type of fuel assemblies, is recommendable to meet the economic and
strategic demands on Puf utilization.

FIG. 2. Lattice layout.

8. C O N C L U S I O N S

1. Introduction

Clearly the design can be optimised still further. But
sufficient

data

I->a<-

been

generated

to

entabllnl»

tho

A high conversion PWR (HCPWH) is generally aimed at better fuel utilization by means of

maintaining the higher rate of Pu production within a core with fertile blanket assemblies. 1,2,3,4
So long as attention is focused at Puf generation from a single high conversion PWR, a core with

feasibility of the concept. Work is continuing on both the

the higher conversion ratio naturally yields the more Puf generation, which corresponds to the

r »actor- physics and engineering aspects.

better saving in the natural uranium procurement. Generally speaking, the conversion ratio may
be raised to a certain extent by tightening the fuel rod lattice configuration to shift incore neutron
spectrum to the higher energy side, however the amount of Puf to be loaded in a core consequently
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Therefore, under the condition of limited Puf annual supply such as in the case that Puf is

A part of this work was done under a joint research contract between an electric utilities
group of Kansai, Hokkaido, Tokyo, Chubu, Shikoku, Kyushu and Japan Atomic Power, and
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

available due only to the spent fuel from domestic nuclear power plants, a core design with the

Let NI_ ç (t), n,_ ç (t) and mlt ç (t) denote the number of nuclear power plants of type (i, Ç) in

higher conversion ratio does not always correspond to the less uranium consumption if evaluated

operation at year t in the closed region under consideration, removed out of Nti ç (t) at the end of

on the basis of the whole domestic nuclear power plants in operation

year t and newly added into N^ ç (t) at the beginning of year t, respectively As mentioned in the

In this paper, discussion is given on the amount of annual natural uranium saving and the

average fuel cycle cost (FCC) evaluated over the whole nuclear power plants in operation
equipped with different types of nuclear reactors in a given closed region where Puf is only
internally recycled Four types of nuclear reactors are taken into consideration conventional

LWR's, advanced LWR's, HCPWR's and FBR's Depending on the Puf availability, a MOX fueled

introduction, a FBR with UÜ2 fueled core is not considered in the present discussion, that is,
N 4 . u (t) = 0
Nuclear plants being removed out of N,_^ (t) rise in several measures and the number of

removed plants (i, Q due to each different measure is denoted as follows
nS, ç (t)

at the end of year t,

core of a HCPWR may be replaced with a UOz core of different moderator to fuel volume ratio
(Vm/Vf ratio) which is optimized wilh respect to the overall uranium saving, while a conventional

n D i,p(t)(i3» 3) number of MOX fueled plants whose entire cores are discharged in

replacement with UÛ2 fueled cores for Puf supply at the end of year t,

LWR or an advanced LWR may be equipped with either a normal UÛ2 core or a 1/3 thermal Pu
recy ling core Discussion is based on the following assumptions

nRi,u (t) (i S- 3) number of UÛ2 fueled plants whose cores are to be converted to MOX fueled

cores in refueling due to surplus Puf supply at the end of y ear t,

1) Operation of any FBR's once started up must not be suspended within the plant life due to the
shortage in Puf supply Therefore, in case that Puf shortage is expected, MOX fueled cores of the

number of plants (i, 0 scheduled to be decommissioned after the plant life t<

nRlip (t) (i a 3) number of MOX fueled plants whose cores are to be converted to UÛ2 fueled
cores in refuehngdue to insufficient Puf supply at the end of year t

highest Puf inventory except FBR's are to be replaced with UU2 fueled cores in advance and the

discharged MOX fuel is to be reprocessed for refueling FBR's in operation

On the other hand, nuclear plants being added to N,, ç (t) are expressed as follows

2) Refueling of reactors except FBR's is so managed that cores with higher conversion

m

^i,c(0

characteristics have the priority of being loaded with MOX fuel as long as surplus Puf is available,
while the rest of them are kept loaded with UÛ2 fuel

decommissioned plants nS,_ ç (t— 1) and to meet the growth in power demand

On the other hand, if Puf supply is

insufficient, MOX fueled cores should be converted to UÛ2 fueled cores m refueling

at the beginning of year t,

mD, u (t) (i S 3) number of UÜ2 fueled plants created by replacing rfii

previously discharged fuel and the capability of fuel reprocessing facilities, the amount of Puf
demand for nuclear power plants in operation and in startup, and the allowable numbers of
different type of plants Results of evaluation on a few typical cases are also shown

(t— 1) MOX fueled

cores, which have been taken out for Pu supply, with UÛ2 fueled cores at the

Puf may be maximized
year t in the form of readily loadable MOX fuel assemblies estimated based on the amount of

p

f

3) The amount of MOX fuel laid outside reactor cores is to be minimized so that the utilization of

In the following sections, relations are formulated among the amount of annual Puf supply at

number of plants (i, (,) scheduled to be newly started up to replace

beginning of year t,
mR

i. p (t) (i ^ 3) number of MOX fueled plants created by replacing n\

u

(t-1) U02 fueled

cores with MOX fueled cores in refueling due to surplus Pu r supply at the
beginning of year t,

m\ u (t) (i a 3) number of UÜ2 fueled plants created by replacing nR,

p

(t-1) MOX fueled

cores with UÛ2 fueled cores in refueling due to insufficient Puf supply at the
beginning of year t

2. Numerical Formulation on Fissile Utilization
2.1

Specification of nuclear power plants under consideration

Among those specified nuclear power plants, the following relations hold
m l, U (Q = n t, p U - l ) for l ä la 3,

(1)

In order to specify the type of reactors equipped either with UOa or MOX fueled cores, a set of
subscripts (i, Q are employed in the following notations, where i = 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate a

nRt,P (Q = nRl, U (J-l)

(2a)

conventional LWR, an advanced LWR, a HCPWR and a FBR while (, = u and p correspond to a
UÛ2 fueled core and a MOX fueled core, respectively A1/3 Pu thermal recycling core is classified

as a MOX fueled core

(2b)

(3)

and
the number of plants with the equilibrium cores (i, (,) at year t

Increment in the number of plants in operation at year t

(7)
4

= I

r

(4)

K,« + «f. B W - nf p »-l) - <„«-!>).

where m,^(t) and n,^(t) are defined such that

1= 1

[

and

All the initially proposed values of mS^ (t) should be specified

2.2

(8a)

(5)

(0 = rt t a ( £ — 1 ) = 0 by assumption

(8b)

Supply and demand of Puf

In order to make the evaluation on supply and demand of Puf at year t, all nuclear power

plants with different electrical output are normalized to be of 1000 MWe The amount of Puf and
melahc uranium to be loaded to or discharged from a UÛ2 fueled core (i, u) or a MOX fueled core

The amount of Puf available Sp (t) m the form of readily loadable fuel assemblies at the
beginning of y eai t is given by the following expi ession

d, p) so normalized are designated as in Table 1
Table 1 Fissile Balance Normalized for a 1000 MWe Core (i, Q

Coie

Loading or

Discharge
loading

Initial Core (i, t,)

metahc U

E!,„

(9)

U!,c(ton)

when T,, ç is the time required to reprocess and fabi icate the spent fuel from core (i, Q and the

Piston)

Puf

summation on ^appeared in expression (9) represents ^ n , (0 = n

discharge

metahc U
Puf

e|-„

u|,c(ton)
pi ç (ton)

loading

metalic U
Puf

E, ,„

U,, ^(ton/year)
P,,c (ton/year)

discharge

metahc U
Puf

e,

u, t ^ (ton/year)
p^ (ton/year)

discharge

metahc U
Puf

E?,„

Equihbiium

(0

On the other hand, the amount of Puf needed Qp (t) m the form of readily loadable fuel
assemblies at the beginning of year t is expressed with the definitions of Q ,, p (t) and QI,ip (t) as

>u

(QP

u s f; (ton)
p,D,c(ton)
1
v
(DP
'

As defined in sec 2 1, N,_c (t) represents the number of nuclear power plants equipped with
cores (i, 4) at year t, then
the number of plants with the initial cores (i, i,} at year t

79

(0 + t

follows

Core (i, y

Decommissioned
Core (i, y

Fissile in Unit of Enrichment (%) Amount (fissile)

„

™

(6)

',

.

(10)

(lia)

and
(lib)

Sp(t)

is not equal to Qp (t) in general and the allowable numbers of different type of nuclear

power plants are mutually adjusted so that the assumptions stated m the introduction may be
realized
2.3

Determination of permissible m,, ç (t)

In this section, logical procedures to determine mlf ç (t) are discussed
1) In case that the following relation (12) is satisfied
(12)

the supply of Puf in the form of readily loadable MOX fuel assemblies at the beginning of year t
exceeds the necessary amount for refueling and initial loading of FBR plants The surplus Puf is
used to replace some possible number of UOa fueled cores of HCPWR or LWR plants by MOX

fueled cores as shown in Diagram 1 based on the following sequential conditions
(13)

«P« - I 1 «,.p«> +<p«> I > «s- p

(14)

and

(15)

y« 2) If relation (12)

is not satisfied, then MOX fueled cores (i, p) with i = 2 or 3 within the core life

tf are to be decommissioned T,t p years in advance to increase the amount of Puf supply at year t,
where the following relation must hold

N

(t-

',v

) -nD

(t- t ) Ê 0 with i = 2 or 3
t,i> ",p

(16)

3) In case relation (12) is not yet satisfied for n 0 ^ p (t — x,, p) = N, t p (t — i ti p), then some or all of

FBR plants being scheduled to start up newly at the beginning of year t, i e ms4,p (t), are to be
replaced by the identical number of nuclear plants equipped with UOj fueled cores mS^ u (t) with i
= 2 or 3 Balance m the supply and the demand of Puf should be recalculated starting at year
Diagram 1 Logical procedures to determine m^ 5 (t)

4) Through the previously mentioned procedure 3), the amount of Puf supply for refueling FBR

In the following examples, foi the uranium fuel cycle, unit cost foi each component under the

plants in opeiation at the beginning of year t may still be insufficient, then the numbei of FBR

current practice among utilities is employed For the fabrication cost and the reprocessing cost of

plants being scheduled to start up newly in the preceding year, mS,^ p (t — 1) is to be reduced so as

MOX fue! cycle, the following factors are multiplied to the coi responding unit costs of uranium

to satisfy relation (12) and the corresponding number of nuclear plants equipped with UÛ2 fueled

fuel cycle

MOX fuel fabucationcost
UO„fuelfabrication cost

cores, ms, u (t - 1) with i = 2 or 3, replace the reduced number of FBR plants
2.4

———————————————— =24

Annual uranium demand

The amount of U235 needed Qu(t) in the form of readily loadable fuel assemblies at the
beginning of year t is expressed with the definitions of Q1>u (t) <md Q',_ u (t) as follows

MOX fuel reprocessing cost including waste disposal
———————————————————————————————— — 1 3
UO fuel reprocessing cost including waste disposal

For the interest and the inflation, the following rates are employed throughout the term of
Q'i u W+ T«?
At)+mRi, uU l, uE l, u , '
•£-!,$

Q a (0= Y
*—
•= 1

5

(17)

evaluation, however fluctuation in these rates may easily be taken into evaluation
interest rate = 5%/annum,

'

inflation rate = 2%/annum
q'
^•

(t)=\m

S

D

(t) + m

(CI\U'

7

Ë

.'

(18a)

The lead or the lag time for each component is illustrated in Table 2 Let C, (t). M, (t), r and tj
be the unit cost of component i of the fuel cycle, the mass under consideration in the component i

and

Table 2 Lead and Lag Time for Each Component Operation in Fuel Cycle

(18b)
*rocess
Component,

where n,, u (t) is expressed from expressions (5) and (8b) as follows
(18c)

The summation on ^appeared in expression (17) represents Y_ Q[ (0 mQt u (0 + Q( M

enrichment

fabrication

new fuel
transportation
andstorage

spent fuel
transportation
and interim

reprocessing

^
I
rime (year) -J ———————————— I————————— '——————————— —————————————————
new fuel loading
Payment
spent fuel dl5charge
and Credit
- UO2 fuel

uramum

cost including
conversion cost

enrichment

fabrication

cost

cost

t

storage

transportation
and interim
storage cost

^
—- 1

reprocessing
an <3 waste

disposal cost
Pu, U credit

3. Averaged Fuel Cycle Cost and Natural Uranium Saving Evaluation
To calculate future costs for the nuclear fuel cycle,

- MOX fuel

Pu cost

fabrication

transportation

reprocessing

cost

and interim
storage cost

and waste
disposal cost
Pu credit

In the present analyses, parameters tn are set as follows

1) costs for various component stages of the fuel cycle,
for U02 fuel

2) the required lead or lag time for each component operation m the fuel cycle,
3) reactor charge and discharge mass flow data, and
4) interest and inflation rates

should be provided Costs for various component stages include cost of natural uranium, cost of
conversion, cost of enrichment, cost of fabrication, cost of transportation, cost of reprocessing with
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disposal of waste, and cost of plutonium in case of MOX fuel

for MOX fuel (year)

t^-tj =

05

-

tt -12 =

10

15

t-t

1 =

05

05

if -1

=

10

20

t^-t« =

10

20

00

at t, interest rate and lead time or lag time of the component i with respect to t as defined m Table

3l

2, respectively Then, the amount to be recovered A, (t) as being included within the levelized

FCC evaluated on single plant basis
Comparison of FCC among different types of power plants normalized for thermal output of

power rate at t corresponding to the payment for component i of the fuel cycle made at t, is written

1000 MWe and average discharge buinup of 45,000 MWd/t is given in Fig 1 where the FCC of the

as follows

conventional LWR with UÛ2 fuel, example 8, is chosen as the reference and the contribution of

A1(t) = C,(t1)M1(t1)(l +r)t-t,

each component to the individual FCC is shown

where Ci (y may be correlated to C, (to) in terms of inflation rate fand the base date of monetary

Here, the cost of natural uranium and pultonium fissile is assumed to be $40/£b UsOs and

$I5/g Puf, respectively Example 3 corresponds to FCC of the HCPWR 4 whose blanket assemblies

unit '„ as

and fertile rods are replaced by MOX fuel assemblies and watei displacer rods, respectively so as

The method employed in the present evaluation of FCC is principally based on a NEA/OECD

to lower the power density and to achieve 4 batch loading The FCC is lowered appreciably at the

report 5

sacrifice of average conversion ratio by 0 05

Annual chai ge and discharge mass flow data for each type of a nuclear power plant have been
provided based on the corresponding core nuclear design *
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Example ï

Exauple 3

Example 4
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Fig l Plantwise FCC of a different type of nuclear power plant

Reprocessing

Repiocessing

Pu Credit
U Ciedit

Pu C i e d i t

3.2

UÛ2 fuel assemblies of a LWR, respectively to bring the discharged fuel assemblies into

Natural uranium saving

Comparison of cumulative natural uranium procurement associated with Pu utilization by
different types of nuclear power plants is shown in Fig 2 where feasible number of FBR plants

reprocessing for providing necessary Pur for FBR's to be newly introduced and to be refueled in
case Puf shortage is expected.

with breeding ratio of 1.2 are assumed to be introduced beyond year 2030 in each evaluation case.

The difference in uranium saving between evaluation case 2 and case 3 is mainly due to that

The power growth beyond year 2000 is assumed to be Î 500 MWe per annum based on the expected

in evaluation case 3, approximately twice as much Puf is reserved in HCPWR cores as in

GNP expansion with 53 LWR power plants, each of 1000 MWe power output, being in operation at

evaluation case 2 at the commencement of introducing FBR's and the higher rate of Pu f

f

year 2000. The annual supply of Pu is based on the recycling of spent fuel only from the domestic

productivity in U02 fueled HCPWR cores of Vm/Vf = 1.6 which replace normal HCPWR cores

plants in operation or being decommissioned

when the supply of Puf is not sufficient as mentioned above.
f

In Fig. 2, evaluation cases 1 and 2 correspond to the non-Pu -utilization and the 1/3 thermal

Evaluation case 3a corresponds to case 3 where HCPWR's, cited as example 3 in Fig. 1, whose

Pu recycling of a conventional LWR cited as examples 5 in Fig. 1 until the introduction of FBR's at

blanket fuel assemblies and fertile rod clusters are replaced by MOX fuel assemblies and water

year 2030, respectively. Evaluation case 3 corresponds to the introduction of the normal

displacer rods clusters, respectively are introduced under the same condition as of evaluation

HCPWR's each with a MOX fueled core of Vm/Vf =1.4 cited as example 1 in Fig. 1, where under

case 3.

Pur shortage, a HCPWR with U02 fueled core of Vm/Vf =1.6 cited as example 2 in Fig. 1 is to be
introduced in place of a normal HCPWR until the introduction of FBR's at year 2030. In

evaluation cases 3 and 2, entire MOX fuel assemblies of a HCPWR core or a 1/3 thermal Puf
recycling core may be discharged and replaced by UÛ2 fuel assemblies with Vm/Vf = 1.6 or by

3.3

Averaged fuel cycle cost over nuclear power plants in operation
Under the same assumptions adopted in the previous natural uranium saving analyses, the

corresponding averaged fuel cycle cost to evaluation cases 1,2, 3 and 3a is shown in Fig. 3. Due to
the advantage in fabrication cost and reprocessing cost associated with UÛ2 fuel, the averaged

Pattern of Nuclear P l a n t s to tie Introduced
tu
i»
HOIKla
no
i«

P a t t e i n of Nuclear Plants to be Intioduced
Years : 2001-2030

beyond 2031
Years : 2001-2030
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Fig. 2 Cumulative natural uranium procurement
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4. Summary

fuel cycle cost in evaluation case 1 is the lowest until the contribution of fissile breeding from FBR
plants to the reduction in fuel cycle cost in evaluation cases 3 and 3a becomes of dominating

Results of fuel cycle cost analyses are widely influenced by costs for various component stages

factor, which is seen appreciable around years 2055 ~ 2060, Temporary rise in fuel cycle cost

of the fuel cycle. Due to the expected fluctuation in future economic as well as strategic trends,

appeared in evaluation cases 2, 3 and 3a beyond year 2025 is due mainly to the increase in

any economic feasibility evaluation on a HCPWR does not give definite conclusion reliable in

reprocessing cost for MOX fuel assemblies discharged from the cores, which are replaced by UÛ2

future under various assumptions including ambiguity factors as previously mentioned.

fuel assemblies, to make up the shortage in Puf supply for FBR's to be newly introduced and to be

Evaluations with stress on either the optimum utilization of natural uranium resource or fuel

refueled.

cycle cost give the different features of a HCPWR. However, the following qualitative conclusions

Numbers of different nuclear plants in operation in evaluation cases 1, 2 and 3 with 3a are

are withdrawn from the present analyses:

shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

1) Reduction in annual natural uranium procurement is possible by introducing HCPWR's in
place of conventional LWR's. In case that the continuous introduction of FBR's is commenced,
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existing HCPWR cores may discharge MOX fuel to supply Pur required to feed into FBR's being
newly introduced and to refuel those in operation afterward which facilitates the rate of the

annual increase m the number of FBR plants to lesult in the saving of the natural uranium
consumption as well as the lowering of the long term fuel cycle cost averaged over all the nuclear
power plants in operation
2) Under the low cost of natural uranium, the average fuel cost of a nuclear power plants system

including HCPWR's cited as example 1 in Fig 1, which corresponds to the present evaluation case
3, is not competitive to that of a system consisting only of LWR's in a short term comparison

However, a system including HCPWR's whose blanket fuel assemblies and fertile rods are
replaced with MOX fuel assemblies and water displacer rods respectively, cited as example 3 in
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Tig 1, which corresponds to the present evaluation case 3a is competitive
3) A nuclear power plants system including thermal Puf i ecyclmg reactors cited as example 5 in

Abstract

r

Fig 1, which corresponds to the evaluation case 2, consumes more Pu than that including
HCPWR's so that, for a short term evaluation, the former system lowers the natural uranium
consumption in comparison with the system consisting only of LWR's However, its contribution
toward the increase m the number of mtroducible FBR plants is smaller than that including
HCPWR's due to the less amount of mcore Puf storage, and the advantage associated with FBR's
m average fuel cycle cost as well as natural uranium saving cannot be expected so much as m the
case of HCPWR's in long term evaluation

4) Extension of plant life is presently expected and to meet the fluctuation in economic and
strategic trends during the plant life, the core of a HCPWR should be provided with flexibility in

A design concept for a plutonium generation BWR (PGBR) is
proposed, in which the effective moderator-to-fuel volume ratio

less than 0.3 is realized in the design concept of the BWR with
a closely packed hexagonal lattice and a higher core exit

quality of coolant to achieve 1.0 of plutonium generation
ratio. Three kinds of PGBR core designs are evaluated from the
view points of nuclear, thermal hydraulic, mechanical, and

safety performance. Evaluations show that the proposed designs
are feasible, and that the PGBR concept has a potential of
realizing a new recycle system in which plutonium and other

actinide are confined to only nuclear reactors and reprocessing
plants.

transition of core configuration between a semi tight lattice of Vm/Vf = 14 corresponding to
higher conversion ratio and a loose lattice of Vm/Vf = 2 0 - 2 2 corresponding to low FCC without
replacing any core components except for fuel assemblies A HCPWR with such flexibility may
exhibit its most favourable scope under various economic and strategic demands including FCC
and natural uranium saving on every particular occasion, which a conventional LWR plant

INTRODUCTION

cannot
Research works associated with the realization of such flexibility are under progress

In studies on high conversion light water reactors, it is recognized
that a higher conversion ratio close to 1.0 is required to achieve an
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required Pu-fissile
enrichment and CR, which is evaluated under a
typical operating condition of a cycle exposure of 9GWd/t and a discharge

On the basis of neutron balance, a CR can be written by
CR = a X ( 1 + ß) - ( 1 + T ),

exposure of t5GWd/t.
(D

where,
-1)2 28+40+42
,25+49+41

,25+49+41

The a-factor represents the ratio of the number of neutrons produced by
fission to that of neutrons absorbed in fissile materials
The (1+ß)-

factor corresponds to the additional contribution by fast fission of
fertile
rate

materials,
of

and SaM represents

fission

products,

transplutonmm elements,
structure materials, and so on.
Figure 1 shows the relation
between the effective moderatorto-fuel volume ratio and the
factors included in expression

(1).

The effective moderator-

to-fuel volume ratio is defined
as a moderator-to-fuel volume
ratio taking into account the
moderator voidage effect such as
boiling.
The a and ß-factors
increase as the e f f e c t i v e

moderator-to-fuel

volume

26

the parasitic neutron capture
SUS

'

ZIRCALOY

CR =* ( i + / j ) - ( H - r )

2 4:

< 22
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To confirm the feasibility of the plutonium generation BWR, three
kind of designs have been investigated. Basic design parameters are

s,.
in l o

summarized in TABLE I.

0 6

TABLE I

0 4

ratio

Specifications of Plutonium Generation BWR

0 2

decreases, in particular, this
tendency of the ß-factor is

00

00

remarkable in the range of the

05

__

Parameter

__

10

15

clearance of more than 1mm, such

a low effective moderator-tofuel volume ratio
can
be
realized in b o i l i n g water
reactor ( B W R ) due to void
Figure 2 shows the relation
between the effective moderatorto-fuel volume ratio and the

Electric power

05
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20

EFFECTIVE MODERATOR TO-fUEL VOLUME RATIO

Fig.2.

Relation between the effective
moderator-to-fuel volume ratio
and fissile Pu enrichment and

conversion ratio
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Average power density
00
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EFFECTIVE MODERATOR TO FUEL VOLUME RATIO
low effective moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio. This is caused by Fig.1. Relation between the effective
moderator-to-fuel volume ratio
the increase in v value. The rand the lattice physics
factor including E„M has a value
constants
of about 0 3, and decreases with
the effective moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio. To realize the CR
Pu FED TO NATURAL URANIUM
close to 1.0, the utilization of
DISCHARGE EXPOSURE ASGWOfl
fast
f i s s i o n of
fertile
materials is essential, and the
first term in expression ( 1 )
must be more than 2 3This
means that the moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio must be less than
0.3
Under
the
practical
constraint of a rod-to-rod

generation in fuel bundles.

In case of less than 0 3 of effective moderator-to-

fuel volume ratio, the required plutonium enrichment fed to natural
uranium is reduced less than 6 5 percent due to increase in /!-values as
well as a-values of fissile plutonium isotopes following decrease in
parasitic absorption rates of fission products and structure materials
This causes the void coefficient on PGBR to be improved to the same
levels as those of a number of heavy-moderator
commercial
nuclear
reactors in operation, which has a possibility to make void coefficient
zero by adapting the flattened core
It must be emphasized in
characteristics of PGBR in safety that excess reactivity during operation
cycle is about one tenth and doppler coefficient is more than 50% larger
in comparison with those of the current BWR because of little change in
the number densities of fissile plutonium and the large portion of
neutron absorptions in resonance energy region.

Average linear heat

generation rate
Core outlet quality

Core average void fraction (%)

97 0

51

PGBR- I is a 600 MWe prototype reactor having the same power density

as those of current BWRs, and some results of core performances were
presented in Ref 6
PGBR-II is a 900 MWe commercial reactor of which fissile plutonium
inventory per unit power is minimized in order to start up a 900 MHe
commercial PGBR by using fissile plutonium obtained from reprocessing of
discharged fuels corresponding to 80GWe-Year electric power production of
the current BWR.
PGBR-ffi was designed to make void coefficient zero by shortening the
height of the core from 2.0m of PGBR-1 and II to 1.35m in considering
that people are sensitive for void coefficients of which signs have no
intrinsic problem as far as its absolute values are small.
In these designs, the effective moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of
less than 0.3 can be realized by the closely packed hexagonal lattice

with the rod-to-rod clearance of 1.3—1.5mn and the core averaged void
fraction more than 50J

Fuel Bundle Design
The PGBR fuel bundle consists of 151 fuel rods, 18 control rod guide

thimbles, 5 (or 4) spacers, a hexagonal channel box and upper and lower
tie plates.
Stainless-steel (SUS) is chosen for fuel cladding and
channel materials instead of Zircaloy in the current BWRs.
Stainless
steel is considerably stronger than Zircaloy, so thinner stainless steel
is sufficient to suppress the deformation of fuel cladding and channel
box during operation.
Main specifications of fuel bundle design are summarized in TABLE II .
These specifications enable the fuel bundle to keep within the design
limit both mechanically and thermal-hydraulicaly.
The key design
concepts include the ring cell type spacer, thin channel box and narrow

CHANNEL BOX
FUEL RO!

Design of Reactor Internals
The control rod assembly CONTROL ROD
consists of cluster type rods THIHBLE
and has one rod drive for three
fuel bundles
Figure 3 shows a
cross section of fuel bundle and
control rod assembly
Each
control rod is equipped with a
follower in its upper region.
The control rods are inserted to
the fuel bundles from the lower
part of the core.
An upper core plate
Fig.3. Cross section of fuel bundle
connected with the upper shroud
and control rod assembly
is set on the top of all fuel
bundles. This configuration prevents the fuel bundles from rising by

the hydraulic lift force caused by upward coolant flow
The steam driers and separators of PGBR are designed as the same as

that of the current BWR.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

channel box gap. In the ring cell type spacer one cell is overlapped

Calculation methods

with neighboring cells each other because of narrow fuel rods gap.
Inconel is adopted as spacer material
The thin channel box and narrow

PGBR-m

One of the remarkable features of the plutonium generation BWR is
that the effective moderator-to-fuel volume ratio is smaller than in
current BWRs, so that the calculation method for microscopic epithermal
cross sections and the nuclear data library for resonance energy range
have an important role in nuclear characteristic evaluation.
In
particular, evaluations of burnup characteristics for the resonancedominated neutron spectrum have some uncertainty. For precise numerical

17-46

Monte Carlo neutron transport method is coupled with the burnup
calculation, has been developed. The applicability of the VMONT code to
tight lattice configurations was confirmed using the PROTEUS experimental

channel box gap are accomplished by reducing the pressure difference
TABLE II
Specifications of Fuel Bundles in PGBR

Parameter
Bundle geometry
Bundle pitch

PGBR-I

151
18

Number of control rods
Channel water gap

0 8
(mm)

Channel box thickness

(mm) 0.95

Fuel rod outer diameter

(mm)

Fuel rod-to-rod clearance (mm)

Cladding and channel materials
Pellet diameter
Space type / material

PGBR-II

Hexagonal Lattice
18.
31
17.46
(cm
)

Number of fuel rods

87

between channel box inside and
outside by maintaining the
constant flow in a channel box
gap

151
18

151
18

0.8

0.8

12.3

0.95
11.8

1.5

1.3

evaluation of fuel bundle designs, the VMONT7, in which a vectorized

0 95
11.8

1.3

Stainless-steel

113
10 8
10.8
(mm
)
Ring cell type/Inconel

For thermal hydraulic analysis, the critical power correlation for
the tight lattice configuration gains increasingly in importance. So,
the modified CISE critical power correlation9, which is based on the
critical quality-boiling length correlation developed by CISE1°, has been
developed and verified using data from the experiment for the critical
power of the closely packed lattice bundles. The proposed correlation
can reproduce the experimental data within a standard deviation error of

9*9.
The transient behavior of a BWR involves a complex interplay between

the inherent system thermal-hydraulics and neutronics and the active
components. The transient behaviors in the reactor vessel were evaluated

by a lumped-region model for in-reactor component thermal hydraulics
coupled with a point reactor neutron kinetics model, followed by onedimensional single channel analysis to estimate flow transient in a fuel

bundle
More precise analyses by a three dimensional nodal kinetic
eode11 are now in preparation
The modified CISE critical power
correlation was used for thermal margin calculations.

Thermal margin was evaluated using the modified CISC critical power
correlation and the proposed designs are confirmed capable of having
minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) of more than 1.3

Core performance

Transient and Safety Analysis

Performances of the proposed three designs of the plutonium
generation BWR are summarized in TABLE f f i . In the study, the average
exposure of discharged fuel bundles and the operational cycle were
assumed to be 45GWd/t and 12 months respectively.
Figure 4 shows comparison
of the core averaged axial void
100
distributions of PGBR-II with
that of current BWRs. The steam
void isgenerated at a lower part
of core than the current BWR

The proposed designs of the plutonium generation BWR have negative
reactivity power coefficients. The typical transients were analysed and
the AMCPR, that is, decrease in thermal margin during transients was
evaluated.
On the evaluation, the characteristics of the active
components in PGBR were assumed to have those of the ABWR's12. For
example, internal pumps are utilized as recirculation pumps instead of
Jet pumps in the current BWRs.
LOAD REJECTION

designs due to the PGBR design
concept of a higher outlet

as the current BWRs'. The PGBR-

II

OFUELROD 62
e WATER ROD 2'
| FUEL ROD ., ,
DIAMETER '2 3mm

enrichments of fissile plutonium
fed to natural uranium for
discharged exposure of 45GHd/t
are 6.5% for PGBR-1 and II, 7.0%
for
PGBR-ffl.
Evaluation

that

the

proposed

designs have the p l u t o n i u m
generation ratios of ~1.0, which
means that consumption of
fissile plutonium is equal to
generation of fissile plutonium.

Fig.4.

Comparison of fuel bundle
configurations and axial
distributions of void fraction

TABLE M

Core Performance of Plutonium Generation BWR

Operational cycle length

and the fuel integrity can be
maintained because of the MCPR
more than 1.3 in the rated power
normal operation.
Thermal
Fig.5. Thermal margin during
margin of the PGBR-DI
is
typical transients
improved
compared
with
the PGBR-II by improving a void reactivity
coefficients and decreasing the bundle power.
In all cases, the maximum heat flux and the maximum vessel pressure
during transients were confirmed to be maintained below the limiting
values of the current BWRs.
From the safety aspects, a HCPS line break accident, which seems to
be the most severe loss-of-coolant accident for the PGBRs, was also
analysed
Analyses showed that the peak cladding temperature in LOCA is
550°C for the PGBR-II, which is
less than the limiting value
(1200°C) of the current BWRs.

45

45

12

12

12

(w/o) 6.5

6.5

7.0

plutonium generation

10.9

10.0

9.4

1.02

1.02

1.0

to play an important role from a
view point of storage of longlife actinide elements. In the
second phase of PGBR development
divided into two phase other
actinide elements as well as
plutonium are recycled together
taking one step forward from
only plutonium recycling in the
first phases.
Figure 6 shows

(t)
(kW/m)

Minimum critical power ratio
K

power

45

Plutnium generation ratio**
Maximum linear heat rate

increasing

PGBR- m

(months)

Plutonium fissile inventory

an

PGBR-II

(GHd/t)

Pu-fissile enrichment*

has

density compared with the PGBRI . Though the maximal AMCPR of
the PGBR-II is 0.21, which is
larger than the currents BWR's,
boiling transient will not occur

PGBR- I

Parameter

Discharge exposure

WITH TUR8IN BYPASS
IW.LVi FAILURE

0.13, which is nearly the same

coolant quality.
fis a result,
the core averaged void fraction
is 51? for the PGBR-II and the
effective moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio less than 0 3 is
realized.
The r e q u i r e d

confirms

Figure 5 shows the results |?ONTOUIATION PUMP| UMO"«

of transient analyses.
The —————————sP""(>2
maximal AMCPR of the PGBR-1 is
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The fissile plutonium is fed to the natural uranium.

»» Plutonium Generation Ratio
Pu-fissile amount in discharged fuel
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The design concept of the g
BWR seems
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that accumulation of neptunium-

OPERATING PERIOD (FULLPOWER YEARS)

237 of which half life is about

Fig.6. Accumulation of Np-237

40

2X1QÖ year becomes equilibrium at the amount of 120kg per 1GHe PGBR
core.
This result means that equilibrium state of neptunium between
production rates and consumption rates is kept in PGBR under the
condition that 120kg of neptunium-237 generated in current BWRs is fed to
the plutonium-enriched natural uranium fuel bundles in the initial core
of 1GWe PGBR, and a new recycle system can be realized with light water
reactor technology, in which plutonium and other actinides are confined
to only nuclear reactors and reprocessing plants.
CONCLUSION

The design concept of a plutonium generation BUR was proposed, which
has a potential for achieving a plutonium generation ratio close to 1 0

and better natural uranium utilization by a factor of 5-10 compared with
current LWRs.
To achieve a higher conversion ratio, the effective
moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of less than 0 3 was realized in the BWR

by using a closely packed hexagonal lattice with the rod-to-rod clearance
of 1.3—1.5™ and a higher core average void fraction of more than 50%.
Numerical evaluation for three kinds of designs for BWRs with electric
power of 600MW and 900MW showed that the proposed designs are feasible
from nuclear, thermal-hydraulic and safety aspects, and that the concept
has another potential of realizing a new recycle system in which

plutonium and other actinide are confined to only nuclear reactors and
reprocessing plants.
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Abstract

The work
aimed at the
reactors. The
along with the

considers a steam-water power reactor (SWPR) concept
Improvement and development of thermal light-water
basic features of the proposed concept are reported
results of some development efforts.

The analysis of the present-day trends in the nuclear power

development Indicates that the rate of growth of the total capacity
of nuclear power plants (NPPs) decreases in many countries [13. The
deceleration of nuclear power progress and the recent serious NPP
accidents arouse interest for the development of a new generation of
NPPs to improve cardinally
- the NPP safety, in particular, with respect to severe accidents
- the NPP economy and
- the efficiency of fuel utilization
and to extend the scope of NPP use in the nuclear power industry.
The preference will be seemingly given to the NPP development
efforts which ensure the solution of at least one of the above
problems.
The priority development in the world nuclear power engineering
has been given by now to the light-water thermal reactors (WER, PWR
and BWR). Moreover, the developed machine-building base and tested

technology can favour the dominant role of LWRs in the nuclear power
engineering in the nearest future.
At the same tljne the up-to-date LWR designs are characterized by
some significant shortcomings. Among them are:

- relatively large reactivity margins in the core;
- poor protection against the LOCA type accidents, sensitivity to
the accidents with coolant circulation break;
- low efficiency of fuel utilization;
- low thermodynamics parameters;
- low-grade heat limiting the sphere of LWR usefulness.
Nevertheless, the highest, at present, economy of the LWR-based
NPPs resulting from the water technology cheapness and availability
and the large experience in the LWR development and operation is a
powerful incentive to the efforts on improving the nuclear reactors
of this type. Therefore, the development of such reactor concepts Is
urgent as could employ the LWR up-to-date technology and industrial
infrastructure and satisfy the present-day requirements to a larger

degree.
In authors' opinion, the essential reduction in coolant density
in turning to the steam-water cooling of the reactor Is one possible

way of the LWR improvement and development.
The idea of using steam as a coolant is not original; It was
discussed as early as at the first Geneva conference on peaceful use

of atomic energy [21.
The realizability of a low-cost reactor loop using the
commercial components and technology has aroused interest for

steam-cooled reactors (SFR) [3]. The development works on SFRs as an
alternative of sodium breeders were carried out rather actively in
the sixties In some countries (USA, FRG and others). However, without
any advantage gained over the sodium breeders the SFR concept did not

It is possible to avoid the core dryout choosing the parameters

reach completeness and the SFR development works had been termlnatied
by the seventies In all countries. Moreover, the negative attitude to
SFRs was promoted by the unsufficient confidence In ensuring the NPP
safety accounted Tor the large void effect of reactivity and by the

of steam-water mixture (the operation with post dryout parameters of
coolant). The experimental study of the fuel assembly

lack oî any substantiation for the workability of the fuel elements

of heat transfer using steam-water mixture with an inlet void

at coolant pressures of up to 18.0 MPa and cladding operating

fraction x.^ « 0.35-0.40 at a pressure of 16.0 MPa.

thermohydraulics confirms the realizabillty of a required efficiency

temperatures of up to 650 °C.

For the period elapsing from the seventies the requirements to
NPPs have changed; the experience has been gained In the fuel element
operation in fast reactors at high temperatures and fluences; new
structural materials have been developed. All these together with the
water technology attractiveness have revitalized the Interest to the

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE SWPR CONCEPT

The engineered features of the SWPR concept are based on the
experience in the design and operation of the WER-type
pressure-vessel reactors and the BN-type fast reactors (IMFBRs).

The SWPR design as a vessel type reactor one (see Fig. 1 )

reactor steam cooling concept [4, 5, 61.

presupposes to use the WER vessel designed for a pressure of up to

This work proposes the concept of a pressure vessel power
reactor cooled with steam-water mixture (steam-water power reactor SWPR ) and reports the basic results of the development works.

18.0 MPa. The loop arrangement of the primary circuit presupposes the
presence of a main circulator, steam generators and reservoirs of the
emergency core cooling system in each loop. The fuel element and

assembly designs are similar to those for the fast reactors of the
STEAM-WATER POWER REACTOR CONCEPT

The use of steam-water mixture for the reactor cooling is a key
feature of the concept [73.

The utilization of heat of water-steam phase transition reduces
considerably the weight consumption of coolant and ensures an
efficient heat transfer at a small degree of coolant heating (~1050 °C), an outlet steam temperature of 360-400 °C and a pressure of
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BN-type. The NPP has two circuits (in principle, it is possible to
use the one-circuit NPP layout ). The primary equipment is disposed

within the containment.
The steam-water mixture preparation and distribution system asks
for the original solutions and their 'substantiation. The steam
recirculation through the reactor could be realized by steam blowers
with a separate circuit as well as water-Jet circulators (jet pumps)

10.0-16.0 MPa. The efficient heat transfer permits cladding operation

built In the reactor vessel. The steam-water mixture is prepared In

temperatures of 450-500 °C to be reached and low-swelling ferriticmartensitlc steels to be used as a cladding material. The relatively
high steam parameters at the reactor outlet allow the efficiency of
the steam-turbine cycle to be Increased up to 35-37 % and the area of
SWPR use to be potentially extended.

the first case in special nozzle mixers set at the fuel assembly
Inlet, In the second case - directly In the jet pumps. The water is

fed into the reactor by the main circulator (see Fig. 2).
The analysis and optimization of above principles are beyond the
scope of this paper. It should be noted that some experimental
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a)

Pig. 1. Diagram of heat circuits at NPP with SWPR for the versions

of steam recirculation by steam blowers (a) and by jet
pumps (b):

Pig. H. Schematic diagram of SWPR for the versions of steam
recirculation by steam blowers (a) and by jet puraps (b):
1 - shield pipe unit with control and safety system; 2 - steam

1 - core; 2 - steam generator; 3 - buffer hydroaccumulator;

withdrawal; 3 - steam to the suction side of jet pumps; 4 - steam

4 - turbine generator; 5 - MCP; 6 - jet pump;
7 - steam blower; 8 - steam-water mixer (SWM)

addition from steam blowers; 5 - water addition from MCP;
6 - water-spraying nozzle; 7 - jet pump; 8 - core; 9 - steam-water

mixture addition to fuel assemblies; 10 - addition of water with
low flow rate; 11 - steam-water mixer (SWM); 12 - SWM water-spraying
nozzles

investigations

which have

been

made

give

confidence

in

the

solvability or the arising problems.
The preliminary economical analysis of the complex of the used
engineering principles by bringing into comparison the main
functional components of the WER- and STOR-based NPPs on their
specific consumption of materials showed that the unit capital costs
of their construction are comparable. Moreover, the higher power
density of the SWPR equipment permits the reactor vessel height and
the overall dimensions of steam generators to be decreased. The
considerable reduction of the required flow rate of the primary water
makes it possible to minimize the piping diameters. There is no
necessity in pressurisera and a liquid boron control system. All
above are good reasons to expect an additional reduction in
capital component of the SWPR cost at the expense of decreasing
specific consumption of materials in the primary equipment and
constructions.

the
the
the
the
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Fig. 3. K f vs coolant density for various SWPR versions
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POTENTIAL OF THE SWPR NUCLEAR SAFETY

In developing the SWPR concept the goal was set to increase the
reactor safety potential in comparison with the WER reactors. The
nuclear safety of the SWPR concept is based mainly on the Inherent
physical features of the reactor which are attained by a proper
choice (see Figs. 3-6) of
- the composition and size of the core, shields and their
components ;
- the parameters of steam-water mixture;
- the core power density;
- the isotope compositions of the charged fuel and the refuelling
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Pig. 4. Optimal dependence of Kef on coolant density for SWPR
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Pig. 5. Void effect of reactivity (VER), breeding ratio (BR) and critical
fuel enrichment (X°+1) va fuel fraction in SWPR core at blanket
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Pig, 7. Void effect of reactivity (VER), breeding ratio (BR) and average
loading of nuclear fuel (G" ') to SWPR core vs number of fuel

recycles

thickness of 25 cm:
0

-Hcore*Dcore

0

-Hcore'Dcore

It should be noted that the changeability of the SWPR coolant
density in a wide range gives a greater freedom in "designing" the
reactivity effects determining the reactor safety:
- the non-positive void coefficient;
- the required reactor subcrltlcality in flooding and whereby the
realization of an additional shutdown system;
- the minimum reactivity margins for fuel burnup.
Then the effective multiplication factor versus the collant
density depending on the contribution of neutron leakage from the
reactor to the reactivity balance could correspond to one of the
curves in Fig. 3. The form of curve corresponding to one of the SWPR

parameters of plutonium
0.80

0.50
0.40

0.30

Pu-; 40

J

SBP1
0.20

versions (see Fig. 4) is more preferable.
BOO

400

tOO

800

1000

coolant density, kg/ra^
Pig. 6. Parameters of equilibrium isotopic composition of plutonium
in SffPR core vs working coolant density

As noted the reactor flooding with water In the SWPR case is an
Independent system of reactivity handling and ensures the residual
heat removal. The flooded reactor cannot be put into the critical

state by means of control rods. To do it the coolant should be
converted to the steam-water state (for example, at the cost of pump
energy).

The features of the SWPR neutron spectrum ensure the low
sensitivity of reactivity to the coolant temperature variations
(which excludes the accidents with "cold" loop connection) and
eliminate the problems connected with the xenon poisoning
and
"iodine pit" effects.
The use of steel claddings with their high corrosive stability
and strength excludes the fast chemical reactions between the
coolant and the structural components.

neutron gpectra ( r.u.

0.15

0.10

0.05

NEUTRON-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFICIENCY OP FUEL
UTILIZATION

The SWPR reactor is characterized by a fast-resonance energy
spectrum similar, to a large extent, to that of the conventional fast
reactors (see Fig. 8). The higher fraction of neutrons in the range
of high (Ejj ^ 0.8 MeV) and resonance (IL $ 20-50 keV) energies
Is characteristic of the SWPR spectrum.
The fast-resonance nature of the neutron spectrum and the
essential change of the coolant density In the reactor are
responsible for the close connection of the neutron-physical and
thermohydraullc characteristics and require to calculate in detail
the space-energy distribution of neutrons over the whole range of
energies with the aim of the correct allowance for:
- the heterogeneous and transport effects;
- the Doppler effect;

- the change of the Isotope composition during the fuel
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operating period.
The consideration of the above effects is of special
significance In analyzing the transient and accident conditions.

16
Fig.

18

20

22

24
26
group number

8. Comparison of 26 group neutron energy spectra in the cores of liquid raetal
fast reactor (LMPBR) and SWPR

The SWPR performance depends to a considerable degree on the
fuel element pitch, coolant density and fraction of the parasitic
capture of neutrons In the core (see Figs. 4-6). The features of the
SWPR energy spectrum create conditions for the nuclear fuel breeding
with BR » 1 allowing the reactor operation under self-sustaining
conditions. In this case the maximum fuel burnup attains about 7-10
*. The high level of breeding in the SWPR core ensures the low
reactivity margins ( «1-2 %) for fuel burnup.
The Investigations have, demonstrated a strong dependence of the
void effect of reactivity on the isotope composition of plutonium In
the fuel charge and on the dynamics of Its change (see Fig. 7). The

isotoplc composition of plutonium with the highest Pu-241 content and
the lowest Pu-240 and Pu-242 content is more preferable for
decreasing the void effect of reactivity. However, in the SWPR
reactor the Pu-241 content in the equilibrium isotope composition is
low (about 6-7 %) offering the additional requirements for the choice
of the isotope composition of the charged fuel, the strategy and
duration of Its irradiation in the reactor.

Table 1. Comparison or the main pnyaicai characteristics of WER
and different versions of SWPR
Characteristic

WER

SWPR

Electrical power, MB

10OO
3000

1OOO
2700

SWPR

BASIC RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENT WORKS

Some versions of the reactor installation investigated have a
capacity ranged from 500 to 1500 MWe and various parameters of
steam-water mixture (differing in void fraction, pressure) at the
core inlet. The versions were analyzed in a complex way - with
allowance for the parameters of safety, breeding and the
thermohydraullc characteristics. The results of the development works
have demonstrated the possibility of ensuring a high level of safety
for the power units of various unit capacity. Tables 1, 2 summarize
the basic characteristics of some of the SWPR versions in comparison

SWPR

Table 2. Comparison of the main thermal and technical parameters

Thermal power, MW
Fuel

Core height/diameter, m
Fuel element dlam. , mm
Relative pitch of fuel
lattice
Maximum fuel cladding
temperature (without
overheat lactors), C
Maximum rod linear heat

rate, KB/m
Average fuel enrichment. *
Maximum fuel burnup, %
Specific luel loading,
t/GW(e)

Reactor lifetime.
eff. yrs.
Breeding ratio
- core
- reactor

Void effect of reactivity, * Ak/k
Burnup reactivity
margin, $ Ak/k
Power coefficient of

reactivity,
(uk/k)/KB(th)

uo2

3.53*3.12
9-1*0.55
1.40

uo2

840
227O
(U+Pu)02

1.5*2.7 0.8*3-0
1.5*2.7
9-0*0.55 9.0*0.55 6.0*0.3
1.11

1.11

1.20

450

5OO

48.5

48.5

3O.O

14-0
10.0

11.9*

12.3*
7.0

350

450

45-0

SI
4*"

1000
2700
(U+Pu)0£

,

10.0

2.1

3-7

3.6"*

2.4

2.1

2.2

1.1

0.5

0.61
0.75

0.9O

0.82
0.92

£0
1O-12

1.10

2.9

-0.8

-0.4

-0.5

2.0

1.5

1.5

-4*1 0~6

-3.5*10~6

-(5-7)»10~5 -5*1 0~6

* - for fissile plutonium Isotopes (239Pu 4 24 Pu);
«« - average fuel burnup;
»»* - core contains a fraction of solid moderator ( £

of WER and various versions of SWPR

Parameter
Electrical power, MB

Thermal power, HW
Number of loops

Fuel
Reactor coolant
parameters:
Pressure, MPa
Temperature, C
- Inlet
- outlet
Average density,
kg/in**3
Flow rate, kg/ s
- including steam
Inlet mass steam

content, %
Pressure losses to the

circuit, MPa
Power consumption for
pumping, MW
- including steam
pumping
Parameters of steam
turbine cycle:
Pressure, MPa
Temperature, C

Efficiency, %

WER

SWPR

SWPR

1000

1000
2700
2

27ÛÛ

3000

4

uo2

uo2

1000
2
(U+Pu)02

SWPR
840
2270
2
(U+Pu)02

16.0

16.0

16.0

10.0

289
322

348

348

310

360

360

380

714
16600
-

130
3740
1540

130

3740
1540

50
5080
4600

40

40

90

-

0.6O
20.0
-

6.3
279
33-3

0.65

0.65

0.70

10.0

10.0

43-0

8.5

8.5

43.0

9.4
340

9-4
340
-37.0

9.0
360

-37.0

,-37-0

with the WER-1000 reactor. The presented SWPR characteristics should

The preliminary results of the investigations

showed

the

be considered to tie preliminary and to require the additional

principal

development efforts, optimization and experimental substantiation.

implementation of the SWPR concept. This makes it possible to make a

solvability

of

the basic

problems

arising

in

the

conclusion about the reality and promising future of the proposed
concept and the usefulness of its further detailed development.

CONCLUSION

With the aim of improvement and development of light-water
thermal reactors the present work offers a steam-water power reactor
concept.
The concept considered is directed to the development of a
high-safety reactor, which is ensured at the cost of:
- decreasing the reactivity margin for fuel burnup;

- introducing an additional independent system of reactivity
handling (the reactor flooding with water);
- managing the accident situations due to an

unauthorized

subcooling of the coolant;
- increasing the stability margins of the core materials (giving
zirconium up);
- neglecting the problems connected with xenon poisoning.
The features of the SWPR fast-resonance energy spectrum of
neutrons are responsible for a high efficiency of fuel utilization
(up to the conditions of nuclear fuel self-supply) and a reduced
reactor throughput of fuel.
The use of the present-day LWR technology and machine-building
base ensures the capital costs of the SWPR-based NPP construction
comparable with those for the LWR-based NPP. The possibility of
decreasing the specific expenditure of materials in the primary
circuit and structures owing to a high-efficiency heat transfer makes
it possible to expect the reduction in the capital component of the
SWPR-based NPP cost. The SWPR-based NPP could be designed to operate
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both under condensation conditions and as a NHPP.
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HIGH CONVERSION THORIUM FUEL ALTERNATIVES
FOR CANDU REACTORS

attractive long-term possibility of maintaining the installed
nuclear power in CANDU type reactors for long, with no need of

fissile addition from outside.
However, thorium fuel cycle implementation invol\es the
problem of its initiation and support, since 1-233 can onlj be
obtained by irradiating thorium in nuclear reactors. In view of
overriding this difficulty a series of transition fuel cycles
have been proposed to connect the natural uranium fueled reactors
with the L'233-Th fueled ones.
The primary scope of the transition cycles consists in
continuously satisfying the energj. demand while building up a
stock of fissile material (Pu 239 and/or U233), necessarj for

D. SERGHIUTA, V. RAICA,
D. GAMULESCU, E. NICfflTA
Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors,
Pitesti, Romania
Abstract
The
allow

to

good neutron economy and the use of on-power

refueling

the CANDU reactor a. wide variety of fuels and fuel

be

adapted

to

with no need of

major

alterations

cycles

in

the

standard core design.
A wide variety of thorium fuel cycles can be implemented

in

the CANDU reactor. These may be classified as (a) cycles without
reprocessing, using separate fissile and fertile channels or
separate fissile
and fertile bundles, and (b) cycles with
reprocessing or thorium conventional cycles, based on U-233
recycle

and

concurrently requiring an external

fissile

source

such as enriched uranium or plutonium. Just on the line stands
the self sustaining thorium cycle which, once the equilibrium is
reached, no longer requires fissile addition from outside.
With

regard

to

the

SSET

(Self

Sustaining

Thorium) cycle the main problems reside in obtaining

Equilibrium

appropriate

discharge burnup from the economic point of view and conversion
rates to account for the through-cycle losses at the foreseeable
technological performance of the reprocessing facilities.
Three possible solutions of using thorium fuel in the CANDU

reactor are examined in the paper:
- the use of different enrichment fueling zones,
- the use of a thorium blanket instead of the D20 reflector,
and

- the use of metallic thorium fuel.
The above solutions emerged from the need of obtaining
conversion rates and from that of keeping the main

parameters
reactor.

within the operational limits of the

standard

high
core

C4NDU

1. Introduction
The good neutron economy and the use of on-power refueling
allow the CANDb reactor a wide \ariety of fuels and fuel cycles
to be adapted to with no need of major alterations in the
standard core design.
Implementing the thorium fuel cycle in CAKDU in the SSET
(Self Sustaining Equilibrium Thorium) alternative offers a reallj

initiating and sustaining the thorium cycles.
Various chains of fuel cycles of this kind are presented

in

detail
in
the
numerous papers on
the
subject
matter
(/l/,/2/,/3/) . The SSET cycle implementation is finally being
considered in all of those cases as an alternative of great
interest for the thermal reactors and particularly for the CANDI
reactors, provided the uranium cost increases.
The SSET cycle implementation rises at present specific
technological
difficulties
related
to
the
fuel
cycle
requirements, i.e.U233 reprocessing and highly radioactive fuel
fabrication and handling. The economic aspects can hardly be
estimated now as no practical basis exists for cost evaluation of
the technological processes involved.
The effects of SSET cycle implementation in a CAN'DU based
nuclear power system are presented in the paper together with
some ways of reaching the equilibrium in the SSET cycle and the
alternatives of increasing the discharge burnup obtainable from a
standard CANDU reactor working in the SSET cycle.
2. Aspects of the SSET cycle implementation in
a nuclear power system with CANDU reactors
A nuclear power system developing exclusively on a CANDL
reactor
basis on a Fischer-Pr> type logistics cur\e
was
considered
for analyzing the effects of the
SSET
cycle
implementation. A fifty-year time inter\al ^as considered, the
installed nuclear pouer reached at the end of the interval being
17.5 GW(e) with a mean growth period of 10 years. The system is
imtiallj developing on natural uranium fueled CANDU reactors.
Three scenarios of the \arious alternatives studied are presented
in the paper, as follows
a) CANDI-Un + CANDI SSET
b) CANDL-Ln + CAN'Dl ( I , Pu ) 02 + CVvDl SSET
c) CANDU-ln + CAN'Dl (Pu,Th)02 + CAADt SSET

The (l.,Pu)02 fueled CANDU reactors work in the natural
uranium-plutonium cycle with 0,2% fissile Pu doping in the
charged fuel and Mthout Pu recvcle. The specific data are that

given in reference /10/.

The (Pu,Th)02 fueled CANDL reactors *ork in the once-through
cjcle, Mth no recicl-e, 1233 being stored for further use in SSET
cjcle reactors
The burnup is 30000 Mfcd/tHE
The specific
information regarding this kind of reactors and the
ones
operating in the SSET cvcle here taken from reference /5/. Ti~o
alternati\es i»ere considered for the SSET reactors, characterized
b} different discharge burnups of 10000 and 14000 Mfcd/tHE,
respecti\el} (further on denoted as SSET 10 and SSET 14).
In all of the cases it v.as considered that the first reactor
being operated in an ad\anced fuel cjcle becomes operational in
the 20-th year of the scenario.
The penetration model developed bj Fischer and Pr\ used in
the FÜRST Canadian code /14/ has also used in our analyses. A
discretisation technique i,as applied using a 600Mto po^er unit.
The model was included in a calculational package also utilizing
the SCENARIOS code, developed at IAE\ b\ V,.Benette as a module
for e\aluating the materials requirements.
A lower limit of 8 years was imposed to the transition
period for the reactors penetrating the sjstem (the time inter\al
elapsed since the first reactor was introduced up to the moment
all the reactors of the kind completelj penetrate the system).
2.1.

Scenario "a"

The main parameters characterizing the first growth
(a) are presented in the following table

scenario

2.2.

Introducing the (l,Pu)O2 CANDI reactors as an
intermediate
alternati\e
allots
the postponing of
the
SSET
reactor
introauction Mth effects upon the pressure induced bj the need
of the 1.233 reprocessing and fabrication technologies
\arjing the natural uranium ratio consumed in ( 1. Pu)02 CANDl
reactors generated important effects upon the natural uranium
consumption in the sjstem, the transition period and the moment
of
introducing
the SSET reactors
The
main
parameters
characterizing this scenario are presented in the following
table
SSET 10
Natural uranium consumpt ion( t )
"iear of introducing the
first SSET reactor
Year when (l, Pu) 02 CAN'DC
reactors leave the system

SSET 10
v ears )

36400
17

SSET 14
27100
14

Although this scenario conduces to the largest effects in
the natural uranium requirements, the following aspects have to
be pointed out here
shifting the moment of introducing the first ad\anced
reactor conduces to the reduction of the transition period,
therefore a limiting time can be determined to obtain the same
lofc \alue for the natural uranium consumption in the system.
U233 reprocessing requires a rapid growth of the U233
reprocessing and
fabrication capacities (it is practically
shown that the} ought to be available at the beginning of the
year following the introduction of the first ad\anced reactor)
large reprocessing capacities are needed, both
for
reprocessing the fuel discharged from the natural uranium fueled
reactors and for
and
fabrication, with strong effects on
the total costs in the system.
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SSET 14

38800

32100

33

30

43

42

The values presented correspond to a natural
uranium
consumption in (l,Pu)O2 CANDL reactors of 30% from the minimum
natural uranium quantity required bj the sjstem consumption.
Bv
shifting
the moment of (L. Pu 102
CANDI
reactors
introduction

Natural uranium
consumption (t)
Transition period

Scenario "b"

cases are obtained when the implementation of

this

reactors is no longer possible. This occurs in all the cases hhen
the moment of introduction corresponds to the moment fchen more
than 50% of the natural uranium quantitj has alreadv been
consumed In this way the result suggested b} M.Milgram / I/ was
numerically obtained.
The main conclusions of the stud} are outlined belov.
the transition period decreases v.hile increasing the
natural uranium ratio assigned to the (L,Pu)02 CANDI reactors
For a minimum length of time of 8 v ears, a ma\imum acceptable
value of
05 results for this ratio.
the moment of introducing the first SSET reactor is shifted
vhile increasing the natural uranium ratio assigned to the
(L,Pu)O2
CAKDl reactors, because of the slower
plutonium
accumulation in the s}stem
- the natural uranium requirement in the S}stem increases uith
the ratio assigned to the (L,Pu)02 CANDI reactors, due to the
fact that those reactors produce a smaller amount of plutonium as
compared to the natural uranium fueled ones
the pressures are lowered upon the reprocessing of the
uranium burned in natural uranium fueled CANDI reactors, as
concerns
the
production capacities size, upon
the
1233
reprocessing, as concerns the moment i%hen the first capaci^ is
to become available, and also upon the
and
fabrication,
in the same wa\

2.3.

Scenario "c"
Nr.of

As concerns the third scenario (c) , the
initial!;. slower
plutonium accumulation rate determined the moment of introducing
the first ad\anced reactor to be shifted, this fact being also
required by the burnup value in the SSET reactors.

plant

'iear

Scenario a
Capacity ( t )

Scenario c
Capacitj ( t )

Year

Pu- reprocess ing 1
2

17
-

1690
-

17

U-233-reprocessing

1
2
3

21
31
39

500
910
500

29
44

53

840
200
840

1
2

17
-

250
-

17
26

450
900

1

21
31
34
44
47

500
910
500
910
900

34
44
47
-

840
200
840
-

29

The main specific parameters are listed below:

SSET 10

SSET 14

41500

37600

(Th,Pu)02 reactor

23

22

Year of introducing the first
SSET reactor

30

30

reactors leave the system

43

40

Year when (Th,Pu)02 reactors
leave the system

44

42

Katural uranium consumption! t )
Year of introducing the first

Fuel
Fabrication
-Fuel

Fabrication

Year when natural uranium CANDU

2
3
4
5

3.

600
1150

Establishing of the equilibrium conditions
the SSET cycle

in

3.1 Evolution of the fuel isotope composition
This scenario ^as fund ad\antageous from the point of viev. of
technological and economical aspects.
The technological and economical parameters characterizing

this scenario are presented in the following tables:

Fuel cycle services
cost (mil.$ )
Natural uranium

Scenario c

UN-Reference

Scenario a

1400

4900

4090

400

34200

30400

34200

consumption (t)
(for - 50 years)
Total natural uranium
needed (t)

69
105400

The

equilibrium isotope composition is reached by the

fuel

successively transiting the cycle.

The time interval characterized by a constant composition of
the charged fuel is called a generation. The isotope composition
of the charged fuel is the result of reprocessing the previous
generation discharged fuel to which an adequate fissile amount is
added in order to obtain the desired burnup.
Starting from the integrated multiplication factor concept,
which allows the use of cell calculations, the
following
alternatives were examined:
1- The first generation includes four burnup variants of
10,15,20 and 30 Mkd/kgHE respecti\ely, the following generations
having a constant burnup value of 10 MVvd/kgHE.
2- The first two generations include the abo\e mentioned
\ariants, the following generations ha\ ing the same burnup \alue
of 10 Mfcd/kgHE.
3- The first generation includes the four burnup \anants,
the following ones with a burnup of 10 MWd/kgHE given only by the
recycled uranium from each variant.
Reprocessing losses fcere considered, in amount of 2% for the
first generations and of 0.5% for the generations corresponding
to the end of the SSET cjcle initiation period. The plutonium
isotope composition used corresponds to that discharged from the
CAVDt reactor, i.e. /Pu 239/Pu 240/Pu 241/Pu 242/ in

the

following amounts /O.675/0 . 264/0 048/0.014/. The cases described
here onlj cover the numerous fcavs of initiating the SSET cycle in
the sense the> represent limiting cases for those alternatives,
from the point of v lev. of plutonium consumption.
The results fee have come to shov. an increase in the
plutonium amount required to obtain the prescribed burnup, as
follows
from 23.7 g/kgHE at a burnup value of 10 Mfcd/kgHE to
34.6 g/kgHE at a burnup value of 30 MWd/kgHE.
The plutonium amount added decreases rapidl\ from generation
to generation, reaching a \alue of less than 2 g/kgHE in the
fifth generation and decreasing after that in a slower manner to
about 1 g/kgHE in the tenth generation.
The plutonium required bj the higher generations decreases
more rapidly in the case of the higher burnup alternatives, due
to the faster accumulation of U 233 in this case.
The accumulated amount of uranium increases from 6.7 g/kgHE
in the 10 MWd/kgHE burnup case, to 10.4 g/kgHE for 20 MWd/kghe,
and to 12.5 g/kgHE for a burnup -value of 30 MWd/kgHE.
The differences become even more evident when distinct
burnup values are maintained for two generations. Thus, values of
10.9
g/kgHE and 17.1 g/kgHE are obtained for burnups of 15

MWd/kgHE and 30 MWd/kgHE, respectivelj.
More than that, if a burnup level of 30 MWd/kgHE is
maintained for two generations, an amount of 14.3 g/kgHE of L 233
is
reached, that is very close to the equilibrium value of
15 g/kgHE.
This value is reached in the 10 MWd/kgHE alternative after 8
generations.
The

uranium

third case corresponds to the assumption that

amount

equilibrium

fuel

discharged in the first generation is

fabrication.

In

this

respect,

the

all

the

used

for

fissile

contents providing for the equilibrium criticality to fissile
contents discharged in each alternative ratio was evaluated. The
values obtained for this ratio are presented below
Burnup (MWd/kgHE)
Ratio
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10
2.320

15
1.803

20

3.2

Analysis of the alternatives of reaching
equilibrium

initiation

in terms of fuel generations. This tjpe

of

approach

assumes a constant materials circulation speed, including that of
fuel transiting the reactor, and, consequently, a constant burnup
from generation to generation till the onset of equilibrium.
The plutonium amount required for initiating the SSET cycle
is then determined as the sum of the addition quantities of
plutonium from every generation.
In fact this condition is not required, the adequate one
being that of conserving the reprocessed fissile amount passing
from a generation to another.
Considering that the i-th generation is characterized bj •
Bi Ati Xi Xi
'il,Yi -

burnup value
generation period
uranium contents of the charged fuel
"
"
"
" discharged fuel
plutonium contents of the charged fuel
"
"
"
" discharged fuel

The condition of consuming the reprocessed material becomes .

Xr
P

- fission power

1.551

oi.
r

- capacitv factor
- reprocessing losses

Iranium composition evolution towards equilibrium shows the
fact that practically the same final composition is reached in
all the cases, in spite of the significantly different starting
composition. It is to be pointed out that a fairly long time
interval is needed to reach the equilibrium composition of the
SSET cycle.
Due to the flux level effect, differences are obtained
between the compositions resulted from the cell calculations and
from core calculations. Still, the comparison made for the first
generation showed insignificant differences ^et it is to be
expected that those differences Mil increase as a result of the
fuel repeatedl;. transiting the cjcle.

the

The scope of this analysis was that of determining the wav
bv v\hich the plutonium amount required for initiating the SSET
cycle is affected bj the external cycle parameters and the
conditions of implementation in the power system.
Lp to now, both the Canadian papers and the ones worked out
at IKPR treated the aspects concerning the thorium fuel cjcles

30
1.318

be

That is the reason \.h\ the effective solution can
obtained from complex core calculations.

Considering that the fissile amount charged in generation
(i+l) represents a ratio ß i+l from that discharged in the
previous generation,
result that

Denoting by B and Art the burnup and the generation
respectivelv,
for the n-th generation, assumed to
equilibrium, we have

period,
be
at

The plutonium consumption is imerselj proportional to the
discharge burnup, thus increasing bj a factor of two the burnup
would reduce by 50% the plutonium consumption. Moreover, those
alternati\eb have to be studied from the point of view of the
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A generation's plutonium consumption is.

conditions

'L-0-OY::<)= —
where "Tj, - the addition plutonium amount.
The total plutonium consumption becomes.

C —

E

i.=r,

For
Ay = 1 - r all the reprocessed plutonium
thus the plutonium consumption becoming:

C-

=

is

charged,

B

One can see that it is enough to minimize
amounts *[£ for reducing the plutonium consumption,

the addition
whatever the

burnup is achieved.

For a generation period of
were obtained for the SSET cycle
reactor:

Every generation
The first generation
The first generation
The first generation
The first two generations
The first two generations
The first two generations

10
15
20
30
15
20
30

Mwd/kgHE
Mwd/kgHE
Mwd/kgHE
Mwd/kgHE
Mwd/kgHE
Mwd/kgHE
Mwd/kgHE

3 jears the following values
initiation in a CANDl-600

................. 8345
................. 8557
................. 8824
........... ..... 9474
................. 8652
................. 9225
....... ......... 10467

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

The differences resulted are not ver> large, if ve take into
account the fact that the effect of the external cycle parameters
has a significant weight. Reducing the generation period to 2
years conduces to a decrease in the plutonium consumption of 35%,
while raising the generation period to 4 years determines an
increase in the plutonium consumption of 25 %.
The required amount of plutonium is also directl\ affected
b> the reactor's performances.

imposed

to

the external cycle ,

too. Utilizing

a

burnup value of 15 Mwd/kgHE conduces to a 40 % decrease in the
reprocessing requirement in the first 5 years following the
introduction of the thorium fuel cjcles. This period can easily
be extended to 9 jears bj imposing a 15 Mwd/kgHE burnup value for
the first two generations.B> utilizing a 30 Mwd/kgHE burnup a
reduction b> a factor of 3 of the reprocessed quantity can be
obtained for as long as 9 to 18 years, depending on the way of
imposing the burnup. to the first generation or to the first two
generations.
Hence, the use of high burnup values significantly lowers
the fuel cycle costs during the initial period of introducing the
thorium fuel cycles.
This aspect is also supported by the annual
fissile
plutonium consumption values, that are decreasing from 1446
kq/year at 10 MWd/kgHE to 735 kg/year at 30 MKd/kgHE, and also by
the reprocessing capacities required, that are decreasing in the
same way: 368 t/year at 10 Mwd/kgHE to 187 t/year at 30 Mwd/kgHE.
In plutonium consumption the principal weight is hold by the
first generation. Under those circumstances, the unavailability
of the Li-233 reprocessing and fabrication would have the effect
of prolonging the first generation, with penalties in the
plutonium consumption. The 30 Mwd/kgHE burnup alternative would
allow a 12 years delay with only 8 % increase in plutonium
consumption, thus becoming the most advantageous.
On the basis of the observations made above the following
cjcle alternative can be considered.
Thorium + Plutonium fuel in the first generation
- b233 reprocessing and fabrication of fuel containing L233
in the equilibrium concentration
Pu reprocessing and use of Thorium + Plutonium fuel with
Plutonium addition to cope for the required burnup
The fissile plutonium consumption is in this case as
follows-

BurnupfMUd/kgHE)

10

15

Pu-fiss
consumption;kg)

8772

8093

20

30
8700

Based on this results the 20 Mhd/kgHE burnup case is more
advantageous
due
to the fact that it
requires
minimum
reprocessing capacity and offers a great flexibility in all the
variants for SSET implementation.

3.3 Power distributions
The essential requirement in core configuration design is to
comply with the power restrictions (imposed by thermal-hydraulic
conditions and fuel bundle behavior) as well as
assuring
satisfactory operational limits.
This requirement is fastidious if no changes in
the
reactor's constructive parameters are imposed or in the case of
the transition period to the thorium fed core.
In this paper we have selected some results for power
distributions .for a CANDU Th-Pu core, corresponding to the
initial period in a SSET cycle.
The primary scope of the analysis is to determine the way of
complying with the power restrictions by the use of adequate
refueling strategies.
The computation model is presented in reference /9/, and
consists in coupling the cross-sections generating process with
flux and power distributions calculations.
The computation algorithm assumes iterations on both the
flux distribution and the macroscopic constants.

For this evaluations' iterations on the discharge irradiation
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distribution were needed in order to obtain an adequate power
distribution and also iterations on the amount of Pu-fiss
required to assure the criticality and the burnup imposed.
The chosen case corresponding to the initial period is
representative for both the power distribution ( because of the
high content in Pu-fiss and the strong differences between
charged and discharged Pu-fiss concentration) and the Pu-fiss
consumption ( because of the rapid diminution of Pu-fiss amount
added in the next generations).
Three burnup cases corresponding to 10, 15, and 20 HWd/kgHE
were considered.
Starting from the standard CANDU case a core calculation
model was constructed. The adjuster rods and the liquid zone
control absorbers were detailed.
For the equilibrium core the obtained maximum bundle and
channel powers are perceptibly smaller than those for the natural
uranium core.
The maximum channel powers obtained are 6.33 , 6.13 and
6.77
MW, corresponding to axial fueling schemes with 8, 4 and 2
bundles shifted, respectively.
The axial power distribution for the 20 MWd/kgHE burnup case
presents
two significant maximum values of 850 kW/bündle and
700 kW/bündle. The first bundle power maximum corresponds to the
2-nd
position in the channel. This shape favors the heat
transfer. From the point of view of bundle power restrictions the
second bundle power maximum is significant.
The bundle power maximums are of 750 kW and 675 kW,
respectively, for the 10 MWd/kgHE and the 15 MWd/kgHE burnup
cases.
The asymmetry in the axial power distribution is typical to
all the cases, but the difference between the two maximum values
is small ( lOOkW for the 15 MWd/kgHE burnup case and 50kW for the
10 MKd/kgHE burnup case ) .

This effect results from the superposition of the axial
refueling scheme and the evolution with burnup of the flux to
power ratio.
The high rate of the Pu-fiss consumption and the small rate
of the U 233 accumulation give the explanation.
The
inner to outer region burnup ratio is relatively large
in all the cases, from 1.5 in the 10 MWd/kgHE burnup case, to
1.65
and
1.34
in
the
15
and
20
MWd/kgHE
burnup
cases, respectively.
These solutions illustrate the possibility of complying with
the
power restrictions by the use of adequate
refueling
strategies.
Realistic solutions further require adjuster rods regrading
in order to diminish the differences in the discharge burnups of
the radial regions.
4. Solutions of increasing the burnup
in the SSET reactor
As it has resulted from both the system analysis and the
analysis of the ways of reaching the equilibrium, the discharge
burnup is a parameter with important effects. Numerous solutions
have been suggested for increasing the discharge burnup in the
SSET reactor. The most important of them are presented below:
a.The use of of metallic fuel allows a lowered flux level
and
, by this way, an improved neutron balance. Moreox'er, the
absorbtions in the structural materials, moderatoe and coolant
are' reduced as well. As a result a definitely higher reactivity
excess is obtained as compared to the oxide fuel case for the
same initial fissile content.
b.Replacing
the
radial
reflector
by
pure
thorium
channels)blanket) is a way of using the neutrons otherwise lost
by radial leakages for fissile production and increasing the
inventory ratio. Thus the initial fissile content of the fuel can
be increased, the core inventory ratio decreasing as fissile is
generated in the blanket.
c.The use of specific fueling schemes is a way of reducing
the absorbtions in U234 and increasing the U233 production by
temporarily
storing the irradieted fuel bundles and
then
reintroducing them in the core. While the fuel is out of core
U233 is generated by Pa233 désintégration thus the fissile
content being raised. The fact has a positive influence upon the
neutron balance by increasing the multiplication factor, but
simultaneously conduces to decrease of the inventory ratio.
The use of metalic fuel still enjoys a great interest.
Results corresponding to oxide fuel and metalic fuel, equilibrium
composition, are presented below. A 3-D calculation model was
used, for a 7x7 supercell. The values presented correspond to the
central channel, which simulates a average channel in the core.
As results from the following table, an important effect is
obtained in the discharge burnup:
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Type of fuel

Metallic

Oxide
Fueling scheme
4 6
8

Burnup
(Mhd/kgHE)

10.24

10,46

10.52

4

15.08

Fueling scheme
6

14.67

14.79

Discharge
burnup

uniformity
factor

0.95

0.90 0.84

0.95

0.90 0.84

1.034

1.034

1.034

1.034

1.034 1.034

484

505

496

474

Conversion
rate

Maximum
bundle
power( kVv )

496

496

The resxilts obtained show that the same features are
obtained, as concerns the power distributions and the conversion
rates, for the two types of fuel.
Under those circumstances, the use of metallic fuel becomes
really attractive with regard to it's effect upon the burnup
achieved.

5. Conclusions
Implementing the thorium cycles in the CANDI. reactor,
especially in the SSET alternative, represents a solution of
great interest for a long-term plan of assuring the fuel for the
CANDti reactors, in the situation the natural fissile resources
are gradually exhausting.
For a system developing on a CANDU reactor basis and
disposing of lov natural uranium resources, with a loose accès to
the international uranium market, introducing the SSET cycle
allots it to cope with the energy demands with lov, uranium
resources. However, this advantage is counterbalanced by the need
of rapidly developing the complex technologies required by this
fuel cycle. Those technologies have not yet exited the laboratory
stage and they are not expected to be finished up in the near
future.
The use of transition fuel cycles allots the energy demand
to be satisfied economically and the moment *hen the complex
technologies required bj the fuel cjcle are needed to be
postponed. Although this solution conduces to penalties in the

natural uranium amount needed, the solution is on the vhole
economically advantageous due to the reduced size of
the
reprocessing and fuel fabrication capacities required.
There are numerous vajs of initiating the SSET cjcle.
From the fissile plutonium consumption point of \ iev\ , the
lowest consumption is given by the constant fuel speed of
transiting the cjcle alternati\e, but the differences
are
relativel} small, of 2% to 25%.
The
high
burnup alternatives need
lov.
reprocessing
capacities, thus being ad\antageous from both the point of view
of fuel cost and of conditions imposed to the external fuel
cycle.
As concerns the thorium fuel utilisation in the CANDU
reactor,
solutions were found to comply with
the
power
restrictions by the use of adequate refueling strategies.
An
important parameter is the discharge
burnup.
\n
attractive solution of increasing the burnup is that of using
metallic fuel, v.hich would also allot, a higher speed of the fuel
transiting the cycle, especially due to the possibility of using
more efficient reprocessing technologies. However, the use of
this type of fuel rises numerous technological and physics
problems that have not yet been dealt with.
For the near future we consider the use of slightly enriched
uranium in CAN'DU, as the solution of interest from the economic
point of view, in the first place.
Numerous studies have been carried out at INPR on the
subject, part of the results obtained being also presented in
reference /9/.
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HIGH CONVERSION REACTOR (HCR) DESIGNS
(Session 2)
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B. KUCZERA
Germany

GENERAL ADVANTAGES OF
HEXAGONAL FUEL ASSEMBLIES

- a hexagonal fuel assembly has an increased stiffness compared
to a square one, which may potentially be b e n e f i c i a l in case of

H. MOLDASCHL, P.J. RAU, I. RUMMEL
Siemens AG,

The major current disadvantage is that some of the important
design codes have to be adapted to the hexagonal geometry.

accidents, e.g. LOCA.

Unternehmensbereich KWU,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany
1.
Abstract

Since several years Siemens KWU is developing a hUgh Conversion
Reactor in cooperation with the Swiss PSI, KfK and the Technical
University of Braunschweig. An HCR requires a tight lattice w h i c h

Since several years Siemens KWU has been developing a pressurized l-/ater hhgh Converter Reactor (PWHCR) in a joint cooperation with Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, Paul Scherrer

Institute Wurenlingen and Technical University of Braunschweig

is easier to accomplish in a triangular pitch as compared to a
The triangular pitch leads to a hexagonal fuel assem-

/ 1 /. A PWHCR is designed to improve the fuel u t i l i z a t i o n , to
enhance fuel autarky and to decrease energy cost, w h i l e using
the standard design as far as possible.

Beyond the potential of t i g h t e n i n g the lattice, there are other

The fuel utilization can be improved by increasing the effective conversion rate ("recovery rate"), w h i c h is the ratio of

square one.
bly.

advantages of hexagonal fuel assemblies which are v a l i d also for
moderation ratios in the range of conventional PWRs:
- the c y l i n d r i c a l core barrel can be filled to a higher degree

with hexagons than with square elements. Apart from being able
to incorporate more fuel - if so desired - there is the important aspect that the better approximation of the c y l i n d r i c a l
geometry by hexagons leads to a larger m i n i m u m distance between
the peripheral fuel assemblies and the RPV and thus to lower
maximum neutron fluence at the RPV. furthermore, there is
larger space to install an effective reflector which again
reduces the fluence.
A s u i t a b l e combination of these measures may lead to an increase of the m a x i m u m life time of the RPV.
A d d i t i o n a l l y , the reflector reduces neutron leakage leading to
higher fuel utilization.
- a hexagonal fuel assembly has 6 neighbours, a square one only
4. Thus there is a stronger c o u p l i n g between fresh and spent
fuel w h i c h a l l o w s
o
o

greater f l e x i b i l i t y for o p t i m i z i n g fuel management
a flatter power distribution which in turn results in a

better fuel u t i l i z a t i o n because of an improved burn-up
distribution
- a hexagonal fuel assembly has a more symmetrical coolant subchannel than a square one, resulting in better coolability
and/or margin.
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Introduction

the discharged amount of fissile material to the inloaded one.
An increase of the recovery rate can be performed by hardening
the neutron spectrum and this can be achieved by insertion of
plutonium and/or by reduction of the amount of coolant in the
fuel rod lattice, e.g. by reduction of the volumetric moderation ratio VMF.

For the above mentioned process of spectrum hardening the
reduction of the number of hydrogen atoms per fissile

material's atom is relevant, what can be performed in several
ways, e. g. using D Z 0, spectral shift rods or - in case of BWRs
- by increasing the amount of steam. The fundamental and most
often practised way is to tighten the lattice, either by reducing the pitch or increasing the outside diameter of the fuel
rods, or both. However, spectral shift rods for example are
a d d i t i o n a l l y under discussion.
Hexagons are widespread - tried and tested and one of the basic
construction elements of nature, F i g . 1 a n d , one example,

/ 2 /. Everybody instinctively feels that a triangle could meet
our goal - namely tightening a fuel rod lattice - much better
than a square shaped configuration and therefore all people in
the community of PWHCR-designers have been dealing with a

t r i a n g u l a r lattice. Nevertheless one should quantify the advantages of hexagonal lattices compared to square-shaped at the
same moderation ratio.
2.
Why

Topology and Symmetry

should a hexagonal geometry be better than a square?
Squares are a well proven topology - at least in modern architecture. Of course, since a long time nature uses hexagons

(Fig. 1): their symmetry w i l l not only ask questions to somebody d e a l i n g with, but it offers a lot of advantages by
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- the h i g h area-perimeter ratio

- the s m a l l symmetry angles
- the s m a l l average distance of the peripheral points to the

central point
- the h i g h density of nodes

All these features are related one to the other - they have the
same origin. Nevertheless they w i l l lead to different consequences in a reactor. Now we w i l l analyse in detail.
Hot f l u i d
1 cm

Bio-diaphragm
1 km

3.

The Advantages of a Triangular Fuel Rod Array

3.1

Coolant Channel Heat Removal C a p a b i l i t y

airplane

Fig. 2 shows a square and a triagonal coolant subchannel: in
the square geometry (the left one) we find 8 subchannels with
an identical coolant velocity profile (2.y) which is repeated
every 45°. The right figure, the hexagonal geometry, shows a
topology, where the velocity symmetry is repeated every 30°.
The current profile determines the energy amount, which can be
transported from the rod into the coolant, since it determines
the biggest w h i r l s possible which crucially influence m i x i n g

effects.
Bênard-cell

Drained lake

Dependent on the angle <X of the profile 2y we get:

y- = __P__ 2 cos«.

d
2

Since the variation of cos a is greater in the square geometry
(0 < (X < 45°) than in the triangle (0 < « < 30°), the relative variations of the current velocity in the triangle lie
between 1 and 1 . 1 5 , w h i l e the variation range in the square
lattice is between 1 and 1.41. The result is a much more regular current profile in the triangular lattice, which n a t u r a l l y
favours heat removal. This is quantitatively v a l i d for an
undisturbed flow and it holds q u a l i t a t i v e l y also for a flow
pattern disturbed by spacers.
Since heat removal depends on the mass of coolant in the sur-

rounding of the fuel rod on one hand, and on the other hand
Reactor core

Hexagonal spacer

depends on the circumferental shape of the coolant c h a n n e l , one
can quantify the "quality "of a coolant channel in a s i m p l e way
by defining a mathematical measure F for the average lateral
distance concerning heat removal in the coolant channel:
F = V/S

FIG. 1. Hexagonal structures.

(V - adjacent volume part of the subchannel, S - enclosing surface)

Volumetric
moderation r a t i o
{infinite lattice)
approx. 1 . 7 5

Fhex = 1-95

Fsa= 1.82

The average distance f from the rod to the f l u i d is a f u n c t i o n
of subchannel symmetry:F = V / cro /
-}

t

—

(V - adjacent volume part
S - enclosing surface)

•"-

12..

^tx
<•

FIG. 2. Subchannel symmetry F.

Regarding the same moderation ratio, diameter and cladding for
both geometries we can c a l c u l a t e the relation between the
pitches
^ex

=

VI

2
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channel form.

sq

and thus for F results
sq

For a VMF of ~ 1.75 one gets (Fig. 2) F n e x = 1.95 and F sq =
1.82, w h i c h shows a remarkable advantage of the hexagonal

vT

= 1.075

where hex indicates hexagonal and sq square geometry.

3.2

Potential for Tightening the Lattice

If one looks on the potential of tightening the lattice (Fig.3}
one should compare the moderation ratio of the two different
topologies at the same minimum fuel rod distance. The figure
shows the volumetric moderation ratio VMF for square and hexagonal lattices and the outside diameter of the fuel rod as a
function of the lattice pitch. One can realize that for a

typical lattice with VMF = 2 the m i n i m u m distance of the rods
in a triangular lattice is about 1 mm larger than the m i n i m u m
distance in a square lattice with the same V M F .
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p = 12.8 mm and an outside diameter d = 9.5 mm result in a
m i n i m u m rod distance of 3.3 mm. The moderation ratios for these

parameters are
, hex =

1 32 and

VMF

-

=

œ,squ =

and

0.77

thus the potential of tightening the lattice using the triagonal lattice w i l l be of about 23 % higher than with the square
lattice.
4.

The Reason for and the Advantages of Hexagonal Fuel
Assemblies

If one arranges triangular sets of fuel rods to ensembles, one
w i l l recognize, that due to symmetry conditions only two macroscopic structures, i. e. fuel assemblies, arise:
the triangle and the hexagon.

Nobody w i l l earnestly deal with other combinations of 6 triangles (Fig. 4} instead of the totally symmetric hexagon like the
"church", the "comb" or the "boomerang", which have a creative
look for mathematicians solely, but are somehow crazy in connection with core topologies.

9.5

10.0

11.0

12.0
13.0 14.0
p / nw /

VMF e f f : VHP with 24 gui (Je thmbles

per fuel assenbly
VHP without quide tüinbles

4.1

Degree of F i l l i n g

Due to the ideal circumferential form of the hexagon, a better
degree of f i l l i n g of the core barrel can be expected than with
the square. So one should be able to insert more fuel assemb l i e s at a g i v e n m a x i m u m radius of the core (Fig. 5) and thus
could g a i n a smaller average linear heat rate or a larger
integral power at the same linear heat rate or a smaller pressure vessel fluence at the same linear heat rate and at the
same power as for the square-lattice core.
A lower average linear heat rate is important at least in three
ways :

- it w i l l decrease the amount of oxid layer development at the
outside of the c l a d d i n g and thus favour the goal of a higher

reload faurnup
FIG. 3. Volumetric moderation ratio VMF for square and triangular fuel rod lattices as a
function of the pitch p.

- it results at the same time in increased safety margins for

several kinds of accidents

- and l a s t not l e a s t it
(RPV)
fluence.

l e a d s to a s m a l l e r p r e s s u r e v e s s e l

On the other hand RPV f l u e n c e depends a l s o on the d i s t a n c e of
the o u t e r m o s t point of the a c t i v e c o r e to the R P V . Thus we can
define a function A to quantify the f i l l i n g degree of the
core b a r r e l :
A = 1 / ( q 1 3 . Rmax)

(Q1 ~ average linear heat rate, P^ax - distance of
the outermost fuel rod from the core center)

(a)

cell
1.0

(a)

0.9

0.8 —

0.7 -

0.6 -f

0.5 -i

Dp - fuel assemblies* distance over flats
1
2
3
4
5
6
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FIG. 4. Different tnagonal topologies.
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The m a x i m u m value A m of A can - only theoretically - be gained
by f i l l i n g the a v a i l a b l e "core volume" with cells. The figure
shows in p r i n c i p l e the three different degrees of f i l l i n g with
pure c e l l s (a), squares (b) and hexagons (c). The worth A r of
the relative f i l l i n g degree, i.e. the value A normalized to A m

as a function of fuel assemblies' (FA) size (= distance over

flats Dp) is shown by the curves below. It is clear that smaller fuel assemblies w i l l result in a better degree of f i l l i n g
and thus larger A, which results in a general decrease of the
curves for squares and for hexagons with increasing FA size.

The decrease is not monotoneous, since somewhat like quantum
numbers exist for squares as well as for hexagons. However, in
the interesting range of FA sizesis - it is the range between the
dashed lines - the average A^ex
almost 10 % better than the
A squ •
4.2

Measure for coupling strength;

AS - burnup difference
Ax - distance
V - Volume of neighbours
of

For Example - 3 batch loading, Boc
B0=0

B,=1/3

B z =2/3

EOL

- white boundary conditions (0' = 0)

Neutronic Zone Coupling

The hexagonal topology of a core w i l l have a d d i t i o n a l advantages concerning the neutronic c o u p l i n g between fresh and spent
fuel assemblies:

One can easily recognize that a hexagon has 6 "real" neighbours, a square only 4. To quantify the physical essence of
this fact, one can deal simply with an infinite lattice configuration (Fig. 6), which of course is representative for the
real configuration in a reactor. For example we w i l l discuss a
3 batch refuelling cycle and thus relative BOC-burnup values of
the batches of 0, 1/3 and 2/3. The coupling strength C can be
defined as the average burnup gradient in.the given configuration :
C = (l/VJsj (AA/Ax)j

For the square lattice there are two symmetrical p o s s i b i l i t i e s
(a) and (b) to arrange the burnup values 1/3 and 2/3 around the
fresh assembly. The resulting C's - normalized to the volume of
the square - are what could be q u a l i t a t i v e l y expected:
C(a) = 0.402 and C(b) = 0.451.
E a c h other arangement of t h o s e f u e l a s s e m b l i e s w o u l d r e s u l t in
C < C(b).
For the e q u i v a l e n t h e x a g o n a l t o p o l o g y we get
C(hex) = 0.577, which is more than 25 % higher than C ( b ) .

Due to better neutronic c o u p l i n g of f u e l a s s e m b l i e s in a h e x a gonal p a t t e r n one can expect for the same V M F - v a l u e of f u e l
a s s e m b l i e s a d e c i s i v e l y better fuel u t i l i z a t i o n on one hand,
and on the other hand a f l a t t e r power d i s t r i b u t i o n than in a

pattern

of

square-type

neutron e c o n o m y .

FAs,

which

follows

from

the

better
FIG. 6. Neutronic zone coupling in square and hexagonal lattices.

4.3

Relative Density of Control Assemblies
CA drive position

Hexagonally shaped fuel assemblies w i l l lead to an advantageous
arrangement of RPV lid penetrations and thus in a higher relative density of control assemblies (CA) in the core (Fig. 7).
One can simply c a l c u l a t e the CA density Dc^:
D

CA,squ = I/«*'
1.155/d 2 ,
(d - central distance of RPV lid penetrations)

DCA.hex = (2/V3)/d' =

w h i c h means 15 % more c o n t r o l a s s e m b l i e s in
w i t h identical d.

4.4

Rigidity of the Spacer

A measure R for

R = N/S Z

if

a h e x a g o n a l array

r i g i d i t y is g i v e n by

(N - number of ligaments connected to a node,
S - length of those ligaments)
d - distance of PV
lid penetrations

each ligament is t r e a t e d to be f i x e d only on one side.

To get some i n f o r m a t i o n about the ratio of the rigidity between
a h e x a g o n and a square s p a c e r , one must compare these two types

at the same v o l u m e t r i c moderation ratio. The moderation ratio
for the s q u a r e l a t t i c e is g i v e n by
VMFsqu

= (Ssqu2 - VC - V F )/V F

number of penetrations per area unit

D

CA

~

CA penetration density

for the triangular l a t t i c e
VMF

hex = (Phex 2 •

vY/2 - Vc - V F ) / V F = (S hex * . 3 . \/3/2 - Vc - V F ) / V F

square l a t t i c e
V = d

Vc - cladding volume, VF - fuel volume, pnex - pitch of the hexagonal

lattice

!

V . d'f

NCA = 4 . 1 = 1
C
4

OCA -

hexagonal lattice

= 3 . 1 = 1
6 2
DCA =

1-155

If the lengths of the ligaments of a square FA are defined as
S sgu , then those of a hexagonal FA, namely S nex with the same
VMF are given by the equations above for the VMF's:
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FIG. 7. Specific control assembly (CA) density

Shex = Ssqu . V2/(3

It should be mentioned here, that this ratio does not depend on
the volume of the fuel or the c l a d d i n g .

and thus have certain impacts given in the following table:

If all other characteristics of the ligaments are identical,
one gets for the case

Impact of
on

VMFhex = VMFsqu

Safety margins
and

Rhex

Avallabi1ity

= 9 1/3/2 / SsqlJ2 = 7.79/S squ 2

Energy cost

and thus
R

5.

hex/Rsqu

=

Fuel utilization

1-95.

Summary

All advantages of
higher symmetry!
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hexagons result from

their comparatively

One can summarize the general advantages of the hexagonal
structure mentioned above in the following table:
Advantages compared
to the square geometry
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Higher subchannel symmetry
» 8
Larger adaptation potential toward lower VMF
23
Lower linear heat rate and RPV fluence
6-9
Better neutronic zone coupling
> 28
Higher specific control assembly density
approx. 15
Higher fuel assembly deformation resistance approx. 95

Those advantages definitely result in
a lower linear heat rate or a smaller RPV fluence or a
higher net power
a smaller neutron leakage
a better power distribution
a better fuel utilization
better cooling conditions

a larger control assembly worth
larger deformation resistance to external forces
larger optimization margins

%
%
%
%
%
%
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Abstract
One measure to improve fuel utilization in light water reactors is to increase the conversion ratio in

a tight, hexagonal PuO2/UO2 mixed oxide fuel pin lattice. The PWHCR (pressurized water high
converter reactor) is the Siemens/KWU approach towards this kind of tight lattice reactor, with the
main characteristics of the actual concept being zirconium-dad fuel rods and an average modcrator-to-fuel volume ratio of 1.2. In a recent study, concerning the nuclear core design for the
PWHCR, mainly the questions related to the fuel assembly design, the reactivity control system and
fuel management strategies have been addressed. Results of these investigations essentially confirmed the concept of the tight lattice PWR to be technically feasible.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. METHODS AND CODES USED
Tightening the fuel pin lattice in a light water reactor results in a shift of the neutron spectrum into the cpi-

thermal energy range, with increased resonance absorptions - mainly b the fertile nuclides 238U and 240Pu leading to increased conversion and improved fuel utilization. The bulk of neutron physics codes and data
sets employed for the analysis of these lattices, however, has originally been designed for either thermal or
fast neutron energy spectra. Thus the selection and testing of suitable calculational tools for tight pitch lattices formed an important part of these investigations.

In a first phase of calculations two different code systems, viz. the BWR code package BPSA and a fast
reactor design code, have been used. While it was felt that BPSA is able to describe the physics of tight
lattice reactors at normal operational conditions fairly accurate, its applicability for the prediction of the
overall void coefficient o^, (0 to 100 % void) - a crucial safety parameter for the MOX-fueled high conver-

sion reactor - has not yet been qualified. For the fast reactor code, as expected, the opposite is true - reliable results for voided lattices on the one hand and insufficient accuracy for moderated states on the other.
Although it was thus possible to study special effects or transitions using one or the other code, none of the
tools alone could by employed for an entire core design study.
With more and more experimental data from the PROTEUS-LWHCR programme [3] - part of a joint
PSI/KfK/Siemens high converter collaboration - becoming available and the results of the NEACRP burnup

benchmark [4] being published, the <""»! evaluation of appropriate code systems could be based on a broad
and comprehensive set of experimental and theoretical results. For the design studies presented hereafter it
was decided to use two different tools, viz. the CASMO-3 code and the Monte Carlo code KMC, for both of
which the comparison with experimental and theoretical results yielded acceptable accuracies. As an
example Figure 1 presents CASMO-3 results for one of the NEACRP benchmark problems in comparison
with the mean values of 16 solutions of other codes. With an average deviation from the mean of -0.7 % in
the multiplication constant and -13 % in the conversion ratio, the CASMO-3 based results may be considered to be conservative.

In the Federal Republic of Germany the commercial utilization of PuO.j/UO2 mixed oxide fuel (MOX) in

Ijght Water Reactors (LWR) started as early as in 1972. Until recently more than 50,000 mixed oxide fuel
rods in some 400 MOX fuel assemblies have been inserted in pressurised and boiling water reactors (PWR
and BWR, respectively), with the maximum number of MOX fuel assemblies in one core load, licensed
today, being SO % [1]. With the accumulation of significant amounts of plutonium from reprocessed LWRfuel on the one hand and the considerable delay of the commercial introduction of fast breeder reactors on
the other, the question of an optimized utilization of plutonium in LWR has become of prime importance.

NEACRP Burnup Benchmark : VMod /VFuel =1.1
—O Mean value of 16 solutions
(1er deviation indicated)

O——O Mean value of 16 solutions
(1a deviation Indicated)

-T CASMO-3 solution

T— -T CASMO-3 solution

The evolutionary step of a Pu-burner, i.e. a current-day design PWR fueled 100 % with MOX fuel assemblies is just one step in this direction. Real optimization of plutonium use in light water reactors calls for
special MOX fuel elements as well as appropriate core designs. Depending on the basic incentive of such an
optimization process, Le. whether to burn the Pu in order to avoid further accumulation or to conserve this
material - both in quantity and quality - for future use, this will lead to either higher or lower moderated fuel
pin lattices, respectively, as compared to current day design values.
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The tight lattice PWR, the nuclear core design studies of which are subject of this paper, is the
Siemens/KWU approach towards an optimization of the latter type. This reactor concept is aimed at improved plutonium utilization by means of increased conversion ratio. This is achieved by decreasing the
relative moderator content within a hexagonal lattice arrangement. Studies of a very tight lattice with an
average moderator-to-fuel volume ratio (V(,io<r/VFu<;i) of as low as 05 demonstrated the potential for improved fuel utilization of this concept. The technical feasibility of this particular design (especially questions related to neutron-physics and thermal-hydraulics under LOCA conditions), however, could not yet
been demonstrated to a satisfactory extent. Therefore a less ambitious design with a VM<x,/Vplie, of about
L2 and a build-in flexibility, allowing to switch to tighter lattice configurations if desired (cf. Reference [2]),
was selected for detailed nuclear core design studies. The current paper will summarize results of these

investigations.
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Kg. 1 : Comparison of CASMO-3 results for the burnup-dependence of the infinite multiplication factor
and conversion ratio with the mean results of 16 other solutions for the second NEACRP burnup
benchmark problem
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While CASMO-3, mainly due to the missing hexagonal geometry option, was used just as a cross-section
generating module for two- and three-dimensional reactor calculations, the excellent geometry capabilities
of the Monte Carlo tool KMC were employed for detailed studies of special local effects including rod
cluster control investigations. The multidimensional reactor calculations were performed using the
HEXNOD/HEXMED code package, details of which will be presented in [5].

TABLE II
Assessment of the Main Pros and Cons of Different Plutonium-burning LWR Concepts
Pu-Burner
Pu-Utilization

The tight lattice PWR, referred to as PWHCR (pressurized water high converter reactor) hereafter, consists of 349 hexagonal fuel assemblies surrounded by heavy steel reflector elements to reduce radiation
damage to the reactor pressure vessel, a current day design type RPV. The thermal power of 3765 MW is
identical to the Siemens/KWU CONVOY reactors. Due to the tighter lattice arrangement, allowing almost
50 % more rods to fit into the core than in the CONVOY type, and an only moderate reduction of the
active height to 300 cm, the linear heat rate could be lowered by some 12 % to a core averaged value of 146
W/cm. The mixed-oxide fuel is clad in Zircaloy-4 canning of an outer diameter of 9.5 mm with Inconel gridtype spacers.

Void Characteristics

Controllability

KHCR

poor

excellent

-

-

-

-

3. GENERAL CORE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

PWHCR

well

lowc

degradation of
Pu-qtiahty

higher C
conservation of
Pu-quality

good

reasonable

-

-

similar to U-PWR

questionable

sufficiently negative av -

positive^ athigh Pu
contents

feasible

feasible

complicated

-

•

-

RCC only

-

FBR type of control

standard PWR systems

to be improved

-

new RCC-system

backed by soluble
boron

Some basic design parameters of the PWHCR are compared with those of a "conventional" plutonium
fueled PWR (Pu-Burner) and the very tight PWR core design mentioned before and labeled KHCR in

4. NUCLEAR DESIGN

Table!.

Results of the core design study will be presented in the following sections for :

TABLE I
General Core Characteristics of Different Plutonium-burning Light Water Reactor Concepts

large C
improvement of
Pu-quahty

(i) fuel assembly and control element (RCC)
(ii) beginning of life (BOL) core
(iii) equilibrium core and fuel management strategies.

4.1 FUEL ASSEMBLY AND RCC ELEMENT
Pu-Burner

PWHCR

KHCR

3765

3765

3612

No. Fuel Assemblies

193

349

349

Active Height

390

300

200

quadratic

hexagonal

hexagonal

VMod/V Fuel

1.93

1.19

0.53

Fuel Rods/Assembly

300

247

313

24

24

12

Zry-4

Zry-4

SS

167

146

165

Thermal Power

MW
cm

Assembly Design

Guide Tubes/Assembly
Cladding Material
Linear Heat Rate

W/cm

As Table I reveals, pursuing the PWHCR concept, in several respects, means steering a middle course
between the obvious solution of a Pu-Bumer and the ultimate goal of a teal high converting PWR. The
choice of the PWHCR lattice in fact is a compromise resulting from the consideration of the following three
problem areas : plutonium utilization, void characteristics and reactivity control. A rough summary of the
assessment of individual pros and cons of different concepts is presented in Table n.

The hexagonal PWHCR fuel element comprises 271 rod-positions, 24 of which are occupied by control rod
guide tubes (see Reference [2] for details). The local arrangement of the guide tubes within the assembly the final result of an iterative process between neutron physical and mechanical reactor design - is indicated
in the 30° section plot shown in Figure 2. The distribution of local pin power values in an unrodded assembly, the main information provided by Figure 2, shows the maximum value to be located in the fuel assemblies edge position. This power peak of 1.15 appears just «mall enough to avoid special technical measures
(e.g. local reduction of fissile contents).

Control Rod
Position

Fuel Rod
Fig. 2 : Local power distribution in a PWHCR fuel assembly without control rods (8 % Pu^., 1/12 représentation, KMC)

The PWHCR control rods contain boron carbide with enriched 10B content. The effect of increasing the

concentration is demonstrated in Figure 3, where the reactivity equivalent of one control element is plotted
10

versus the fissile plutonium content of the fuel assembly for two distinctive B enrichments.

This figure reveals, that there is only a relatively small reactivity benefit in doubling the 10B enrichment from
45 % to 90 %. Nevertheless, concentrations in the order of the latter quantity probably have to be considered for at least some of the RCC elements to meet the reactivity demands of the PWHCR. Current estimates for the RCC systems reactivity requirements are based on the following reactivity control philosophy :

As regards the macroscopic power shape of the unpoisoned core the assembly power distribution (anally
averaged) presented in Figure 4 shows a very flat profile with the peak value being as low as 1.19, which remains almost constant during exposure with only minor shifts in the local power production.
As mentioned before reactivity control of the PWHCR is based predominantly on the use of rod cluster

control elements with 10B enriched B4C as absorber material Accordingly, as compared to common PWR,
the number of FA containing control rod clusters has to be significantly increased (approximately 125 instead of 61). Limitations resulting from the mechanical design of pressure vessel and control rod drive

mechanics, however, do only permit a maximum number of about 85 control drives to penetrate the reactor
pressure vessel closure head. To overcome this problem, an RCC design with 78 single driven control
elements and 7 "super'-clusters, each consisting of 7 control elements assembled and linked to one common

• compensation of excess reactivity by means of the RCC-system
• shut down from any hot, full power condition by the RCC-system
• additional use of soluble boron for long term cold subcriticality.

drive mechanism, was proposed (cf. Figure 5).

Potential benefits resulting from the use of soluble boron for partial compensation of the excess at begin of
cycle will be discussed in chapter 43.
% fissile plutonium

6.5

7.0

7.5

24 B^C-roda / assembly

=> -20

10
— •45%
B poisoning
—— 90 % 108 poisoning

c
o
o

0. -60

Fig. 3 : Reactivity worths of B4C RCC elements as function of the fissile plutonium concentration and

10

B

enrichment (one rodded assembly, reflective boundary condition, KMC)
4.2 THE BOL CORE

Fig. 4 : Axially averaged power distribution and initial fissile plutonium contents for the PWHCR beginning
of live (BOL) core

The loading pattern for the first core (beginning-of-live, BOL) has been evaluated according to the follow-

ing criteria :
• limitation of BOL excess reactivity with respect to the BOC value of an equilibrium cycle in order to
avoid oversizing the reactivity control system on the one hand and restrict BOL cycle length on the
other
• minimiring of the assembly peak power factors (maximum value & 13):
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The relatively simple 3-zone loading scheme presented in Figure 4 fulfills the above mentioned requirements. With 193 fuel assemblies (FA) having a fissile Pu content of only 4.5 % located in the centre, 48 FA
with 5.6 % Puria in the middle and 108 FA with the reload enrichment of 8.0 % Puflss at the periphery, the
average fissile plutonium concentration of the BOL core yields 5.73 %; the associated excess reactivity
amounts to 62 %. According to the first criterion an even lower BOL reactivity could be considered beneficial. For the time being, however, no vital need was seen for further optimization of the first core loading
related e.g. to a partial low leakage loading, fissile Pu contents and cycle length.

Based on detailed investigations of the control rod worths and associated power distributions for different
patterns of inserted RCC elements - the three basic ones being presented in Figure 5 - the following conclusions can be made :

• single RCC elements (SRE) are used for control of short term reactivity changes as well as for compensation of the major portion of the burnup swing
• excess reactivity compensation by SRE will be performed in a BWR type control rod sequence
• super-cluster RCC elements are used for shutdown purposes only.

•——«
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Fig. 5 : Reactivity worth of different insertion patterns of the PWHCR control rod system for BOL core
conditions (45 % 10B, 24 B4C-rods/control assembly, HEXNOD)
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Fig. 6 : Multiplication factor k^as function of average core burnup during transition of the PWHCR core
into the equilibrium cycle (partial low leakage loading, HEXMED)

It should be mentioned, however, that the RCC design presented here does not yet meet all demands of the
PWHCR nuclear core design. Especially problems originating from the simultaneous movement of the
super cluster RCC elements, e.g. those related to the stuck-rod reactivity of such RCC ensembles, need
further investigations. Studies considering patterns of RCC elements with different 10B enrichments - lower
10
B content in super duster RCC to decrease stuck-rod reactivity accompanied by significantly higher (upto
90 %) 1{TB enrichments of those single RCC elements not required for excess reactivity compensation - have
currently been initiated. Results of these additional studies will either confirm the technical feasibility of the
current RCC design or ultimately force a mechanical solution for the subdivision of the super clusters under
accidental conditions.

4.3 EQUILIBRIUM CORE

Starting with the BOL core presented in Figure 4 calculations for the transition into the equilibrium cycle
were performed in 2-dimensional geometry with the HEXMED code [5]. Establishment of the equilibrium
core was based on the following boundary conditions and fuel cycle strategy :
• reload assemblies containing 8 % fissile plutonium mixed oxide fuel (PUfùs/PUjot
with 02 % 235U as carrier material)
• fixed reload quantity of 72 fuel assemblies
• partial low leakage loading scheme.

=

0.67, fails uranium

The burnup calculations were performed for unpoisoned core conditions with the effect of axial leakage
taken into account in a simplified way by defining EOC at k^ = 1.005. The transition of the PWHCR core
into the equilibrium, which already in the fifth cycle is almost established, is demonstrated in Figure 6.

As mentioned before the task of compensating excess reactivity has originally been assigned completely to
the rod cluster control system. With respect to the assembly power distribution, on the other hand, a combination of RCC elements and soluble boron in the moderator appears advantageous. In doing so, however,
limitations set forth by the void coefficient have carefully to be considered. Results of additional core studies, related to soluble boron worth and void effects, indicate the following reactivity control partitioning to
be feasible :
• use of soluble boron for compensation of up to 65 % of the BOL and upto 30 % of the equilibrium
cycle BOC excess reactivity, which results in an
• almost constant number of RCC elements inserted at BOC for all cycles (approximately 30 RCC
elements required).
Power distribution, local arrangement and FA burnup values are presented in Figures 7 for the beginning
and 8 for the end of the (unpoisoned) equilibrium cycle, respectively. With assembly peak power values of
1.27 (BOC) and 1.24 (EOC) a very flat and stable power distribution is achieved. Although compensation of
BOC excess reactivity by means of soluble boron (approximately 1000 ppm) and single RCC elements
naturally increases power peaking factors, the resulting values (based on preliminary calculations) in the
order of 1.50 don't cause major problems for core thermal-hydraulics.

As regards the fuel assembly burnup values, Figures 7 and 8 indicate a certain potential for further optimization, o.g. by considering a full instead of partial low leakage scheme, the main advantage of which is seen
in a more uniform discharge burnup distribution. In this context it has to be stated that the fuel management
strategy as employed in these calculations is not considered as final. Further studies, addressing the topics
mentioned above, are necessary and have already been initiated.

The main characteristics of the PWHCR equilibrium core being presented here are summarized in Table
HI. With a length of 358 full power days (fpd) this equilibrium cycle does not fit too well into the normal
annual reloading scheme. For a better coincidence of the reloading period with the annual scheduled plant
shutdown either the reload quantity or the reload enrichment has to be reduced; additional advantages of

the latter measure being an even better void behaviour on the one hand and an improved conservation
factor on the other.
TABLE III
Equilibrium Fuel Cycle Characteristics of the PWHCR

BOC Excess Reactivity (including Xe)

3.5%

Mean Cycle Length
A

\

B /

RaL Power
Bumup GWdA

358fpd

Cycle Burnup

11.2GWd/t

Average Discharge Burnup

53.7 GWd/t

Conversion Ratio (EOC)

0.78

Conservation Factor CF
(unloaded/loaded fissile contents)

0.74

Fig. 7 : Power and bumup distribution of PWHCR core at begin of the equilibrium cycle (partial low leakage loading, HEXMED)

For the assessment of conversion properties of a particular core design the integral quantity conservation
factor CF - defined as ratio of unloaded to loaded fissile mass - is considered to be more representative
than the commonly used conversion ratio, which due to its nuclide density dependence varies with exposure.

The fuel composition for 8 % Puflss containing PWHCR assemblies at BOL and EOL is given in Table IV.
While the absolute amount of fissile material decreases according to CF by 26 %, the associated changes in
the plutonium isotopics - especially the increasing relative content of M1Pu - demonstrates what was previ-

ously called the conservation of plutonium quality.
TABLE IV

Fuel Composition [g/kgf^ futl] of PWHCR Assemblies
of 8 % Puf|ss at BOL and EOL

Nuclide
235 u

A
B

\
/

Rel. Power
Bumup GWdA

0.0 GWd/t

53.7 GWd/t

1.8

1.0

238 y

878.8

841.6

239 pu

68.1

45.3

240

Pu

32.2

29.1

241

Pu

11.9

14.0

7.2

5.7

242 pu

Fig. 8 : Power and burnup distribution of PWHCR core at end of the equilibrium cycle (partial low leakage

loading, HEXMED)
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241

Am

0.0

1.7

243

Am

0.0

3.3

244

Cm

0.0
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper summarized results of a recent study concerning the nuclear core design of high converting tight
lattice PWR. The results obtained so far permit to draw the following conclusions :

• from a neutron-physical point of view the concept of the PWHCR appears to be technically feasible
• average discharge burnups in the order of 55 GWd/t can be attained within the limits set by the void

coefficient

NEUTRON PHYSICS AND THERMOHYDRAULICS
DESIGN OF A REFERENCE HIGH CONVERSION PWR

C.H.M. BROEDERS, M. DALLE DONNE
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

• reactivity control can be based almost exclusively on the use of RCC elements; with respect to power

peaking, however, a combination of solid and dissolved absorbers is seen to be advantageous.

Abstract

Further topics, which so far have only preliminarily been addressed in our investigations are the possibility

of employing burnable absorbers, tie impact of changes in the available plutonium quality and consequences resulting from the initial M1 Am content. For the final design of the high conversion Pu-burning
tight lattice PWR these aspects have carefully to be taken into account. While, especially the use of burnable absorbers provides a potential for further core optimization, questions related to the initial mixed oxide
composition may cause additional problems. In general, however, the tight lattice pressurized water reactor
seems to have a good potential for entering future worlds nuclear energy market

The neutron physics and thermohydrauhc design work for a reference High
Conversion PWR core is presented The fuel is (Pu.lOO? and the coolant /
moderator is light water The core dimensions should be such as to allow a
replacement of the core of a KWU 1300 MWe PWR with only minor changes in

the internals of the reactor pressure vessel
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The burnup calculations have been performed for a six batch fuel element cycle,
for a cycle duration of 320 full power days The plutonium feed enrichment is 8%,
where the plutonium vector corresponds to plutonium discharged from a PWR
and a 10 yr ex-core time. Reactivitiy control during burn-up is obtained by boron

dissolved m the water. During the equilibrium cycle the void coefficient is
between -5% and -7%, while the reactivity variation between the core full power
water density of 0 7 g/cm3 and 0 5 g/cm3 is about the same as for a PWR, so that
no problems should be expected for a ATWS The fuel utilization ratio is about 0 8
and a discharge burnup of 50000 - 52000 MWd/t is achieved

I INTRODUCTION

The calculations of the blow-down phase of the LOCA and the ATWS calculations

were performed with the computer code RELAP5/MO01, properly modified to
Since 1979, the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center (KfK) has been involved in the

account for the different geometries present m the APWR cores 121, while the

design and assessment of an advanced pressurized water reactor (APWR),

reflood phase was modelled with the code FLUT FDWR (FDWR =

sometimes also called High Conversion PWR (HCPWR) that is being developed

Fortgeschrittener Druckwasser Reaktor, i e APWR) /3/, a modified version of the

with the idea of improving uranium utilization This work is carried out in

code FLUT, originally developed at GRS-Garching /4/, as it was discovered that

collaboration with Kraftwerk Union (KWU), the University of Braunschweig, and

RELAPS / MODI, as well as RELAPS / MOD2, was not well suited to model the

the Paul Scherrer Institut in Wurenlmgen The investigations have been restricted

reflood phase for an APWR geometry

to the uranium / plutonium fuel cycle and to light water as coolant / moderator
The idea is to replace the core of a KWU 1300 MW (electric) pressurized water

The calculations were performed for two homogeneous reactors, one with a very

reactor (PWR) with a high-converting core with only minor changes m the

tight fuel rod lattice (p/d = 1 123) and a second with a less tight lattice (p/d = 1 2),

internals of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) Two types of core have been

as well as for a heterogeneous APWR Table I shows the most important results of

studied a homogeneous, where all fuel elements have a similar form, and a

these calculations as compared with the relative data for a PWR, calculated by us

heterogeneous, where there are two kinds of fuel elements the "seed" and the
"blanket" elements/I/ The fuel in the seed elements has a higher plutonium
enrichment The seed elements' mam function is to produce power and neutrons,
while the function of the blanket, with a considerably lower plutonium
enrichment, is mainly that of breeding plutonium In the KfK reference designs,
the fuel rods of the homogeneous reactor are spaced by six spiral ribs, while for
the heterogeneous reactor the seed rods are supported by grid spacers and the
blanket rods by six spiral ribs IM

with the same procedures From the Table is evident that both the homogeneous

A realistic assessment of the potential of this type of reactor must include an
evaluation of the safety It is clear that, to be licensed, this reactor must have the
same safety standards as the PWR It was therefore decided to investigate within
the present program a large loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) and an anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS), both for the homogeneous and the
heterogeneous type of APWR The chosen large LOCA was the one considered as
the Design Basis Accident for a PWR, that is an accident caused by the sudden
guillotine break of the main water pipe in one of the four primary loops at a
position between the mam water pump and the RPV The ATWS was investigated
especially to assess the importance of the water density reactivity coefficient,
which is espected to be less negative than in a PWR, especially in an APWR with a

Only the homogeneous APWR with p/d = 1 2 appears to be acceptably safe on the

very tight fuel rod lattice Of the various ATWS considered in the FRG the one was
selected which is believed to have the worst consequences for the APWR, namely
the station blackout together with the failure to scram the reactor
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reactor with p/d = 1 123 and the heterogeneous reactor are not acceptable from a
safety point of view, however for different reasons The homogeneous APWR
with p/d = 1 123 is not acceptable safe because the maximum coolant pressure
reached during the investigated ATWS is too high The main reason for this is that
the water density reactivity coefficient is not sufficiently negative The
heterogeneous APWR is not acceptable because the maximum hot spot fuel rod

cladding temperature in the seed region during the LOCA is too high

base of the mentioned safety analysis However, with this reactor only an average

discharge burnup of 31000 MWd/t is achievable IM This kind of burnup is
considered today too small for a reactor with relatively expensive fuel, especially
because already the present development of the PWR strives to obtain higher
burnups than that The reason for this limitation is the relatively low plutonium

enrichment assumed for this reactor (7 4%) With a higher enrichment it is
possible to achieve higher burn-ups, however the water density reactivity
coefficient becomes less negative and this may have bad safety implications To
obviate this difficulty we decided to enlarge the fuel rod lattice even more to
have a sufficiently negative water density coefficient at the higher plutonium
enrichment In the present paper we describe the new reference APWR and show
its mam data and characteristics
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TABLE I

Main Results of the Safety Investigations of Ref. /2/ and /3/

KWU accepted the KfK proposal of using a fuel rod of 9 5 mm, mainly due to the
extra cost and time required by the development of a new kind of rod with 8 5
mm in diameter, 9 5 mm being the diameter of the fuel rod of the latest standard

Maximum fuel rod

Reactor

Reference PWR
Homogeneous APWR
with wide fuel rod lattice
(p/d=1.20)

with tight fuel rod
lattice (p/d=1.123)
Heterogeneous APWR
seed

blanket

cladding temperature
during LOCA (°C)

1040

Maximum coolant
pressure in the
reactor vessel
during ATWS (bar)

KWU PWR
TABLE II

Geometrical Data of the PWR and the Reference APWR Design
PWR*

180

Ref. APWR

(Triang.
Lattice)
1120
1100

182
>230

1285
975

215

Equivalent core diameter (cm)
Active core height (cm)
Number of fuel elements in the core
Distance between the flats of the fuel element
(mm)
Number of control rod guide tubes per fuel
element
Number of fuel rods per fuel element

Total number of fuel rods
Cladding material

II CHOICE OF THE REFERENCE APWR CORE GEOMETRY

388.9
350
349

249.7

198.25

24

24

307

247

58023

86203

Zircaloy 4

Zircaloy 4

Fuel rod outer diameter (urn)

9.5

9.5

Cladding thickness (mm)

0.64

0.64

Due to the tighter lattice, a APWR core has a larger number of fuel rods than in a

Fuel rod pitch (mm)

usual PWR, furthermore the horizontal cross section of a fuel element is not

p/d ratio

square but rather hexagonal to accomodate the triangular array of the fuel rods

Spacer type

and to give a better filling of the space available inside the core barrel Thus, the

Axial distance of the spacer grids (mm)

choice of the size of fuel element cross section is not a simple problem and it is

Water-to-fuel volume ratio in the core**

mainly dictated by the design and number of the control/shut down rod
mechanisms and by the space available above the core and in the upper lid of the

360.5
390
189

13.6
1.432

11.8
1.242

grid

grid

548

380

1.95

1.23

core vessel It was therefore decided to choose the size of the element suggested

*PWR with triangular fuel rod lattice having the same water volume fraction
and the same core equivalent diameter of the standard German PUR of 1300 MWe
(KONVOI).

by KWU and compatible with the control / shut down rod system designed by

** With all control and shut-down rods withdrawn from the core.

KWU /5/ This is characterized by a distance between the flats of the hexagonal
fuel element of 198 25 mm Originally the KWU proposal was to have a fuel rod
diameter of 9 5 mm, a rod pitch of 10 67 mm and therefore a very tight lattice of

Fig 1 shows a cross section of the fuel element with the rod arrangement

p/d = 1 123 Subsequently, after the KfK work described m Ref 121 and III, the

proposed by KfK and now accepted by KWU /6/ To cope with the large rod

possibility of enlarging the lattice was left open by varying the fuel rod diameter
down to 8 5 mm, the solution with 8 5 mm being the reference one /5/ Lately,
after a KWU-Kf K thorough comparison of the advantages and disadvantages
from a neutronic and thermohydraulic viewpoint of the two types of fuel rods,

diameter of 9 5 mm, the outer row of rods has been eliminated resulting ma rod
pitch of 11 8 mm and a p/d ratio of 1 242 The rod cladding is made of Zircaloy,
with a thickness of 0 64 mm as in the PWR The choice of Zircaloy, rather than
steel as in the previouss designs, has been taken in view of the fact that with a

larger p/d ratio, the neutron spectrum is softer and Zircaloy offers considerable

Fig 2 shows the cross section of the proposed arrangement of the fuel elements

advantages over steel from a neutronic viewpoint The rods are supported by 40

within the core barrel of a standard German PWR of 1300 MWe This

mm high Nimomc grid spacers The design of the grid has been performed by

arrangement is compatible with the KWU design of the control / shut-down rod

KWU HI The axial distance of the grids is about 400 mm and it has been

system /6/ There are 349 fuel elements and 85 drive mechanisms for the control /

determined by the condition, that the ratio of the maximum rod lateral

shut-down systems Of these, 7 drive mechanisms are connected to 7 fuel

displacement caused by a load proportional to the axial pressure drop per unit

elements each and serve only for shut-down purposes The other 78 are each

length of the core height divided by the minimum distance of the rods p-d is the
same as for the PWR

connected to one fuel element only

Control Rod
Guide Tube

Core Barrel Inner Diameter (4210 mm)
Drive Mechanism

Fuel Rod

Spacer Grid

Fig.1

Cross section of the fuel element (dimensions in millimeters).

Shut-Down Unit
(7 Fuel Elements. 1 Drive Mechanism)

Fig 1 shows the position of 24 control rod guide tubes in the fuel element, the
number of which has been assessed by preliminary neutron physics calculations
/8/ The fuel element has no shroud No tye-rods are required, as the grids are
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fixed to the control rod guide tubes 171

Fig.2

Core cross section compatible with KWU design of the control /
snut-down system.
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THERMOHYDRAULIC OPTIMISATION AND DETERMINATION OF THE CORE

were assessed by preliminary neutronic calculations, and with the values of the

power hot channel factor and of the water enthalpy rise hot channel factor of

HEIGHT

Fq = 2 3 and FAH = 1 65 respectively, which resulted from these neutron flux form
In the previous chapter the choice of the core cross section was illustrated

factors As usual a plant overload factor of FOP = 1 12 was applied/9,TO/

However the core height is not yet fixed For this we performed a
thermohydraulic parametric study, because the core height plays a determining

Fig 3 shows the mam results of these calculations The chosen range of core

role on the thermohydrauhcs aspects of the core design (core power density, core

height H was 230-390 cm In all the cases it was possible to obtain the standard

pressure drop) The calculations were performed with the computer code H ADA-2
developed at KfK /9-11/ They were performed with the constant values of the

PWR net electrical power of 1300 MWe Obviously the average fuel rod linear

neutron flux axial and radial form factors of Fax = 1 45 and Frad = 1 43 which

rating qi decreases with H being the core power and the number of fuel rods
constant As espected, the core pressure drop Ap increases linearly with H Even
with the highest values of H, it appears to be acceptable for the standard PWR
mam water pumps The DNBR, minimum ratio between the Critical Heat Flux and

TABLE HI

Thermohydraulic Data of the PWR and of the Reference APWR Design

the maximum hot channel heat flux fora plant overload factor of FOP = 1 12, was
calculated using the Dalle Donne Hame Critical Heat Flux correlation, which was

PWR*

Ref.

APWR

(Triang. Lattice)

Core thermal output (MW,.^)
3765
Plant net electrical power (MWe)
1300
Pumping power for primary circuit water (MWe)
21.9
Primary circuit total water mass flow (kg/sec) 19044
291.4
Water temperature at core inlet (*C)
325.9
Water temperature at core outlet ( °C)
Water pressure at core outlet (bar)
Secondary circuit saturated vapor pressure
(bar)

Average nominal rod linear rating (W/cm)
Average heat flux at fuel rod surface (W/cma)
Average volumetric core power density (W/cm3)

Power hot channel factor F
Water enthalpy rise hot channel factor F AH
Maximum plant overload factor FQP

DNBR, ratio between CHF and maximum hot channel
heat flux for FOP=1.12
Average water velocity in the core (m/s)
Spacer pressure drop coefficient
Core pressure drop (bar)

Total pressure in water primary circuit (bar)

•ICO

^

1 50 . J

64.5
166.4
55.7
103.9
2.1
1.6
1.12

developed especially for tight triangular rod lattices (p/d = 1 0 2 - 1 36)/12/ Fig 3

shows the values of DNBR calculated with the WSC-2 correlation valid for higher
3765
1300
22.8
18360
291.2
326.8
11 JO
ÇA ."1J

64.5
124.8
41.5
90.5
1.93**
1.58**
1.12

1 .46***
4.38
1.03
1.16
6.45

values of p/d /13/ as well, as the present core configuration (p/d = 1 242) is rather
on the higher edge of the validity field of the Dalle Donne Hame correlation.
200

26
up

18

ONBR

[bar]

17

22

16

20

15

18

H

16

13

H

12

Sw = 19825 mm
p
d

=
=

190

118 mm
95 mm

q,|w/cm]
180

1.36***
4.55
1.16

2.02
6.95

* PWR with triangular fuel rod lattice having the same water volume fraction
and the same core equivalent diameter of the standard German PWR of 1300 MWe
(KONVOI)

** The flow of the coolant water at the fuel element outer border is
separately accounted for.

12 • 11 10

10

200

300

350

400

H lern]

*** Calculated with the Dalle Donne-Harae critical heat flux correlation.
Fig. 3

Main r e s u l t s of the t h e r m o h y d r a u l i c p a r a m e t r i c c a l c u l a t i o n s .

which might be slightly too pessimistic For H>310 cm even the DNBR values

The whole core calculations were performed with 4 energy groups Table IV

according to Dalle Donne Hame are equal or above 1 30 which is generally

shows the boundaries within the WIMS 69 energy group scheme

considered the minimum acceptable value
The result of this thermohydraulic parametric study is that the range of core

height 310 to 390 cm is acceptable The decision on the exact height was
therefore taken on the base of a further consideration It is generally recognized

TABLE IV

Coarse group structure for reactor calculations

Coarse Group

NIMS Group

Energy Range

in Germany that long in-core residence times of fuel rods with Ztrcaloy claddings

1

1 - 5

0.821 - 10 MeV

require relatively low heat fluxes at the clad surface and low rod linear ratings

2

6-14

9.118

3

15-25

4

26 - 69

The present reference APWR core will remain in operation for a very long time

(see next chapter), therefore after consultation with KWU, the relatively high
value of H equal to 350 cm was chosen, which allows the relatively low value of

- 821 keV

15.968 - 9118 keV
0

- 15.968 keV

rod linear rating of about 125 W/cm

IV. 1 Applied nuclear data
IV NEUTRON PHYSICS CALCULATIONS

The neutron physics calculations for the new design have been performed with

the calculational procedures described in a separate contribution to this meeting
/14/ At variance with our previous investigations, we did not analyse a "Begin of
Life" (BOL)-Core with different enrichment zones, but an equilibrium core with

The4-group HXSLIB library (see ref /14/) has been created on the basis of a 1989

nuclear library It contains the required nuclear group constants for the following
parameters

-Fuel temperature 300.920 and 2100 K

fixed enrichment for the fresh fuel assemblies was considered For the choice of
the reload pattern we had the following boundary conditions

- Moderator and can temperature 573 K

-low power rating (— 125 W/cm)

-B'Oconcentration in the coolant 0, 500, 1000, 2000and 4000 ppm

-high burnup(> 50000 MWd/Thm))
- restricted enrichment due to the voiding problem

Burnup of the fuel 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 GWd/Thm

- Fuel assembly data for 24 control rod positions, filled with coolant (HzO) or 640
with 60% B'O enrichment

From practical considerations by KWU a cycle time of 300-320 fuel power days
was required /15/ The conditions mentioned above could be met by a design with

- Water density ratios p/pN = 0 01,0 1,0 3,0 5,0 7,08, 0 9,1 and 1 1

the following characteristics

-enrichment for equilibrium fuel assemblies = 8% Puf,s
-cycletime ~ 320 full power days
-reload of = 1/6th of the core after each cycle
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IV.2 The fuel assembly shuffling
For the fuel assembly shuffling a quite simple model was chosen After each cycle
= l/6th of the assemblies is removed from the core and replaced by fresh ones
with 8% Pu fissile The available fuel assemblies for the new cycle are arranged m
a way, that the burnup for the fuel assembly positions is in a predefined order.

being determined by two-dimensional exploratory calculations The code ARCOSI
/14/ enables succeeding cycle calculations with an arbitrary number of micro time
500-

steps pro cycle, both in two- and three-dimensional geometry

—

,——
IV.3 Results for the equilibrium Core

x:

Mainly three-dimensional four group diffusion calculations have been performed
with the nodal code HEXNODK, being developed from the KWU-code HEXNOD
n 6/ The geometry model contained 16 axial planes for a 30° - sector of the core
The axial reflectors were approximated by 30 cm zones at the top and the bottom
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reflector was approximated by 1 ring of fuel assemblies at the outer boundary of
the core, containing a mixture of 50% SS and 50%H2U
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The initial burnup distribution in the core was estimated from two-dimensional

500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

Core height (CM)

HEXNODK calculations With the code ARCOSI eight cycles were calculated with

ten micro time steps each cycle At each micro time step a cnticahty search by

FIG 4 KfK HCLWR Design, Equilibrium Core, Axial Burnup/Charge

change of the Bio content in the coolant was performed Using the same
shuffling scheme after each reactor cycle a stable power and burnup distribution

in the core could be obtained after about six cycles

600

With the help of the restart-options of the code ARCOSI the most important
characteristics of the final equilibrium core could be determined

500-

The figures 4-10 show some results, obtained from the ARCOSI-plotting interface
_c

400-

of the core filling In fig 5 the burnups of the 37 fuel assemblies of a 30° sector of
the core are plotted for the begin and the end of the equilibrium core Fig 6

O

300-

shows the axial distribution of the power ratings in representative fuel assemblies

c
i_

Fig 4 gives the axial burnup profile of selected fuel assemblies from each charge

(FA) after 1 to 6 in-core cycles The value Fax is the axial from factor, changing
from 1 15 at the end of the first in-core cycle to about 1 10 at the end of the incore time. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of the axial power rating during the first in-
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core cycle. The axial form factor decreases from 1 29 to 1 15, the axial power
flattening being caused by the higher burnup in the core center The mam
numerical results are summarized in Table V The data for the reference PWR
have been taken from reference IM
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FIG 5 KfK HCLWR Design, Equilibrium Core, Core Center Burnup
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For the conversion ratio the mean core value is given Fig. 8 shows the conversion
ratios for the fuel assemblies in the core Depending on the number of cycle
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corelife the fuel assembly conversion ratio varies between 0 68 and 0.77
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Another important parameter for the fuel utilization is the conservation factor,
defined as the ratio of the fissile inventory after burnup to the initial fissile fuel

en

inventory Fig 9 shows the behaviour of the conservation factor from the basic

100.0-

c

cell calculation for the equilibrium fuel lattice with 8% Puf.s For discharge
burnup values slightly above 50000 MWd/Thm, a conservation factor near 0 8 may
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and end of cycle. In the worst case (BOC) they are 1 3 and 1 4 respectively These
values were calculated for the fuel assembly power ratings Variations within the
fuel assemblies are not yet taken into account The Doppler coefficient was
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determined by k e ff core calculations for three mean fuel temperatures 300, 920
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For the void calculations the critical B'° concentration was searched for 4 time
steps within the reactor cycle 0, 106 5, 213 and 320 fpd For these reactor

conditions full core calculations were performed for 9 water densities
P/PN = 0 01,0 1,0 3,0 5,0 7,0 8,09, 1 and 1 1

Fig 10 shows the resulting curves In the range of water density ( 0 5 ^ - 0 7g/cm3)
of interest for the ATWS Station Blackout with Failure to Scram the water
reactivity coefficient is about the same as for the PWR (see Table V)
TABLE V:

Neutron Physics Data of PWR and KfK APWR Design
Ref,

Plutonium reactor
(pu 238

0.75
Û.O

100

200

30.0

400

50.0 600

700

pu 239

p 240

pu 242

wt/7.)
(U235, (,238

3

t

Q£ ft

Total f u e l inventory (IHM)

Conversion ratio

103.5

-1.00E-02-2.00E-02

0. 5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
__
0
FPD, 1799 PPM B10
__. 106.5 FPD, 1082 PPM B10
213
FPD, 508 PPM B10
...... 320
FPD,

0. fa

a. !

uK/fpd
Number of fuel cycles
Fuel cycle d u r a t i o n ( f p d )

Discharge burnup (MUB/THM)

137*

2.57

11.2*

0.55

•ASO.74
0.8

-

Utilisation factor

0

8.0

3.2

1. 00E-020. 0

0.2, 99.8

ut/7-)

Reload f i s s i l e (7.)

2. 00E-02-

KfK APHR

1.94, 56.63, 25.24, 9.87,
6.32

pu 241

Burnup (GWd/Thm)

FIG. 9 KfK HCLWR Design, 8% Pu-fis Ceil Calculations
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V CONCLUSIONS

M CIGARINI and M DALLE DONNE, "The Refloodmg Phase after a Loss-ofCoolant Accident i n an Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor", Nucl

The present KfK reference design of the High Conversion PWR has a fuel rod

Technol, 84,33(1989)

lattice less tight than in previous KfK studies This is due to the wish to reach
higher fuel burn-ups and still maintain a sufficiently negative reactivity void

4

V TESCHENDORFF, "The Two Fluid Code FLUT for LOCA Reflood Analysis,"
presented at Workshop International Atomic Energy Agency Program in

coefficient

Uses of Computer Codes for Safety Analysis, Varna, Bulgaria (May 1984)

The fuel rods are 35m long and have a diameter of 9 5 mm, like in the modern
PWR's The cladding is made up of Zircaloy The rods are arranged m triangular

5

arrays with a pitch of 11 8 mm (p/d = 1 242) This results m a water to fuel volume

H AMM and H MOLDASCHL, "ATWS Parameterstudie zu einem
Reaktorkern mit engem Brennstabgitter", Proc Jahrestagung Kerntechnik

ratio of 1 23 for the whole core The fuel rods are supported by spacer grids

'89, Dusseldorf, FRG, May 9-11,1989, p 195, Deutsches Atomforum, Bonn

The thermohydraulic characteristics of the presented HCPWR are similar to those

(1989)

of the modern German PWR's The core thermal output and the net electrical
power are the same The higher core pressure drop of 2 bar can be achieved by

6

the standard PWR mam water pumps The average fuel rating of 125 W/cm has
been chosen to cope with the very long in-core time life (6x320 f p d ) The

Emerging Nuclear Energy Systems, Karlsruhe, July 3-6, 1989, p 25, World
Scientific (1989)

minimum safety margin against critical heat flux, considering all hot spot factors

and a plant overpower factor of 12%, is 36%, i e an acceptable value

H MOLDASCHL, R BROGLI and B KUCZERA, "Status and Prospects of the
Cooperative KWU High Converter Development 1989", Proc 5th Int Conf

7

P RAU,

The burnup calculations have been performed for a six batch fuel element cycle,
fora cycle duration of 320 full power days The plutonium feed enrichment is 8%,

Kraftwerk Union, Private communication, 1989

8

CHM BROEDERS, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Unpublished, 1989

where the plutonium vector corresponds to plutonium discharged from a PWR

9

M DALLE DONNE, W HAME, "HADA, A FORTRAN-IV Program for the

and a 10 yr ex-core time Reactivity control during burn-up is obtained by boron

Thermohydraulic Design of An Advanced Pressurized Light Water Reactor

dissolved in the water During the equilibrium cycle the void coefficient is

with a Tight Fuel Rod Lattice," KfK 3904, EUR 7996e (1985)

between -5% and -7%, while the reactivity variation between the core full power
water density of 0 7 g/cm3 and 0 5 g/cm3 is about the same as for a PWR, so that

M CIGARINI, M DALLE DONNE, "Thermohydraulic Optimization of

no problems should be expected for a ATWS The fuel utilization ratio is about 0 8

Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor",

and a discharge burnup of 50000-52000 MWd/t is achieved

Nucl Technol, 80, 107 (1988)
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Abstract
Design studies of a high conversion PWR (HCPWR) plant have been performed

in which the nuclear characteristics associated with the transition between a semitight MOX core and a loose UÛ2 core, power capability of the core with respect to

Vm/Vf ratio, mechanical integrity of fuel assemblies as well as spectral shift rods
within a guide tube under flow-induced vibration in reactor's upper plenum region,
and safety assessment on some of the typical non-LOCA's were evaluated.
Technical feasibility of a HCPWR with a semi-tight latticed core is verified

whose associated fuel cycle cost may be reducible to the competitive level with
respect to an advanced LWR.

Further design studies related to the realization of core flexibility with the
Vm/Vf ratio ranging between 1.4 and 2.2 are under progress.

1. Introduction

Feasibility of a HCPWR with semi-tight latticed core provided with fertile rods for spectral

shift control, whose moderator to fuel volume ratio (Vm/Vf) is 1.4 when the spectral shift rods are
withdrawn, has been improved considerably 1,2,3,4

an d

the design objectives are fulfilled

satisfactory. The expected contribution of introducing HCPWR's to the cumulative natural
uranium procurement has been verified although slight increase in fuel cycle cost (FCC) in
comparison with that of the conventional LWR due to blanket fuel assemblies was left as one of

the related R & D objectives4 In fact, it is quite possible that the FCC may be lowered at least to
the competitive level with respect to the conventional LWR by means of replacing blanket fuel
assemblies of the reference HCPWR core by normal MOX fuel assemblies with least increase in

natural uranium consumption rate5.
This work was done under a joint research contract between an electric utilities group of Kansai,
Hokkaido, Tokyo, Chubu, Shikoku, Kyushu and Japan Atomic Power, and Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries, Ltd.

Table I Core Specifications

The reference HCPWR core design has such flexibility that it may be operated with U02 fuel

assemblies of Vm/Vf ratio being 1 6 without affecting the power capability of the core in
accordance with the change in annual Puf supply rate and the related economic trends The

transition schemes are discussed and verified in nuclear and thermohydraulic design studies
Further studies on the transition capability between a semi-tight MOX core of Vm/Vf ratio being
1 4 and a loose UÜ2 core of Vm/Vf ratio being 2 2 are under progress
As to the mechanical integrity of the core structure provided with spectral shift mechanism,
flow induced vibration tests of spectral shift rods in the upper core region were performed and the

lumber of assembly
Core
Blanket
Active core height (m)

Axial blanket

(mm)

UO2 Replaced
Core

199
54

253
0

35
250

<—

at both ends

integrity was verified
Safety analyses related to several cases of non LOCA were performed and the integrity of the

core was verified For the safety assessment under a large break LOCA, readers may refer to the
previously published paper4

VnWf
Core (fertile rods in/out)
Blanket

2. Nuclear Design

The core specification and the horizontal core cross section are shown in Table I and Fig 1,

lumber of rod thimbles in an assembly
Control rods')
Fertile rods for spectral shift 2 '

42
30
42

<—
«—
<—

dumber of water rods in an assembly

12

36

?uel rod diameter (mm)

them are provided with spectral shift rods filled with fertile material Nuclear parameters such

Fuel rod
Pitch
Gap

and kinetics parameters were evaluated in connection wrth non-LOCA analyses

These

Ejection rod worth were evaluated for the cases with the

(mm)
(mm)

J'uel rod spacing

95
120
25
Grid

spectral shift rods being totally inserted and withdrawn, which turned out to be smaller than

Assembly pitch (mm)

243

those corresponding to the conventional PWR plants due to the hardening of incore neutron

puf/235U enrichment (wt %)

62(PuO

spectrum as shown in Table III

1 43/1 60

318

respectively One third of the fuel assemblies are provided with control rod clusters and the rest of
as moderator temperature coefficient, moderator density coefficient, Doppler power coefficient

1 21/1 40
08
342

lumber of fuel rods in an assembly

parameters are shown in Table II

1IC 9
Reference HCPWR

Discharge burnup (MWd/t)

45000

«—
<—

*4 4 (235U)

<—

Nuclear characteristics associated with the transition between a semi tight MOX core and a
loose UÛ2 core were investigated In a case of replacing a reference HCPWR core by UÛ2 fuel

Average conversion ratio

assemblies with Vm/Vf ratio of 1 6, which corresponds to the minimum natural uranium

Electrical output (MWe)

consumption, radial blanket assemblies may be replaced by UOj fuel assemblies either by one-

Average core linear heat rate (KW/m)

batch or three-batch scheme The variation in nuclear peaking factors FXY f°r

tne

both scheme is

small with respect to the burnup as shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3, which verify the feasibility of such
transition schemes

1355
153

066

1380
135

Primary coolant temperature
Inlet TO
Outlet TO

Primary coolant flow rate (m3/h)

133

085

1) Equipped with one third of the fuel assemblies
2) Equipped with two thirds of the fuel assemblies
3) Increment by blanket is 0 055

294
329

295
330

89200

92800

Table III
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Control Rod Cluster Ejection Analyses

Added Reactivity
(%Ak/k)

BOV
Fuel Assembly with
ContiolRod

EOV

Fuel Assembly with

Fertile Rod

BOF

Blanket Fuel Assembly
EOF

FQ

HFP

0 18

611

HZP

038

11 50

HFP

028

663

HZP

050

HFP

022

548

HZP

044

17 17

1990

HFP

027

617

HZP

049

1858

BOV
EOV
BOF
EOF
HFP
HZP

Beginning of Voidage
End of Voidage
Beginning of Flooding
End of Flooding
Hot Full Power
Hot Zero Power

Fig 1 Horizontal Core Cross-Section

F»!

id

Table II Nuclear Parameters for non LOCA Analyses
Coefficients

Unit

HCPWR

Mod Temp Coeff

10-5(Ak/k)/°C

-94-0

Mod Density Coeff

10-5(Ak/k)/(g/cm3)

0-042

Doppler Power Coeff

10-5 (Ak/k)/(%P)

ßeff

-21 5 ~ - 7 5

(%)

Max Value
Man Value

075
039
10

5000

(psee)

f

Max Value
Mm Value

20
27

10000

Burnup (MWD/T)
Fig 2 Burnup Dependency of FXY (one batch scheme)

15000

to

CD Transient
@ Transient
® Transient

cycle-1
cycle-2
cycle-3

D e t a i l e d Model

Typical C e l l Thimble Cell

1.5

sooo

loooo
Burnup

15000

(MWD/T)
1.0

Fig. 3 Burnup Dependency of FXY (three-batch scheme)

Core Bottom

Core Height

Core Top

Fig. 4 Axial Variation of DNBR

3. Thermal and Hydraulic Design

X

Based on DNB tests under the plant operating conditions, EPRI-1 correlation was slightly

modified and was applied to hot channel analyses of the reference HCPWR core. Fig. 4 shows the
axial variation in DNBR along the hottest channel, where the minimum DNBR is greater than

HC1•WR (Pu)
3

O

\

the design critical value of 1.3 under the nominal power output.

Case 1

rod diameter keeping the lattice configuration unchanged. The results shown in Fig. 5 was
1250

No. of
Water Rods
<8
24
i
^

may be operated with either a MOX fueled core of Vm/Vf ratio 1.4 corresponding to high

conversion core characteristics or a UÛ2 fueled core of Vm/Vf ratio 2.2 corresponding to low FCC

135

171»

Case 3

Case 2

\

shifted by means of either replacing fuel rods with water rods successively or decreasing the fuel

\

\

\

Fig. 5 shows the power capability of the core with respect to its Vm/Vf ratio, which may be

evaluated based on the former means, which verifies that the HCPWR plant under discussion

——————

Axial
Blank ec

Case i provided

provided

Case 2 none
Case 3 none
72
l

provided
none

1.1

2.0

r

under the current uranium market price. Whether such core transition based on the conventional

U

multi-batch refueling scheme is possible without affecting power capability is under

Vm/Vf with All Fertile Rods Out

investigation.

IS

R adial
B lankec

1

2.2

Fig. 5 Dependency of Electrical Power Output from UÛ2 - Fueled Core on Vm/Vf Ratio
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5, Reactor Internals

4. Fuel Assemblies

The structure and the cross-sectional view of the HCPWR fuel assembly are shown in Fig. 6a

Reactor Internals of the reference HCPWR design is shown in Fig. 7. To secure the integrity

and Fig. 6b, respectively. Integrity of a fuel rod throughout its life is verified based on the

of spectral shift rods within a guide tube under flow-induced vibration in the upper plenum

evaluation of such parameters as fuel temperature, internal pressure, clad stress and strain, clad

region, flow tests were performed, where the maximum value of rod acceleration under the

oxidation and hydrogen absorption rate.

The effect of the coolant jet momentum flux in the vicinity of the fuel-blanket boundary
interface was evaluated not being appreciable to cause the instable vibration of fuel assemblies on
the boundary.
Top Nozzle

Grid (Low pressure

drop type)

Upper Core Support Plate
Grid (High
strength Type)

Grid (Low pressure
___drop type)
/——————
Hold-up Spring

^ Instrumentation Guide Thimble

® Control Rod/FR Guide Thimble
« Water Rod

Bottom Nozzle

Fig.

6a Fuel Assembly Structure

Fig. 6b Fuel Assembly Cross-Section

Fig. 7 Reactor Internals

mechanical design flow was of the order of 0.2G and no resonant vibration of any rods was

Table IV Flow Induced Vibration of Fertile Rods

observed. Fig. 8 shows a guide tube with coolant flow holes for a fertile rods cluster. The
Flow Characteristics

maximum coolant flow velocity across the guide tube bundle was evaluated to be 14.0 m/sec and

the flow-induced characteristics are summarized in Table IV.
I

Vortex
Shedding

Fluidelastic
Instability

Characteristic

CR Guide Tube

FR Guide Tube

71.8

Hz

160.0

Hz

KARMAN Vortex
Frequency

28.5

Hz

35.0

Hz

Max. Flow Velocity
in Tube Bundle

11.4

m/sec

14.0

m/sec

18.3

m/sec

43.3

m/sec

Frequency

Critical Flow
Velocity

A-A

•— Upper Core Support

Plate

The maximum stress values expected to appear in the core support structures were evaluated
to be sufficiently lower than the corresponding permissible values.

6. Safety Assessment

_L

J_

The peak clad temperature in a LOCA was found to be of a few tens of degrees centigrade
lower than that of the conventional PWR as reported in the previous paper4. In the followings,
some of the typical non-LOCA's are evaluated, which include (1) loss of main feed water to steam

generators, (2) complete loss of primary coolant flow, and (3) control rod ejection. These accidents
are chosen since the HCPWR core characteristics affect the natural convection flow rate through
the core, the DNBR, the incore neutron energy spectrum, the power distribution and the fuel
melting temperature.

Figures 9,10, and 11 show the results of these accident analyses. In Fig. 10, the value of the
minimum DNBR is slightly lower than that of the conventional PWR. However this can be
settled by improvement of DNBR accuracy as well as slight modification of the plant design. In

INXV x\\x
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--

Upper Core Plate

Fig. 8 Guide Thimble for Fertile Rods Cluster - Cross Flow Type

Figures 9 and 11, each parameter transient is almost the same as that of the conventional PWR.
Therefore, the safety design criteria are satisfied in these typical cases.
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Fig 11 Control Rod Clusters Ejection Analysis at Hot Full Power
(Beginning of Cycle)

7. Summary
a

pt

Technical feasibility of a HCPWR with a semi tight latticed core employing a spectral shift
scheme has been verified and the design objectives are fulfilled satisfactory
The optimum value of the core Vm/Vf ratio is found roughly between 1 1 and 1 4 when the

design feasibility is discussed within the proven LWR plant technology with the expected FCC
l 000

2.000

3 000

< 000

6000

Time ( s e c )

being competitive to that of LWR plants, since burnup is not attainable high enough due to the
difficulty associated with excess reactivity control in case of a tight latticed core

Pig 9 Loss of Mam Feed Water to SO Analysis

A HCPWR provided with a flexible core of transition capability between a semi tight MOX
fueled core of Vm/Vf = 14 corresponding to high conversion core characteristics and a loose UC-2
fueled core of Vm/Vf =22 corresponding to low FCC under the current uranium market price by

interchanging only fuel assemblies is desirable to meet adequately the change m economic or
strategic trends throughout the plant life Studies on appropriate transition schemes are under
progress
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CRITICAL POWER CHARACTERISTICS OF A
HIGH CONVERSION BOILING WATER REACTOR

K. ARAI, S. TSUNOYAMA, S. YOKOBORI
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K. YOSfflMURA
Toshiba Corporation,
Yokohama

Japan

1. Introduction
The concept of a high conversion light water reactor has recently
become of great concern, due to delays in fast breeder reactor
development program (Barré et al., 1988; Brogli et al., 1988; Märkl et
al., 1988; Saji et al.,1988). The concept is improving uranium
utilization by reducing the moderator/fuel (H/HM) ratio, which is
achieved with a tight pitch fuel lattice and boiling water.

A boiling water reactor (BWR) offers an advantage wherein the
vapor in the reactor core has an effect of reducing the H/HM ratio.
Consequently, the BWR is expected to achieve a high conversion ratio

with a less tight fuel lattice, compared to a pressurized water
reactor (PWR) . For this reason, we have carried out a feasibility
study on the high conversion BWR (HCBWR).

From the thermal hydraulics design viewpoint, the prediction of

Abstract
A high conversion boiling water reactor (HCBWR) is a concept for
improving uranium utilization by reducing the moderator/fuel (H/HM)
ratio. This is achieved with a tight pitch fuel lattice and boiling
water. A BWR offers an advantage wherein the vapor in a reactor core
has an effect of reducing the H/HM ratio. Consequently, a BWR is
expected to achieve a high conversion ratio with a less tight fuel
lattice, compared with a pressurized water reactor. We have made
analytical and experimental studies on the critical power
characteristics in a fuel rod bundle with a narrow gap, under BWR
conditions.

boiling transition is primarily important. Critical heat flux (CHF)
correlations or critical power correlations are therefore required for

triangular fuel bundles with tight spacing. Some CHF correlations have
already been developed for triangular tight lattices. These are based
on the so-called local conditions hypothesis, which is valid when the
rapid deterioration of heat transfer occurs in a low-quality or
subcooled region. In the BWR condition, however, boiling transition is
primarily due to high-quality film dryout on the heated surface. Thus,
an integral concept is valid, since the upstream history is quite
important. The applicability of these CHF correlations to the -BWR
condition has not been clarified. A boiling transition correlation,

based on the integral concept, was therefore studied, which is valid
to estimate the critical power for a closely spaced triangular fuel
bundle.

The existing correlations to predict critical heat flux (CHF) for
Using boiling transition

(BT) data, obtained with triangular

a tight lattice are based on the so-called local condition hypothesis.
This hypothesis is valid to describe phenomena - under high-pressure and
high-flow conditions. In the BWR conditions, on the other hand, an
integral approach is employed, since upstream history in a nonuniform
heat flux profile is quite important. The upstream history strongly
depends on flow regime and, thus, quality.

arrays of fuel bundles at the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, the
validity of the existing CHF correlation under BWR conditions was
investigated. A critical quality-boiling-length-type correlation for
triangular fuel lattices with narrow gap, based on the Biasi
correlation, was developed, based on the Bettis data.

Therefore, a critical quality-type correlation for a tight-spaced
triangular lattice has been developed, based on the Biasi correlation.
This correlation is a critical quality-boiling length (Xc-Lg) type

in a BWR operating condition, critical power tests have been carried
out on annulus tubes. The present correlation has been tested with

correlation, based on published experimental boiling transition data

these test data, both for steady state and transient conditions.

To investigate the critical power dependence on the rod clearance

which were derived from triangular arrays of rod clusters.

Further, the lattice tightening effect on the critical power
characteristics was studied, using a simple shaped experimental
apparatus, an annulus tube. Comparisons of the prediction results with
the critical power data obtained were also carried out for steady
state conditions and transient conditions. From these comparisons, it
is considered that the present correlation is applicable to the
critical power prediction in a tightly-spaced triangular fuel lattice.

Using the present correlation, we have estimated the critical
power characteristics of a HCBWR, under abnormal transient conditions.
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Using the present correlation, the critical power characteristics
of a HCBWR has been estimated for abnormal operating transients.

2. Existing CHF Correlation for a Tight Lattice
Among the CHF correlations for tight lattices, the XfK
(Kernforshungs-zentrum Karlsruhe) correlation has been extensively
used (Dalle Donne, 1985) . Its validity under the BWR condition was
investigated. Most of its data base was obtained for higher pressures
than that in the BWR condition. The pressure of the BWR is about "7MPa
while the KfK correlation is expected to be valid near ISMPa. The
extrapolation to the lower pressure has not yet been tested.

Ijn

The pressure dependence in the KfK correlation has been compared

with the data base for the correlation

3

Critical Power Correlation for a Tight Pitch Fuel Lattice

The test data were obtained

with a triangular array of rod clusters, consisting of twenty rods,
arranged as shown in Fig 1 The rods were 7 1mm in outside diameter
and had a 1 37m heated length The rod pitch was 8 6mm

Figure 2 shows the ratios for the predicted CHF to the measured
CHF (q"cHF,calc /q"cHF,exp ) versus mass velocity at 13 8MPa, 11 OMPa,

8 3MPa and 5 SMPa It is clearly seen that the KfK correlation was
conservative for the BWR condition and agreed reasonably well with
test data near Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) conditions
Consequently, it is concluded that the correlation is not appropriate
for predicting boiling transition in BWR 1 s

In fuel bundles, a boiling transition occurs in the high quality
annular flow regime Under these hydrodynamic conditions, the boiling
transition is primarily attributed to dryout of the liquid film on the

fuel rod surface The film dryout is governed by evaporation, by
entrainment from the film, and by deposition of droplets from the
steam core
It is well known that the integral concept is appropriate for the

high quality boiling transition (Lahey and Moody, 1977) Some
correlations, based on the integral concept, have been developed for
predicting the boiling transition under BWR conditions

Electric Co , 1973,

(General

Bertoletti et al , 1965) These correlations

predict the critical power (i e , the bundle power at the boiling
transition point) in terms of critical quality and boiling length

Heater Rod
To estimate the critical power in a tight pitch fuel lattice
under the BWR condition, critical-quality-type correlations for the
triangular fuel bundle with narrow gap were studied Experiments in
tight pitch triangular fuel lattices, conducted at Bettis Atomic Power
Laboratory (Letourneau et al , 1975), were a part of the light water
breeder reactor development program carried out with 20-rod bundles
arranged in a 5x4 triangular array, as shown in Fig

1

The BT data

were obtained with two rod arrays with different degrees of lattice
tightness The rods in the two arrays were of either 6 4mm or 7 1mm
outside diameter, and the rod pitch was 8 6mm for the both arrays The
spacing between rods was maintained by four spacer grids. The fuel

bundle geometry and the experimental conditions are summarized in
Table 1

TABLE 1

FIGURE 1

Bundle cross section (Letourneau et al , 1975)
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Number of Rods
Rod Arrangement
Number of Rod Bundles
Rod Diameter
Rod Pitch

1 ÖU

o
U."

Summary of bundle geometry and experimental conditions

Ratio of predicted critical heat flux values to those
measured as a function of mass velocity

5

(mm)
(mm)
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Heat Flux Distribution
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d

20
triangular array (Fig 1)
2
6 4 and 7 1
8 6
(same for both bundle)
1 36 and 1 21
6 6 and 4 6
1 37
uniform
5 5 and 8 3
340 - 4000
200 - 930
0 06 - 0 70

Figure 3 shows the data obtained with the two different rod
arrays, whose rod pitch-to-diameter ratios (P/D) were 1 36 and I 21

It is observed that there is no significant difference between data
for these two ratios, with similar inlet subcoolings This indicates
that the rod soacing effect on critical power may be captured by the
critical quality type correlation
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20-rod bundle test data (Letournean et al , 1975)
compared on the basis of equilibrium boiling length
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Predicted BT Power (MW)
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Comparison of measured BT power data with CISE
(Bertoletti et al , 1965) prediction

As part of this study, the two versions of the critical quality
type correlation were examined, versus the Bettis data (Letourneau et
al , 1975) as shown in Fig 3 The first is the CISE correlation
{Bertoletti et al , 1965), and second is the Biasi critical quality
correlation

(Biasi et al , 1967,

Phillips et al , 1981) The Biasi

correlation is based on a broad data base and has been used in TRACBD1 (Taylor et al , 1984), which is an advanced best estimate computer

o P/D=136(P=83MPa)
• P/D=1.21 |P=83MPa)
n P/D=1 21 (P=5,5MPa)

program for BWR transient analysis, developed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory
05

Figures 4 and 5 show comparisons of these correlations with the
experimental data From these figures, the following observations may

O

o_
m

be made,

1

Compared with the Biasi prediction, the CISE prediction shows

2

a larger scatter,
For the CISE correlation, the deviations between the
predicted and measured powers for the rod array, whose P/D is

CO

CO

1 36, are larger than those for the other array

03

This indicates that the CISE correlation cannot describe the rod
spacing effect properly
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In the Biasi prediction (Fig 5) , the deviations for the two
arrays are comparable The Biasi correlation may capture the rod
spacing effect rather well, even though it is inadequate to predict
the critical quality for the tight pitch triangular fuel lattice

0

1

2

Predicted BT Power (MW)
FIGURE 5

Comparison of measured BT power data with Biasi (Biasi
et al , 1967, Phillips et al , 1981) prediction

1J1

Based on the above observations, the Biasi correlation seemed
preferable for this study, but it is necessary to modify the

TABLE 2

Original Biasi critical quality correlation (Phillips

et al,1981) and modified correlation

correlation for tight pitch triangular arrays This modification was
undertaken based on the Bettis data, and is compared with the original
in Table 2 A parity plot is shown in Fig 6

It is seen that the modified correlation yields a better fit to
B1=b]GmlDJ]Ihfg/h(p)

the data, compared with the unmodified correlation shown in Fig 5.
The mean error in the predictions of the present correlation is -0 3%,

and the standard deviation is 4.9%.

A

X

l L B P h_-l/2
WwRf
A2=a2f(p)/Gm2

Cr

o
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h(p)=-l 159+0 149p{exp(0.019p))+8 99P/00+P2)
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b,=1048xlO"8

32=1468 t

Comparison of measured BT power data with

modified Biasi prediction -

D h <001

; nj=16
32=1 468

4

Test of the Correlation with Annulus Tube Test Data

To

confirm

the

validity

of

the

present

m o = 7/6

t
b^l 434xlO"7

Modified Biasi

critical

power

correlation, critical power tests were carried out and results were

300<G<2000 , X C = X C ,
2000<G
, Xc= Max(Xcl ,Xc2)

compared with the predictions The experiments were performed with an
electrically heated rod enclosed by a thin-walled tube, which forms a
coolant annulus (Fig 7) . The test section consisted of a heated inner
rod with a 2 3m heated length, an unheated outer tube, and spacing

elements The geometrical details of the annulus tube, and the
experimental conditions are listed in Table 3
Three inner rods with different diameters were used, in order to

simulate three triangular arrays with different rod spacings The
diameter of the inner rod was determined so that the annulus tube has
the same heated equivalent diameter (4Ax/Pn) as that of the triangular
array of the rod cluster which was to be modeled Table 4 shows the

relationship between the inner rod diameter of the annulus tube and
the rod clearance (or the rod spacing) for the triangular, 10 9-mm

diameter rod array. The fuel rod diameter for the HCBWR we have
studied is 10 9-mm, as described in the next section. On the basis of
equal heated equivalent diameters between the annulus tube and rod
array, it is possible to determine the dependence between critical
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FIGURE 7

Schematic of the heated section of the annulus tube
{Yokobori et al., 1987)

TABLE 3

Annulus tube test data compared on the basis of
equilibrium boiling length.

Geometrical details of annulus tube
and experimental conditions

Inner Rod Diameter
Inner Diameter of
the Outer Tube
Heated Length

(mm)

13.2, 13.6, 14..3

(mm)
(m)

17.0
2.3
1.5
7.0
830 - 1390
23 - 70

Axial Peaking Factor

Pressure
Mass Velocity
Inlet Subcooling

FIGURE 8

(MPa)
(Kg/m2/sec)
(KJ/Kg)

TABLE 4

Relationship between inner rod diameter of the annulus
and rod clearance for a triangular array of 10.9-mm

diameter rods, having identical heated écrivaient diameters

Diameter=10.9mm

(.Clearance

power and rod clearance from annulus tube test data. From comparisons
of the present correlation with the annulus tube data, the rod
clearance dependence of the correlation, derived from the Bettis rod

bundle data, were verified. Details of the test facility and the test
results were reported by Yokobori et al. (1987).
Clearance (mm)

4.1 Critical Power Under Steady State Conditions
Figure 8 shows the critical quality data obtained on three
annulus tubes. Th3 converted clearance in the figure denotes the rod
clearance for a triangular array, which is to be modeled by the
annulua tube. The converted rod clearances correspond to the inner rod
diameters of the annulus tubes, as shown in Table 4. The same trend
can be seen as in the Bettis data; that is, the XC-LB lines are
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similar, for three converted clearances, when the inlet subcoolings

are the same.

3.0

Diameter (mm)
Diameter
14.3
13.6
13.2

2.6

2.0

o

Comparisons of the predictions with data taken from the annulus
tubes are shown in Figs 9 and 10 Figure 9 shows that the rod
clearance effects are well predicted by the present correlation

4 2 Critical Power Under Transient Conditions

The

In the transient tests, the inlet mass flow decreased to about 60

slope of the critical power versus the rod clearance curve becomes
smaller with increasing rod clearance This trend is well captured by
the prediction which accurately represents the annular data obtained

% of the initial flow in two seconds, typical of a BWR flow coastdown

(Fig

10)

under a recirculation pump trip condition (Fig 11) The rod power,
pressure and inlet subcooling were held constant throughout the mass
flow transient The times to boiling transition under the flow decay

were measured at several power levels between 52KW and 68KW The tests
were conducted using two annulus tubes, which simulated triangular rod

1UU

arrays with 2 6mm rod clearance and 2 Omm clearance

The transient

test conditions are summarized in Table 5
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A one-dimensional, transient, thermal hydraulic model (General
Electric Co , 1978) incorporating the modified correlation, was used
to analyze the annulus tube data
Both transient flow and
precalculated transient equilibrium boiling length were specified in
order to obtain critical power predictions In both cases, the time to
boiling transition was conservatively predicted (Fig 12)
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Comparison of measured critical power dependence on
rod clearance with modified Biasi prediction
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Transient test conditions

Comparison of annulus tube BT power data with

modified Biasi prediction

Inlet Subcooling
Rod Power

(mm)
(MPa)
(Kg/m2/sec)
(KJ/Kg)
(KW)

13 6 and 14 3
7 0
1390
70
52 - 68

Table 6

HCBWR Major Data

(MW) 3926
(MW) 1350
499

Core Thermal Power

Electric Power
Number of Fuel Assembly
Number of Fuel Rod per Assembly
Number of Guide Tube per Assembly
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

BT Power/Rod Power

(a) converted clearance = 2.6mm

Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod

247
24

triangular array
10.9
12.9

Arrangement
Diameter
Pitch
Length

(mm)
(mm)
(m)

Water-to-Fuel Volume Ratio
(Assembly Average)
Average Linear Heat Rate

(KW/ft)

Power Density

(KW/^)

Axial Peaking Factor

Radial Peaking Factor

Pressure

(MPa)

Recirculation Flow

(Kg/hr)

Core Average Mass Velocity

(Kg/m2/sec)

Inlet Subcooling

(KJ/Kg)

Core Pressure Drop

F

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

BT Power/Rod Power

(b) converted clearance = 2.0mm
Measured versus predicted time to boiling transition

5. Estimation of HCBWR Critical Power Characteristics
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(%)

Core Average Exit Quality
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FIGURE 12

Pu Enrichment
Average Conversion Ratio

The critical power characteristics of a HCBWR have been
estimated, using the present correlation. The major data of the HCBWR
is listed in Table 6. An assembly spectrum code for HCLWR hexagonal
lattice, HELIOS.HX (Yamamoto et al., 1988) was used to estimate the
nuclear characteristics. 247 fuel rods and 24 guide tubes, arranged in
a triangular array, are contained in a channel box (Fig. 13) and 499
fuel assemblies constitute the reactor core. Fuel rod diameter is
10.9-mm and rod pitch is 12.9-mm. A 2-mm rod gap is maintained by four
grid spacers. The water-to-fuel volume ratio is 1.0 and the average
conversion ratio of 0.85 is achieved. In the 1350-MWe BWR, the fuel
rod diameter is 12.3-mm and the rod gap is 4-mm.

(KPa)

2.3
1.0
4.3
83
1.23
1.50
7.4
0.85
7.1
5.2X107
1.8X103
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247 Fuel Rods

24 Control Rod Thimble Tubes

HCBWR fuel assembly

Table 8

Compared to the 1350-MWe BWR plant, the active core length is
reduced to about 60% and the recirculation flow is reduced to 90%, to
decrease the core pressure drop

Calculation results for operational transients

The core pressure drop is 240Kpa

which is about 30% higher than that of the current BWR plant, due to
the packed rod array However the same recirculation pump can be used
in the HCBWR plant as in the 1350-MWe BWR, because of the reduced
recirculation flow The pressure and inlet subcooling are the same as
in the current BWR

Reactor

Transients

AMCPR*

Pressure
Peak Value

power channel by the present correlation

presented in Table 7
operating condition

Peak Value

Load Rejection

0 14

8 4 MPa

100% of

Heater Cut

0 12

7 3 MPa

rated value
115% of

HCBWR

The channel-wise power and flow rate were calculated by using
LOGOS HX (Tsuiki et al , 1987), which is a three-dimensional nuclearthermal-hydraulic coupled code for HCBWRs Using the flow rate and
power, the critical power ratio (CPR) was estimated for the highest

Heat Flux

rated value

The calculation results are

Sufficient margin is predicted for the normal

Load Rejection

0 07

8 4 MPa

100% of

Heater Cut

0 12

7 3 MPa

rated value
118% of

1350-MWe
BWR

rated value

Table 7

Thermal-hydraulic condition for the highest power channel

* AMCPR = reduction in the minimum critical power ratio
AMCPR was calculated by using the present correlation for HCBWR

Channel Power
(MW)
Mass Velocity
(Kg/m^/sec)
Minimum Critical Power Ratio

To

estimate the HCBWR

critical power

and the licensing correlation (GEXL) for 1350-MWe BWR

11 8
1320
1 38

characteristics

under

transient conditions, two typical transient phenomena were simulated,
using the BWR licensing code REDY for calculating the plant transient
behavior and the one-dimensional, transient, thermal hydraulic model
incorporating the present correlation for calculating the critical
power characteristics The transient phenomena were load rejection
without turbine bypass and feedwater heater cut The neutron kinetics
parameters and reactivity coefficients were estimated using HELIOS HX
In the case of load rejection without turbine bypass, the reactor

6

Conclusions

pressure increases due to the rapid closure of the main steam control
valve, so the vapor in the pressure vessel collapses This results in
the neutron flux increase due to the positive void reactivity
feedback The feedwater heater cut leads to the feedwater temperature

A critical power correlation for boiling transition was obtained
by modifying the Biasi critical quality correlation, and compared both
with existing tight-spaced triangular-pitch rod bundle data and new

decrease and the consequent increase of the core inlet subcooling

annulus tube data The correlation predicts the steady state data base
with mean and standard deviations of -0 3% and 4 9% respectively, and

Hence this phenomena causes the power rise
The calculation results are summarized in Table 8, compared with

the 1350-MWe BWR plant calculation results It is seen that the HCBWR
shows a comparable transient behavior with that for the 1350-MWe BWR
plant The reduction in the minimum critical power ratio (AMCPR) for
the load rejection is larger in the HCBWR than that in the 1350-MWe
BWR

It is considered that, in the HCBWR, the larger flow resistance

caused the faster flow coast down after the
and this resulted in the larger AMCPR The
acceptable considering that the HCBWR has the
normal operating condition, as shown in Table

recirculation pump trip
reduction is, however,
sufficient margin in the
7

accurately predicts spacing and rod-clearance effects for the two
geometries Times to boiling transition were conservatively predicted
when the correlation was incorporated in a one-dimensional, transient,
thermal hydraulic model

Using the present correlation, the critical power characteristics
for the HCBWR were predicted for the typical transient phenomena Tne
predicted results were comparable with the transient behavior for the
1350-MWe BWR plant

The reductions in the minimum critical power ratio

for the transients in the HCBWR were acceptable, considering that the
HCBWR has the sufficient margin in the normal operating condition

Brogli, R- H. , Goetzmann, C. A. and Kuczera, B. J. 1988, Research And

Nomenclature
see TABLE 2

Development Efforts For The Light Water High Conversion Reactor,
Nuclear Technology, Vol.80.
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P

pressure (Pa)

P/D
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heated perimeter (m)

PW
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2
critical heat flux (W/m )
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MECHANICAL DESIGN ASPECTS OF
KWU'S PWHCR

1

Introduction

W. MEIER, P.J. RAU, D. UMLAUFT
Siemens AG,
Unteraehmensbereich KWU,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany

embedded in a cooperation with the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research
Center, the Paul Scherrer Institute Wuerenlingen and the Technical
University of Braunschweig.
Part of the SIEMENS-contnbution was the mechanical design of the

As mentioned in /I/ the development of the PWHCR

Abstract

Two features of the HCR define the m a i n design areas:
the triangular pitch of the fuel bundle and the higher density of
control assemblies.
The triangular pitch requires a novel spacer design. Several
solutions have been identified. A honey comb grid assembled from
bent straps was selected for further detailed development. The
main features of these spacers are:
- uniform wall thickness
- low pressure drop and

- adequate rigidity.
In order to obtain specimens for thermohydraulic tests and manufacturing experiences about 50 spacers were built to present.
The higher control assembly (CA) density necessary to compensate
reactivity in a harder neutron spectrum requires to join at seven
positions seven spiders to one "super RCC" and to one CA drive.
This is neccessary since the dimensions of the magnetic jack

mechanism does not allow to equip two adjacent assemblies with
i n d i v i d u a l drives. Due to the fact that part of reactivity w i l l
be compensated by CA a safety mechanism is required which
prevents any rod ejection failure.
Furthermore, an adequate coolant flow path especially for the
central fuel assembly at a "super RCC position", must be provided.
A safety mechanism which unlatches drive and control element if
the upward motion is larger than a regular step has been designed. The function was demonstrated. The required flow path from
the central element into the plenum can be provided by a novel
control rod guide structure. A template encloses the complete
assembly of seven control rod spiders. The flow area and guide
path are separated such that the coolant flow cannot induce

adverse vibrations. This structure is extended almost directly
from the fuel rod bundle into the upper plenum. The remaining
flow path is sufficient. The guide structure itself is latched at
the assembly in order to prevent mismatch between the upper guide
and the assembly internal guide tubes.

at SIEMENS is

key components of the PWHCR.

A number of requirements formulated from
- reactor physics
- thermohydraulics
- structural analysis
- accident analysis

define an aim which has to be met by the designer under consideration of:
- experience and standards
- codes and guidelines
- cost and time schedules
Thus the designer has to strive in a hostile environment to find
areas of compatibility between the competing requirements. Two
features of the PWHCR determine the main field of design work.
They are the triangular pitch of fuel rods and the higher density
of control assemblies.

The triangular pitch requires a noval spacer design, paragraph 2.
The higher control assembly density necessary to compensate reactivity in a harder neutron spectrum requires to join at seven
positions seven control rod spiders to one entity and handle such
a super RCC with one drive. This uncommon arrangement is necessary
since the element cross section is smaller than that of the drive
mechanism. The introduction of said super RCCs complicates the

1) Pressurized Water High Converter Reactor

drainage of the coolant out of the protection tube. The investigation of this fact lead to a noval and advantagous design of the
control rod guide structure. See paragraph 3Due to the fact, that part of the reactivity will be compensated

by control assemblies, a safety mechanism is required which prevents any rod from ejection failure, this mechanism is described
in paragraph U.
2

Spacer design

A number of different spacer design concepts have been investigated under certain criteria-

Table 1
Criteria for spacer selection
availability of manufacturing technology
radial and axial rigidity
time for preperation of manufacturing
manufacturing time for test specimens
potential of low pressure drop
variability
low parasitic absorption
acceptable costs
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As the most promising concept a spacer design was selcted which
is based on bent metal strips which can be produced easyly in
small quantities by simple tools at comparable low cost- In
order to reduce the cross section of the grid structure, and to
symmetnsize the radial rigidity half of the original wall thickness of the straps is removed by milling or ECM in that regions
where two adjacent straps are in contact (see fig. 1). Thus a
honey comb grid of uniform wall thickness assembled from metal
straps was realized.

Fig.1 Spacer Grid

In order to increase both, the axial and radial rigidity two adjacent straps are welded together at the contact surfaces by spot
welding.
The lateral bearing of the rod is achieved by two 120° spaced

thimbles of elliptic cross section and a leave spring in opposition of the thimbles. For the test specimen this spring has been
simplified and shaped like a coffin-lid. To fulfill the criteria
of low pressure drop the edges of the straps are removed. (See
fig. 2)
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Fig.3 Spacer Grid

Fig.2 Spacer Edges Removed by ECM

To present more than 50 spacer grids of different geometry and
number of cells have been produced at SIEMENS. All these grids
will be used for thermohydraulic and safety test purposes. Fig. 3
shows one of these spacers manufactured at SIEMENS Workshops.

3

Super RCC and CR - Guide Structure

The number of feasible control rod drives is given by the triangular pattern of the fuel elements and the assembly diameter of
the drive mechanism. Thus in the case of the PWHCR 86 CRDs evenly
distributed are realistic. Since the number of control assemblies

(CA),
requested from reactor physics is about 50 % higher than
the feasible number of drives, a grouping of control assemblies

is necessary. An advantageouse distribution of the control assemblies and drive positions are shown in fig. 4, which shows in the
centre of the core a super RCC, built by a group of seven individual CAs. Furthermore six additional Super RCCs are distributed
in a triangular pitch of six element cross sections over the core,
forming a hexagon which is pointing with one corner to the symmetry axis of two adjacent exit nozzles of the RPV. On the basis of
fuel rod diameter, pitch, fuel element design, control rod number
and distribution over the element cross section the design of a
super spider was relatively easy, but problems arise from the
guide structure which has to guarantee a reliable insertion of
the super RCC in the core under normal and adverse conditions and
which protects the control rod from vibration, induced from any
forced flow of coolant out of the central fuel assembly of such
a super RCC arrangement. To solve this problems a control rod
guide structure was designed which has the following features
- it enhouses the complete control assembly from the rod
support grid plate of the fuel assembly upward to the
tip of coolant exit slots located in the bottom section
of the protection tube

Connector
Super Spider

Segmented Guide

Safety Latch

Tube Support
Guide Tube

CR-Drive

Protection

Tube

Tie Rod

o»
360"

Distance
Bush

C-Guide
Tube

Protection
Tube

Shut Down Unit
(7 CR, 1 Drive)

270"

Grid Plate

Fig.4 Control Element Distribution

Envelop Control

Rod Guide

Sealing Plate

Single Control Element

Fig.5 Control Element Guide Structure

separation of the areas of control guide and coolant
flow over the axial area mentioned above
engaged with and locked at the fuel element exit nozzle
during reactor operation
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can be removed with the upper RPV internals since it is
held with play by axial keys in the protection tube.

Fig. 5 shows an artist view of a super RCC in the guide structure.
Fig. 6 shows the profile tube which acts as a CR-guide and that
protects the control rods completely from radial coolant flow.
Since the guide structure is engaged and locked at the outlet nozzle of the fuel assembly a missaglignement between the guide tubes
in the fuel assembly and the upper guide structure can be avoided.
Thus it is expected that a reliable insertion of the control elements even under adverse conditions can be achieved.
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Super Spider

Spider

ling is builtin upside down compared to the standard PWR CR-coupling. This motion unlocks the latches, the spider and the shaft
seperate and since the weight of the control assembly is slightly
higher than the boyancy, the control assembly drops into its shut
down position in the core, while the shaft will be ejected with
increased velocity until its lower thickend endsection is stoped
at the insertion funnel of the penetration. Fig. 7 shows at the
left the ejection lock during reactor operation. The release situation during ejection and during handling at the right side. Fig. 8
shows the super spider with the ejection lock in the upper region
manual

|" X- In operation
Guide Tube

/ Disconnection

Disconnection
during ejection

Fig.6 Guide Tube
4

Control Rod Ejection Lock

As mentioned above, part of the reactivity of the PWHCR is compensated by control assemblies, thus at nominal power control rods
are fully inserted. A rupture of the pressure tube of the drive
of such a control rod would entail a rapid ejection of the control
assemblies. A device is needed in order to avoid a rod ejection
transient. Since the acceleration during a regular step is about
four times higher than during ejection, it was rather difficult
to find an adequate and reliable solution. The key idea to solve
the problem was to install a spring between drive shaft and spider.
Thus the acceleration during a regular step could be reduced below
that one during an ejection. By limiting the stroke of said spring
to about 1.2 times a step length a second spring in series with
the first one is compressed if the motion exceeds the limit. This
second elastic member e.g. a package of belleville washers below
the coupling between shaft and spider allow a relative motion
between the hub and the lock of the latch coupling if this coup-

Spring

„ Latches

/ Disconnector

Back up
Lock
- Conical Lock

Disconnection

Fig.7 Ejection Lock

5

View

Conclusions

The development work of the PWHCR initriated noval solution which
can be elements of advanced PWRs, or even lead to improvements of
the existing PWR.

o A spacer grid with triangular pitch, unifrom wall-thickness
adequate rigidity and low pressure drop was designed. More than

50 grids mainly for hydraulic tests were manufactured at SIEMENS

workshops
o A noval control rod guide structure which reliably prevents
from failure during control rod insertion was designed for a
seven control assembly Super RCC
o A control element ejection lock was designed. The function of

which was demonstrated with success.

Control Element Spider

The money spent into mechanical design lead to an adequate equivalent in noval but feasible and useful solutions.

Assembly Nozzle
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Fig.8 Super Spider
/I/ H. Moldaschl et al
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of the central hub. At the lower end of the seven hubs modified
standard latch coupling are located which connect seven individual
spiders with the super RCC.
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A function model of this ejection lock was built at SIEMENS
Erlangen and its function was demonstrated.
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RADIATION FIELD IN THE REFLECTOR
AND RPV REGION OF THE HIGH CONVERTER
REACTOR DESIGNED BY SIEMENS AG

W. HOFMANN, J. KOBAN
Siemens AG,
Unternehmensbereich KWU,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract

1 Introduction
The core of the 3765 MWth high converter designed by Siemens AG
in cooperation with Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI, Switzerland),
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
(KFK,
Germany) and the
Technical University of Braunschweig (Germany) is characterized by the hexagonal geometry of the fuel assemblies. A new
reflector for this geometry had to be developed. An optimization of a combined steel-water zone had to be found to

guarantee that the maximum temperature in the steel reflector
The core of the 3765 MW. high converter designed by
Siemens AG in cooperation with Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI,
Switzerland), Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KFK, Germany) and the Technical University of Braunschweig
(Germany) is characterized by the hexagonal geometry of the
fuel assemblies. This was one reason among others to investigate an alternative reflector construction instead of the
usual shroud. The result was a bulk steel reflector
perforated with bore holes to allow the flow of cooling
water for heat removal from gamma radiation absorption in
the reflector. A preliminary optimization of the number,
diameter, and positions of the bore holes was performed to
guarantee that the maximum temperature in the steel
reflector is lower than 400° C.
The gamma heating in the
reflector ranges from 12 W/cm3 to 1 W/cm3 in the core
midplane which indicates a steep radial gradient. Therefore
it is necessary to locate most of the bore holes along the
core edge. The preliminary analysis showed that there are
no significant difficulties which could prevent use of this
kind of reflector.
The second point for analysis was the RPV fluence. The calculations showed that the RPV diameter of the 3765 MWh PWR
class designed by Siemens AG can be retained without any
significant increase in the maximum EOL-fluence due to fast
neutrons. This result was obtained in spite of the larger
core diameter of the high converter because of the steel
reflector and the hexagonal geometry of the core. An additional effect of the steel reflector was the neutron
spectral shift so that for identical fast fluence values
less primary damage in the RPV is caused by the high
converter. In any case the EOL fluence
E > l MeV is lower
than the fluence limit of l E19 cm"2 for 32 full power
years given in the German "RSK-Leitlinien für Druckwasserreaktoren" (Reactor Safety Commission Guide-lines for PWR).

is lower than 400° C. In order to obtain the amount of gamma

heating in the reflector material, the gamma radiation field
in this region had to be calculated by means of a neutron and
gamma transport code.
Another point for analysis was the reactor pressure vessel
fluence due to fast neutrons. According to the German "RSKLeitlinien für Druckwasserreaktoren" (Reactor Safety Commission Guidelines for PWR) the RPV fluence after a period of 32
full power years must be lower than the fluence limit of
l E19 cm"2. Neutron transport calculations were performed to
get information about the radiation field in the RPV region,
depending on the effect of the reflector construction.

2 Description of the reactor core and reflector geometries
The reactor core geometry of a standard PWR (KONVOI) designed
by Siemens AG with the same thermal power output of 3765 MWth
is represented in Figure 1. The 193 fuel assemblies for this
type of reactor geometry are s<juare, and therefore the core
outline of a standard PWR is not circular. Because of the
varying shielding thickness outside the standard PWR core a
strong variation in the azimuthal flux distribution along the
inner surface of the RPV is observed. In addition, the
radiation field in the region of the PWR reflector shows a
rapidly varying distribution of the gamma radiation inside the

Figure l

Figure 2

Reactor core geometry of the 3765 MW^ standard PWR (KONVOI) designed by

Reactor core geometry of the 3765 MW^ high converter designed by Siemens AG

Siemens AG

core baffle, which leads to great differences in the azimuthal
distribution of the gamma heating in the core baffle material.
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The reactor core of the high converter designed by Siemens AG
consists of 349 hexagonal fuel assemblies, which are arranged
in a symmetrical form in relation to an angle of 30°. Due to
the small pitch of these fuel assemblies a rather circular
core outline (Figure 2) could be achieved, resulting in an
almost uniform shielding thickness in the region outside the
reactor core. Because of these slight changes in the shield
thickness a rather uniform azimuthal flux distribution along
the inner surface of the RPV is expected.

The reflector of the high converter is composed of bulk steel
segments perforated with bore holes to allow the flow of

cooling water for heat removal from gamma radiation absorption
in the reflector. In order to guarantee that the maximum temperature in the steel reflector of the high converter is lower
than 400° C, an optimized combination of the bore hole diameter, the bore hole positions and the number of bore holes
had to be found. Because of the great height of the reflector
segments the bore hole diameter could not be chosen arbitrarily small for manufacturing. The preliminary optimized bore
hole combination for the steel reflector is represented in
Figure 3.
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30°

3 Method of calculation for the radiation field outside the
core
For the calculation of the neutron and gamma radiation field
outside the high converter core we used one and two dimensional transport codes solving the Boltzmann transport equation by the method of discrete ordinates. For the one dimensional problems the ANISN code, and for the two dimensional
problems the DOT code was used.
The microscopic neutron and gamma cross sections were taken
from the 120 group coupled neutron and gamma library EURLIB 4,
which is based on ENDF/B4. The order of Legendre expansion of

the cross sections was P3, and for the directional quadrature
we used S8. The original 120 group library was condensed by
means of the ANISN code, yielding a 54 group coupled neutron
and gamma library for the two dimensional calculations with
DOT.
FlgiireS

High converter steel reflector segment with bore holes for the flow of cooling water

The local neutron source in the reactor core was calculated
from the power density distribution for an initial core, using
the following equation:

s = p * f *n

One advantage of this type of reflector geometry with bulk
steel segments outside the high converter core is that the
reflection of fast neutrons back into the core is better than

the reflection in the case of a standard PWR with the usual
core baffle. Another advantage is that there is no possibility

where
s
P
f
n

number of source neutrons per unit volume
power density
number of fissions per unit energy
number of neutrons produced per fission

for baffle jetting due to ganuna heating gradients in the reflector material. Thus the damage of single fuel rods along

The input data for the power density distribution are shown in
Figure 4, and for the resulting neutron source distribution a
3d-picture is given in Figure 5.

the core edge can be avoided. The third advantage of the bulk
steel reflector is that the slowing down of the very fast
neutrons is more effective than in the usual reflector of a
standard PWR. This results in a lower fast neutron fluence at
the RPV.

These data are valid for a high converter with the lattice
parameter p/d = pitch/diameter = 1.24. The average enrichment
an
is 5.7 % PU
<i the enrichment steps are 4.5 %, 5.6 % and
8-0 * Pu fisB-

4 Gamma heatlncr in the reflector of the high converter
The analysis of the gannna radiation field in the region of the
high converter reflector yielded the gamma heating distribution inside the reflector material. The gamma radiation in
this region is caused by gamma particles leaving the core and
by gamma production due to neutron absorption reactions. A 3dpicture of the gamma heating in the reflector with the bore
hole configuration in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4
Power density distribution in the high converter core

Figure 6
Distribution of the p"""ia heating in the high converter reflector

FlgnrcS
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Neutron source distribution in
the high converter core

The gamma heating values are decreasing from the core edge to
the outer parts of the reflector. The maximum value of the
gamma heating is 12 W/cm . This maximum is located at one of

the offset corners of the core, at the axial level of the core

mid plane. The gamma heating distribution at the reflector
edge along the core barrel is very uniform, and the maximum
value is about 2 W/cm3.
The minimum value of the gamma heating is lower than the
maximum by 3 orders of magnitude. The position of the minimum
is at the upper end of the reflector segment.
The bore holes in the reflector of the high converter are
located to allow the flow of cooling water for heat removal in
the vicinity of the maximum gamma heating values. This guarantees that the maximum temperature in the reflector steel segments is lower than 400° C.
A further optimization of the bore hole arrangement would
possibly improve the heat removal and thus the temperature
distribution in the reflector. But for the actual design of
the reflector there are no gamma heating or temperature
problems which could prohibit this construction.

scatterings in the steel reflector. That means that the fast
neutrons, reaching this steel region, are scattered down into
the energy range from about 1 to 2 MeV. In the succeeding
water zone outside the reflector and the core barrel, these
neutrons are scattered down to energies below 1 MeV. Therefore
many of the neutrons, reaching the RPV of the high converter,
don't have enough energy for an essential contribution to the
steel embrittlement.
The calculated maximum RPV fluence for the high converter is
7.5 E18 cm"2 and therefore only 50 % higher than the fluence of
the standard PWR.
The result of the RPV fluence calculation for both reactor
types is represented in Figure 7, showing the different azimuthal distributions of the fluence due to neutrons with energy values larger than 1 MeV.

9E+18 OT7 i -1O

5 Reactor pressure vessel fluence
For a standard 3765 MWth PWR (KONVOI) designed by Siemens AG
the reactor pressure vessel maximum fluence due to fast neu-2
trons after a period of 32 full power years is 5 E18 cm'
The RPV diameter of this type of reactor is 5 m, which is the
same value as for the high converter. However, the core and
the reflector geometries of both reactor types are very different (see Figures 1 and 2). The core cross section of the
high converter is larger than the core cross section for the
standard PWR, but the core outline is more circular in the
case of the high converter. Based on the large steel components in the high converter reflector the negative effect of
the larger core cross section on the RPV fluence is partly
compensated, because there are a lot of inelastic neutron
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Figure?
ATJmiiriial distribution of the neutron fluence due to fast neutrons along the inner

RPV surface of the high converter and the standard PWR (KONVOI) 3765 MW^

45°

The curves represent the distribution along the inner surface
of the RPV at the level of the axial maximum. The factor
between the maximum and minimum values is lower in the case of
the high converter, due to the more circular core outline of
this geometry. For both reactor types the fluence values are

lower than the fluence limit of l E19 cm"2 given in the German
"RSK-Leitlinien für Druckwasserreaktoren" (Reactor Safety Commission Guide-lines for PWR).
Because of the bulk steel reflector and the thicker core
barrel there is a different spectrum in the RPV of the high
converter compared with the spectrum in the RPV of the
standard PWR. The differences in the neutron spectra can be
shown in terms of displacements per atom (dpa). In Table 1 the
contributions of different neutron energy ranges to the total
dpa values are listed for both reactor types.

7.5 E18 cm

standing for the high converter produces the same

total dpa value as 5.0 E18 cm~2 calculated for the standard

PWR. From this point of view the existing differences between
the RPV fluences for both reactor types are even less
important.

6 Conclusion

The analysis of the radiation field in the reflector and the
RPV of the high converter leads to the following conclusions:

For the actual design of the high converter reflector,
composed of bulk steel segments with bore holes, there are
no gamma heating or temperature problems which could
prohibit this construction. A further optimization is
possible.

Table 1

Concerning the RPV fluence the high converter shows
approximately the same value as the standard PWR.
Consequently, from this point of view the same RPV could
be used for the high converter.

Contribution of different neutron energy ranges to the number of displacements per
atom (dpa) in the RPV of the high converter and the standard PWR 3765 MWth
High Converter

Standard PWR
(KONVOI)

Neutron

Energy
E
E
E
E
T3
SD
(Q
CD

>
>
>
>

3 MeV
IMeV
0.1 MeV
0.414 eV
Total

dpa

%
1

dpa

%
4

3.66E-12S8.04E-12S"1
LUE-lls'1
L14E-11S'1

31%

534E-12S

68%
94%
97%

9.24E-12S"1
1.14E-11S'1
1.17E-11S'1

LlSE-lls'1

100%

1.18 E-ll s'1

45%
78%

97%
99%
100%

CD"
CT
S)
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Concerning the total dpa values the neutron radiation field in
the RPV of the high converter causes the same effect as the
neutron radiation field of the standard PWR. But, as can be
seen from Table 1, neutron energies above 1 MeV contribute
much less to the dpa's in the case of the high converter. Due
to the different energy spectrum the fluence E > l MeV of
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1

Introduction.

After the proposal of Edlund [1] in the year 1975, to improve uranium utilization with the help of tight lattice light water reactors with (Pu,U)Oi mixed
oxyde (MOX) fuel, the nuclear research center Karlsruhe started a small project to investigate the future potential of such a reactor concept. The basic
idea was to modify the core of a modern german pressurized water reactor

(PWR) and to keep all other components unchanged as far as possible. In

Abstract
The Nuclear Reactor Center Karlsruhe has been involved with the
development of Light Water Tight Lattice Reactors (LWTLR) since more than ten

years. A considerable amount of thermohydraulic and nuclear physics code development has been performed during this time. The present paper describes
main aspects of the neutron physics calculational tools. From the neutron physics

point of view, two different tasks have to'be adapted for LWTLR- calculations:
+ determination of mean cross section sets within the hexagonal fuel assemblies
(FA).

+ determination of the characteristics of LWR cores with hexagonal FA.

close cooperation with a number of other groups all main aspects of the core
replacement for a Kraftwerkunion (KWU) PWR have been studied. The

main results have been published, eg. in special issues of "Nuclear Technology" [2,3]. The present paper describes the development of the calculational
procedures for the neutron physics investigations related to this advanced reactor project. The main characteristics of the neutronic calculations of these

"Advanced Pressurized Water Reactors" (APWR) are:
• Relatively tight triangular lattices in hexagonal fuel assemblies.

• MOX fuel with plutonium as basic fissile material.
• Reactor control by means of enriched B10. Two alternative methods
for inserting the control material into the reactor have been considered:

All developments for the neutron physics design of LWTLR have been performed
within the established system for Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) calculations at KfK,
KAPROS, using a various number of available options for FBR- work. The present

2. Boration of the coolant water.

status of the calculational tools for LWTLR- investigations will be described,

The first task of these APWR investigations was the assessment of availa-

especially the features of a new developed KAPROS- procedure ARCOSI: Advan-

ble calculational tools for the description of tight water moderated lattices

ced Reactor COre Simulator, including:
cross section sets for FA with control rod positions containing control rod material

with MOX fuel. In close cooperation between KfK, KWU and the University
of Braunschweig (TUBS), benchmark investigations were performed to validate available codes and libraries for APWR calculations. The main findings

or waterholes and with borated water in the moderator region of the pin cells.

from these investigations were [4]:

+ Preparation of the ARCOSI- library HXSLIB, containing burnup dependant

Also, data for different coolant densities and pin cell temperatures may be processed.

• Available experiments for tight water moderated UOi lattices from the

+ Simulation of equilibrium core calculations, including critical reactivity search

methods for fast reactor calculations and with codes, mainly developed
for thermal reactor design, eg. the WIMS/D code [5].

by waterboration control and simple FA- management. Threedimensional full core
calculations are performed with the KAPROS version of the hexagonal nodal code
HEXNOD, developed by Wagner, KWU.

+ Powerful interfaces for interactive graphical analysis of results.
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1. Control rods within the fuel assembly.

ZPR-7 program could be recalculated satisfactorily, both with data and

• The results for the calculation of a theoretical tight water moderated
MOX lattice showed significant deviations, especially in the case of
voidage.
• No experiments were available for tight water moderated MOX lattices.

The most important recommendation from these investigations was, to
perform relevant experiments with representative MOX fuel in tight lattices.
They have been performed meanwhile in several laboratories in Switzerland,
W.-Germany, France and Japan. Unfortunately, most of the experimental
results are not yet available because of restricted distribution.
A careful analysis of the results for the theoretical MOX benchmark lead to
the following conclusions:
• It is necessary to apply cell calculation methods for these tight lattices.
• The 69 group WIMS/D energy group scheme seemed to be adequate.
• The available WIMS/D data libraries were not well suited for APWR
work, especially for voided configurations.
On the basis of these results new calculational procedures for the description
of tight water moderated lattices with MOX fuel have been developed. They
will be described in section 2.

A second field of basic calculations is the description of the burnup behaviour of the fuel. For this task it was possible to cooperate with another
project being in progress at KfK. It was intended to establish a computer
code system capable to perform most of the calculations for the nuclear fuel
cycle for different reactor types. All APWR code developments were integrated within this fuel cycle project. In section S some characterises of the
burnup calculations will be described.
The main objective of the KfK APWR investigations was to analyze
the potential of the advanced MOX fuel in a modern PWR as designed by
Siemens/KWU. Two main problems arise during whole core calculations:
• Description of realistic fuel assemblies.
• Realistic description of the whole reactor core.
Starting from cell calculations for regular infinite lattices, specific irregularities in this lattice have also to be taken into account. Typical irregularities
may be grid spacers, fuel assembly bandages and coolant in the edges of the
fuel assembly. Moreover in some designs control rod positions within the
fuel assembly, filled with control rods or with other materials, have to be
considered. In a first stage these effects were treated in a very crude way.
The latest investigations show a more detailed treatment. In section 4 the

development for the description of the fuel assemblies will be described in
more detail.
During preliminary whole core calculations only crude approximations
for the fuel assemblies were used. Therefore the applied reactor geometries
were also quite crude: one- and twodimensional (R-Z)
models with smeared
fuel zones. The latest calculations have been performed with more accurate
geometrical representation. In section 5 the developments for the theoretical
investigation of the whole reactor will be described in more detail, especially
a new method for the description of the long-time behaviour of the core,
including fuel burnup, reactor control and fuel management.

2

Calculation of infinite fuel arrays.

For the calculation of infinite fuel arrays two aspects must be considered:
• Calculational programs.
• Data libraries.
The combination of the calculational procedures together with the applied
data libraries must be verified for the intended application.

2.1

Calculational procedures.

When the APWR investigations were started, good experience was available
in calculating fast reactors and only some experience in calculating thermal
systems. Furthermore, the spectrum in an APWR was expected to be somewhere between those of fast and thermal reactors. At first the investigations
were started using standard fast reactor methods. However, already the first
recalculations of tight light water moderated t/02 lattices showed that heterogenity corrections, similar to those used in codes for thermal reactors,
had to be applied. Simple approximations for the treatment of the spatial
selfshielding were introduced. Within the frame of the selfshielding tabulations for fast reactor calculations (narrow-resonance approximation NRA),
the Dancoff-corrected volume-to-surface modification of the background cross
section cr0 is performed:

(1 - C)4V

(D

In a first approach this modification was performed within the standard calculational procedure for homogenized fast reactor zones: the program
GRUCAL [6] was modified to a special version GRUCAH. With appropriate group constant sets, GRUCAH gives quite good results for tight light,
water moderated lattices with UO? fuel. However, detailed investigations for
APWR MOX lattices showed the need to apply more accurate cell calculations, as commonly used in calculational procedures for thermal reactors.

So the next step was to establish another procedure for cell calculations.
For this purpose three tasks must be performed:

pendant fission spectrum matrices from JEF-1.1, calculated with the
Karlsruhe version of NJO Y [10]. A special module CHICOR was written to calculate the material composition dependant fission spectrum

itérât ively.
• Improvement of the calculation of the resonance cross sections. Alternatively to the standard selfshielding calculations on the basis of
selfshielding factor tabulations and modified <JQ (see formula (1)) interpolations, a more accurate method has been made available on the

basis of the program RESAB-II [11], developed at the University of
Stuttgart. RESABK solves the transport equation in the resonance
region by first flight collision probability methods in a very fine energy
resolution of constant lethargy width. The fine energy mesh fluxes are
used to calculate the effective shielded cross sections directly.

1. Preparation of adequate group cross sections in the cell-zones.
2. Calculation of space- and groupdependant neutron fluxes in the cell.
3. Calculation of cellhomogenized group constants for succeeding reactor
calculations.

• Introduction of a critical buckling search procedure for use together

The first task, group constant calculations, is performed with a second

All options discussed above can be selected in the KAPROS procedure
KARBUS by input. For the preparation of the atom number densities in
the cell zones and in the homogenized cell, two modules are available with
different ways to define the lattice specifications:

modified version of the basic code GRUCAL: GRUCEL. Using the same
principles as in GRUCAH, spatial resonance selfshielding is taken into account by the Dancoff-corrected volume-to-surface modification.
The second task, cell flux calculations, needs a solution based on transport
theory. In a first approach we applied the fast breeder reactor (FBR) code
ONETRA [7,8], part of the established FBR codesystem KAPROS [9], for
onedimensional 5n calculations. After the successful establishment of an own
KAPROS procedure for APWR and PWR cell calculations, a second faster
transport theory program, based on first flight collision probability methods
(CPM) was taken from WIMS and adapted to the KAPROS program system:

1. Module NDCALC with more global input data, like moderator-to-fuel
volumes, plutonium fissile enrichment etc.
2. Module NDWIMS with input specifications similar to the WIMS/D
input. Numberdensities and geometry data must be given in detail.

ONEHOM.

During the PROTEUS evaluation work [12] the FBR cell code KAPER4
[13] has been modified to enable 69 group calculations, including upscattering.
The results of the calculations for the infinite arrays can be stored in the
KAPROS-own data archives for use in succeeding steps, eg. in fuel assembly
calculations.

Having established the cell calculational procedure, described above, a
number of refinements had to be introduced. The most important ones are:

2.2

WEKCPM.
For the third task, cell homogenization, a new program was written:
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with the collision probabilty code WEKCPM.

• Introduction of material dependant fission spectrum matrices. The first
KEDAK based 69 group libraries contained only one fission spectrum
for all fissile materials. These data were updated with materialde-

Data libraries.

The first APWR investigations at KfK were performed with modified FBR
methods, using the standard KfK FBR library KFKINR [17] with the 26
energy group scheme of the Russian ABBN group constant set. Together with
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an early version of the GRUCAH code, good agreement could be obtained
for the recalculation of tight light water lattices (see for example reference

[4]). However, analysis showed a coding error in the GRUCAH version.
After correction disagreement with more advanced calculational methods was
observed and 26 group APWR calculations were stopped.
For LWR and APWR investigations, a new group constant library with
the 69 energy group scheme of the WIMS/D code and the features of the
FBR libraries was established. In this way the advantages of the libraries for
thermal and fast reactors were combined, eg.:
• Adequate energy group structure at lower energies.
• Storage of material dependant spectra of fission neutrons.
• Detailed description of degradation processes at high energies (elastic

scattering, inelastic scattering, (n,2n) and (n,3n) processes).

gnment KARBUS-88). The essential improvements were:

— Material dependant fission spectra.
— Selfshielding factors for the 2.67 eV resonance of Pu242.
— Consistent group constants for the fission products from JEF-1.1.
• In the course of 1989, temperature and a0 dependant group constants were introduced below 4 eV. Together with the earlier introduced temperature dependant upscatter matrices, now all temperatures
may be calculated with the same library: G69NV003 (assignment

KARBUS-89).
During the analysis of the results of the NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark, the weighting spectrum for the calculation of the quite broad WIMS
groups above 4 eV played an important role. Some codes enable corrections
for the calculation of the removal cross sections from the coarse groups with

The group constant sets, described here, were calculated from the Karlsruhe nuclear data library KEDAK-4 [14] with the standard group constant
generation code MIGROS-3 [15]. The data for the fission products (most
of them not available on KEDAK-4) were provided by ECN Petten, mainly
based on ENDF/B-V [16]. The generation of a consistent 69 energy group
library with the structure of the FBR libraries for about 100 materials, including fission products, was a quite laborious task. During the development activities a few versions were fixed for applications, like recalculation
of PROTEUS experiments and design investigations. The most important
intermediate library versions, reported in the literature, are:

changing slowing down power, eg. during the lattice voiding. For this reason
we started in the beginning of 1990 with a further assessment of this problem.

• The 1985 versions G69HOT and G69COLD, mentioned in reference
[18]. On these libraries the WIMS convention, to apply resonance tabulations only in the groups 15 - 27 (4eV - 9118 eV), was maintained. The
problem of the temperature dependence of the cross sections and upscatter matrices below 4 eV was solved by the use of two separate libraries for cold (experiments) and hot (reactor design) lattices (assignment
KARBUS-85). However, the selfshielding of the large absorption resonance of Pu242 at 2.67 eV is neglected in this way. This error was
recognized during the succeeding analysis of PROTEUS experiments
and of the results for the NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark.

• Generation of a new energy group scheme with narrow energy groups.

• For the treatment of the NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark, two
improved libraries were prepared: G69CT005 and G69HT005 (assi-

Some possible solutions are:
• Creation of separate group constant libraries for different stages of a

reactor system (eg. normal and voided condition).
• Introduction of a formalisms for the improved calculation of the removal
cross sections. Examples are the so called "REMO" correction in the
KfK FBR codesystem [19] and some features of the AARE system at
PSI Würenlingen [20].

Again examples may be found in the KfK FBR and in the AARE
system.

As a next step a new fine energy group system was introduced. At the
present time a preliminary library with 334 energy groups is being developed.
The structure is based on an extension of the 69 group WIMS scheme:
» WIMS energy groups below 4 eV. This choice enables the transfer of
the upscatter matrices from the 69 group to the 334 group system. A

disadvantage is the fact, that the important absorption resonance of
Pu242 at 2.67 eV is not resolved and lies near a group boundary.

• Above 4 eV, a lethargy width Au « 0.05 has been choosen with all
WIMS 69 group boundaries included. Moreover, the large absorption
resonance of t/238 at 6.7 eV is resolved in more detail.

Until now, a KED AK-4 version with 334 groups has been realized, containing all important materials for the calculation of the investigated fresh core
benchmarks: G334V002, being as consistent as possible with the 69 group
library G69NV005. The differences between the G69NV003 and G69NV005
libraries are mainly some changes for Pu239 below 10 eV (see section 2.3.1)
and introduction of selfshielding factors for oxygen in the high energy region.
The next section will show some preliminary results of these developments.

2.3

Validation investigations.

The validation of the calculational procedures was one of the main tasks of
our neutron physics APWR investigations. Because of the possible problems
with the reactivity of voided APWR lattices, it is necessary to analyze problems with a wide variety of neutron spectra. At the beginning, a common
benchmark project in collaboration between KfK, KWU and TUBS was organized (see section 1). The results are reported in reference [4] and will not
be discussed here. Furthermore, a large number of FBR problems, mainly
experiments, were used for validation work (see f.e. reference [18]). In a later
stage of the project new validation benchmarks became available for us:

in more detail; the KfK calculational procedures seemed to overestimate

the capture in this fuel isotope. As already mentioned above, the error
was found in the treatment of the absorption resonance of Pu242 at 2.67
eV. Similar like the treatment of this resonance in the original WIMS code,
no resonance shielding tabulations were applied below 4 eV. Finally, the
KfK contributions to the NEACRP HCLWR benchmark contained solutions
with and without this error. Here some results for the voiding behaviout at
begin of cycle (BOC) will be discussed. In the figures 1 and 3, kM values

are shown for the NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark case 2, a wider
lattice with moderator-to-fuel volume ratio Vm/Vf = 1.1 , 7 % Pu}t, and
Zr cladding, obtained with some of the libraries discussed before. The fc,»
values are plotted as a function of the lattice voiding. Void 0 means normalwaterdensity, void 100 % means a totally voided lattice. Additionally to the
benchmark mean values and the KfK solution of summer 1989, four KfK
results are given:
• G334V002, new 334 energy group library (see section 2.2).
• G69NV005, 69 energy group library consistant with G334V002.
• G69EV003, 69 energy group library, used for our last design calculations [23].

• G69HOT, 69 energy group library, used for the calculations in reference

[18].

• The NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark exercise, proposed by Ishiguro et al. [21,22].
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• The APWR experiments at KfK, Karlsruhe (SNEAK) and PSI,
Würenlingen (PROTEUS).
Concerning the participation in the NEACRP HCLWR benchmark, the next
section will give some recent information. The analysis of new APWR experiments is presented in a separate paper to this meeting [12], only some

G334V002
G69NV005
G69EV003
G69HOT
c

results obtained with the newest group constant libraries will be discussed
here.
1.06-

2.3.1

Results for the NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark.

The international NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark exercise, proposed
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by Ishiguro et al. [21], was a very useful activity for the validation work.
Together with some findings from the PROTEUS evaluations, the HCLWR
benchmark investigations gave the hint to analyze the treatment of Pu242

1.04

0.0

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0 100.0

Void (%)
FIG. 1. NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark case 2, BOC (standard libraries).

The large effect of the Pw242 absorption resonance at 2.67 eV may be observed for the library G69HOT at void 0: this value lies w 1% below the mean
value. The discrepantly trend of the KfK solution 1989 for void changes from
90 to 99 % compared to the benchmark mean values has disappeared for the
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newer solutions, both with 69 and 334 groups. The reason is not completely
clear.
A remarkable difference occurs for the normal lattice (void=0) between the
curves for the new libraries G334V002 / G69NV005 and the other ones.
This behaviour could be identified as a data inconsistency for Pu239 on the
KEDAK-4 library, as shown in figure 2. Here the capture cross section of
Pu239 is plotted from the pointwise KEDAK-4 data and from three group constant libraries: G69NV005, G69EV003 based on KEDAK-4 and G69JEF11,
based on the JEF-1.1 file. Quite large deviations can be observed between
the KEDAK-4 results in the low energy region. The G69NV005 data is calculated from pointwise data on KEDAK-4, whereas the G69EV003 data is
calculated from resonance parameters. The JEF-1.1 data is given for comparison and lies somewhat closer to the resonance data from KEDAK-4.
The figure 3 shows some results for the same lattice, obtained with
alternative calculational procedures for the data libraries G334V002 and
G69NV005. Two special codes are applied:

G69JEF11
KEDAK POINT DATA

10"

10

10

Energie (eV)

FIG. 2. Comparison of data for ^Pu SCAPT.

• RESABK. This code calculates improved cross sections in the resolved
resonance energy region (see section 2.1). The RESABK calculations
were performed in the energy region 0.25 - 148.7 eV.

1.14
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• REMOCO. This code calculates effective 69 group cross sections from

G334V002
G69NV005
G69NVOÛ5 + RESABK + REMOCO
G69NV005 + RESABK

group cross sections and cell fluxes, obtained with an 334 energy group
structure. The results of figure 3 have been calculated with a preliminary version of the program in the energy region 148.7 eV to 10
MeV.

G334V002 + RESABK

For void=0 the effect of the improved cross section calculation in the
thermal region can be observed clearly: for both libraries G334V002 and

G69NV005 a it«, decrease of A 0.8% may be observed. For the dry lattices,
the effect of the RESABK calculations is small. Here the REMOCO effect
1.040.0
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F!G. 3. NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark case 2, BOC (improved libraries).

90.0 100.0

is significant: a decrease of £„, of about « 1%. These first results indicate
a significant sensitivity of the description of the high energy slowing down
processes. A careful assessment of this problem possibly will reduce the
spread of calculational results for dry MOX lattices, as observed during the
PROTEUS evaluations [12]. We plan to start such an assessment in the near

future on the basis of the JEF-2 nuclear data library.

2.3.2

Results for PROTEUS HCLWR experiments.
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In this section some preliminary results are presented for the recalculation of
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the PROTEUS Phase-II experiments 7-9 (p/d=1.12) and 13-15 (p/d=1.26j,
using the newest calculational programs and the data libraries G334V002
with 334 groups and the corresponding 69 group library G69NV005 (see
above). Figure 4 shows fc«, values and figure 5 the very important reaction
ratio of captures in t/238 to fissions in Pu239, C8/F9. The same representation
as in reference [12] is used. A remarkable result is the strong overestimation
of C8/F9 at low moderation values, especially with the fine group library
In order to investigate this behaviour, the high energy data of f/238 capture
were analyzed. Figure 6 shows these data m the energy region 10 KeV to
10 MeV from pointwise data representations on the basic nuclear libraries
KEDAK-4, JEF-1.1 and a preliminary version of JEF-2. We can observe
relevant differences in three energy ranges with different trends between the
libraries: below 40 KeV, 40 KeV - 1 MeV and above 1 MeV.
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The influence of the differences between KEDAK-4 and JEF-1.1 was investigated in more detail. All data of U23S above 10 KeV on the KEDAK-4 based
library G334V002 were replaced by data, calculated from JEF-1.1 with the
KfK version of NJOY [10]. This test library is identified as G334V003.

The G334V003 results in the figures 4 and 5 show a significant improvement in the C/E values, both for fc,» and for C8/F9. The fourth curve in
the figures 4 and 5 is obtained with the library G69NV005, using the module RESABK for improved calculation of the resonance cross sections in the
energy region 0.25 eV to 148.7 eV. The fc«, values are lower, compared to

the standard solution, but within the experimental error. The C8/F9 values
increase significantly with increasing moderation and are obviously overesti-

mated. These results are obtained on the basis of the KEDAK-4 library data
and must be analyzed in more detail. We plan to perform these investigations on the basis of the final JEF-2 library, taking care to use consistent data
for the different codes.

3

Burmip calculations.

As mentioned in section 1, the burnup calculational procedures for APWR
investigations could be imbedded within the KfK project for the development
of a code system to describe the problems of the nuclear fuel cycle of all
common reactor types [24].

3.1

Calculational programs and libraries.

On the basis of the KORIGEN code, a new KAPROS module was developed, BURNUP [27], with the following characteristics:
• The ORIGEN data libraries with the information for the transition
matrix for the isotope transmutations have been reordered, resulting
in more efficient calculations (shorter loops over precursors).

• The ORIGEN data library for fission products has been extended with
yields of maximal 15 fissile isotopes instead of 5 before.

• The number of macro burnup timesteps is not restricted by the code.
Only the capacity of the resources of the computer is restrictive.
• Up to 10 micro timesteps pro macro timestep can be calculated. This
ORIGEN restriction is not modified. For the micro timesteps constant
power or constant neutron flux can be selected by input. Intermediate
micro timesteps with zero power (or flux) are not allowed.
• The required data for neutron induced transitions is automatically retrieved from preceding neutron physics calculations, if available on a
standard data interface for system dependant group cross sections. The
required microscopic onegroup cross sections can be prepared in any arbitrary way. If no data from a preceding calculation is available for an

isotope, the data of the BURNUP libraries is applied.
The procedure KARBUS, mentioned before, is the main code for the
automatized application of BURNUP. The main characteristics of this procedure are:

A careful analysis of available procedures for fuel cycle analysis led to the

• Number density and geometry data can be provided with the help of the

decission to establish an improved version of the ORNL depletion program

codes NDCALC (global zone specifications) and NDWIMS (detailed
specifications) as described in section 2.1. All informations needed in

ORIGEN [25] as the basic module within the standard code system K APROS
[9]. Some arguments for this choice were:

the subsequent programs are generated in these modules.

• The good experience with the code ORIGEN during the development
of the improved KfK version KORIGEN [26].

• Macroscopic group constants for reactor zones can be calculated in
different routes, selectable by input:

• The information for the transitions between isotopes is defined on codeown libraries, containing data for nearly all interesting isotopes.

- Standard or modified FBR methods with the codes GRUCAL or

• "Feedback" transitions (production of own precursors) can be handled
(a- decay).

GRUCAH.
- Cell calculations in a onedimensional "Wigner-Seitz" model, using
the codes GRUCEL, WEKCPM/ONETRA and ONEHOM, as described in section 2.1.

If several reactor zones are calculated in one KARBUS run, mixing of
these routes can be applied, eg. for fuel and reflector zones.
• Improvement of macroscopic group constant data by more sophisticated
methods may be applied, f.e.:

— Iterative calculation of the mean fission spectrum in a reactor zone
containing several fissionable isotopes (module CHICOR).
— Direct calculation of effective group cross sections in the energy
region with resolved cross section resonances (module RESABK).
— Direct calculation of effective group cross sections in the 69 WIMS
energy group structure from 334 fine group calculations (preliminary module REMOCO).
• Global reactor calculations may be performed, if required. The procedure KARBUS enables both cell burnup calculations and detailed
whole reactor burnup calculations. The weighting spectra for the determination of the onegroup depletion data are taken from the last flux
calculation performed, i.e.:
1. The flux in the corresponding zone of the global reactor model if
a global reactor calculation has been performed.
2. The flux in the fuel zone of the "Wigner-Seitz" cell if no global
reactor calculation has been performed and the macroscopic group
constant calculation was performed with a cell calculation.

3. The flux of a fundamental mode calculation for the homogenized
reactor zone in the case of application of the codes GRUCAL or
GRUCAH for the macroscopic group constant generation. A constant zero buckling is applied for subcritical reactorzones, otherwise a critical buckling search is performed.
For the global reactor calculations the following programs may be
selected:
— For twodimensional diffusion calculations, mainly in (R-Z) geometry, the KfK code DIXY [28]. Evaluations are performed by
DIXY modules and by a special module DXPODA.
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— For threedimensional diffusion calculations, the KfK code D3E
[29]. Evaluations are performed with the module AUDI3 [30].

— For onedimensional transport calculations (eg. for shielding problems), the Sn code ONETRA, mentioned before.
• The calculation of onegroup data is performed in the module

COLLUP.
• The burnup calculations are performed with the module BURNUP.

• The archivation of relevant results on standard KAPROS archives is
automatized. Depending on the complexity of the problem, the amount

of archived data may be controlled by input.

3.2

Validation investigations.

At the beginning of the APWR investigations at KfK, the reactivity loss
during burnup was quite uncertain. As pointed out in reference [31], publications in the years 1981 to 1983 claimed differences in the reactivity loss

per full power day by a factor of two for comparable systems. Consequently,
the calculational procedures for fuel burnup investigations also have been
validated with the help of benchmark problems and of reactor experiments,
as far as available. Here two activities will be discussed to some extend:
1. Participation in the NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark, already
discussed in section 2.3.1 for the BOC voiding behaviour. Figure 7
shows a comparison for the benchmark case 2 with Vm/Vf = 1.1 for
the old library G69HOT (no Pu242 2.67 eV shielding) and a newer
one G69HT005 with corrected Pu242 data with the mean values of all
benchmark solutions as reported in reference [22] (the G69HOT results
are excluded). We can observe good agreement between the G69HT005
and the mean results.
2. Analysis of the results of the "Isotope Correlation Experiment" ICE,
performed in the PWR at Obrigheim in W.-Germany, reported in reference [32]. This experiment also was analyzed for the KORIGEN verification work [26]. For the ICE experiment five fuel assemblies were
irradiated in the Obrigheim PWR for an in-core time of 1316 days,
reaching about 30 GWd/Thm. From each fuel assembly two batches
were prepared for analysis in a number of international laboratories.
The reference [32] summarizes the results of these investigations. For
the KARBUS cell burnup calculations the life history of the fuel was
discretized into 29 macro time steps, containing a variable number of
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FIG. 7. NEACRP HCLWR burnup benchmark case 2, Vm/Vf =1.1.

micro time steps. The total number of time steps was 53, including
365 days cooling time after reactor life. The boron concentration was
changed after every macro time step on the basis of informations about

the reactor control from the manufacturer [33].
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The results of the KARBUS cell burnup calculations show quite good
agreement with the experimental data, especially for the main fuel isotopes, being important for the reactor criticality. Figures 8 and 9 show
the build-up of Pu239 and the ratio Pu/U in the U02 fueled Obrigheim
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PWR, calculated with the libraries G69NV003 and G69NV005, using
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standard calculation methods. The agreement is satisfactory.
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These results for the NEACRP burnup benchmark and the ICE experiment
give good confidence for APWR burnup investigations with our procedures.
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Fuel assembly modelling.

The first whole core investigations utilized crude models for the fuel assemblies. Usually, the assembly materials not belonging to the infinite lattice,
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FIG. 8. Atoms/IMA as a function of burnup (GWd/Thm).

were approximated by admixtures to this lattice. In reference [34] a systematic investigation of this problem may be found. An important advantage
of this fuel assembly model is the possibility to perform burnup calculations

for these modified infinite lattices within whole core investigations, using the
whole core spectra for the onegroup calculation for the depletion. However,
the problem is more complicated in the case that the fuel assembly contains
rod positions to be used for reactor control. Here more detailed fuel assembly models are neccessary. The calculation of a hexagonal fuel assembly,

Control-Rod

containing a number of control rod postions with absorber or follower ma-

SS H2O Inconel Fuel lnconel/H2O

terial is not simple. In reference [35] a comparative study for this problem

0435
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has been performed. Three alternative transport theory based methods have
been compared:

0515
06195
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R7

1. Two-step cell calculation:
Rods

• Cell calculation for the infinite fuel array, followed by a
• Supercell calculation for a control rod position, filled with absorber
or follower, surrounded by the homogenized fuel data from the
preceding cell calculation and other fuel assembly components.
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FIG. 10. One dimensional supercell model of APWR fuel assembly.

For the cell calculations collision probability methods are used.
2. Use of a twodimensional multigroup collision probability method.
3. Twodimensional continuous energy Monte Carlo calculations. Both
last methods enable an exact modelling of the fuel assembly.
The result of these investigations is that the simplified first two-step method is accurate enough for exploratory investigations. The two-step method
has the tendency to overestimate the control rod worths with increasing BÏO
enrichment, but the maximum deviation from the direct methods is rather
small (about 5 % at 90 % J510 enrichment).
These results give a justification for our first more detailed fuel assembly
calculations. A two-step procedure has been established, similar to the approach in reference [35]. The supercell model for these calculations is shown
in figure 10. The surrounding of the control rod is represented in detail. The
outer radius of the fuel is determined by the number of control rods within
the fuel assembly. The outer zone represents spacer materials and additional
water at the fuel assembly edges. The two calculational steps are:
1. Infinite lattice calculations with GRUCEL, WEKCPM and ONEHOM.

2. Supercell calculations with ONETRA.
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With this calculational model, fuel assembly calculations have been performed for absorber and follower configurations for different burnup stages,

different temperatures, different B10 concentrations in the coolant and different coolant densities. In this way a data base for whole core analysis has
been created.
It is also intended to validate the onedimensional supercell procedure with
the model of figure 10. However, at the present time at KfK there is no adequate code available for the calculation of a hexagonal APWR fuel assembly
with single control rod positions.

5

Whole core calculations.

In order to reliably estimate the characteristics of an advanced reactor, it
is necessary to perform whole core calculations. The required refinement of
these core calculations depends on the refined description of the core internals. At the beginning of our APWR investigations, we applied rather crude
approximations for the fuel assemblies. Consequently, it was justified to apply less detailed models for the core calculations. As described in section
3.1, the procedure KARBUS enables the combination of macroscopic cross
section calculation, global reactor calculation and burnup calculation within
one computer run. The main restriction is the relatively poor approximation
for the description of the fuel assemblies: additive materials are treated as
admixtures of the basic infinite lattice cell. Most of the core investigations,
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we have performed until now, are based on these principles. In reference
[31] first cycle core calculations have been presented for two reactor types,

HEXNOD [36]. Only minor changes have been made for the implementation in the KAPROS system and for the representation

a homogeneous core with a single fuel assembly type and a heterogeneous
core with two assembly types (seed, blanket). These calculations have been
performed with the procedure KARBUS, using the (fi, Z) option of the code

of the results.

DIXY for the homogeneous core and the (A, Z) option of the D3E/AUDI3
route for the heterogeneous core.
For more complicated multi cycle calculations with fuel management

new calculational procedures have been developed on the basis of precalculated cell or fuel assembly burnup data. In reference [34] this principle has been
applied with some simplifications for the determination of the cross sections
at arbitrary burnup stages: on the basis of cell burnup calculations with a
rather fine burnup mesh, the most reasonable values from this burnup tables
were taken. In the meantime a new module XSPROC has been developed
for the interpolation of these burnup dependant cross sections.

Starting from the experience during the investigations of reference [34]
new procedures have been developed for the more complicated multi-cycle
calculations:

1. A new data library has been created, containing cell or fuel assembly
data for the most important fuel parameters:
• Fuel, clad and moderator temperatures.

• Moderator density.
• Moderator B10 concentration.
• Fuel burnup.

• Control rod specification (number of rods, rods in/out).
On the basis of the results of preceding cell or fuel assembly burnup

calculations, stored on standard KAPROS archives, the new program
CXSLIB creates a library HXSLIB, containing the data needed for
core calculations.
2. A corresponding KAPROS procedure for the organisation of reactor

calculations, starting from the HXSLIB library: ARCOSI, Advanced
Reactor COre Simulator, with the following features:
• The whole core calculations are performed with the nodal code

HEXNODK, being developed on the basis of the KWU code

• The preparation of the buruup dependant cross sections in the
reactor 2ones is based on the interpolation of HXSLIB library
burnup data.

• A criticality search by change of the B10 concentration of the moderator can be performed, using interpolated cross sections from

the HXSLIB library.
• The preparation of the burnup pattern in a threedimensional core
model can be started from a twodimensional precalculation.
• The arbitrary insertion of an arbitrary number of fuel assemblies
with control rods is allowed for a threedimensional core model.

Also fuel assembly clusters can be handled. Until now, an automatized change of control rod insertions is not yet realized.
• An arbitrary number of time steps within one core cycle is allowed.

A criticality search is performed after each timestep.
• Fuel assembly shuffling can be performed after each core cycle.
The present version enables two shuffling strategies:
- The fuel assemblies are shuffled in a fixed pattern ("absolute
addressing").

- The fuel assemblies are shuffled in a predefined order with
respect to the burnup ("relative addressing").
• An arbitrary number of succeeding fuel cycles, using the same fuel
assembly shuffling strategy, is allowed. The number of whole core
calculations is only restricted by the computer resources (eg. computing time, storage requirements). For the investigations of refe-

rence [23] 7 cycles were completed with 10 micro timesteps each.
The 8th macro timestep was terminated, because the ARCOSI
graphic interface file could not be extended any more (computer
restriction).
• Restart options are available for several purposes, like:

- Calculation of succeeding cycles.
- Parameter variations, as temperature, boration, waterdensity-

• All relevant results are stored with a special format on a graphics
interface file. A DISSPLA based interactive plotting procedure at
KfK enables the direct representation of these results [37].
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Figure 11 shows a flowchart for the stages of neutron physics calculations, as
realized at the present time. The archives 1 and 2 are standard KAPROS
archives. Figure 12 is a typical plot, directly produced from the ARCOSI
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interface file with the program PLY. The axial power rating of fuel assembly
nr. 2 is given. Every curve is identified uniquely with information about
cycle, keff of the core, full power days in the cycle, Bl° content in the water,
axial form factor and fuel assembly identification. The differences between
the 6th and 7th cycle are small.
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FIG. 12. KfK HCLWR design, power rating for cycles 1, 4, 6, 7.
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conditions (voiding problem). Systematic developments of data libraries and
calculational procedures and improvement of the models for the description
gations for an advanced PWR core with the following characteristics:

]
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• reactor control by water boration or control rods in selected fuel assemblies.
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FIG. 11. Calculation scheme, normal case.
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the past 10 years, related to the neutronics investigations of a. tight lattice
high converting PWR (the so-called Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor
APWR). The principal objective of these investigations was the reliable prediction of the neutronic longterm behaviour of an APWR core for all coolant

of the APWR cores enable at present reliable exploratory longterm investi-

I

Cross Sections
.....
...,„

Summary.

The applied data and methods are validated satisfactorily for the range of
core parameters of interest at present.
In the near future consistent data libraries for different calculational procedures, described above, will be established on the basis of a reliable modern
basic nuclear data file, probably JEF-2.
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HEXNOD AND HEXMED,
NODAL REACTOR CODES FOR THE
DESIGN OF HIGH CONVERTER REACTORS

M.R. WAGNER, W. FRANCIS*
Siemens AG,
Unternehmensbereich KWU,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany

has been demonstrated in a recent publication for a number of fast reactor
benchmark problems. In a second step the nodal 3D reactor burnup program
HEXMED was developed which is based on the HEXNOD neutronics module. Section 3 describes the basic features and various computational options of
the code HEXMED. Finally, in sections 4 and 5 numerical results are presented which demonstrate the accuracy of both programs for the epithermal
spectrum reactor HTGR and for thermal reactors of the Soviet PHR type
WWER-440. From the results described in sections 4 and 5 it is concluded
that the codes HEXNOD/HEXMED are very powerful tools for PWHCR core design and fuel management calculations. Applications of HEXMED are described in a companion paper of this meeting.

Abstract
The purpose of the paper is to describe the nodal reactor codes HEXNOD

and HEXMED which are used for high converter reactors at SIEMENS/KWU.
HEXNOD is a three-dimensional nodal diffusion and transport theory program
for reactors with hexagonal-z geometry.

The

code is based on advanced

hexagonal nodal methods for solving global diffusion theory and nodal
transport problems for fast reactors and light water high converter
reactors (LVfflCR). The methods have a high accuracy and efficiency for 3D
fast reactor benchmark problems. The present paper gives similar benchmark
results for epithermal and thermal reactor systems. The numerical results
for HTGR and thermal reactor benchmark problems of the Soviet PWR types

WER-440 and WER-1000 show that HEXNOD, with one single node per assembly,
is as accurate as conventional finite difference computer codes using a
mesh of 96 triangles per hexagon. The computing times of HEXNOD are
extremely small and allow to perform 3D calculations routinely with
reliable results at very small costs. On the basis of HEXNOD the hexagonal
nodal reactor burnup program HEXMED has been developed for LWHCR design
calculations, allowing 4 to 10 energy groups^. HEXMED is a microscopic
burnup program. Based on a library of microscopic cross sections the
nuclide depletion equations for multi-branched nuclide chains are solved

nodewise with the local assembly spectrum.
Main operational features of HEXMED are:
flexible control of time stepping
refueling operator for the removal, shuffling and loading of fresh
fuel assemblies
- movement of control rods in bank configuration

criticality search with control banks in discrete axial steps
criticality search with soluble boron

computation of the axial variation of moderator temperatures and
densities.

1

Introduction

This paper describes the 3D nodal reactor codes HEXNOD and HEXMED for
hexagonal -z geometry which are presently used at SIEMENS/KWU as the basic computer programs for PWHCR core design calculations. Section 2 describes the static 3D multigroup program HEXNOD which is based on advanced
nodal diffusion and nodal transport theory methods. These methods are very

powerful both with respect to accuracy and computational efficiency, as

2 HEXNOD - Static 3D Nodal Diffusion and Transport
Theory Program for Hexagonal -z geometry

Due to the tight lattice the fuel subassemblies of pressurized water high
converter reactors (PWHCR) are hexagonal which requires that computer codes for the design of the PWHCR must describe exactly the hexagonal geometry of the reactor core. Therefore, hexagonal nodal methods and computer codes have been developed at Siemens/KWU in close analogy to the Cartesian geometry advanced nodal methods /1-3/. These methods were originally pioneered by KWU in the 1970's /4-6/ which have become, by now, the
standard computational tools for fuel management calculations for conventional LWR's, at KWU and many other vendors and utilities.
The first step was the development of three-dimensional nodal diffusion
and transport theory methods for hexagonal -z geometry which were then
implemented in the static nodal reactor code HEXNOD. The newly developed
nodal methods are described in a recent publication 111. Nodal methods
for hexagonal geometry are also very useful for fast reactor applications.
Therefore, the accuracy and the efficiency of both the nodal diffusion
theory (DT) and the nodal transport theory (NT) methods in HEXNOD, have
been tested for several mathematical fast reactor benchmark problems.
This work was done in cooperation with Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
(KFK) and INTERATOM. The results have been described in some detail in
the above mentioned paper /?/. It was shown that for these fast reactor
problems the computational errors of the diffusion theory option of
HEXNOD are considerably smaller than those of conventional finite difference diffusion theory codes using a radial mesh of 54 triangles per hexagon. The computing time of HEXNOD is about a factor of 25 smaller than
for FDM calculations of comparable accuracy. It was also shown 111 that
HEXNOD allows to solve three-dimensional global fast reactor problems in
transport approximation with very small computing costs. Because of the
lack of three-dimensional discrete ordinate codes the accuracy of the nodal transport option of HEXNOD was demonstrated in corresponding 2D fast
reactor problems by comparing with the triangular mesh SN code TWOHEX.
The results 111 show that the errors relative to the SN reference
solution are of the same order as those of corresponding nodal diffusion

theory calculations relative to the diffusion theory reference solution,
while the computing time increases only by about 50 %. Finally, a direct
verification of the transport theory option of HEXNOD for the extremely
difficult three-dimensional KNK benchmark problem was obtained by comparison with Monte Carlo calculations with remarkably good results /7/.

The application of HEXNOD to light-water reactors presents a new problem
class. The hexagonal fuel assemblies of the PWHCR are considerably larger,
in terms of mean free paths, than for fast reactors. Hence, it was considered necessary to verify the accuracy of the code explicitly by comparing with existing benchmark solutions for epithermal and thermal reactor
systems. This is shown in sections 4 and 5 of this paper. Before we come
to the discussion of the computational results a description of the hexagonal nodal reactor burnup code HEXMED is given in the next section.

3 HEXMED - 3D Nodal Reactor Fuel Management
Program for Hexagonal -z Geometry
On the basis of the HEXNOD neutronics module the reactor burnup program
HEXMED was developed for use in PWHCR design calculations. In the following the basic features and various computational options of HEXMED are
briefly described:
1. HEXMED is used, typically, with 4 to 8 energy groups. Except for some
small number of local storage fields dynamic storage allocation is
used so that the upper limit of energy groups is more or less arbitrary.

2. HEXMED is a microscopic reactor burnup program. Based on a precomputed
library of microscopic cross sections the nuclide depletion equations
are solved nodewise to compute the average isotopic nuclide densities
corresponding to the local burnup of each node. The isotopic reaction
rates are calculated according to the local spectrum so that history
effects are explicitly taken into account.
3. Multi-branched nuclide depletion chains arex defined via user input at
execution time. The method of integration of the depletion equations
allows for nuclide coupling, such as <*-n or n-2n reactions, which lead
back to predecessors in the depletion chains.
4. At each time point the user can choose to solve either for k-effective
or for the critical concentration of soluble boron. For static problems HEXMED allows also to solve adjoint eigenvalue or fixed source
problems.

5. Control rods of several different types are represented in terms of
control rod banks which may be inserted at any time point in several
configurations. In 3D calculations a criticality search with control
rods can be performed in discrete steps according to the axial mesh
used in the calculation.
6. The time stepping procedure of HEXMED allows to redefine the operatioal code options and parameters at every time point during the reactor burnup calculation.
7. At the end of a reactor cycle a reload operation is performed. Fuel
assemblies may be discharged from the core or shuffled into other
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locations. Finally fresh fuel is loaded into the empty core positions.

8. HEXMED uses a simple model for computing the axial and radial variation of the moderator density and the fuel temperature, similar to
the corresponding approximation in the nodal fuel management code
MEDIUM /2/ for Cartesian geometry.

9. Presently preparations are beeing made to include the representation
of space-dependent neutronic feedback effects such as local Doppler
and Xe distribution as well as the computation of various reactivity
and temperature coefficients.

10. The HEXNOD neutronics module in HEXMED allows to utilize this program also for assembly transport calculations. A DPi approximation
is used at the interfaces of the hexagonal nodes which, in this case
represent homogenized pin cells.
Summarizing, the code HEXMED is an accurate, flexible and very efficient
reactor burnup program and a valuable tool for fuel management calculations in hexagonal geometry for several types of reactors, not limited to
the tight lattice PWHCR. Some applications of HEXMED are described in a
companion paper /8/ of this meeting.

4 Numerical Calculations for HTGR Benchmark Problems
This section describes results of benchmark calculations with HEXNOD
which have been carried out in order to investigate the error of the nodal diffusion theory approximation for the high temperature gas-cooled
reactor (HTGR). This is an epithermal spectrum reactor and in this respect similar to the PWHCR. The numerical results of HEXNOD are compared
with well-established reference solutions for 2D and 3D benchmark problems that were published in the literature.
The three-dimensional HTGR Benchmark Problem was initially defined by
Steinke /10/ and the complete problem specification, including a set of
4-group macroscopic cross sections, is given in the Benchmark Problem
Book ANL-7416 /11/, supplement 2. It represents a 60-degree sector of an
HTGR with a half-inserted central rod and a ring of six fully inserted
control rods (full core). A 2D companion problem is also defined which
corresponds to a horizontal plane through the upper rpdded half .of the
core. For both problems a number of solutions are given in ANL-7416,
Suppl. 2 and 3, and elsewhere /12.13/. This allows a meaningful comparison of the accuracy of various computational methods for this type of
problem.

4.1 Two-Dimensional HTGR Problems
Table 1 gives a summary of computational results for the 2D HTGR problem.
The table shows the eigenvalues obtained with finite difference, finite
element and a number of different nodal methods. The errors relative to
the most accurate reference solution which was obtained by Gado and
Schmidt /11/ with the FEM code DIFGEN /14/, using 18 triangular finite
elements of second order, are given in column 4 of Table 1. Also shown
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Table 1
2D HT6R Benchmark Problem (7 Rods)

Comparison of Computational Results

Code

Mesh

k-effective

ck(ï)

Max|ep(ï)l

CP-Time
sec

1.12028
1.11891
1.11860
1.11835

0.182
0.059
0.031
0.009
- 0.137
- 0.043

8.28 115
2.07 796

- 0.009
- 0.003

0.489654

Extrapolated

1.11672
1.11777
1.11815
1.11828

18A , Lord.
6A , 2.ord.
18A , 2.ord.

1.11633
1.11820
1.11825

- 0.172
- 0.005

SIXTUS-2

1

1.11917

0.082

1.42 100

CYBER 720

HEXAN

1

1.11888

0.055

1.02 537

EC- 1040

DIF3D-Nodal

1

1.11857

0.029

1.6

HEXNOD

1

1.11819

0.005

0.35

VENTURE

6A

24A
54A
00

BUGTRI

6A

24A
96A

DIFGEN

n. a.

not available

n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
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Computer

IBM 360/91

59
173

4.03 8.2
0.07 9.6
49.5
Reference

700
3.33

/195
/195

Uni vac 1108

are the maximum errors of the power density of the hexagonal subassemblies, if available. It is seen from Table 1 that the conventional finite
difference diffusion theory programs VENTURE /15/ and BUGTRI /16/ require
a radial mesh of at least 54 triangles per hexagon to obtain an accuracy
of about 3.10-4 in k-effektive and to reduce the maximum error of the assembly powers to below 2 %. On the other hand, the errors of HEXNOD are
nearly one order of magnitude smaller, even though a mesh of one single
node per hexagon is used. Compared to the code VENTURE the computing time
of HEXNOD is about a factor of 50 smaller. HEXNOD compares also favourably with the other nodal codes HEXAN /17/ and DIFSD-Nodal /18/.
Gado /12/ has also published results with DIFGEN for a number of related
2D problems with several different control rod configurations, Table 2.
This allows to determine the accuracy with which HEXNOD computes the rod
worths of these configurations. It is seen from the data given in the
lower half of Table 2 that the relative errors of Ap for all three rpdded
configurations are equal to or less than 0.12 % in absolute value which is
very satisfactory.
4.2

Three-Dimensional HTGR Benchmark Problem

IBM 3033

A similar comparison of computational results for the 3D HTGR Benchmark
Problem is presented in Table 3. Except for HEXNOD, the data shown in
this table are taken from references /11/ and /13/. Again, results are
given for finite difference, finite element and nodal calculations. The
errors quoted in Table 3 are relative to the DIFGEN second order finite
element calculation which is considered as the reference solution. The4
best finite difference solution still has an eigenvalue error of 3.10~
and the error of the axially integrated assembly powers is about 2 %.
Results of the same order of accuracy are obtained with the nodal option
/18/ of the code DIF3D. However, some caution may be indicated, because
the agreement between the best FDM and FEM solutions is not as good as
for the corresponding two-dimensional problem, Table 1. Nevertheless, one
finds that HEXNOD with 16 axial layers agrees with the DIFGEN reference
solution within the same error band as was shown in Table 1 for the 2D
case. The computing time of HEXNOD is considerably less than 1 min on the
CDC 990 computer.

CYBER 176

5 Benchmark Calculations for Thermal Reactors

CRAY-1

A second series of numerical calculations is described in this section.
These calculations refer to thermal reactors of the Soviet PWR type
WWER-440 for which two- and three-dimensional benchmark problems have
been defined by Grundmann /19/.

The first test case is a two-dimensional two-group model problem which
represents a 30-degree sector of the reactor WWER-440. The geometry and
the material distribution are shown in Fig. 1. The core contains fuel of
three different enrichments, 7 control rods (full core), and one row of
hexagonal reflector assemblies. Vacuum boundary conditions are assumed at
the outer boundary. Fig. 1 also shows the geometry of a corresponding 3D
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Code

VENTURE
DIF6EN

Mesh

6A

6A , 1 . order

6A , 2. order
HEXNOD

1

0

HT6R

k-effective
6
7
control rods

DIFGEN

HEXNOD
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Max. node power Pmax
6
7

37

control rods
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

1.12028

1.17538
1.17545

1.12987
1.13169

1.11605
1.11820

0.91646
0.92825

1.6160
1.6180

1.9786
1.9718

1.2847
1.3041

1.7640
1.7681

1.17541

1.13170

1.11819

0.92806

1.6199

1.9760

1.3041

1.7708

6A , 1 . order '

1

0

1.13343

6A

SA , 2. order

37

1.17539

Rod Worth
VENTURE

Table 2
Benchmark with Control Rods

-

-Ap(x10-2)

CP Time (sec)
20.4

22.8

Comp

3.150

4.185

18.6

3.427
3.290

4.523
4.356

24.037
22.656

1.2

1.2

0.9

1.1

7.6

8.7

7.3

7.5

3.286

4.354

22.676

3.4

3.5

3.5

3.1

IBM
CRAY

CYBE

Table 3
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30 HTGR Benchmark Problem
Comparison of Computational Results
Code

k-effective

£|c(%)

Max/£p(%)/

6A / 8
/16

1.09069
1 .09063

0.063
0.058

17.
10.

131
234

IBM 3033

6& / 8
/16
/32
24i /64

1.09069
1.09063
1.09137
1.09033

0.063
0.058
0.126
0.030

17.
10.
6.
n. a.

45
85
162
2471

IBM 3033

1 /8
/16
/32

1.08992
1 .09028
1.09032

- 0.007
0.026
0.029

3.0
2.0
2.0

47
114
230

IBM 3033

Mesh

rad./ax.

VENTURE

DIF3D-FDM

DIF3D-NODAL

CP-Time
sec

Computer

2D Test Problem WWER-440 with Control Rods.

Material assignments of a 30-degree sector.
This map corresponds to the upper core half
of the 3D WWER-440 test problem (below)
z (cm)
300-,
6

275-

DIF6EN.

1. order
2. order

5

6A / 8
6A / 8

1.09130
1.09000

0.119
Reference

n.a.
29.2
425.6

CRAY-1

1 /8
716

1.09013
1.09006

0.012
0.005

32.4
0.42
38.5
0
.
4
0

CYBER 990

4

4

4

5

1 50-

HEXNOD

core

1,2,3

oc
0 -

Fig. 1

6

Axial Geometry of the 3D Test Problem WWER-440.

Note: In the lower core half the control rods
are replaced by fuel of type 2.

test problem WWER-440 with the control rods inserted to the core midplane. In the lower core half the control rods are replaced by fuel of type
2. The complete specification of the test problems WWER-440 was given by
Grundmann /19/. This reference also presents numerical results which have
been obtained by several authors with a number of finite difference and
nodal codes. Some of these results are reproduced in Tables 4 and 5 and
in Fig. 2.
Table 4 compares the eigenvalues as obtained with the corner mesh FDM
code MNATA /19/ with increasingly refined radial meshes. An accurate reference solution for the nodewise power distribution of the 2D WWER-440
problem is shown in Fig. 2. This reference solution was obtained /19/ by
extrapolating the results of MNATA with 6, 24, 54 and 96 triangles per
hexagon. The extrapolated eigenvalue of MNATA is given in Table 4. It is
seen from this table 4that all nodal codes compute the eigenvalue with an
error of about 5.10~ or better. This error is smaller than that of the
FDM calculation with the finest spatial mesh of 96 triangles per hexagon.
The maximum error of the power distribution is also much smaller than
that of the fine mesh calculation. This is shown in more detail in Fig. 2
where the nodewise errors of the subassembly powers of HEXNOD/KWU and
MNATA (96 A/hex) are compared.
In Table 5 some results are given for the 3D test problem WWER-440. Unfortunately, no reference solution of sufficient accuracy is known, other
than those of the nodal codes HEXNOD23 and HEXNOD/KWU. The solution of
the corner mesh FDM code OSCAR /t9/ with a radial mesh of 54 A/hex and an
axial mesh of 5 and 10 cm is not nearly accurate enough to be considered
as reference solution. From the data in Table 5 it can be estimated that
the true eigenvalue is about 1.0120. The k-effective of the nodal codes
HEXNOD23 /19/ and HEXNOD/KWU are close to this value and agree with each
other within 1.5 x 10~4. Incidentally, it should be noted that HEXNOD and
HEXNOD23 are different codes. The nodal methods of HEXNOD are based on
the transverse integration procedure /5-7/ for all spatial directions
whereas HEXNOD23 uses, in radial direction, a two-dimensional expansion
in terms of Bessel and trigonometric functions, by replacing the hexagon
by an equivalent cylinder.

Table 4
2D Test Problem WWER-440

Comparison of Computational Results
Code

Comput

Mesh/
Hexagon

k-eff

Max|ep(%)|

Time
(sec)

Computer
BESM-6

6A

1.016364

0.657

28.9

64

24A

1.012119

0.237

11.5

162

54A

1.010899

0.116

5.9

358

96A

1.010418

0.068

3.5

£86

CO

1.009730

Reference

HEXAN

1

1.010267

0.053

1.2

150

EC- 1040

HEXNOD 23

1
1

1.010252

0.051

1.2

13

EC-1055

1.009901

0.017

0.7

MNATA

Extrapol .

HEXNOD/
KWU

0.9

CYBER 176

Table 5
3D Test Problem WWER-440
Mesh/
Code
OSCAR

HEXNOD 23

Hexagon

HEXNOD/KWU

Axial
Mesh
(cm)

k-eff

Comput.
\111)
251

6A

25.0

1,0169

24A

12.5

1.0133

1415

54i

5.0/10.0

1.0124

6000

1

25.0

1.01172

305

1

12.5

1.01164

783

1

183

*k(«

6.25

1.01164

1750

1

25.0

1.01157

11

1

12.5

1.01156

15

Computer
BESM-6

EC-1055

CYBER 990
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F. Bennewitz et al., "Solution of the Multidimensional Neutron Diffusion Equation by Nodal Expansion", Proc. Conf. on Comput. Methods
in Nucl. Eng., Charleston, South Carolina, April 15-17, 1975,
Vol. 1, p. 99
J. J. Doming, "Modern Coarse-Mesh Methods - A Development of the
70's", Proc. Conf. Comput. Methods in Nucl. Eng., Williamsburg,
Virginia, April 23-25, 1979, Vol. 3, p. 1
M. R. Wagner, Nucl. Sc. Eng., 103, 377 (1989)

Extrapolated value (MNATA)
HEXNOD
% Error HEXNOD
MNATA (96 A )

10.
11.
12.
Fig.

2

Normalized power density of 2-D test case WWER-440 with control rods
Comparison of HEXNOD with reference solution (extrapolated values of

13.

MNATA calculations)

14.

6 Conclusions

The results of the numerical calculations described in sections 4 and 5
demonstrate clearly the extremely high accuracy and computational efficiency of the advanced nodal methods for hexagonal geometry for epithermal and thermal reactor systems. From this it also becomes clear that
three-dimensional fuel management calculations with FDM codes are impractical and that the use of modern nodal or finite element codes is mandatory.
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Abstract
The proposed calculational methodology to analyze critical experiments
shows that with the available computer codes and nuclear data files, one
can obtain reasonable good agreement between calculated and experimental
integral parameters. The analysis of the thermal U02-Pu02 critical
experiments shows that there appears to be a tendency for the k-eff
calculated with the four group cross sections of HAMMER-TECHNION to
be overestimated for experiments with lattice spacing close to the optimun

pitch and to be underestimated as the pitch is decreased. The XSDRNPM
diffusion coefficients are too high and consequently the CITATION k-effs
are underestimated. The analysis of the thermal sistems indicates the good
quality of the nuclear data of U-238 of JENDL-2. The PROTEUS lattice
analysis confirms this fact since the C/E value of the two-rod heterogeneity
factor C8 is in reasonable good agreement. The PROTEUS calculated value
of k-<» is in excelent agreement. The PROTEUS lattice analysis also
indicates that the average fission cross section of Pu-239 of JENDL-2 might
be overestimated.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of critical experiments and also of their related spectral indices has

always been recognized as one the most important aspects in the nuclear reactor

technology. The adequacy of the nuclear data files for use in reactor applications and
also the performance of the mathematical methods used in the nuclear reactor codes can
both be verified on the basis of benchmark experiments. It is necessary that such
analysis be made using up^to-date nuclear data files and nuclear reactor codes with
well stablished mathematical methods which introduce errors smaller than the
uncertainies due to the basic nuclear data themselves. The purpose of this work is to
present a procedure to analyze critical experiments and also their related spectral
indices based on the coupling among two of the most popular nuclear data 3
pre-processing systems : NJOY^and AMPX-II and the HAMMER-TECHNION
computer code .
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The proposed methodology combines the accurate nuclear data pre-processing
capability of NJOY as demonstrated in the IAEA Verification Pre-Processing Code
Project-^, the actiniae resonance mutual shielding capability of ROLAIDS module of
AMPX-II which might be considered of benchmark quality and the few-groups cross
section capabilities of the XSDRNPM module of AMPX-II and that of the
HAMMER-TECHNION computer code. The final set of few-groups cross section is
input into the CITATION^code to make the whole criticality analysis.

The methodology in development at IPEN/CNEN/SP has been applied in

criticalityr analysis of fast systems ., thermal systems* and in the generation of
multigroup fission product cross sections to be used in the coupled
HAMMER-TECHNION/CINDER-2 system«.
At this time, the calculational methodology will be applied to critical experiments

of UO2-Pu02 available in the open literature and also to the light water high converter
reactor (LWHCR) test lattices in the PROTEUS reactor*. The basic nuclear data
utilized in this work will be provided by processing the ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-2
nuclear data files .
From the nuclear data pre-processing, actinide resonance mutual shielding and
cross section weighting capability points of view, the proposed methodology has the
desired features that fullfill the thermal and fast reactor system requirements and
therefore it can be applied in an LWHCR environment as well.

THE CALCULATIONAL METHODOLOGY
The calculational methodology is shown in Figure 1 . The calculational strategy
starts with the ENDF/B-IV or JENDL-2 nuclear data file and with the NJOY nuclear
data preprocessing system.
Basically, the following steps are executed in the NJOY processing path : MODER

is used to convert between ENDF/B standard mode and the NJOY blocked binary
mode . RECONR is used to reconstruct resonance cross sections from resonance
parameters and to reconstruct cross sections from ENDF/B nonlinear interpolation

schemes. The output is written as a pointwise-ENDF tape (PENDF) with all cross
sections on an unionized grid suitable for linear interpolation to within a specified
tolerance . BROADR is used to Doppler-broaden and thin cross sections in PENDF

format starting from piecewise linear cross sections in PENDF format . UNRESR is
used to compute effective pointwise self-shielded unresolved cross sections in the
unresolved energy range. THERMR is used to generate scattering cross sections and

point-to-point kernells in the thermal range for free scatterers or for bound scatterers
when ENDF/B scattering functions^ are available . The final results are added to an
existing PENDF tape . GROUPR is used to transform the PENDF tape into
multigroups cross sections for a given weighting function and for a given multigroup
structure. This is the NJOY processing path . Before going into the AMPX-II procesing
path, some details will be given for the NJOY calculations . In all calculations, the
fractional tolerance used by RECONR, BROADR, and THERMR has been set to
0.005, 0.002, and 0.001 respectively. The thermal cross sections and the thermal
scattering kernels were calculated at 300K for all nuclides but Hidrogen bound in water
which the thermal scattering kernel was calculated at 293K . Free atom scattering
kernels have been calculated by THERMR for all nuclides with an exception made to
Hidrogen bound in water for which the thermal scattering kernel was calculated using
the ENDF/B scattering function Sf a,ß).

Multigroup cross sections libraries have been generated in the standard

HAMMER-TECHNION energy structure and also in a special multigroup structure for

the XSDRNPM module. The XSDRNPM multigroup structure utilized in this work
combines the HAMMER-TECHNION structure up to group 49 and the remainder were

taken from the EPRI-CELL thermal structure. Therefore a total of 85 multigroups
was used in the XSDRNPM calculations with a maximum energy for thermal treatment
of 1.855 eV . A third order of anisotropy was specified for all nuclides in the
XSDRNPM library.

Two types of files are transferred to the AMPX-II system : the PENDF tape

produced by BROADR which will serve as the pointwise cross section library for the

ROLAIDS module calculations and the output of GROUPR which will be transformed

into the MASTER library of AMPX-II . For these purposes two new modules have
been added to the NJOY system : AMPXRT*and BRDROL . AMPXR transforms the
output of GROUPR into the MASTER library of AMPX-II and BRDROL reads the
PENDF tape produced by BROADR and writes a file in a format suitable for the
RO LAIDS calculations.
With the MASTER and the ROLAIDS libraries, the AMPX-II processing path
can be executed in a straightforward fashion . The AMPX-II processing path starts
with the ROLAIDS module . Given material composition by region and problem
geometry, ROLAIDS calculates effective multigroup self-shielded cross sections by
region in the resolved energy range for all nuclides that takes part in the problem . The
ROLAIDS module has the capability, as will be shown in this work, to calculate
effective self-shielded cross sections subdividing the pellet region in a set of subzonas
with homogeneous nuclide densities but with different sets of self-shielded cross sections
. CLAROL reads the self-shielded cross sections produced by ROLAIDS and then
replaces them in the MASTER library. RADE checks the consistency of the
self-shielded MASTER library, and if any inconsistency in the total cross section or in
the normalization of the scattering matrices is found, COMET does the job to fix that.
The second RADE is executed to verify whether the COMET task was successfully
performed
. In this point the MASTER library library is ready to be formated in
the WORKING
library for the XSDRNPM calculations or in a format suitable for the
?
LITHE and HELP5 programs . These last two programs write the thermal and
epithermal HAMMER-TECHNION binary tapes . The WORKING library for
XSDRNPM is written by the NIT AWL module of AMPX-II and the input files for the
LITHE and HELP is made by two modified versions of the NITAWL module
denominated THLIB* and EPLIB* . Therefore, the XSDRNPM and the
HAMMER-TECHNION can be executed to produce the few-groups cross sections to be
used in the CITATION code .
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ANALYSIS OF THE THERMAL UO2-Pu02 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

Several room-temperatures U02-Pu02 approach-to-critical experiments have
been conducted jn the Critical Approach Facility43 under the Plutoniun Utilization
Program (PUP) and these experiments have been chosen to serve as benchmark tests
of the calculations! methodology as well as of the nuclear data utilized in this work .
These clean approach-to-critical experiments consisted of a core region composed of
U02-Pu02 fuel pins and water moderator surrounded by a water reflector . The lattice
covered a broad range of water-to-rod volume fractions and Pu02 weighting fraction

varied from 1.5 to 4.0 wt% . The reactor model assumed for all calculations is a
two-region right circular cylinder consisting of a homogeneous core and a water
reflector . The core radius RC is determined from the measured critical number of rods
Nc, by conserving volume and the physical height of the fuel region is taken from the
active part of the fuel rod . Few-group cross sections for the core and reflector have
been produced by HAMMER-TECHNION and XSDRNPM in the four group standard
HAMMER-TECHNION neutron energy structure and then input into the two-region

CITATION diffusion theory calculations of the core-reflector geometry . The
CITATION calculations of the effective multiplication factor have been performed with
four group cross sections arising from two distinct sets of nuclear data as shown in
Table I
Figure 1 - The Calculational Methodology

TABLE I
Nuclear Data Sets For The Criticality Analysis Calculations SET 2

SET 1
Nuclide

I.D.

U-238
U-235
Pu-239

2925

Pu-240

Pu-241
Pu-242
Zirc-2
O-16
H-l

1261
1264
1265
1266
1161
1284
1276
1269

Library
JENDL-2
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV

Nuclide
U-238
U-235

Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Zirc-2
0-16

H-l

I.D.

Library

2925 JENDL-2
JENDL-2
JENDL-2
JENDL-2

2923
2943
2944
2945
2946
1284
1276
1269

JENDL-2
JENDL-2

ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV
ENDF/B-IV

No attempt has been made in this work to use the U-238 from ENDF/B-IV due to
the well known fact that the ENDF/B-IV overpredicts the U-238 epithermal captures

and consequently underpredicts e_$e critical eigenvalues of low~«nriched,
H2O-moderator benchmark lattices ~ .
Due to the sophisticated mathematical techniques used by the ROLAIDS and the
XSDRNPM modules of AMPX-II which require a considerable amount of computer
time, only two experiments of Ref.13 are analyzed in this work . The lattice
specifications and the relevant experimental results of the experiments analyzed in this
work are shown in Table II. The experiments chosen used U02-2wt%PuO2 and with
8%wt content of Pu-240. Further details can be found in Ref.13 .

1
2

Buck
m-*

Pitch
(in)

Cri.Rad
(cm)

No.rods

H2O/Rod

Criti.

Vol.Ratio

93.70
101.30

0.800
1.050

19.0759

319.7

17.2694

152.1

1.211
2.808

H/Pu
Atom Rat

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Self-Shielding Factors

(n,gamma)

2.15356 - 02
2.25454 - 02
2.37030 - 02
2.51168-02

2.69109 - 02
2.92977 - 02
3.27056 3.82370 5.04600 1.45222 -

02
02
02
01

cr",7 = 5.01371 + 02

barns

= infinite dilution ( n,7 ) group cross section
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calculations were performed in the resolved neutron energy region spanning the interval

5.53 keV - 0.625 eV using a total of 62915 energy points.

Pellet
Zone

238

The criticality analysis was performed by first executing the ROLAIDS module of
AMPX-II for the appropriate unit cell configuration . A cylindrized unit cell
configuration consisting of a pellet region, a cladding region and a moderator region was
utilized in all ROLAIDS calculations. The pellet region was further subdivided in a set
of 10 equal area zones in order to be able to obtain actinide self-shielded cross sections
across the pellet radius. As a result, the epithermal multigroup calculations of the
HAMMER-TECHNION and that of the XSDRNPM characterize the pellet region as
made of uniform composition but with distinct sets of multigroup cross section in each
zone . The pellet region mesh intervals in ROLAIDS was set to one by zone and kept
equal in XSDRNPM and in HAMMER-TECHNION . The ROLAIDS slowing-down
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TABLE III
Self-Shielding Factors for U-238 in case 1 using Nuclear
Data Set 1 in group 44 (8.351 eV - 6.476 eV)

8
9
10

TABLE II
Lattice Specifications and Experimental Results

Case

The fundamental quantity describing the shielding effects due to the resonances on
the multigroup effective cross sections is the self-shielding factor*7'defined as the ratio
of the multigroup self-shielded cross section to its corresponding infinite dilution value .
The self-shielding factor is commonly interpreted as a measure of how much the group
cross section of a nuclide is reduced from its infinite dilution value due to the presence
of ressonances belonging to this nuclide in the group under consideration.
However when interference of resonances belonging to different nuclides is
important, the resonance shielding effect on the multigroup cross sections of a nuclide
might not be of a resonance belonging to this nuclide. Instead, the resonance shielding
effect is the combined effects due to the resonances belonging of all nuclides on the
multigroup cross section of a nuclide under consideration. It turns out that depending
on the epithermal neutron spectra behavior the multigroup effective cross section of a
nuclide might have values higher than its infinite dilution value. Tables III, IV and V
show examples of the multigroup self-shielding factors as a function of the pellet zone
number for U-238, U-235 and Pu-239 respectively .

Tables III, IV and V show all kinds of resonance shielding characteristics discussed
above . Due to the high concentration of U-238 and also to its pronounced resonance
located at 6.67 eV, U-238 dominates the neutron spectra in this group and therefore its
multigroup cross sections are severely reduced from the corresponding infinite dilution
value. This is mostly the resonance shielding effect of a resonance belonging to U-238
on itself. On the o'ther side, the U-235 and Pu-239 multigroup cross sections are
shielded mainly by this resonance of U-238 and the final effect on their multigroup
cross sections depends on their cross section shape and also on the neutron spectra
shape calculated by ROLAIDS - The final results illustrated in Table IV and V show
that the self-shielding factors can be higher than 1.0 and thus showing some features of
the resonance interference effect. Besides that, Tables III, IV and V show that the
self-shielding factors depend on the radial pellet zone number with U-238 showing the
strong variation. The U-238 self-shielding factors are basically flat in the inner zones

while close to the periphery of the pellet they show a sharp increase. Basically the

TABLE IV
Self-Shielding Factors for U-235 in case 1 using Nuclear
Data Set 1 in group 44 ( 8.351 eV - 6.476 eV )
Zona

Self-Shielding Factors
(n.gamma)

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

(n,fission)
0.97202
0.98191
0.99001
0.99743
1.00440
1.01085
1.01660
1.02132
1.02760
1.01747

0.84636
0.86715
0.87800
0.88854
0.89908
0.90971

0.92043
0.93118
0.94164
0.94777

ff^,j = 17.46458 + 01 barns
<7<° )f = 14.18717 + 01 barns

TABLE V
Self-Shielding Factors for Pu-239 in case 1 using Nuclear
Data Set 1 in group 44 ( 8.351 eV - 6.476 eV )

Zona
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9
10

Self-Shielding Factors
(n,gamma)

(n,fission)

1.135521.14467
1.15071
1.15520
1.15831
1.15975
1.15929
1.15595
1.14756
1.12099

1.11966
1.12871
1.13476
1.13934
1.14260
1.14430
1.14422
1.14146
1.13396
1.10954

(rtf, 7 =7.44360 4- 01

<7^,f = 8.83578 + 01

f f ^ l = infinite dilution (n,7) group cross section
<r n ,f = infinite dilution (n,f) group cross section

radial behavior of the U-238 self-shielding factor is due to the spatial self-shielding
effect since the inner zones do not feel the heterogeneity effect due to cladding and
moderator as much as the outer zones do. The features discussed above for the
self-shielding factor behavior were also found in several other groups.
The AMPX-II MASTER multigroup library obtained by replacing the
self-shielded multigroup cross sections calculated by ROLAIDS were then written in a
WORKING library for XSDRNPM

and in a binary epithermal tape for

HAMMER-TECHNION. The unit cell HAMMER-TECHNION and XSDRNPM
spectral calculations were performed keeping whenever was possible the same problem
specification. Therefore, 10 meshs was used in the pellet region, i.e., one for each pellet
zone specified in ROLAIDS; 1 mesh in the cladding and 5 in the moderator. The
HAMMER-TECHNION spectral calculations assume that the heterogeneous effect

inherent in the unit cell (advantage/disvantage factors) and leakage to be independents.

The unit cell multigroup calculations are made_as though the lattice were infinity with
zero net flow of neutrons across its outer boundary. Leakage is subsequently taken.into
account for the homogeneized unit cell by means of the Fourier transform method . A
B-l method was specified in the whole analysis of this work. Finally, the
HAMMER-TECHNION unit cell analysis were performed by using the U-235 and
Pu-239 fission spectra consecutively .
The XSDRNPM unit cell analysis kept whenever was possible the same steps
followed by HAMMER-TECHNION . Therefore, the XSDRNPM multigroup
calculations were made in two steps. A multigroup unit cell analysis assuming an
infinite array of repetitive unit cells followed by a leakage treatment for the
homogeneized unit cell. The first step is straightforwardly performed by specifying the
white boundary condition at the outer boundary of the cylindrized unit cell. The
leakage treatment for the homogeneized unit cell is made in the assymptotic reactor
theory procedure.
The XSDRNPM solution of the transport equation is made in an infinite isolated
cylinder whose radius is obtained from the experimental buckling. A small correction
due to the extrapolated distance ( *v2.0 cm ) is also applied in the cylinder radius in to
order to make the transport treatment of XSDRNPM simulates the same leakage of the
HAMMER-TECHNION B-l method. A vacuum boundary condition is specified at the
outer boundary. The few-group cross sections to be used in CITATION are obtained
from this last step. A final consideration about the unit cell XSDRNPM multigroup
analysis regards the diffusion coefficient to the used in CITATION.
The diffusion coefficients are obtained from the current-weighted transport cross
section based on the inseatter approximation. From the mathematical point of view this
is the limiting case of the HAMMER-TECHNION B-l based diffusion coefficients for
small B fa t; where B is the square root of the Buckling and 2>t is the current-weighted
total cross section. The few-groups water reflector cross sections used in CITATION
were computed by HAMMER-TECHNION and by XSDRNPM in the following ways :
the HAMMER-TECHNION reflector cross sections were averaged over a neutron
spectrum calculated for fission neutrons slowing down and thermalizing in an infinite
medium of water; the XDRNPM reflector cross sections were averaged over a neutron

spectrum calculated in a one-dimensional two-region (core-reflector) cylindrical

representation of the radial direction of the reactor model. From the view point of

preserving the leakage, the XSDRNPM reflector cross sections are more representative
than that of the HAMMER-TECHNION. It is illustrative to compare the k-o>
calculated by XSDRNPM and by HAMMER-TECHNION before discussing the
CITATION results. The k-coresults are shown in Table VI.
As shown in Table VI, all k-tt> calculated by XSDRNPM are sistematically higher
than the corresponding HAMMER-TECHNION values. The Pu-239 fission spectrum is
harder than that of U-235 and this aspects is reflected in the HAMMER-TECHNION
k-ouresults.

TABLE VI
Comparison of k-1 calculated by XSDRNPM and
HAMMER-TECHNION
Nuclear Data Set 1
a

H-TEC

H-TEC

\®>

XSDRNPM

Nuclear Data Set 2
d

H-TEC

H-TEC
XS5

X&

XSDRNPM

X49

Cas 4.

1.3403

i.34359

4-34925

4.34198

4-34523

L, 35065

Cas 2

L3797

. /;38005

4.38179

4.38145

4.38309

.1.38423

H-TEC stands for HAMMER-TECHNION
\S5 stands for U-235 fission spectra
X49 stands for Pu-239 fission spectra
, S8-P3

Gas stands for Case

The use of the Pu-239 fission spectrum representation in the
HAMMER-TECHNION
compared to that of U-235 increases the fast fission rate and
07

consequently the k- assumes higher values. On the other side, the use of the Pu-239
fission spectrum increases the leakage of the reactor system and the final effect on the

effective multiplication factor will depend on the competion between fast fission and
leakage effects.
Table VII summarizes the effective multiplication factors calculated by
CITATION. Table VII also shows for comparison purposes the effective multiplication
factors calculated by DOT-3.5 using the XSDRNPM four-group cross sections.
TABLE VII
Effective Multiplication Factor

ANALYSIS OF THE PROTEUS LWHCR CORE 1

Calculated by CITATION and DOT-3.5
Nuclear Data Set 1
CASE1

Nuclear Data Set2

CASE2

CASE1

CASE2

X25

0.99555

1.00349

0.996569

1.00453

f X49

0.99272

0.99829

0.993538

0.99888

XSDRNPM/CITATION

0.98945

0.98852

0.98920

0.99028

XSDRNPM/DOT-3.5

1.0074

A
H-TEC/CITATION

\

L

The lattices chosen to serve as benchmark tests of the calculational methodology
proposed in this work were selected to try to study any possible trend of the
calculational methodology when the pitch is lighted. The 1.050-in.-pitch lattice

corresponds to a lattice close to the optimun pitch; i.e., the lattice pitch that
corresponds to a maximun k-a? for a given fuel pin and cladding specifications. As
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of the 1.050-in.-pitch lattice (close to the optimun pitch) and to underestimate the
k-eff as the lattice pitch is decreased. The k-eff calculated with the Pu-239 fission
spectrum representation in HAMMER-TECHNION is sistematically lower than that of
the U-235 fission spectrum representation. Basically, this is the leakage effect due to
the utilization of a harder fission spectrum representation. In the cases studied in this
work leakage is more important than the fast fission events because the lattices chosen
correspond to high leakage lattices. The XSDRNPM/CITATION way calculational
path k-effs there not appear to show the HAMMER-TECHNION/CITATION
tendency. Instead, the k-effs calculated by the XSDRNPM/CITATION way
calculational path show nearly a constant bias with the k-eff being systematically
underestimated.
Refering back to the k-oo shown in Table VI, it may be noticed that the k-u»
calculated by the HAMMER-TECHNION show the same tendency of the k-eff when
compared to the corresponding values of the-ÄSDRNPM. The difference between the
k-a> calculated by XSDRNPM and by HAMMER-TECHNION increases as the lattice
pitch decreases.
Therefore, at least part of the k-eff HAMMER-TECHNION/CITATION tendency
resides on the main hypothesis assumed by HAMMER-TECHNION in the
homogenization of the unit cell.
The k-effg calculated by the XSDRNPM/CITATION way calculational path are
well below of the experimental .values. The main reason resides on the way that the
diffusion coefficientes are calculated. The XSDRNPM diffusion coefficients are good
approximations for small B/2t -The lattices studied in this work are high leakage
system and consequently with large bucklings and it turns put that the XSDRNPM
diffusion coefficients for the core and reflector being too high compared to that of
HAMMER-TECHNION. The calculation with DOT 3.5 confirms this fact since it
provides nearly a correct solution of the neutron transport in the reactor model
Therefore, it might be worthwhile to implement a Bt-based diffusion coefficient in the
XSDRNPM module of AMPX-II.

shown in Table VII, there appears to be a tendency for the
HAMMER-TECHNION/CITATION way path calculations to overestimate the k-eff

The zero energy facility, PROTEUS) is characterized by a tight hexagonal pitch
and a hard neutron spectrum. This high-conversion lattice exhibits strong self-shielding
of the U-238 resonances, mutual resonance interference effects due to the resonances of
the Uranium and Plutonium isotopes and therefore provides a difficult test of the
methods and nuclear data utilized in the epithermal calculations. Furthermore, the test
lattice was constructed as a 1:1 mixture of two different types of fuel rods. Namely,
these were 6.70-mm-diam rods of 15% PuO2/UO2 and depleted UO2, canned in steel
tubes of 8.22-mm o.d. .The two rod types were arranged in a such a way that they form
an alternate paralell rows of hexagonal cells with 9.00-mm pitch providing a volumetric
fuel/moderator of ^ 2.0 . Further details of the PROTEUS - LWHCR cores and also
nucfide densities for the two types of fuel rods can be found in Ref.19 . The intention
here is to analyze the PROTEUS LWHCR core l;i.e., the one having water as
moderator.
There are two levels of difficult in the analyse of the PROTEUS lattice. The first
difficult arises from the fact that the lattice conitains two types of fuel rods forming an
alternate paralell rows of hexagonal cells, what makes the cell analysis model extremely
difficult. The second difficult arises from the neutron physics point of view. This type of
lattice exhibits neutron spectrum characteristics that are common to both thermal and

fast reactor systems. Therefore, the PROTEUS lattice will provide a difficult test not
only to the methods and nuclear data of this work but also to the cell model utilized to
represent the fuel rod in the lattice.
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The approach utilized here is to make use of a super-cell representation for each
type of fuel rod. Referring to the Fig.3 of Ref.19, one may notice that each type of fuel
rod is surrounded by two rods of the same type and four rods of the second type and

therefore it might be a good idea to try to represent each hexagonal cell by a

Pu02/U02 rod. The two-rod heterogeneity factors provide a difficult test for the

accuracy of two-rod modeling, data and methods employed in this work. Tables VIII

compares experimental and calculational results for these factors and also shows for
comparison purposes corresponding calculational results obtained by Chawla et al."

cylindrized super-cell conserving the 4/3 : 1/3 mixture of the two different rods. This
will be the super-cell model approach utilized in this work. The super-cell depleted
U02 will contain the following regions : a) the depleted U02 fuel rod at the center, b)
the steel cladding, c) the moderator belonging to its individual cell, d) the moderator
belonging to the surrounding cells, e) the steel cladding belonging to the surrounding
rods and f) a homogeneized region consisting of a mixture in a proportion of 2/3 of the

U02/Pu02 rod and 1/3 of the depleted U02 rod. The whole superzone area was kept

equal to twice the area of the individual cell type so that the outer region has the area
equal to the first region ( individual fuel rod ) . Furthermore from the symmetry of the
cylindrization the third and fourth region has-the same area and also the second and

TABLES VIII

Comparisons of Two-Rod Heterogeneity Factors
(Values for UOj rodirelative to these in

Reaction
Rate
C8
F8
F5
F9

fifth has the same area. The U02/Pu02 supercell contains the U02/Pu02 fuel rod as
the first region and in the last region a mixture of the 2/3 of the deplected U02 fuel rod
and 1/3 of the U02/Pu02 fuel rod. The remaining regions were kept the same.
The cylindrized super-cell representations of the PROTEUS lattice will try to take

into account the two-rod heterogeneity effect so that in the mutual shielding and also
in the neutron transport calculations for each fuel rod type, the effect of the
surrounding fuel rod will be taken into consideration .
The PROTEUS lattice analysis will be performed in an infinite medium basis. The
cylindrized super-cell containing depleted UO2 at the center will have its first three
regions homogeneized in the super-cell by conserving the reaction rates. The same
approach will be done for the U02/PuO2 supercell. The infinite medium representation
of the PROTEUS lattice will be the superposition of the homogenizations mentioned
above for the two super-cell types .
The PROTEUS lattice analysis was performed by first executing the ROLAIDS
module of AMPX-II for each type of super-cell representation. As before, the fuel pellet
was further subdivided in a set of 7 equal area zone in order to be able to obtain
actinide self-shielded cross sections across the pellet radius. The number of pellet zones
has been reduced here due to the large number of regions 'utilized in the ROLAIDS
slowing-down calculations. A total of 53,256 energy points spanning the neutron energy
interval 5.53 keV-0.625 eV was utilized in the ROLAIDS calculations. The PROTEUS
lattice analysis was performed by using a single set of nuclear data, the actinide nuclear
data from JENDL-2 and the remainder from ENDF/B-IV . The nuclide densities for
each fuel rod type, cladding and moderator were taken from Ref.19. A small amount of
Pu-239 and Pu-241 (l.OE-30 atom/barn-crn) was included in the depleted U02 fuel
rod in order to be able to calculate self-shielded Pu-239 and Pu-241 cross sections
averaged in the depleted U02 fuel rod neutron spectrum.
The self-shielding factors calculated by ROLAIDS for the PROTEUS lattice
basically follow the same characteristics already discussed in the last session.
The neutron transport equation inside of each supercell type was solved by
XSDRNPM. The reason of the choice of XSDRNPM is that this module of AMPX-II
solves the neutron transport equation using the SN-method for any order of
anisotropy and consequently has the desired features that fullfill the thermal and fast
reactors requeriments. A SS-P3 calculations were performed in the whole XSDRNPM
analysis. The multigroup cross sections of the nuclides belonging to the first three
regions of each super cell were then homogeneized by XSDRNPM in the whole area of
the super cell and finally a homogeneous medium spectral calculations for the
superposed system was also performed by XSDRNPM to obtain k-09 and related
actinide reaction rate ratios.
Consider the two-rod heterogeneity factors, defined as the ratio of a given reaction
rate ( per atom ) in the depleted U02 rod to the same reaction rate in the 15%

Calculation
Expérimenta

WilJS-D
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0.986 ±1.0
0.942 ± 0.8

0.929

1.265 ±1.2

1.278
2.154

1.918 ±1.4

0.934
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0.916

" 0.945
1.257
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THIS WORK

+

0.976
0.974
1.239
1.899

0.959
0.966
1.174
1.653

a

Errors are in percent.
i Results taken from Ref.19

As shown in Table VIII, the agreement in the C8 and F8 calculated by the
calculational methodology, nuclear data and model used in this work and experimental
results is quite reasonable. The value of C8 which is probably the most difficult
parameter to calculate in the PROTEUS lattice agrees within 3.5%. For F5 and F9,
however, the calculational results are well outside of the experimental errors. From the
view point of the neutron balance, the neutron captures in U-238 and fissions in Pu-239
are the most important neutron reactions that occur in the PROTEUS lattice. U-235
contributes with a small amount in the total neutron absorption and therefore the fact
that F5 calculated result is not in good agreement has little impact in the analysis of
the PROTEUS lattice. The fact that F9 is underpredicted indicates that the average
fission cross section of Pu-239 of JENDL-2 might be overestimated. This point will be
clear in the next Table.
Table IX compares experimental and calculational results for the core-center
values of C8/F9, F8/F9, F5/F9 and F1/F9, as well as for k-0. Each reaction rate ratio
has been considered per atom as defined by Chawle et ai.. Also shown in Table IX for
comparison
purposes are the corresponding calculational results obtained by Chawle et
0

ar .

Table IX shows that all reaction rate ratios are sistematically underpredicted, and
thus indicates that the fission cross sections of Pu-239 of JENDL-2 might be
overestimated. The fact that the fission cross section of Pu-239
of JENDL—2 is
overestimated is quite clear from the value of F8/F9 since Takano'2i in his analysis of
JENDL-2 concluded that the fission cross section of U-238 is overestimated. This
aspect is somehow shown in Table VIII for the value of FS.
The calculated value of k-^shown in Table IX is in excelent agreement with the
experimental results and within the experimental errors. The fact that the calculated
value of k-cobe a little bit higher than the experimental value might be credited to the
overestimated value of the fission rates of Pu-239.

TABLE IX
Comparisons of Experimental and Calculated Ratios

for Reaction Rates and k-*> Occurring
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CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the calculational methodology proposed in this work to
analyze critical experiments can produce excelent results and due to its nuclear data
processing resources, actinide resonance mutual shielding and cross section weighting
capabilities it can be applied to analyze thermal and fast reactor systems and therefore
it can be applied in the neutron physics analysis of an LWHCR as well. Besides that,
the calculational methodology can even be used to produce standard mathematical

results to serve as numerical benchmarks for checking the accuracy of some
approximations commonly employed in several lattice codes. A typical example of such

approximations is the utilization of the isolated resonance model (e.g. Bondarenko

method, Nordheim method) to calculate the multigroup self-shielded cross sections.
The analysis of the thermal U02-Pu02 critical experiments shows that there are

still some improvements that might be worthwhill to implement in the calculational
methodology. The implementation of the Bl-based diffusion coefficients into the

XSDRNPM module of AMPX-II can improve the k-eff calculated by CITATION. The

k-eff calculated by using the HAMMER-TECHNION four group cross sections might
be considered of reasonable quality and somehow indicates the good quality of the
nuclear data of U-238 of JENDL-2 .
The analysis of the PROTEUS core 1 experiments confirm the good quality of
U-238 of JENDL-2 and show that the averaged fission cross of Pu-239 of JENDL-2
might be overestimated. In the analysis performed in this work, the major fissile nuclide
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Abstract
The integrated program system HEXTIME features a neutronics model for solving the timedependent few-group diffusion equation in hexagonal-z geometry coupled with an advanced
version of the well-known thermal-hydraulics code COBRA-HI. Combined with an accurate and
efficient pin power reconstruction module the program is thus capable of performing not only global

neutronics/thermal-hydraulics calculations

but also

to evaluate

important

safety-related

parameters like DN8 ratios and centerlme fuel temperatures.

The basic neutronics equations implemented in HEXTiME are essentially the same as those
developed for the steady-state code HEXNOD. Therefore, in this paper only the differences to the
static formulation are discussed in more detail Time-integration is based on a fully implicit Euler
method in combination with an exponential transformation technique to reduce truncation errors
The reconstruction of pinwise power distributions relies on a hexagonal version of the weak element

approximation method which has already been used successfully in Cartesian geometry
The thermal-hydraulic part of the reactor calculation is based on the program COBRA III-C/P It

allows 3-dimensional steady-state and transient full-core as well as subchannel analyses to be
performed. The capability to calculate crossflow effects is essential to achieve the high degree of
spatial resolution and accuracy aimed at in the coupled system. The calculation procedure between
neutronics and thermal hydraulics and of the related thermal margin and DNB evaluation
methodology is therefore presented in some detail. A discussion of first results of a steam line
break analysis completes this paper.

1

Introduction

With the advent of the high converter reactor ( PWHCR ) new calculation requirements have to be
met due to its particular design features. The geometric layout of tha fuel assemblies with their
tighter hexagonal fuel rod lattice constitutes the basic difference in comparison with the PWR It
necessitates suitable adaptations of nodal methods available for Cartesian geometry Besides, the
resulting neutron spectrum is shifted towards higher energies and into the epithermal energy range
In order to correctly evaluate this effect, the neutronic equations must be treated allowing for more

than two energy groups. With regard to thermal hydraulics, and apart from the need for hexagonal
application of the corresponding equations, the narrow fuel rod pitch introduces the need for more

detailed safety-related analysis Using an open-channel thermal-hydraulic model yields an improved description of core behaviour at far-off-nominal conditions with highly non-uniform power density distributions and/or low mass flow through the core e g under steam line break conditions
The present paper gives an account of how these requirements are met by the new coupled neutron kinetics / thermal hydraulics program system HEXTIME for steady-state and transient
calculation of PWHCRs The underlying physical models and the safety evaluation methodology are
presented

The neutronic part of HEXTIME is based on the hexagonal code HEXNOD /1,21 allowing for an
arbitrary number of neutron energy groups The steady-state and transient nodal methods applied
in hexagonal geometry are similar to the corresponding Cartesian methods / 3-6 / For a hexagonal prism ( hexagonal node ) . however, three auxiliary one-dimensional diffusion equations for the
transverse-averaged flux in the three directions perpendicular to the hexagon faces are needed
The thermal-hydraulic part of HEXTIME makes use of the open-channel methods as implemented
in COBRA III-C/P /9.10 / Coupling between subchannels is modeled for the net diversion crossflow resulting from flow redistribution and for turbulent mixing without net mass exchange
The time derivatives of the neutronic equations are approximated by a fully implicit differencing
scheme rendering the solution procedure for the time-dependent problem similar to that for a
static source problem The fluid conservation equations are converted to a system of linear equations by a differencing scheme implicit both in space and time Control of the overall coupled
steady-state and transient iteration and calculation procedure includes examination of local trunca-

tion errors as well as of the behaviour of relative changes of the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
solutions between time steps
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Neutron Kinetics
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Nodal Balance Equations

(ib)

dc 1
dt
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». C •
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''•=1 J=l

J
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where ^e is the neutron flux in group g , Ja the corresponding current and Cj the precursor
concentration of precursor group i The notation is fairly standard and is repeated here for the
convenience of the reader

vg

neutron velocity, group g

Za„

absorption cross section, group g

£gg-

scattering cross section g'

vZ

v - fission cross section of fissionable isotope j

Dg

diffusion constant

S

constant external source

y

ext

In this section the time-dependent nodal balance equations in hexagonal-z geometry are derived
These equations can be obtained by simply integrating the set of multi-group diffusion equations
over the volume of a hexagonal prism, with radial and axial dimensions Hx and Hz, respectively (s
Fig below) The neutron diffusion equations are assumed to be given in Pi-form

—*

g

external source spectrum

total yield of delayed neutrons of fissionable
isotope i

pg

prompt fission spectrum of fissionable isotope j

delayed fission spectrum of precursor group i
dt

decay constant of precursor group i

g'-l

g'<g

x c
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1=1

PE

fg' g'

(la)

eigenvalue
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^he ""da' balance equations are obtained by integrating the equations (1 a) and (2) over the
volume and Pick's law (1 b) over the surfaces in x. u. v and z-direction of the hexagonal prism (s
Fig ) The volume Vhex is given by

H x/2

y

(3 a)
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(3 b)

x < H

describes the boundary of the hexagon.

where 4>g (x.y.t)

\
n'

is the z-averaged flux

Corresponding equations are valid for the u and v-direction
For the z-direction we can write

i
I

(3 C)

and the precursor equations read

dC,

j^ y°

yj

J

3

(4)

Hv

Hexagonal directions x, u, v

Hexagonal Prism

Obviously, in the above equations C^ and <t>g are nodal average values, e g

The semi-discrete nodal balance equations then read
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( z , t ) is the transverse-averaged flux in z-direction
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The corresponding definitions in x

u

and v-direction are somewhat more involved
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Transverse-Integrated Diffusion Equations

Using the approximations discussed in the previous section, the transverse-integrated diffusion
equation in x (u.v) - direction can be written as follows
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The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) shows the typical form of an average gradient over the

surface of a hexagon and is related to the difference of outgoing and incoming currents (3b) The

The

' i x are the one-dimensional precursor concentrations defined in analogy to Bx

They

obey the equations

(6)

dt

other term is specific for hexagons It is interesting to note tha} the term vanishes if the average flux

in x-direction is equal to the arithmetic average of the corresponding fluxes on opposite surfaces
The terms can be evaluated by using local interpolation methods as discussed in section 2 A

Since the derivative y-'

DgL(jx(x) is the transverse leakage which has to be approximated during the solution process

is given by

/ * / -

2 y sr ( x ) Hz, -y (x)

sgn(x)

s

__ ,„

H /Z

rtv

dy

dz

(x)

it shows a jump at x = 0 Thus the average of the derivative is zero over x

Experience has shown IM that as a first approximation the contribution of the additional term which
results from the variable integration limits can be neglected A neglect of this term greatly facilitates the analysis With this assumption hexagonal problems can be solved with the methods developed originally for Cartesian geometry /3-6/.
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Since the y-currents are not known a simple consistent approximation as in Cartesian geometry is
not possible Thus the transverse-averaged diffusion equation is not fully consistent with the nodal
balance equation The consistency of the solution of this equation is obtained by explicitly requiring
that the average of the 1-D flux is equal to the nodal average The spatial dependence of the
transverse leakage can be obtained by constructing a quadratic polynomial using information of the

transverse leakage in adjacent boxes /1,3/
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It follows that

Time-Discrete Equations

In order to solve (3), (4) and (5), (6) two additional approximations are needed The first concerns
the time derivative of ^„x This derivative is approximated by 151
(8)

g'-l

d ty
_____I
dt

gx
The solution of the precursor equation (4) can be written as

To reduce the truncation error
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Applying the implicit first order Euler formula we have
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The frequency can be estimated during the iterative solution process 151
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By approximating Tg( t ) by its arithmetic average one obtains

(7b)
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u(t The same approximation is assumed to be valid for the transverse-integrated precursor equations
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The expression
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can further be approximated by
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The solution (9) is exact for purely exponential behaviour of the flux in ( t Q , t )

Given (7a) and (9) the solution of the nodal balance equation (3a) can be written
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dgl
where

g

0

i-l
and an effective removal cross section has been defined by

where the transient part of the source has been surrounded by a rectangle and

tg
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pg

is the total fission spectrum Using ( 7b, 8. 9 ) the equivalent one-dimensional diffusion equations
(5) have the following form

As indicated above equation (11) can be solved by various techniques Here the semi-analytical
procedure used in /!/ and proven to be efficient and accurate is adopted This method is based on
the well-known fact that (11) can be solved analytically if the RHS is represented by a polynomial

2.4

Hexagonal Interpolation Scheme

Weak element approximations to elliptic differential equations 171 can also be used for a posteriori
interpolation This was demonstrated earlier for Cartesian geometry /8/ The same method can be
applied to hexagonal geometry The first step is to construct corner values by the method of successive smoothing (MSS) /4/. Linearly extrapolated node values adjacent to the corner under consideration are averaged to get a smoothed flux estimate ^

The buckling - K2 is given by the condition that the determinant of the corresponding multigroup
system with AiJ> replaced by «2 1> is zero.
If we denote the solutions of this algebraic equation by
K ^ (g=1,...,G)
the
flux solution is a linear combination of the corresponding

*g = S \g- V

(s Fig.)

where the ß

r|

«=1- -G

, are the group coupling constants defined by the multigroup

equation system.

s

S +

B

5

S

-

c ' a *

For each group the function i\ is chosen as linear combination of elementary solutions of (12) as
follows
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In the above formula SA.B

c are average fluxes on the sides of three hexagons adjacent to point

E

(0.0). Arithmetic or diffusion coefficient weighting.
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K

<

0.
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have proven to yield sufficiently accurate results Solutions TI of the Helmholtz equation
where

AT)

2

(12)

are then used to match point fluxes Pi and average flux values a on the boundary of the hexagon
(s. Fig.) Though the proposed method is also applicable in three dimensions we assume that the
intra-nodal flux distribution is separable in the axial and radial direction. Thus the interpolation problem is reduced to the solution of a two-dimensional inhomogeneous diffusion equation for each
node

Ê

=

x cos a

+ y sin or

and

a

arbitrary .

j

The

c~

have to be determined by the boundary conditions.

The resulting interpolating flux functions fulfill the two-dimensional diffusion equation in the interior
of the hexagon Experience has shown f8/ that this approximation is superior to polynomial interpolation both with respect to accuracy and computational efficiency. This is especially true in case of
steep flux gradients as they occur under off-nominal conditions. It should be noted that the procedure outlined is applicable for steady-state and transient problems. In time-dependent 3-D problems a buckling and a time absorption term have to be added to the removal cross section For
the precursors an approximation similar to that made in the derivation of the equivalent one-dimensional diffusion equation (8) can be used

3

Thermal Hydraulics

The thermal-hydraulic part of the reactor calculation is based on the program COBRA III-C/P It
allows 3-dimensional steady-state and transient full-core as well as subchannel analyses to be
performed The capability to calculate crossflow effects is essential to achieve the high degree of
spatial resolution and accuracy aimed at in the coupled neutronics - thermal hydraulics system
HEXTIME
Apart from structural modifications required for implementation into the coupled system all the
original COBRA III-C/P features have been maintained Geometry specification for the reactor core
is flexible, relying on information about flow areas and lateral interconnections i e no particular
coordinate system is defined Both pressurised and boiling water reactors can be treated, the
applications ranging from full-core to subchannel analyses In the following, the underlying conservation equations will be given, based on the corresponding presentation in /11/

u" represents an effective velocity for energy transport On the right, turbulent crossflow w'ij contn
butes through the difference in enthalpy between channels i and j Similarly, the diversion cross
flow wij carries an enthalpy h" which needs to be defined Thermal conduction due to temperature
differences is accounted for by the third term, whereas the first one gives the heat transfer from
the fuel rods ( q is the linear heat flux on the surface)
On the left-hand side of the axial momentum equation

- 2u .

A,

Öt

The conservation equations of the two-phase flow are written for the mixture quantities in timedependent, one-dimensional form Separated slip flow is assumed in each subchannel, and the
void fraction distribution is evaluated as a function of enthalpy, flow rate, heat flux and pressure
Fuel pin temperatures are calculated from the radial heat conduction equation, and the coupling to
the coolant determining heat transfer dynamics is realized by appropriate models

The conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy are basically one-dimensional in
axial ( x- ) direction However, lateral mixing between subchannels is accounted for by considering
two types of crossflow Diversion crossflow results from lateral pressure differences due e g to
differing hydraulic conditions or to diverter vanes. It is supenmposed by turbulent crossflow between adjacent subchannels with no net mass exchange but with contributions to energy and axial
momentum balances For simplicity's sake, the resulting basic conservation equations are written
here for a subchannel t connected to only one adjacent subchannel j In the general form all the
crossflow-related terms ( index ij ) have to be evaluated by summation over all the neighbouring
subchannels. The equations read as follows ( refer to Appendix 1 for a complete list of nomenclature ) •

2D

-

P,

' Ôx

VA. J J

—— ( 2 u j - u ) w , j

0 ( u*

w

,j )

dx

d x

Ôt

states the mass balance taking into account the diversion crossflow wij per unit length It is defined
positive when flow is leaving the subchannel i The turbulent crossflow does not appear because,
as mentioned above, it does not constitute a net mass exchange
On the left-hand side of the energy equation

1
à h,
—— ——
u" o t

^ -

Ax

The transverse momentum equation

d t
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cos e -

iii . A l fü] i

the axial pressure gradient and its transient components appear Again, on the right-hand side
turbulent and diversion crossflow contribute, due to differences in subchannel flow velocities u and
crossflow velocity u" , respectively Besides, friction, spatial acceleration and elevation pressure
drop terms are included

The continuity equation

1

ôt

(h

oh,
+ ——
ox

h

.- ,

=

governs the momentum coupling between two adjacent subchannels Crossflow temporal and spatial acceleration are supplemented by friction and pressure terms Their relative importance against
inertia terms is expressed by the transverse momentum parameter ( s/l )
In addition to these conservation equations, an equation of state expresses the two-phase fluid
density in dependence of pressure, mixture enthalpy and flow rate To complete the system of
equations, a variety of correlations and models is provided for selection by the user Included are
correlations for single-phase friction factor and corresponding two-phase multiplier, spacer loss
coefficient and bulk and subcooled boiling void fraction With respect to crossflow calculation
basically empirical models serve for determining forced as well as turbulent single- and two-phase
mixing, and for specification of the parameters appearing in the transverse momentum equation

The resulting system of partial differential equations is discretized in time and space and solved
using a semi-explicit finite difference scheme This scheme gives a boundary-value flow solution
for both steady-state and transient cases The boundary conditions to be specified are inlet entnal-
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py and

mass flow and ex
'
" pressure. The solution procedure guarantees stability irrespective of
space or time step size

The fuel rod model is based on the radial heat conduction equation i e axial heat conduction is
ignored After dividing the fuel rod and cladding into radial mesh cells, an implicit finite difference
scheme is applied to achieve a numerical solution procedure which is stable for all time steps The
heat transfer coefficient is determined from correlations covering all the heat transfer regimes, and
various critical heat flux correlations can be used m safety margin analyses

(

)

Input Neutron Kinetics

Input Thermal Hydraulics

Initialisation

4

BEGIN

External Perturbations

Coupling Neutron Kinetics and Thermal Hydraulics

In order to determine the nuclear reactor's behaviour as realistically as possible, two main aspects
have to be taken into account Firstly, it is obvious that the reactor core has to be treated by

coupling neutron Kinetics and thermal hydraulics, thereby modeling their respective feedback mechanisms Secondly, appropriate boundary conditions for the core (eg mass flow and enthalpy of
coolant at the inlet, pressure ) must be specified As HEXTIME treats only the reactor core, these
boundary conditions are input based on steady-state operation data and. when calculating transients, are modified to reflect disturbances ( e.g. leaks ) assumed to be occurring in the primary
circuits The corresponding data must be provided by a plant or loop analysis program.
The calculation scheme of the coupled reactor core simulation system HEXTIME is shown in Fig 1
First of all. input data are read and initialisations performed In the coupled system, redundant data
originally needed as input to each individual program have been eliminated. In particular, definition
of the flow channels' arrangement in hexagonal geometry is input only once, based on the corresponding HEXNOD-T routines. An internal interface routine then generates all the information needed in COBRA ( e.g. neighbourhood relations, interconnections, gap widths } automatically, which

frees the user from tedious work.
In Fig. 1 the modules HEXNOD-T ( neutron kinetics ) and COBRA ( (normal hydraulics ) now represent the pure calculation parts of the formerly independent programs. The underlying equations
have been described in the previous chapters In the coupled system, their internal solution procedures have remained unchanged, i.e. suitable convergence criteria and iteration step limits can still
be specified individually
However, coupling of the modules introduces the need for an additional outer iteration loop which
also contains the interface routines for updating cross sections and power density, in dependence
of thermal-hydraulic conditions and nuclear fission rate, respectively In the coupled system, the
nodal power distribution is no longer an independent ( input ) parameter but changes according to
the feedback affecting the nuclear cross sections The steady-state solution is found by repeating
the indicated calculation sequence until both the neutronic and the thermal-hydraulic solutions in
two successive iterations meet 8 specified convergence criterion
Any transient calculation will start from such an established convergent steady-state reactor core
solution Time-dependent changes can be specified as neutronic disturbances ( i e control rod
movement ) and/or as variations in thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions ( inlet mass flow, inlet
enthalpy, exit pressure ) Transient time step widths are determined by a control module after
checking of local truncation errors as well as of the behaviour of relative changes of the neutronic
and thermal-hydraulic solutions during time steps

FIG 1 Calculation scheme hexttme.

5

Local Safety Margin Evaluation

from several minutes to about half an hour, depending on the assumed leak size Thus a quasisteady-state approximation of the accident sequence is sufficient

In both steady-state and transient calculations, HEXTIME yields thermal-hydraulic results for each

flow channel node These results reflect the influences of neutronic feedback coupling and of
crossflows between neighbouring channels For safety-related analyses, they must be checked
against the maximum permissible values in order to determine thermal margins One of the most
important safety criteria is the departure from nucleate boiling ratio ( DNBR ) defined as the ratio
between critical heat flux and local hoat flux at any particular position on the surface of a fuel rod
Some of the most widely used critical heat flux ( CHF ) correlations available in HEXTIME are those
of W-3-L/R-Gnd, B&W, and the KWU CHF Tables

All HEXTIME calculations are performed in a 1 /6 core 3D geometry with 1 node per FA radially a

radial reflector and 18 axial layers ( 16 layers within the core plus lower and upper reflector ) A
radial cross-section of the calculated part of the core including the location of control and shutdown

assemblies is given below

In standard HEXTIME applications, reactor core subdivision in the horizontal plane is based on the
actual hexagonal fuel element arrangement, i e both the neutronic and the thermal-hydraulic modules will treat the problem in a comparatively coarse full assembly geometry rather than performing more detailed subchannel analyses This implies that each of the flow channels is calculated
as though containing only one fuel rod representing an average of all the rods actually present
Therefore in such fuel element based calculations only average values of thermal-hydraulic conditions ( e g quality, enthalpy ) of the coolant and of heat flux can be determined

In DNB evaluations, however, local ( pin ) values of the thermal-hydraulic quantities would be nee
ded In order to estimate these values without expensive pin-based subchannel analysis HEXTIME
makes use of the hexagonal local neutron flux reconstruction method described in a previous chapter The resulting average and maximum nodal neutronic power formfactors serve as multipliers to
the average nodal heat flux The maximum heat flux within a node thus determined is then used in
the DN8 analysis

Further HEXTIME development will include a refined methodology for hot channel analysis which has
been proved efficient for nodal reactor calculations in Cartesian geometry /12/ In particular, it
solves the problems encountered in transient calculations ( where neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
quantities are not directly coupled any more due to their different time constants ) by identification
and explicit re-calculation of the relevant hot channels in the core This re-calculation is based on
their respective hot pin axial power distribution and considers the ensuing heat conduction in the
fuel and heat transfer to the coolant Consequently, both maximum rod surface heat flux and hot
subchannel thermal-hydraulic conditions are calculated instead of estimated, and hence correctly
used in the CHF correlations and in the DNB evaluation

6

Application and Results

Within the scope of a PWHCR core design and safety study, HEXTIME is currently being applied to
the investigation of events involving recrrticality of the reactor core Preliminary results of this study
are discussed in this section

The events quoted above are caused by secondary-side leakages and ruptures during which a
substantial subcoolmg of the reactor core can take place due to the live-steam outflow Under
conservative assumptions and boundary conditions the reactor cannot be prevented from becoming critical again during the cooldown process and, as a result, fission reactions are initiated
which oppose a further decrease in coolant temperature
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This return to power involves highly skewed power density distributions combined with far-off-nomi
nal thermal-hydraulic properties of the core ( low inlet temperature, pressure and mass flow )
Thus core behaviour can be adequately described only by a 3D coupled neutron kinetics / thermalhydraulics code taking into account local reactivity feedback of fuel temperature and coolant density On the other hand, the cooldown process is comparatively slow with time constants ranging

Shutdown Assembly

PWHCR

Control and Shutdown Assemblies

The analyses are carried out using four energy groups The required cross-sections and crosssection derivatives with respect to thermal-hydraulic variables and boron concentration as well as
the cross-section increments for control assemblies are taken from CASMO-3 calculations All
preliminary results quoted in this paper refer to the new core ( BOC 1 ) without soluble boron A
boron concentration of 0 ppm is chosen to maximize the reactivity release during coolant cooldown
A reactivity balance at cooldown conditions is given in Fig 2 The balance contains the Doppler
reactivity, the reactivity release during cooldown and the control assembly worth The lowest coolant temperature included in the balance ( 150 OC ) is a typical conservative value taken into account in steam fine break ( SLB ) investigations at HZP for PWR's The whole reactivity balance is

normalized to the reference eigenvalue at HFP with no CA's inserted

The three different control assembly configurations calculated refer to ARO ( no control assembly
inserted ), ARI ( ail control and shutdown assemblies inserted ) and ARl-SR ( all control and shutdown assembles minus one stuck-rod inserted ) Due to the limited 1 /6 core geometry the stuck-

rod is assumed to be the shutdown assembly ( 7 CA cluster ) located in the centre of the core
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HEXTIME calculations, 3D, 1/6 core. 18 axial layers,
BOC 1. 0 pptn, ARI, TM, In = 150 OC. p = 100 bar. Gav = 500 kg/m2s
closed channel (s/l = 0} and open channel (s/l = 0.5) model
Reference eigenvalue at HFP, ARO" kref = 1.0688
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FIG. 2. Reactivity balance at core cooldown conditions (normalized to HFP, ARO).
PWHCR - Core behaviour after return to power

Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate the influence of the open-channel model at a given ( arbitrary ) power
level At SLB conditions, radial and axial power density distributions are highly skewed Crossflow
between adjacent channels ( FA's ) results in a reduction of power peaks and an increase in mass
flow at the hot channel exit At given power level, therefore, maximum local heat flux and fuel
centerlme temperature as well as maximum temperature rise and steam quality are lower in the

open-channel case However, as the eigenvalues are not identical, cases 1 and 2 are not suitable
for comparison of core behaviour at accident conditions
During cooldown of the plant, even with all or nearly all CA's inserted, the eigenvalue at zero power
increases beyond the HFP reference value at coolant temperatures somewhat above 200 OC. Thus
return to power cannot be excluded for the present PWHCR concept. The stuck-rod worth of the
assumed stuck-rod configuration ( eigenvalue difference between ARI and ARI-SR ) decreases
strongly with decreasing temperature - due to strong neutron flux redistribution effects - and almost vanishes at 150 OC. Thus the most efficient stuck-rod at low temperatures is located elsewhere ( probably one of the 6 outer shutdown assemblies ). These stuck-rod positions, however,
cannot be described in a 1 /6 core geometry Therefore the investigation of core behaviour following
recnticality described below is carried out for the ARI configuration
Average and local properties of the reactor core after return to power are analyzed assuming
thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions typical for SLB investigations in SIEMENS PWR's. Two different flow models are applied, i e. a closed-channel model ( characterized by a transverse momentum parameter s/l = 0 } with uniform inlet mass flow distribution and an open-channel model with
uniform inlet mass flow distribution and an s/l value of 0.5 The results are summarized in the
following table.

Cases 3 and 4 are calculated to yield identical eigenvalues, i.e to compensate a given amount of
excess reactivity by power generation With this requirement, the reduction of local power peaks
induced by the open-channel model is over-compensated by an increase in core average power.
Thus maximum local heat flux and fuel centerline temperature values even exceed the results of the
corresponding closed-channel case, and the closed-channel model cannot be considered to give
a conservative description of core behaviour at far-off-nominal conditions
The present ( preliminary ) results, based on nodal values, do not indicate any danger to the
integrity of the PWHCR core during SLB accidents, since maximum heat flux does not exceed the
result obtained at nominal HFP conditions ( q"av (HFP) = 48 8 W/cm2. Fq = 1.78. thus q"max (HFP)

= 86 8 W/cm2 ) and the maximum fuel centerlme temperature remains far below the melting temperature.
A more detailed investigation including DNB evaluation requires a refined hot channel analysis methodology. Corresponding HEXTIME development will proceed as outlined in section 5
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H. Finnemann, H Raum
Nodal Expansion Method for the Analysis of
Space-Time Effects in LWRs.
Proceedings of a Specialists' Meeting on
The Calculation of 3-Dimensional Rating Distributions in Operating
Reactors, Pans, 26-28 November 1979, NEA/OECD 1980

/6/

J. Mackiewicz
Nodal Synthesis - Consistent Nodal Approach for Global Reactor Analysis
Nuclear Science and Engineering 99 (1988), pp. 99-108

/7/

M. E. Rose
Weak-element Approximations to Elliptic Differential Equations
Numer. Math. 24 (1975), pp. 185-204

The capability to calculate crossflow effects is essential to achieve the high degree of spatial resolution and accuracy aimed at in the coupled calculation. HEXTIME thus can serve for high accuracy
PWHCR core design applications, achieving economically efficient reload strategies. Its capability to
evaluate thermal safety margins based on local hot channel fuel pin values is especially valuable in
safety analyses for events resulting in highly non-uniform power density distributions and/or low

/8/

R. Böer. H. Finnemann

mass flow through the core.
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7

Conclusions

The integrated program system HEXTIME offers important achievements in four areas vital to future
high converter reactor design and analysis Firstly, it couples neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulics, thereby directly taking into account their respective feedback mechanisms. Secondly, it allows
3-dimensional calculation of the reactor core on the basis of fuel assemblies or finer subchannels,
also with regard to fluid flow. Thirdly, its equations are formulated and solved including time-dependence, i.e. both steady-state and transient analyses can be performed. Finally, HEXTIME features
flexible options for direct evaluation of safety-related parameters such as centerlme fuel temperatures and DNB ratios
HEXTIME is designed for the calculation of reactor core behaviour under conditions ranging from
close-to-nommal to far-off-nominal. It may be applied to high converter reactors as well as to any

light water reactor with hexagonal fuel rod lattice.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PREDICTION
OF LWHCR LATTICE PARAMETERS
Appendix 1

Nomenclature
Used en Thermal-Hydraulic Equations

A

Cross sectional area. (L2)

c
C

Thermal conduction coefficient, (H/T6L)
Loss function for transverse crossflow, (FT/ML)

D
f
0<=

Hydraulic diameter. (L)
Friction factor based on all-liquid flow, (dimensionless)
Turbulent momentum factor, (dimensionless)
Gravitational constant, (L/T2)

h
h"

Two-phase enthalpy. Xhg + (1-X)hf, (H/M)
Enthalpy carried by diversion crossflow, (H/M)

m

Flow rate. (M/T)
Pressure, (F/L2)
Liquid specific volume. (L3/M)
Effective specific volume for momentum,

fT

P
v
v'
W

w'

e
P
*

Subscripts
f-0
i.J
U

Abstract
First analyses of LWHCR lattice experiments carried out at PROTEUS had
revealed considerable deficiencies of the calculational methods and
available nuclear data. Host codes and their associated data bases used
for these studies by different laboratories, were originally tailored for
the calculation of fast or thermal reactor lattices and little attention
was paid to an elaborate treatment of the resonance region where a large

fraction of the reactions takes place in the case of tight LWR lattices.

(1-X)2/pf(1-oO + X2/paa, (L3/M)

Within the co-operation of PSI, KfK and Siemens-KWU, the availability of

Diversion crossflow between adjacent subchannels, (M/TL)
Turbulent (fluctuating) crossflow between adjacent subchannels, (MfTL)

more accurate experimental data from the PROTEUS Phase II series of LWHCR
lattice experiments has stimulated the development of refined calculational
methods and the introduction of new cross section libraries, e.g.:
The methods for cell calculations in the code systems AAKB at PSI

Distance, (L)
Quality, (dimensionless)

a

R. BÖHME1, J. AXMANN2, C.H.M. BROEDERS1
S. PELLONI, M. SCHATZ3
Paul Scherrer Institute,
Villigen, Switzerland

and KAKBUS at KfK were improved by the introduction of better

approximations of the resonance shielding. The cell code KAPER 4
at KfK can now be used for the calculation of water-moderated unit
cells and the code SPEKTRA at TUBS is being modified to permit a
finer division of the unit cell and the energy scale.
Considerable progress was made by the creation of suitable
multi-group cross-section sets from the nuclear data libraries

Void fraction, (dimensionless)
Orientation of channel with respect to vertical, (radians)
Two-phase density, pga + pf (1-a), (M/L3)
Two—phase friction multiplier» (dimensionless)

KEDAK-4, EHDF/B-V and JEF-1.
Saturated conditions for liquid and vapour, respectively
Subchannel identification number
Subchannel connection i to j

Dimensions are denoted by: L = length, T = time. M = mass, 9 = temperature,
F = ML/T2 = force and H = ML2/T2 = energy

For most of the LWHCR lattices investigated in PROTEUS it is now possible
to predict k<» and its changes in the case of voiding within the
experimental error limits. However, a comparison of calculated reaction
rate ratios with measured indices still reveals compensating discrepancies

in the balance equation. This will be demonstrated in the full paper. The
spread of results calculated for a benchmark problem proposed by KEACRP has
been considerably reduced by the application of the improved methods and
data. This holds for properties of burnt-up lattices as well, which cannot
be confirmed by PROTEUS experiments. It is expected to obtain more
evidence about the remaining discrepancies between calculations and
measurements from experiments currently being performed/planned in PROTEUS.

1
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Technische Universität Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany
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1. Introduction
The current series of experiments for the investigation of the physics of a Light Water High
Conversion Reactor (LWHCR) at the PROTEUS reactor facility in Switzerland has been
progressed since 1985 ,'!/
The planning of this so-called PROTELS Phase If program was made within the framework
of a close co-operation between the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI, formerly EIR) and several
German groups interested in the development of an LWHCR For licensing and for the
preparation of the experiments numerous calculations were required All safety related
computations and most reactor calculations were run by the PROTEUS team However, the
co-operating institutions participated in the prediction of the physics characteristics of the
unit cells to be investigated in these experiments Mainly the predicted values of k„ (the
ratio of neutron production to neutron absorption in a fundamental mode spectrum) and
reaction rate ratios were compared among the co-operating teams and with experimental
results, as soon as the latter became available In parallel, the groups involved in the evaluation of PROTEUS experiments participated in the calculation of LWHCR benchmarks
proposed by NEACRP /!/ As a result of these comparisons an improvement of the methods
and data applied for the calculation of the PROTEUS lattices took place This has not necessarily meant a continuous reduction of differences between calculated and measured values The progress made since 1986 in predicting integral parameters measured in PROTEUS
will be described in this contribution The details of the PROTEUS Phase II program itself,
the experimental techniques applied as well as the accuracies achieved will be discussed in

an accompanying paper to be presented at this Meeting /3/

containing 42 5 % less h>drogen per unit volume than water In addition, for the determi
nation of the reactivity change connected with the loss of coolant, completely voided lattices
were investigated as weil

In the first set of experiments the ratio of pitch to fuel rod diameter was 112 It was
increased to 1 26 in the second reference lattice investigated in the PROTEUS Phase II
experiments In the water moderated tight lattice (K„/K/=0 48) the ratio of hvdrogen to fuel
atoms was only slightly less than in the Dowtherm moderated wider lattice (K»/K / =095)
As a measure of effective moderation the relative hydrogen content of the moderator
(water = 1 0) multiplied b> the ratio VJV, will be used as a parameter in the comparison
of calculated values (C) with experimental data (E)
Of the several types of experimental results obtained in the PROTEUS Phase II experiments
/3/ only measured values of k„ and the reaction rate ratios for capture in ^U (C8), capture
in !42Pu (C2) and fission in m U (F8) each expressed relative to fission in ™Pu (F9) - will
be compared with calculated quantities in this paper
It should be mentioned that a comparison of reaction rate ratios measured in PROTEUS
with ratios calculated for a fundamental mode neutron spectrum requires the knowledge of
correction factors accounting for differences between the actual spectrum in the central test
region of PROTEUS and the fundamental mode spectrum. These correction factors were
estimated at PSI and at TL Braunschweig from one-dimensional calculations of the whole
PROTELS reactor and from both ID and 2D calculations of IKE Stuttgart /3/ For most
reaction rate ratios such independent estimates agree very well The correction factors deviate < 02 % from unity for C8/F9 and C2/F9 and < 1 % for F8'F9 measured in moderated lattices In dry lattices some measured reaction rate ratios have to be corrected up to
2 %

2. Short Description of the LWHCR Experiments in PROTEUS
Two lattice configurations of the PROTEUS Phase II series with different volumetric moderator-to-fuel ratios ( Vm\ Vf) have been analysed to date The test lattices of about 05m
diameter were built from 7 5 % enriched mixed-oxide fuel rods of 0 84 m length with
0 28 m thick UO2 blankets on top and bottom These lattices form the central test zone of
the PROTELS reactor, which is radially surrounded by a uranium metal buffer and thermal
driver regions
The PuO 2 'LOj was fabricated from LWR-Pu and clad in stainless steel tubes with an outer

diameter (d) of 9 6 mm. The pitch (p) of the hexagonal tight lattice was 107 mm It was
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increased to 12 0 mm for the study of a Wider-spaced lattice Two different moderators were
used in these experiments water at room temperature and Dowtherm, an organic liquid

3. Calculations! Methods and Data at the Start of PROTEUS Phase II
Various codes were employed in the analysis of the PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase I experiments /4/ They were either modifications of codes and data libraries used for fast reactor
calculations or for thermal reactor design Some of the codes qualified in these studies were
used m 1986 for the prediction of physics parameters of the PROTELS Phase II lattices
/5/ Earlier calculational routes with less suited fast reactor codes (e g GRUCAH with the
KFKLNR cross-section set at KfK) or with older W1MS data libraries were not further
pursued at that time For the cell calculations the most appropnate tools readily available
were
1
at PSI, the U K lattice code WIMS, D4 ,'6/ with its so-called 1981 library based on
UKAEA data evaluations /7/,

2

X

at KfK, the code system KARBUS with a data set G69COLD derived from KEDAK-4

3

at TU Braunschweig, the cell code SPEKTRA with a cross-section set DATUBS II
derived from the fast reactor cross-section file WIPRO (based on E\DF,B-IV and -V)
and complemented with thermal cross-sections from BNL ,'9,',

-a-uiasoAnjas»

~ 1 020E

"
X

l_

11
/

at Siemens-KWU, the Monte Carlo code KMC-MERIT used with nuclear data taken
from ENDF/B-IV and -V /10'

\1.000-

The ratios (C/E) of the first predictions of k„ of the tight lattices to the corresponding later
measured values are shown in the upper part of Figure 1 It can be seen that many predictions deviate by several standard deviations from the measurements It could be demonstrated that even in cases of reasonable agreement a compensation of considerable discrep-
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It is evident that a prediction of the change in k^. in the case of voiding was not reliable
enough for design purposes at that time Therefore, efforts were initiated at each of the
participating institutes to either improve existing calculauonal methods and nuclear data
libraries or change to alternatives. Some of the developments will be reported here.
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It should be mentioned that activities to include JEF-2 data in this development have just
been started, but results are not yet available.
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A detailed comparison of the reaction rate balances calculated with data and methods
applied within the Swiss/German co-operation revealed some shortcomings of a general
nature Some of them could either be eliminated without great effort or correction factors
could be determined by means of supplementary calculations In several publications 1 1 ',
12' parameters of considerable influence on the comparison of calculated and measured
reaction rate ratios and k„ have been identified Some results of these imestigations could
be confirmed by additional calculations using the KAPER4 code ,'13,' A summary of these
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It should be noted that some of the important improvements introduced at PSI /12/ in the
preparation of effective cross-sections, e g
«

the correction of the elastic removal cross-section accounting for differences between
the actual neutron spectrum and the library weighting spectrum in few-group calculations

«

application of the IR method instead of the narrow resonance approximation

are not yet common practice m calculational procedures elsewhere

4.1.1 Improvement of the KMC-MERIT Calculations
A particular difficulty was encountered in application of the Monte Carlo code
KMC-MERIT 10' The results of these calculations were found to be very sensitive to the
modelling of the unit cells in cases of short linear dimensions (in mean free path) of the lattice calculated The modelling of a larger portion of the test lattice improved the ratios of
calculated to measured reaction rate ratios and k^, considerably. This can be seen in the

lower diagram of Figure 1

4.1.2 Resonance Shielding of 2<2Pu and of Structural Materials
In 1986 a method was developed at PSI for the measurement of the ratio of capture in "Pu

4.1.3 Resonance Shielding of Oxygen and Transport Corrections
In some of the 69-group cross-section sets of WIMS structure used m the earlier anal)ses
self shielding of the ox\gen resonances abo\e 04 MeV was missing for historical reasons
The omission of the self shielding of oxygen has little influence on reaction rate ratios (F8 F9
decreases < 1 %) and k„ (~ 01 %) in the wet lattices But in the dry lattices all reaction
rates in the resonance energy region are increased and kx is reduced by 0 8 % (KAPER4
calculation) to 1 I % (AARE calculation)

A secondary effect of the missing self shielding of oxygen was a reduction of the calculated
migration area M2 of all lattices by about 2 to 3 % This has an influence on k„ determined
from measured buckhngs B2, where leakage is accounted for by a M 2 B 2 term
M2 is also influenced by the method applied for the calculation of transport corrections to
the total cross-section m order to obtain a diffusion coefficient D '11,' Since global currents
are a pnon not known in many calculational procedures an outflow approximation is made
instead of an inflow correction m the calculation of £„= 1/(3D) An estimate made using
KAPER4 has indicated that this approximation reduces the calculated M2 of the watermoderated lattices by about 2 % The various errors introduced in the calculation of the
migration area were taken into account by corresponding error margins in the experimental

to fission in ^'Pu (C2/F9) with an experimental error of about 4 % /!/ From the comparison with calculated ratios it became evident that some of the data sets used at that time for
the analysis (WIMS'81, G69COLD) yielded ratios of calculation to experiment as high as

evaluation of A„

between 1 5 and 1 7 in the wet PROTEUS lattices This discrepancy was attributed to the

4.1.4 Introduction of Problem-Dependent Spectra of Fission Neutrons

inadequate treatment of the 2 7 eV resonance of ^Pu in the 69-group structure of WIMS
The disagreement of many calculated C2/F9-values was also observed and studied by
Ishiguro /14/ The introduction of self shielding factors in the two WIMS energy groups

between 2 1 and 3 3 eV was a remedy, although the width of the resonance and its resonance
energy near the group boundary makes it not well suited for application of standard self
shielding methods The effect of self shielding this resonance by using such a modified
cross-section set is a reduction of the calculated ratio C2/F9 by about 42 % in the tight
water-moderated lattice, by about 39 % in the Dowtherm-moderated lattice and < 1 % in
the dry lattice This results in increases of/c_ by 1 0, 0 8 and 0 0 %, respectively
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for the can material It resulted m an o\eresttmauon of k^ by about 02 % in moderated
lattices

Less spectacular effects arose from the neglected self shielding of structural materials in
moderated lattices But a change m /c„ of 0 6 % was found for the dry lattice /12/ In
KARBLiS'SS calculations the inaccurate self shielding was due to poor equivalence relations

Neutron physics calculations are considerably simplified by the assumption of a unique
spectrum of fission neutrons If the fission neutron spectrum provided by the data set agrees
well with the effective fission spectrum of the problem only small errors are introduced in
reactor calculations In some of the data sets used for WIMS/D and KARBLS calculations
the original fission neutron spectrum was constructed for predominant 2]3U fission (Maxw.elhan temperature of = 1 33 MeV), while in the PROTELS test zone fission of 2M Pu pro-

duces a harder spectrum of fission neutrons (^ \ 37 MeV) These early calculations
required, therefore, a correction of the calculated ratio F8'F9 by 2 % and of calculated k„
by up to 0 5 % (in the dry lattice) ,'12,' All calculational procedures currently use either a
precalculated effective fission neutron spectrum or a fission neutron spectrum calculated via
an iterative procedure
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4.2 Development of AARE at PSI
An early activity at PS I was the creation of a new 69-group set based on the Joint European
File JEF to be used in WIMS/D calculations The WIMS-JEF library was processed using
the MOY module WIMSR in connection with the library management program WILMA
11 ' Although the calculated reaction rate ratios were found to be m better agreement with
measurements than those obtained using the WIMS 81 library, they showed the well-known
weaknesses of former WIViS'D calculations, eg no self shielding below a certain energy
limit '15,'
A new approach was then the installation of the AARE code system and the generation of
suitable data sets from the JEF-1 library AARE /12/ is an update of the DANDE (applied
nuclear DA.ta, core \eutronics DEpletion) system from Los Alamos ,'I6/ The modular
construction of the code package separates the input processing, the solution of the transport equation (by ON'EDANT or TWODANT) and the post-processing into distinct, independently executable code modules The modules are connected to each other solely by
means of binary interface files
For cell calculations two codes are available within the AARE system

1

TRAMIX is a code which reads nuclear data from a library in MATXS format and
produces groupwise cross-sections which can be used for succeeding diffusion or transport calculations TRAMIX is able to shield resonance data in the whole energy range
using either the Bondarenko formalism /17/ or the intermediate resonance absorption
shielding method (IR) DancofT corrections for different geometries are applied Fission
spectra are calculated from fission matrices
For LWHCR applications TRAMIX has been run with different energy group num
bers, usually 70 to 308 In the few-group calculations elastic scattenng matrices are
corrected for differences between the actual flux and the library weighting flux

2

bilities They are computed from escape probabilities and energy dependent Dancoff
factors The flat flux approximation is made in both regions
In the resonance energy region the balance equations are solved on an ultra fine energy
gnd The resonance data include temperature dependent Doppler-broadencd resonance
cross-sections at about 15000 energy mesh points between 8 keV and 0 414 eV By this
high resolution the code accounts exphcitely for overlap and interference effects
between different resonance levels in both the resonance and thermal energy range As
pomuuse data are also available for the low-energy pan of the unresolved range (up to
8 keV) no special provisions for the treatment of resonance shielding in this range are
required
Above a flexible energy limit ( < 8 keV), which determines the upper energy boundary
for the pomtwise resonance calculation, sets of temperature- and dilution-dependent
fine-group data are available Interpolation between temperature- and dilution depen
dent data enables the calculation of self shielded effective cross-sections in this intermediate and high energy range

For the calculation of fundamental mode properties in Bn approximation the program
SOLVERB can be run
For all LWHCR calculations nuclear data have been taken from the JEF-1 library As an
example the influence of different calculational methods on the variation of the ratio of
capture in 242Pu to fission m ™Pu (C2/F9) with increasing moderation is shown in Figure 2
The curves plotted for the PS1 calculations demonstrate that the strong dependence of C E
on the moderation calculated with TRAMIX (70 energy groups) disappears in the case of
the pomtwise treatment of the 2 7 eV resonance using MICROX 2 (193 energy groups)
This figure shows also that the case of the voided lattice (effective moderation = 0) does not
fit into the general scheme the neutron spectrum is much harder in the voided case and
contributions of the important 2 7 eV resonance are negligible The results plotted for this
point are a measure of the discrepancies in the fast neutron capture cross-section of 2":Pu
S'inilar effects, of course less pronounced, are found for other resonance reactions as well

MICROX 2 /18/ is an integral transport theory spectrum code which solves the neu

tron slowing down and thermahzation equations on a detailed energy grid for a two
region lattice cell It produces groupwise cross-sections suitable for use m transport
codes, such as ONEDANT and TWODANT MICROX 2 was developed for the effi
cicnt and rigorous preparation of broad group neutron cross sections for poorl> mod
crated systems (such as fast breeder reactors) in addition to the well moderated thermal
reactors (such as high temperature reactors and hgnt water reactors) The fluxes m the
two regions (fuel and moderator) are coupled by transport corrected collision proba

This can be clearly seen in Figure 3 The ratio of capture in ™U to fission m "'Pu (C8'F9)
is even in voided lattices strongly influenced by the treatment of resonance shielding Both
calculational methods, TRAMIX and MICROX-2, yield about 3 % different results,
although the same data library JEF-1 - is used In this case the discrepancy can be
explained by the different methods of interpolation applied m the region of unreso'ved resonances The discrepancy disappears with increasing effective moderation, which means
larger contributions from the resolved resonance region
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The fast fission index F8 F9, i e the ratio of fission in 2MU to fission in B'Pu shown in
Figure 4, is less effected by the calculation of resonance shielding and mainlv the basic
nuclear data, which are identical for TRAMIX and MICROX-2 calculations, determine the

H20
p/d=1 26

ratio C/E This results in similar dependence of F8/F9 on the effective moderation for the
two cases

43 Development of DITUBS at IfRR
The program system DITUBS /19/ was developed at the Technical University of Braun
schweig for the calculation of LWHCRs Its essential component is the cell code SPEKTRA
9,' mentioned earlier (Section 3) SPEKTRA is a two zone cell program the fuel contained
in the central region is surrounded by homogenized structural materials and moderator It
is a collision probability program with Dancoff factor corrections as given by Sauer /20/
The fast and intermediate energy range down to 0 215 eV is divided into 25 energy groups
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of the Bondarenko structure /17/ In these groups resonance self shielding is taken into
account by self shielding factors, as common in fast reactor calculations 10 more energy
groups of equal lethargy width cover the range down to 10" eV

2JO

The cross-section sets DATbBS II and III were derived from fast reactor data (WIPRO
data of INTERATOM, based on ENDF/B-IV and -V) and thermal cross-sections from
BNL The predicted k„ of tight moderated PROTEUS lattices agreed well with the experiments, as can be seen in Figure 1 But the calculated k„ of the voided lattice, and accordingly the change of k^ upon voiding, did not agree with the measurements Thus, a modified
cross-section set DATLBS IV was compiled which contained adjusted inelastic scattering

data for fuel isotopes taken from the cross-section set KFKINR /21/ Calculated k„ for
\oided lattices were increased by more than 2 %, mainly due to a decrease m the ratio of
capture in ^L to fission m "'Pu (C8/F9) and an increase of the fast fission index F8/F9

the KEDAK 4 library The preparation of effective cross-sections for cell calculations within
KARBLS is made with the assumption of equivalence principles First, effective background
cross-sections are determined to take into account the lumping effect and Dancoff factors

as proposed by Sauer ,'20' For these background cross-sections self shielded cross-sections
for the fuel region and the can are than determined according to Bondarenko s method
/!?/ With these cross-sections a cell calculation is earned out, using either the collision
probability routine PERSELS of WIMS or the transport program ONETRAX With cal
culated cell fluxes effective cross-sections for the unit cell can be calculated and forwarded
to succeeding routines

More recently a new data set for SPEKTRA calculations, DATLBS V, was created at PSI
using the NJOY processing code, Version 6/83 All fuel cross-sections were taken from the
JEF-1 I library, but the thermal scattering cross-sections are still based on BNL data for

A comparison of cell cross-sections obtained from KARBUS 85 and other codes re\ealed
some deficiencies of the cross-section preparation path especially in cases of voided unit

programming reasons.

improvements of KARBUS were
- iterative calculation of effective fission neutron spectra,
- iterative calculation of background cross-sections for self shielding (optional),
- elimination of numerical errors in the input cross-section sets

kx of PROTEUS lattices calculated with SPEKTRA and DATUBS V are shown in the
lower part of Figure 1 There is still a slight tendency to underestimate k„ of the dry lattices
This must be an effect of not measured reactions, since the measured reaction rate ratios

shown in Figures 3 and 4 can be calculated within the experimental error limits
Somewhat surprising is the dependence of C/E for SPEKTRA/DATL'BS V in Figures 3 and
J on the effective moderdtion Especially for the wider water moderated lattice no similarity
with TRAMIX and MICROX-2 calculations can be observed, although all the cross-section

cells They were removed by the introduction of improved equivalence relations Other

The version KARBUS 89 has two options for the preparation of effective cross-sections for
cell calculations in the resonance energy region below a chosen energy limit (recommended
< 150 eV)
Application of Bondarenko s self shielding concept, as in former versions of KARBUS,

sets used in these calculations are based on JEF-1 data In addition, the representation of
the unit cell in MICROX-2 calculations is the same as m SPEKTRA calculations The C/E
discrepancies for C8/F9 and C2'F9 are small, but C/E for F8/F9 is very low Further com-

parisons are required for an explanation of this effect
For detailed investigations improvements of the SPEKTRA code are planned The permitted
number of energy groups and the number of regions m the unit cell will be increased

4.4 Development of KARBUS and KAPER4 at KfK
The code system KARBUS /8/ was introduced in 1985 It is a collection of programs specifically tailored for the calculation of LWHCR lattices Bum-up calculations and reactor
design calculations can be made A detailed description of these features of KARBUS will
be given m another paper at this Meeting ,'22,'
The cross-section sets used for the evaluation of PROTEUS experiments were usually of the
69-group structure of the WIMS code They were generated from nuclear data contained m

Use of the fine energy mesh collision probability program RESAB-II of IKE Stuttgart
23'
The calculation of effective cross-sections using RESAB-II in connection with the well proven cross-section set G69CT005 has not in all cases reduced the differences found between
calculated and measured reaction rate ratios In addition, there seems to be a greater tendency of increasing C/E-values for the ratio C8/F9 with increasing moderation
The cell program KAPER4 ,'13/ has been used at KfK for LWHCR studies, too It was
modified for the calculation of water-moderated cells But there are still approximations in
the program which require attention in each case calculated, e g the assumption of isotropic
scattering On the other hand, KAPER4 is a useful tool for the study of influences of
parameters which cannot easily be vaned in other codes KAPER4 has various options to
calculate cell diffusion coefficients, to estimate influences of the flat flux approximation and
of transport approximations

The results of KAPER4 calculations of k„ and reaction rate ratios using the 69-group
cross section set G69CT005 are shown in Figures 1 to 4 In general, differences between
KARBUS 89 and KAPER4 cell calculations are small and accordingly only one set ofresults
is shown in Figures 2 to 4

Using KAPER4 the influence of various approximations made in collision probability codes
on calculated properties of the PROTEUS Phase II lattices has been studied A summary
of the results is
In many LWHCR calculations unit cells are represented by tree regions fuel, can and
moderator A further division of the moderator region in three zones increases calculated ratios C8/F9 and C2/F9 of the wider water-moderated lattice of PROTELS by 0 8
and 0 6 % , respectively k„ decreases by 0 3 % In the case of moderation by Dowtherm and in the water-moderated tight lattice the ratios are increased by 0 5 and
02 %, respectively, and k„ is reduced by 0 2 %

An estimate of the upper limit of a transport correction of collision probabilities was
made by replacing the total cross-section and the withm-group scattenng cross-section
by transport corrected cross-sections m the integral transport equation for isotropic
scattering This replacement causes increases of the capture rate ratios and a reduction
of k«, of the wider water-moderated lattice by 0 1 %

Anisotropie diffusion has only an indirect influence (via spectral shifts due to leakage)

on fundamental mode parameters measured m PROTELS experiments The maximum
effect was calculated for the wider dry lattice the increase of the migration area by
about 6 % causes an increase of k„ of the fundamental mode by < 0 1 %

Thus, most approximations m\estigated have small effects on the ratios C/E compared with
the experimental errors However, a finer division of the moderator region may be required
in calculations based on the collision probability method

in MU to fission in a'Pu (C8 F9) is shown This is the most important reaction rate ratio in
terms of its influence on k„ and the conversion ratio
It can be seen that some discrepancies, e g between the KAPER4 calculation for the dry
lattice and the experiment, are much larger than the experimental error The satisfactory
agreement of calculated and measured k„ values m such cases is a result of compensating
effects in the reaction rate balance, e g by fission in "'U for the KAPER4 dry lattice calculation, as shown in Figure 4
Most discrepancies between measured and calculated reaction rate ratios can be attributed
to the nuclear data used for the Calculations The replacement of WIMS and KFKIXR data
by cross-section sets based on the JEF-1 or KEDAK-4 library has reduced many differences
considerably But it could be shown that for some reaction rate ratios, eg C2/F9, the
treatment of resonance absorption influences the calculated values more than the data itself
Detailed investgation of C/E discrepancies can thus be used to identify shortcomings in
methods and data

6. Conclusions
The continuous development of calculational methods and the introduction of new crosssection sets based on modern nuclear data libraries has reduced the differences between calculated and measured k„ to values close to the experimental error limit This is not >et the
case for some measurable reaction rate ratios It must be assumed that a compensation of
discrepancies in the \anous contributions to the reaction rate balance leads to the satisfactory agreement m k„
It could be shown that deficiencies in nuclear data as well as remaining uncertainties in the
treatment of resonance absorption may cause the differences found between calculated and
measured reaction rate ratios More detailed analyses of the PROTEUS LWHCR Phase II
experiments - also covering the various other types of integral parameters measured /3/ should help identify other calculational aspects requiring improvement

5. Present Status of Methods and Data
An overall impression of the progress made in the calculation of reaction rate ratios and £«,
for the PROTEUS Phase II test lattices can be obtained by comparing the top and bottom
of Figure I For both diagrams identical scales have been used It is evident that almost all
calculations yield £_ within the expenmental error band (la) Further improvements of
methods or data cannot be achieved by the comparison of measured and calculated /c„ only
It is mandatory to compare calculated with measured reaction rate ratios as well For some
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recent calculations this has been done in Figures 2 to 4 In Figure 3 the ratio of capture
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EVALUATION OF CRITICAL HEAT FLUX AND
FLOODING EXPERIMENTS FOR
HIGH CONVERSION PWRs

critical heat flux in a tight lattice triangular array of rods, and the improvements
of the computer code FLUT-FDWR (FDWR = Fortgeschrittener
Druckwasserreaktor, i e APWR) developed for the modelling of the reflooding
phase of a tight lattice HCPWR after a Loss of Cooland Accident

M. DALLE DONNE
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

II

CRITICAL HEAT FLUX CORRELATION

In 1984 Dalle Donne and Hame developed a new critical heat flux correlation

Abstract

valid for triangular arrays of rod bundles/3/ This correlation should hold for rod

High converting PWR's (HCPWR or APWR) are based on fuel elements with rod

bundles with grid spacer supports as well as for spiral wire supports In the

placed in a tight lattice triangular array The CHF correlation developed at KfK for

such geometry has been tested against recently performed experiments For tests

present paper this correlation will be compared with experimental evidence
related to rod bundles with tight triangular lattice made available since 1984,

with grid spacers the correlation has been confirmed by various experiments

both for bundles with grid spacers and with spiral spacers

within a scatter band of 10 - 20% The original KfK correlation prediction for
spiral supports is based on tests with single spiral wire and it is not applicable for

The Dalle Donne-Hame correlation is based on the WSC-2 correlation (Table I) /4/,

six integral spiral rib supports A modification of the correlation, which accounts

whereby the geometry-dependent parameters Q\, Q2, Q.4 and V were determined
by root mean-square fitting from experimental data of CHF tests performed for
rod bundles with tight triangular rod lattices (1 02 < p/d < 1.36, d = rod
diameter, p = lattice pitch)

for this kind of support as well, is proposed m the paper

The computer code FLUT originally developed at GRS-Garching, for the modelling
of the flooding phase during a Loss-of-Coolant Accident m a PWR, has been
modified to account for the different APWR core geometry The new version of

The new determined values were (for the explanations of the meaning of the

the code developed at KfK is able to predict better than FLUT both the tests

symbols see Table I)

performed for the APWR as well as for the PWR core geometry The latest version

Q, = 1 748, Q2 = 7 540, Q4 = 8 783

of FLUT-FDWR, called FLUT-FDWR-MM, allows a finer axial nodalisation of the

(1)

fuel rod in the region of the quench front This reduces the oscillations in the rod
cladding temperatures and in other physical parameters, and, in some cases
improves even the level of the code predictions

For clusters with grid spacers
V = -0.252 - 2 789 exp (- 3 874G) + 1 915 exp (-0 234G)

I

(2)

INTRODUCTION

anf for spiral wire spacers
The design work for the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) concept of an
Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor (APWR), also called High Conversion PWR

V = 1 -FF (0 336 + 0 09G - 0 697 exp (-2 68 G))

(3)

FF = 26695(F 0 9 1 S -1)

(4)

(HCPWR) /1, 21. has been supported at KfK by theoretical and experimental work
m the field of thermohydraulics In the present paper the latest theoretical work
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m this field is presented Two aspects will be dealth with, namely the confirmation and further development of a correlation capable of predicting the

with

Table I

214

WSC-2 correlation

0.5
F =

«(xlO Btu/hr ft ) =

C+ZYY1

8 = 0.25 GO
UQ2F26D(Y')

C = C'Y

0. =coolant channel hydraulic diameter (in)
F = radial form factor in the considered section of the bundle
P
Pr=10~3 p p=pressure (p.s.i.a.)

0.841 e 1.424 (1-p )

G = mass velocity (10 lb/ft2 hr)

A. = latent heat of evaporation (8tu/Ib)
AH = inlet subcooling (Btu/lb)
z = distance from channel inlet (in)
Y = ratio of average cluster heat flux from entry to z
to local cluster radial-average heat flux at z

1.329

In the correlation of Ref /3/ the parameter Y' (see Table I) was omitted because
the correlation was intended for application to large bundles with a great
number of rods, where the effect of the bundle boundary is negligible on the
central rods of the bundle and in presence of small power gradients
perpendicular to the water flow In this case Y' = 1
II 1

Experiments with Bundles with Grid Spacers

II 1 1

ÇEA Experiments

In 1987 M Courtaud et al published the results of their CHF experiments 151 The
experiments were performed with Freon-12 and transformed to equivalent water
values using the transformation factors suggested by Stevens et al /6/ and by their
own experiments Table II shows the mam data of the CEA experiments For the
evaluation of their experiments they used also the Kf K correlation /3/ The
agreement was rather good, our correlation underpredicting the experimental
data of 8 2% with a standard deviation of 9 4% However, the Kf K correlation
underpredicted of about 24% the results for a rod cluster with guide tube cells
clusters On the other hand, the application of the Kf K correlation for the prediction of the DNBR (minimum ratio between the CHF and the maximum hot

channel heat flux) in the reactor cpre is still valid, because there will certainly be a

V = grid spacers parameter. For the best fit of experimental data V=0.7.

triangular array

(5)

This is to be expected as our correlation has been developed for uniform rod

Y' = inoalance factor, ratio of the enthalpy increase in the
considered subchannel to the heat produced in the subchannel
from entry to z

QI

~

1 + Y-1

0=F0Oh.

geometry parameter

31 2.16

where d = rod diameter, p = rod pitch, H = axial pitch of the spiral spacer

0.25

2~~pr

(p/d)

A+BAH

2

where

7 6

region in the large fuel rod bundles of a APWR which is practically unaffected by

the presence of guide tubes Moreover, m the guide tube region the CHF is higher
than predicted by the KfK correlation and the DNBR is determined by the bundle
region unaffected by the guide tubes
II 1 2

Q2

^3

Ö4

2.372

-1

12.26

JAERI Experiments

In 1989Sugimotoeta! have published the results of their CHF water experiments
with a 4 rod bundle /?/ Table III shows the main operating conditions of this

Table II

CEA

CFH Experiments /5/. Range of Operating Conditions
K f K correlation

1 3

Number of rods = 19
Rod diameter = 8-65 and 9.5 mm
Rod pitch = 9.96 and 12.23 mm

~°o
o

s
u_
o

p/d = 1.151 and 1.287
Pressure = 7.6 to 16 MPa
2
Mass velocityJ = 2000 to 8000 kg/m
s
a
Exit steam quality = -0.2 to 0.4
Heat Flux = 500 to 3800 KW/m'

1 2
1 1
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A

X
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*
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channel analysis Besides with the KfK /3/, the experiments were compared with

the experimental data by 20 to 100% Therefore the comparison with the local

°

o

o

the EPRI-8&W/8/, EPRI-Columbia/9/and Katto/10/CHF correlations as well Using
the bundle averaged flow conditions, the two latter correlations overpredicted

5000

1 4

tz
evaluated in terms of local subchannel conditions using the COBRA-IV-I sub-

4000

3000

2000

1000

p/d = 1.2

experiment Due to the relatively low number of rods and the considerable
effects of the cluster boundaries, the results of the experiments were also

X

*

o Bundle average
COBRA -IV- 1 subchannel analysis
* ß -- 0 02
* /3=0005

n K

Number of rods = 4
Rod diameter = 9.5 mm
Rod pitch = 11.4 mm

.

x

0

07

Heat flux = 950 to 2840 KW/m2

A

A

X

o

JAERI CHF Experiments /?/ Range of Operating Conditions

Pressure = up to 3.9 MPa
Mass velocity = 560 to 4170 kg/mzs
Exit steam quality = 0.09 to 0.41

A

A

08

Table III

..„"••

û

1 0

-

0

X
XXX

X

*

AC

1000

4000
3000
Average mass velocity ( k g / s m

2000

5000

conditions calculated with COBRA-IV-I was performed only for the first two
correlations, which already for the averaged flow conditions gave an agreement
better than + 20% For the case of the KfK correlation, the unbalance factor Y'
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was used for the comparison with local flow conditions Fig 1 shows the results of
these compansions The CHF ratios obtained from the local flow conditions are

Fig.1- Comparison of the CHF experiments performed at JAERI with water for
pressures up to 3.9 MPa and a 4 rod bundle 111 with the prediction
of the KfK /3/ and EPRI-B&W correlations /8/.
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smaller than those from the average ones, thus the agreement between

13

Mitsubishi Experiments

experiment and Kf K correlation is slightly better of that with the EPRI-B&W
correlation

Mitsubishi has recently performed CHF experiments with a 7 rod bundle with

Fig 2 shows the compansion of experimental data obtained subsequently by

experiment Using the local flow conditions and the local subchannel unbalance

JAERI for other test sections with seven rods and p/d = 1 2 as well, and water

factor, the experimental results agree quite well with the Kf K correlation for heat

Freon and water /12/ Table IV shows the main operating conditions of this

pressures up to 16 MPa The agreement with the Kf K correlation, on the base of

fluxes up to 2000 KW/m2 For higher heat fluxes the KfK correlation overpredicts

the local flow conditions and using the unbalance factor Y', is excellent JAERI

slightly the experimental data (18% at a flux of 4000 KW/m2) Without

uses now the Kf K correlation, with an uncertainty band of + 15%, for the

consideration of the unbalance factor Y' the overprediction would have been

thermohydraulic core design calculations /I1/

much higher 56% at 4000 KW/tn2/13/
Table IV.

KfK correlation (with imbalance factor

Mitsubishi

CHF Experiments /12/. Range of Operating Conditions

Number of rods = 4
Rod diameter = 9,5 mm

Test
Rods Pitch Length
section
(mm) (m)
o A
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11 4
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7
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+ C
7
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05
x 0
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1
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ü
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°
o
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~~^

t 'ï
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Experiments at KfK - Braunschweig University

Recently KfK and the Braunschweig University have performed a joint experiment
with a 7 bundle and Fréon-12 /14/ The average flow condition experimental data
have been compared with the Dalle Donne-Hame correlation /3/ The agreement

05

1
C)

1

1

1000

1
2000

1

1
3000

is relative! good up to a mass velocity of 3000 Kg/m^sec For higher mass velocities

1
40C

the KfK correlation overpredicts the experimental results quite considerably The

analysis of the JAERI and Mitsubishi experiments (see subchapters II 1 2 and II 1 3)
indicate that the agreement would improve very much if the comparison were
Fig.2

Comparison of the CHF experiments performed at JAERI with water for
pressures up to 16 MPa and bundles with 4 or 7 rods /11/ with the
prediction of the KfK correlation /3/.

performed with local flow conditions and under consideration of the local
unbalance factor Y' The reason for this is of course the relatively low number of
rods used in the bundle for this experiment

Il 2

Experiments with Bundles with Integral Spiral Ribs

Fig 3 shows a comparison of the KWU experimental data with the Kf K CHF
correlation for spiral wire spacers (Eqs (1), (3), (4) and (5)) The correlation

The Dalle Donne-HameCHF correlation /3/ was developed also for rod clusters

underpredicts the data by up to 40% As the discrepancy increases with the water

with spiral wire supports and, to our knowledge, predicts well all the experiments

mass velocity, it is likely that this may be due to wrong values for the parameter

for this kind of bundles available in the literature However, the proposed

V, which accounts for the effect of the spacer on the CHF and is mass velocity

APWR's with very tight lattices (p/d < 1 2) have the fuel rods supported by six

dependent (Eq (3)) The reason for this discrepancy may be due to the fact that

integral spiral ribs/1/ This kind of support offers some advantages in respect of

the correction factor FF in Eq (3) has been obtained on the assumption that the

spiral wires, as, for a given axial distance between the supporting sections of the

rods, the pressure drops are considerably smaller This is because, in the case of six

increase of CHF caused by the spacer is proportional to the increase of the friction
factor caused by the wire spiral spacer This has been proved to be so for the

spiral starts, the axial pitch of the spiral is only 1/6th of the single start spiral wire

single wire spiral supports /3/, but it is not true when the results are applied to a

for a given axial distance between the supporting sections At the time of the

different geometry as the six integral spiral ribs kind of support

development of our CHF correlation, no CHF experiment with clusters with six
integral spiral ribs was available in the literature However, recently such an
experiment has been performed by KWU /I5/ Table VI shows the main operating
conditions of this experiment with water

1.7U8

2 CH

5

=
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-

8 90

/

A

/O bar
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31

/
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1nO bar
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Table V

KfK-Braunschweig

Experiments /14/. Range of Operating Conditions

V = 1-FFIO 336--0 09 G-0 697 a

2 M

1Q/

39

c

0 160 bar

)

Number of rods = 7
Rod diameter = 9.5 mm

l 1-:

Rod pitch = 10.9 mm

p/d = 1.147
Pressure = 2.3 MPa
Mass velocity = 1000-6000 kg/m z sec
Exit steam quality = -0.34 - +0.09

[

with Freon 12

Heat flux = 100 - 500 KW/m'

Table VI

KWU CHF experiment with six spiral ribs cluster /15/.
Range of operating correlations

Number of rods = 37

Rod diameter = 9.5 mm
0 0

Rod pitch = 10.6 mm

0 0

p/d = 1.116

10

15

20

Mass V e l o c i t y G

Axial pitch of the spiral ribs = 600 mm
Pressure = 7-16 MPa
2
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05

Mass velocity = 1000 - 7000 kg/m s

Fig.3

25

3.0

3.5

H 5

5 0

5 5

10 6 L b / f t 2 h r

Comparison of the CHF experiments performed at KWU with water for
pressures up to 16 MPa and a bundle with 19 rods and six integral
spiral ribs support /15/ with the prediction of the KfK correlation
with single spiral wire support /3/.
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Whereby ns, number of starts, is equal 1 for the single wire case and equal to 6 for
the six integral spiral ribs case respectively Eq (6) should, however, used with

Fig 4 shows a comparison where the value of V has been obtained with the factor
FF set equal to one The agreement is excellent, the mean error being 0 9% and

the standard deviation 56% le the results with the experiments with six integral spiral ribs (H/d = 63 2, where H = axial pitch of spiral rib, d = rod diameter)

caution, as it is based on only one experiment with a rod cluster with six spiral
ribs

agree quite well with those for the bundle with the single spiral wire for which Eq
(3) was obtained This was a bundle with H/d = 13 64/3/To account for the

III

different number of starts between a single spiral wire and a six spiral ribs kind of

support Eq (5) should by replaced by

•w

0.5

1.42

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME FLUT-FDWR

For the development of the APWR at KfK, the calculations of the blow-down
phase of a Loss-of-Cooland Accident (LOCA) were performed with the computer

2
|W1
6
•«[-fw-j -"

code RELAP 5 / MOD 1, properly modified to account for the different geometries

(6)

present in the APWR cores/16/, while the reflood phase was modelled with the

ë

=

7 SUO

0

=5.54

8.783

£„MQ =

code FLUT-FDWR, a further version of the code FLUT, originally developed at GRSGarchmg for PWR's /171, as it was discovered that RELAP 5 / MOD 1, as well as

0.93 X

RELAP 5 / MOD 2, was not well suited to model the reflood phase of a core of an

2.01.8-i

/.

5.62 X

V = ;-FF(0.336->0.09 G-a.697

A
-tX
^

70 bar
100 bar
140 bar
160 bar

APWR

The hydrodynamic model m FLUT is a two-fluid model with six conservation

1.6-i

equations for mass, momentum and energy The interaction between the phases
is modelled by a very simple set of constitutive equations for mass transfer rate,

l.^.

mterfacial drag and interfacial heat transfer, which fulfils basic requirements as
symmetry of phases, increase of phase interaction with growing deviation from

1-2-i

equilibrium and correct behaviour of the disappearing phase (interaction terms

gradually decrease as one phase is disappearing), while the dependence on the

, 1-0-:

flow regime appears only indirectly/18/ This proved to bean advantage for the
calculations m APWR-geometry As a matter of fact, most of the presently used
flow maps are based on experimental evidence for pipes or for bundles m normal

O.Q-.

; Q.6-;

PWR geometry Their previsions in case of a different geometry may fail completely The calculations of the first forced reflooding experiment m a very tight

cm-;

APWR geometry with different codes proved this fact /19/ On the other hand the

simpler formulation of the FLUT code assures a wider generality and can better
0.2

cope with this new geometrical configurations /20/
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Fig.4

Comparison of the CHF experiment performed at KWU with water for

pressures up to 16 MPa and a bundle with 19 rods and six integral
spiral ribs support /15/ with the prediction of the KfK correlation
with FF set equal to 1.

5.5

The one dimensional heat conduction model of the code is able to simulate plates
and hollow or full cylinders Each heat conductor can have up to three material

zones separated by gaps Heat generation can be considered in material zones
Suitable heat transfer correlations depending on the flow regime connect the
fluid and the heat conductor model The positions of the lower and upper

quench-front for each fuel rod is calculated explicitly by means of analytical

correlations for the quench-front velocity /21, 22/ This compensates partly the
lack of the axial conduction in the one dimensional heat conductor model For
the simulation of a reactor primary system, a network of one dimensional flow
elements (pipes) and special plenum cells (lumps) is applied The reactor core may
comprise parallel cells with fuel rods of different power connected to each flow

The original package of heat transfer correlations of the FLUT code is based on a
flow pattern of type A and underestimates the precooling of the cladding before
quenching in case of pattern B.where the zone of the dispersed flow film boiling
begins directly above the quench-front A very important parameter m this flow
regime is the average droplet diameter used to calculate the heat transfer
coefficient and the interfacial area between vapour and water droplets In the

channel For the primary coolant pumps, a centrifugal pump model is available

original version of FLUT this parameter was set to a unique constant value Basing

The temperatures of the secondary side of the steam generator tubes and the

on a study of R Lee about the generation of droplets at the quench-front and

injected mass flow rates of the ECCS must be given as input data

their subsequent evolution /28/, a simplified model was implemented in FLUT-

FDWR Here the region of dispersed flow is divided into two subrogions (see
In the next two subchapters the improvements introduced at Kf K to the code
FLUT will be reviewed and shortly discussed

III 1

The criterion of Hsu and Young for the onset of the upper quench-front/25/ was
introduced in order to avoid a too early quenching of the rod cladding from
above This criterion allows the beginning of the rewettmg process only when the
void fraction a is less then 0 95 and the cladding temperature TC| is lower then
54Q.OC and gave satisfactory results when applied to the PWR geometry /26/
A new droplet model for the zone immediately downstream the lower quenchfront improved the calculation of the precooling effect in the cases in which the
quenching of the cladding takes place at a high void fraction (a ^ 0 8 at the
quench-front) Figure 5 shows the flow patterns of the two extreme reflooding
situations flow pattern A occurs usually for high flooding rates (more then 4
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a)

while flow pattern B is typical of low flooding rates 1211 The establishment
of one or the other of these flow patterns is also affected by the inlet subcoolmg
of the flooding water and by the volumetric power density in the bundle lower
inlet subcoolmg and high power density favour the pattern B loan APWRcore,
where the power density might be higher than in a PWR, pattern B may become
of major importance

a zone of length L, immediately downstream the quench-front,
m which the calculation uses a value d\ = 0 127 mm for the
droplet average diameter accounting for the presence in this
subregion of two kinds of droplets of different diameter
generated below (in the zone of transition boiling) by the
bursting of bubbles,

FLUT-FDWR Introduction of the Two Diameter Droplets Model for the
Flow Regime above the Lower Quench Front and Other Improvements

The modified version FLUT-FDWR contains some new correlations and physical
models which improved its prevision capability /23, 24/

cm/s)

Figure 5)

b)

the remaining part of the dispersed flow region, in which the
value d2 = 2 mm is used as in the original version of the program
(in this zone only the bigger droplets survive, as the smaller ones
evaporate completely within the first zone of length L)

Forthe length of the zone in which the diameter di is used a reference value
LO = 0 2 m was determined by means of optimisation calculations of the experiment FLECHT No 32114/29/ For the other cases L was calculated by means of a
simplified energy balance Supposing that the zone of influence of the small
droplets depends linearly on the volumetric power density on the fluid Q and on
the initial cladding superheat AT, referring to the value LO we obtain
L = L0(Qo/Q)(ATo/AT)

(7)

where the values with index 0 refer to FLECHT exp No 32114/29/This method
gave good results in the calculation of many experiments in PWR and APWR
geometry/23/
For the calculation of the friction factors, new relations for a proper evaluation in
APWR core channels were introduced in FLUT-FDWR /23/
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The moving mesh has been introduced into the heat conductor model of FLUT
FDWR in order to reduce the oscillations caused by the propagation of the
quench-front The conceptual illustration of the moving mesh is given in Fig 6

new version of the code, several heat conductor cells around the quench-front
Average diameter d,

Transition boiling

Annular flow

(•

The nodalisation shown on the left of this figure is usually used in the FLUTFDWR calculation The axial length of each heat conductor is about 4 — 6 cm In the

Simple droplet population
Average diameter dz

Bubble burst

I

are divided into finer ones Six finer calls for each of the three conductor cells
around the quench-front, which are shown in this figure, are used as a standard
nodalisation in FLUT-FDWR-MM The number of divided cells, their location
relative to the quench-front and the number of finer cells can be changed by

Nucleate boiling

Nucleate boiling
Single-phase liquid

FLUT-FDWR-MM Introduction tn the Heat Conductor Model of a Mesh
Moving with the Quench-Front

Annular flow

— Upper quench front

r'"?»'.'

New droplet model

input The part of the conductor divided into finer cells is moving with the
quench-front When the conductor cell is divided into finer ones, the same

Single-phase
liquid

temperature distribution as that of the divided cell is assigned to each finer cell
On the other hand, the temperature is assumed to be an arithmetic average of

Reflood flow regimes and droplet model. L is the length where the
double droplet population occurs.

those of the finer cells when the finer cells are combined into one large cell

The dependence of the interfacial drag coefficient on the channel geometry can
be accounted for m FLUT-FDWR by giving different values of the parameters R v
and RI of the relation of Oseen /30V in the different components of the system
According to the results of parametric calculations of many refloodmg
experiments and to the experience of other authors, the following reference
values have been established /23/
Rv = RI = 0 70 m for a very tight APWR rod lattice (p/d = 1 06, dh = 2 6 mm)
Rv = R, = 0 25 m for a PWR geometry (square rod lattice with dh = 12 0 mm)

Original meshes
Rv = RI = 0 10 m for pipes

Finer meshes moving
with quench front

(8)
Fig.6

Conceptual illustration of the moving mesh.
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The important parameters for the physical model of FLUT-FDWR, L of the droplet
model and R v and R| of the relation of Oseen for interfacial drag between liquid
and vapour phases, were optimised for the coarse mesh used in the FLUT-FDWR
calculation /23, 24/ However, the nodalisation effect on the calculation results is
very large and very important/23, 31/ This means that the values of these
parameters should be reoptimised for the new version with the moving mesh
Through the course of post-test calculations for various reflooding experiments
using FLUT-FDWR-MM/32/the optimum values for Rv and RI were determined as
follows
RV = RI = 0 25 m fora PWR geometry (square rod lattice with dh = 120 mm)

400

Rv = R, = 0 10 m fora APWR geometry (triangular rod lattice p/d = 1 13,
dh = 417 mm)

600

800

1000

Time (si

Fig.7
(9)

Rod cladding temperature at 1.83 m high versus time for the FLECHT 32114
experiment /29/ compared with the FLUT and FLUT-FDWR prediction.

Note that smaller values of RV = RI mean stronger interfacial drag
The optimisation work of Ref /32/did not allow to better specify the values of L

——— FLUT

used m FLUT-FDWR, as the tests used had low sensitivity to this parameter Thus

»——' FLUT-FDWR

1000-

o

the values of Eq (7) with LQ = 0 2 m are still maintained

o Experiment

p 800]

111 3

Comparison of the Calculation Predictions with the Experimental Data
S 600-

III 3 1

Calculations with FLUT-FDWR

Fig 7 and 8 show the comparisons of the cladding temperatures at certain levels

200

of a heated rod versus time during the core reflooding In both cases the geometry is typical for a PWR core Fig 7 refers to a test performed in U S A

0
120

(experiment FLECHT 32114/29/) and Fig 8 to a test performed in Germany
(experiment SEFLEX-07 /33,34/) The improvement brought up by FLUT-FDWR m
respect of FLUT is evident from the figures However, expecially by the SEFLEX

240

360

480

600

Time (s)

Fig.8

Rod cladding temperature at 2.30 m high for the SEFLEX-07 experiment
/33,3l/ compared with the FLUT and FLUT-FDWR prediction.

experiment the oscillations in the temperature mentioned insubchapterlll 2 are
quite considerable
experimental data is considerably better with FLUT-FDWR than with FLUT Fig 10
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Fig. 9 shows the cladding temperatures of three heat rods at a certain level versus
time for a very tight APWR rod bundle with six integral spiral ribs support (p/d =

shows that also the temperature of the steam at the outlet of the test section of

1 06, FLORESTAN 1 experiment/19.3S/) Also here the agreement of the

Comparision with other experiments gave similar results /23,247

the FLORESTAN 1 experiment is better predicted by FLUT-FDWR than by FLUT

Calculations with FLUT-FDWR-MM

III 3 2

900
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The calculations were performed for PWR as well as APWR geometries, especially
o

-o Experiment rod 103

o

a Experiment rod 81

Ä

R Experiment rod

m the cases where FLUT-FDWR was producing relatively large oscillations m the
cladding temperatures and other physical parameters of the test

45

Fig 11 shows the cladding temperatures calculated with FLUT-FDWR-MM for the
same test of Fig 8 (SEFLEX-07) The temperature oscillations are reduced, if not
all. quite considerably m amplitude and the agreement with the experimental
values is better Fig 12 shows the cladding temperatures calculated with FLUTFDWR and FLUT-FDWR-MM for another experiment in PWR geometry (NEPTUN
5036 /36/) The calculated values are compared with the experimental data of the
80

Fig.9

160

240

320

400

Time (s)

two measured rods Also here the improvement caused by FLUT-FDWR-MM m

Cladding temperatures of three rods measured in tne FLORESTAN 1

respect of FLUT-FDWR is evident The same can be said for the calculation of the

experiment at 1.612 m high 719,357 and compared with the FLUT and

water carry-over (see Fig 13)

FLUT-FDWR prediction.

1200.0FLUT-FDWR-MM

1000.0-

i Experiment

600
8000

g
'S

6000-

(U
CL

4000-

2000-

•a—a—B—s—a—a—a—9—a

80

160

240

320

400

Time Is!

Fig.10 Steam temperature at test section outlet in the FLORESTAN 1 experiment
719,357. Comparison with the FLUT and FLUT-FDWR prediction.

0.0

00

100.0 2000

300.0

400.0

500.0

6000

Time (s)
Fig. 11 Rod cladding temperature at 2.30 m high for the SEFLEX-07 experiment

X33.34/ compared with trie

FLuT-FDWR-MM prediction.

1000.0

FLUT-FDWR-MM was tested against tests performed in a APWR geometry as well.
Fig 14 shows the cladding temperatures calculated with FLUT-FDWR and FLUTFLUT-FDWR-MM
FLUT-FDWR
Expt. 360E2
Expt. 360G3

FDWR-MM for a rod bundle with p/d = 1.13 (NEPTUN III /37, 387). The calculated

temperatures are compared with those of four measured rods. The comparison
shows quite clearly the necessity of using with FLUT-FDWR-MM, a considerably
lower value of RI = Rv than in the case of FLUT-FDWR. The experimental values of
the cladding temperatures tend to be slightly underpredicted, however with
FLUT-FDWR-MM, the number and amplitude of the temperature oscillations is

considerably reduced. Comparisons with other experiments are shown m Ref.
/32/

0.0

50.0

100.0

150.0

200.0

250.0

300.0

Time (s)
Fig.12 Rod cladding temperatures of two rods measured in tne NEPTUN 5036

experiment /36/ at 1.18 m high and compared with the FLUT-FDWR and
FLUT-FDWR-MM prediction.

1000.0

FLUT-FDWR-MM (R=0.1)

FLUT-FDWR-MM (R=0.62)
FLUT-FDWR (R=0.62)
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Fig.13

Water carry over at test section outlet in the NEPTUN 5Ü36 experiment
/36/. Comparison with the FLUT-FDWR and'TLUT-FDWR-MM prediction.

Fig.14 Rod cladding temperatures of four rods at 0.95 m high in the NEPTUN III
experiment /37,38/ compared with the FLUT-FDWR (RI=R =0.62), with the
FLUT-FDWR-MM (R,=R
=0.1)
V=0.62) and with the FLUT-FOWR-MM iR.=R
predictions. l
* v
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IV

CONCLUSIONS

5)

The latest version of FLUT-FDWR, called FLUT-FDWR-MM, allows a
finer nodalisation m the rod region, which moves together with the

The latest KfK activities m the field of theoretical thermohydraulics for the APWR

propagation of the quench front This reduces quite considerably the

have been mainly concentrated

oscillations in the rod cladding temperatures and other physical
parameters In certain cases also the level of the code predictions is

a)

improved in respect of those of FLUT-FDWR

on the development of a reliable correlation for the prediction of a
Critical Heat Flux in an APWR core geometry, characterized by fuel rod
bundles with relatively tight triangular rod lattices, and

b)
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Switzerland

EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT TO TIGHT LATTICE
AND PLUTONIUM CORE STUDIES

From 1983 to 1987, CEA conducted an R&D programme in order to
evaluate the concept of underraoderated reactors, and particularly the RCVS
concept (that is convertible spectral shift reactor). EdF and FRAMATOME

J.L. NIGON, J. MONDOT
CEA, Centre d'études nucléaires de Cadarache,
Saint-Paul-lez-Durance,
France

were associated to the progress of this CEA programme. The investigations
dealt with core physics,

therraohydraulics,

fuel

behaviour

and reactor

mechanics. Two feasibility reports have been prepared by FRAMATOME (1988)
and CEA (1987).

Abstract
1.2
The possible option of a tight lattice core for future PWRs has been
considered for the last five years, from 1983 to 1987. EdF, FRAMATOME and
CEA conducted a joint R&D programme dealing with undermoderated PWR cores.
This R&D programme covered the following domains:
-

core physics,

thermalhydraulics, both under operating and accidental transient

conditions,
fuel behaviour and reactor mechanics.

The

conclusions

are

reported

in

two feasibility

Pu recycling

The decision of recycling plutonium in EdF PWRs has been taken

early in the 1980s ; the feasibility study concluded to the possibility of
a 30 % HOX - 70 % U02 loading of the french 900 MWe cores.

Core physics and fuel behaviour experimental studies devoted to
this recycling programme are of more general interest and may also be
useful to the RCVS design study.

reports prepared by

Framatome (1988) and CEA (1987) which are summarized

in the present

presentation.
The core physics experiments covered the following
parameters: material buckling, spectrum index, reactivity and power
distribution effects and
assembly configuration parameters.
The
thermalhydraulics results deal with DHB (critical heat flux) on one hand,
and with reflood after LOCA on the other hand. As for mechanical design,
the main feasibility studies concerned the upper plenum, which is much over
crowded with guide tubes than in the standard design, and the vibratory
behaviour of control/spectral shift rod clusters. At present, an important
core physics programme is devoted to the support of plutonium recycling in
present PWRs. The EPICURE programme provides useful additional results
which could be helpful in further potential HCPWR design activities.

1.3

Main contributions

The following partial operating chart summarizes the main
contributions to the french experimental programme.
J. Hondot
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CONTEXT OF THE FRENCH PROGRAMME
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RCVS

Framatome started their first advanced studies in 1980 the
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announcement of a spectral shift reactor.has been published in 1982.
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CORE PHYSICS (Expérimental validations)

From 1984 to 1987 an extensive experimental programme was

undertaken to validate the design studies of the Light Water High
Conversion Reactors (LWHCR). Three specific experiments were performed :
*
*

*

ERASME/S and ERASHE/R : critical experiments in the EOLE
facility at the Nuclear Center of Cadarache (Figure II.1).
MORGANE/S and MORGANE/R : critical experiments in the MINERVE
pool reactor at the Nuclear Center of Cadarache (Figure 11.2).

FIG. 11.1. ERASME/S: Radial cross-section.

LWHCR Lattfe« (Vm/Vt-0.5)

ICARE/S and ICARE/R : irradiation experiments in the MELUSINE
reactor at the Nuclear Center of Grenoble (Figure II.3).

UOZ Bulf*r Zone

TOvSS

Since 1988 the experimental studies have been particularly
devoted to Pu recycling problems. In a first stage, the ERASME/L programme
was performed in EOLE using the same pins as those of the previous S and R
assemblies (Figure II.5).
A special experiment was also performed in MINERVE in two

neighbouring UOj-MOX assemblies to validate the pin by pin power
distribution derived from in-core fission chamber measurements
(Figure II.4).

Finally, in order to reduce the remaining uncertainties, the
EPICURE programme, designed to simulate as closely as possible the real

conditions encountered in a PWR core with a mixed U02-MOX loading, was
decided upon in 1988 (Figure II.6).

Graphita «toownt
Aluminium structura U-AI Fud afermnt of drtvar ma* -

This programme started in September 1989 and is planned to last
three years.

FIG. II.2. MORGANE: Radial cross-section.
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FIG. 11.3. ICARE sub-assembly.

FIG. 11.5. ERASME/L: Radial cross-section.
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FIG. 11.6. EPICURE: Radial cross-section,
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FIG. 11.4. MINERVE: MOX-UO2 configuration.

MOX-UO2 configuration.

PLANNING OF THE EXPERIMENTS
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accomplishment of an extensive experimental programme (ERASME,
MORGANE and ICARE experiments) in order to reduce the
uncertainties in the different neutronic parameters,
studies of important and specific problems of future PWR

The ERASME experiments were designed to provide fundamental

<— >

data relating to the whole moderation ratio range involved in the LWHCR

R
<

>

concept. The experiments consist of large-sized cylindrical under-moderated
plutonium-fuelled test lattices centered inside a driver-core of the zero
power facility EOLE at the Cadarache Nuclear Center.

LWHCR studies

The driver core is an LWR lattice with 3.5 % enriched U02 fuel
rods. In order to improve the spectrum adaptation a buffer zone is located

The concept of the Light Water High Conversion Reactor (LWHCR)
loaded with mixed oxide fuel allows the improvement of the uranium
utilization by increasing the conversion ratio.
This can be obtained by hardening v the neutron spectrum (which
favours capture in ^38yj ^y adapting a tighter lattice pitch.

However, reducing the moderation ratio introduces larger
uncertainties in the computed neutronic parameters : the neutron spectrum
is intermediate between PWR and FBR lattices and, consequently, most of the
fission and capture rates arise in the fast and epithermal energy range
where cross-sections are not as well known as in the thermal range.
In order to reduce these uncertainties and to qualify neutronic
codes, an extensive programme was launched by CEA.

between the test zone and the driver core. It consists of a U02 fuelled
(3.5

% enriched uranium) tight lattice.

The test lattice is contained in a watertight stainless steel
vessel so as to allow to drain all water from the central zone and to add
soluble boron (Fig. II.1).
Core dimensions have been optimized :

radially in order to obtain a very large area where the
fundamental mode is established (test zone radius, properties

of the vessel and thickness of the adaptation zone),
axialy in order to avoid 3D effects (uniform fissile height and
optimization of axial reflectors).
The ERASME experiments consist of 3 phases :

Concerning neutronic reactor physics research, this programme
includes :

adaptation of codes in particular the cell code APOLLO and its
neutronic data library,

The ERASME/S test zone comprises about 1500 U0z-Pu02 fuel rods
(11 % Pu enriched) with a moderation ratio Vra0(]/Vfuei - 0.5.
The ERASME/R test zone comprises about 1240 U02-Pu02 fuel rods
with a moderation ratio Vmod/Vfuel - 0.9.

The measurements

carried

out

in the

ERASME

experiments

concerned :

Reaction rate distribution for determination of the bucklings.
Conversion ratio (ac238U/o-f239Pu) using metallic foils.
Fission rates of the major heavy nuclides (235U,238U, 239Pu,
240pU) 241pl) and 242puj Us1ng fission chambers.
Absorber worth and cluster configurations (stainless steel,
natural and 10B enriched B4C, Hf, Ag-In-Cd, Eu203, Gd203,
Zircaloy rods).
Perturbations produced by heterogeneities in the assembly
(guide-tubes and fertile depleted UOZ rods).
Studies of the voided configuration.
Studies of the configuration with soluble boron.

The main results obtained using the CEA calculational scheme
are the followings :
*

pins, fission chambers and foils) with epithermal and fast reaction rate
distributions. The results, (C-E)/E, of the analysis of these Keff
measurements are given below :

(C - E) / E

ERASHE/R
Vm/Vf - 0.9

+ 860 +/-560

+ 470 +/- 300

in pcm
Conversion ratio and fission rates

The conversion ratio o-c238U/fff235U was measured using uranium
foils placed between nickel clad U02 -Pu02 pellets in the central cell of
ERASME and in a thermal column for calibration.

The fission rate measurements have been carried out with
miniature fission chambers introduced into a voided guide-tube placed in
the central cell of ERASME. The experiment-calculation discrepancies for
the main parameters are shown below :

The new APOLLO procedure

The French computer code APOLLO was adapted in order to perform
hexagonal geometry calculations ; an accurate method to treat resonance
overlapping and mutual-shielding of the E(242Pu) 2.67 eV and E(240Pu)
1.057 eV "thermal" resonances were improved.

INDICE
<7C238U

fff 235 U

af239U

New multigroup cross-section sets were generated from the JEF-1
library, or from recent CEA evaluations (for 235U, 238U and 239Pu
primarly).
*

ERASME/S
Vm/Vf - 0.5

— .c235fi

ERASME/S RM - 0.5

ERASME/R RM - 0.9

+ 1.5 ± 5.0 %

- 0.5 ± 5.0 %

+ 3.9 ± 4.0 %

+ 3.8 ± 4.0 %

- 12.0 ± 8.0 %

- 3.8 ± 8.0 %

/rf^ 4 In
0-.r235ij

Multiplication factor
*

Heterogeneity effect study - Reactivity worth of absorbers

Axial measurements with miniature fission chambers demonstrated
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that axial buckling remained constant in the test zone. The radial buckling
was measured using several experimental techniques in order to avoid local
moderation ratio fluctuation effects (direct gamma spectrometry on fuel

Linked to the LWHCR feasibility

studies, some realistic

heterogeneities involved in the core design were investigated. The
reactivity worth and the perturbed power distributions were measured when
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introducing an heterogeneity in the central cell. The following table
present the main results obtained during these studies (the results are
normalized to 100 % for natural B4C).
ABSORBERS

Natural B4C
Enriched B4C

Ag - In - Cd
Guide - tube

ERASHE/R
Vm/Vf - 0.9

ERASME/S
Vm/Vf - 0.5
Exp.

Cal.

-100.0
V1.0

-100.0

Not
measured
-62.7
+/1.5

Cal.

Exp.

Cal.

-100.0

-100.0
+/1.0

-100.0

-176.0

-396.0
+/-

-396.0

-100.0

V-

1.0

-179.0
-199.1

-63.3

V-

1.0

1.0

-64.7
+/-

-67.0

-72.5
+/-

-75.3

-11.8
+/0.2

+13.3

/

/

0.5

+ 9.7

V-

Exp.

+11.5

0.7

ERASME/S
Voided Config.

0.7

These measurements allowed us to qualify on the one hand
epithermal and thermal cross-sections of the main absorber materials to be
used to control LWHCRs, and on the other hand the power peaking
calculations using APOLLO multicell routines.

In order to qualify core design methods and to satisfy control
safety criteria, we have simulated some realistic clusters allowing us to
validate the calculation of the mutual shielding effect and the perturbed
power maps between several heterogeneities.

An extensive experiment has been devoted to the voided
configuration in order to reduce the uncertainties in the void coefficient.
The "integral" voiding effect was checked by voiding the whole of the water
tight vessel containing the LWHCR lattice.

Material buckling, conversion ratio and fission rate ratios
were measured in order to validate nuclear data in the fast energy range.
The experiment/calculation discrepancy for the void coefficient is : -2.5
+/- 6.0 pcm/% of void.
The integral void effect calculation using APOLLO with the new
procedure is quite consistent with the measurements.
Control rod and burnable poison efficiencies, fertile rods and
cladding materials were also investigated in order to qualify the fast
cross-sections of the main absorbers.
*

The watertight vessel allowed us to add soluble boron in the
LWHCR lattice region in order to qualify the boron efficiency in the
realistic configuration ERASME/R. The "integral" boron effect was measured
by critical size variation and, furthermore, the material buckling was
investigated through reaction rate distribution measurements.

The experiment-calculation discrepancy for the boron effect is
(C-E)/E « +2.0 +/- 3.5 % (la) : the new APOLLO procedure gives now the
boron effect in a LWHCR lattice, consistent with the experiment.
2.1.2
*

*

Borated configuration

The HORGANE and ICARE Experiments
HORGANE S & R

Voided configuration

The void ceofficient is one of the most important parameters
linked to the safety criteria : in a very tight Pu lattice, it could be
positive and consequently drastically limit the LWHCR concept.

In order to validate depletion calculations, an important
research programme was devoted to the study of the fission product
effects : • they are responsible for an important part of the reactivity

losses in Pu fuelled lattices.

To reduce the uncertainties in the reactivity loss, two
experimental configurations were built into the zero-power pool reactor
MINERVE in order to undertake measurements of the global fission product

A list of the samples studied is given in the following table :

P.W.R. spent fuel samples

capture effect performed by the oscillation method.
These

experimental

configurations

consist

of

two

B.o.L. enrichment

Number

Burn-up

3.1 %

7

20 000 to 60 000 MWd/T

2.6 %

2

30 000 to 40 000 MWd/t

zones

(Fig. II.2) :

U02 - Pu02 Test samples

A peripheral driver zone in which are located the control rods.
The driver fuel elements are 90 % enriched uranium-aluminium
plates.

to correct heavy isotopes effect

The central test zone containing the tight lattice. The phase-1
configuration consists of about 720 U02-Pu02 rods disposed in a
triangular pitch (V^/Vf,,^ - 0.5) surrounded by an U02 buffer
zone (3.5 % enriched). The phase-2 configuration comprises 500
U02-Pu02 rods (Vmod/Vfuel - 0.9) in order to be consistent with
the ERASME experiments.

Number

Pu Enrichment

Isotopic composition
(Pu 240/Pu 241)

3

0.5 to 1.5 %

(25 / 5) %

1

2 %

(15 / 2) %

2

6 to 11 %

(20 / 10) %

U02 Test Samples

to normalize experimental effects
Reactivity effects of samples are measured by the motion of an
automatic control device (rotating control rod with cadmium sectors). For
small perturbations, it can be demonstrated that the signal delivered by
the control device is proportional to the reactivity variation. The global
fission product capture is determined by comparing the reactivity worth of
a spent fuel sample and that of a sample containing the same concentrations
of heavy nuclides but without fission products.

Type

Number

Content

U02 with Boron

4

of Boron : 0 to 1200 ppm

Enriched U02

4

of 235 U : 0.2 to 5 %

A calibration with well-known worth values (Z35U,239Pu, 10B)
is carried out.
Using the new CEA86 procedure, the calculations are in good
agreement with the measurements performed in the HORGANE experiments
(compared with the old library CEA 79, an amelioration of 10 % to 30 % has

been obtained in C/E).
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*

ICARE S & R

In the same way, the ICARE experimental programme was devoted
to the measurement of the capture cross-sections of the major heavy
isotopes, some important effect fission products and burnable poison
nuclides in under-moderated lattices.

The principle of the experiment is as follow :
Depleted UÛ2 pellets with small quantities of the nuclides
being studied (about 0.1 %) were irradiated at the center of an
experimental under-moderated assembly.

The power distribution was measured using the classical gamma
scanning technique, across the interface between Ut^ and MOX zones. In
parallel, measurements were performed with 235U fission chambers similar to

those used for in-core instrumentation in PWRs. These chambers were placed
at the center of the HOX zone and in the symmetric position with respect to
the interface in the UOg zone.

The ratio "daughter produced by capture/parent" measured at the

beginning and at the end of the irradiation allows us to derive the capture
rates of each studied nuclide.

These measurements allowed us to validate our calculational
schemes concerning the relative values of the power/activity ratio in HOX

and U02 assemblies.
Two phases have been performed :

The ICARE/S experiment was carried out from April to October
1986. The experimental sub-assembly was located at the center
of the MELUSINE core (8.5 MWth) and consisted of about 260 U02Pu02 fuel pin (11% Pu) with a 0.5 moderation ratio (Fig. II.3).

The ICARE/R irradiation started in 1988 in order to study the
capture cross-sections in a lattice with a 0.9 moderation
ratio.

At the same time, in the EOLE reactor, the ERASME/L
configuration was available. This assembly was both the third stage of the
LWHCR studies (with respect to the moderation ratio), and the first step
towards the validation of the neutronic "formulaire" for plutonium

recycling in PWRs.
The ERASME/L core was composed of about 1600 HOX pins (11 % Pu)
with a moderating ratio of 2.1 (Fig. II.5).
Data concerning such parameters as :

Due to the cooling and the isotopic analyses time, only a few
results are available ; the interpretation is still in progress.
2.2
2.2.1

Plutonium recycling studies
MINERVE and ERASME/L

multiplication factors,
spectral indices,
worth of several absorbers, etc ...
reactivity of control rod clusters
distributions, etc ...

and associated

power

were obtained from this experiment.
EOF and CEA decided in 1987, prior to the first loading of HOX
in St LAURENT B.I to validate experimentally the calculational tools to be
used for determining power maps from in-core data in PMR's containing
assemblies with recycled plutonium.

The experiment/calculation discrepancy in the multiplication
factor is (C-E)/E «= +90 +/-300 pcra when using the new APOLLO procedure
CEA 86.
At the end of the programme, a power/activity measurement

For this purpose a special measurement program was carried out
in the MINERVE facility. Pin by pin power distributions were determined in
a small core with a central zone of 4 % Pu MOX pins (11*11) surrounded by

similar to the one performed in MINERVE was repeated in the ERASME/L core

3 % enriched U02 pins (Fig. II.4).

the plutonium enrichment.

to determine the trend of the variation of uncertainties with respect to

These experimental results provided a first basis to assess the
uncertainties in the calculation of MOX subassemblies.

chosen to be representative also of future core management (i.e. : 1/4
loading and high burn-up).

Nevertheless, since 1987 physicists from CEA, EOF, and
FRAMATOME have collaborated in a study of the possibility of reducing the

moderating ratio of PWR core at operating conditions (water density

remaining uncertainties in the main parameters of a mixed-loaded PWR core.
The objective of this exercice was to ensure the same core performance as a
classical UOj core, with of course, the same safety criteria.
This group concluded that no experimental programme, available
at the moment, was representative enough to lead to a real reduction of the
uncertainties, particularly for the calculation of power peaks.

Thus, in 1988 we decided to initiate a new experimental program
called EPICURE.

The fuel pins are over-cladded to match, in the experiment, the
effect).
A number of configurations like the one presented on the
figure II.6 will be devoted to pin by pin power measurements together with
fission chamber measurements in the center of assemblies.

"Chequerboard" configurations will also be studied.
In addition, fundamental parameters such as :
multiplication factors,

2.2.2

effective fraction of delayed neutrons,

The EPICURE PROGRAMME

temperature coefficients (spectrum and water density effects),

The EPICURE programme was started in July 1989. Its main
objective is to represent as closely as possible the physical and neutronic
conditions encountered in a mixed loaded PWR.

worths of several absorbers (single or in a cluster),
local void effect, bowing effect on power distributions,
will be investigated successively in clean UU£ and MOX cores.

The fuel pins, especially constructed for this experiment, are

exactly the same as those at a power reactor, except, of course, for the
fissile height (80 cm) and the internal pressure (1 atm).
The composition of the fuel pins is as follow :

EPICURE fuel pins, and successively for the three Pu enrichments.

1500 U02 pins (3.7 % 23SU)

The EPICURE program, planned to last at least three years, will
give us a solid experimental basis to assess present uncertainties and will

200 with 4.3 % Pu containt
2000 MOX PINS

1600 with 7.0 % Pu containt
200 with 8.7 % Pu containt

The three Pu contai nts will

allow us to study the real

neutronic environment of a three zone MOX assembly, designed to minimise
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In addition to the EOLE programme, measurements of reactivity
effects due to fission product capture, will be performed in MINERVE. These
experiments will be similar to MORGANE but with a MOX environment made of

the power peak near the MOX UÛ2 interface. UÛ2 and MOX enrichments were

allow us to reduce these uncertainties through improvements in both :
basic nuclear data,

algorithms, models and calculational schemes.
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2.3

Conclusions

The experimental information from the tight lattices programmes
(ERASME, MORGANE and ICARE) have allowed us to meet the accuracy
requirements for LWHCR design.
In particular, the uncertainties in Keff, conversion ratio and
voidage effects have been drastically reduced (by a factor of 2 or 3) and

the new CEA 86 procedure for the APOLLO code thus validated has contributed
to assess the feasibility of the LWHCR concept.

Concerning Pu recycling in PWRs, the ERASHE/L and MINERVE
experiments give a first basis for the validation of the calculational
scheme and the EPICURE programme will lead to a further reduction of the
uncertainties in the main parameters related to safety and operation in a
mixed loaded PWR core.
In addition, the large number of measurements obtained in HOX
assemblies with different plutonium isotopic compositions and moderation
ratios will enable us to improve our knowledge of the uncertainties related
to the nuclear data (actinides, fission products, .absorbers, ...) and to
the computational method included in the APOLLO code.
A synthesis of the whole set of comparisons of experimental
results with calculation, together with sensitivity analyses, has been
initiated and will form the basis of the validation work for the new
APOLLO-II code and its associated library (Recently, the CEA 86 library
and, in the future, the library derived from the JEF-2 data file).

3.

THERHAHYDRAULICS

3.1

GRAZIELLA and OMEGA PNB tests

GRAZIELLA and OMEGA facilities description

3.1.1

GRAZIELLA is a refrigerant-12 facility [Fig. III.l] devoted to
DNB tests. The total electric power is around I HW ; it is distributed to
preheating devices in order to control the fluid inlet temperature and to
the test section itself ; a by-pass of the test section allows for mixing
of "cold" fluid with the hot fluid leaving the test section, thus avoiding
possible saturation outside of the test section, and possible pump
cavitation.
The similitude between water and refrigerant-12 is choosen with

respect of
the vapor to liquid density ratio,
the vaporization specific heat,
the local quality of the fluid along the test section.

OMEGA is a water facility devoted to ONS tests [Fig. III.2] ;
the maximum pressure is 170 bars, electrical power is 9 MW (for test
section only).

FIG. 111.1. Graziella facility.
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FIG. 111.2. OMEGA-2 facility.

3.1.2

DN8 hexagonal test sections for tight lattice and semi
tight lattices cores

Five test-sections have been tested in the Graziella facility.
They are briefly described in the following table :
Moderator
to fuel
ratio

Sub-channel

0.6

Clad
0-diameter

Heated

Guide tube

Pitch

(m)

0-diameter
(mn)

(»)

Standard

8.65

-

9.96

19

2.0

0.6

Guide tube

8. 65

9.8

S.96

19

2.0

0.6

Inter assembly

8.65

-

9.96/12.23

24

2.0

type

Rod
number

length

H

M

I
1.1

Standard

9.5

-

12.23

19

4.2

FIG. IM.3. 19 rod/standard — DNB test section (GRAZIELLA)
(guide tube test section is similar, except the diameter of the

1.1

Qui de tube

9.5

12.5

12.23

19

4.2

non-heated central rod).

The schematic of these test sections is represented on figures
III.3 and III.4.

The "standard" channel has also been experimented in water
condition on the OMEGA facility both for the tight lattice case and for the
semi-tight lattice case.
The equivalent parameter range in water conditions is listed
below :
H

Pressure
from
Mass flow
Heat flux
Inlet temperature
Outlet vapor quality
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7
2400
400
180
0,2

to

17 MPa,
11600 Kg/cm2.s
3600
350
0,4

kW/m2
'C

ooo

,

FIG. 111.4. 24 rod/inter-assembly — DNB test section (GRAZIELLA).
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3.Z

Hain conclusions. PNB correlations and their assessment

ruu otrcoc man *n u/ot»

For standard subchannels, the results of the three correlations

established by Dalle-Done and Hame, by Babcock-Wilcox (Virginia
Polytechnic), and by RW.Bowring (AEA Winfrith) are represented on

* »

mm

figures III.5, III.6, III.7.

The GRCVSAIL correlation developed in Grenoble fits the
experimental results with a 5 % dispersion (quite uniformly over the range
of experimental parameters) (fig. III.8).

We assume that the wall effect due to the casing is well
represented by the subchannel analysis FLICA code ; we think however that
the effect of mixing grids is very important, and is not yet perfectly
taken into account.

not gamut no**

FIG. 111.6. Calculated versus measured critical heat flux
(using BWV correlation).

not anno* nan taa UA»
wo. -

\m*

*jx CTtnp« MTOHC

u
lut aima« npmr

FIG. 111.5. Calculated versus measured critical heat flux
(using DDH correlation).

FIG. 111.7. Calculated versus measured critical heat flux
(using WSC2 correlation).

rua txmojf man rt-at

The test parameter range is given here after :

to

0.2

Inlet subcooling

1.8
36
30

or

3.5
162
60

Initial wall
temperature

300

to

800

Pressure

from

Heat flux
Mass flow

0.1

MPa
104 U/mz

kg/m2.s

•c
'C

Bottom injection only has been tested in the tight lattice
configuration ; in the semi-tight lattice case, both bottom injection and

combined (bottom and top) injection have been investigated.

Main results for tight and semi tight lattice cores

3.3.2
rua CTtTIgg aesaK

Comparison between tight and semi tight lattice bundles is
FIG. III.8. Calculated versus measured critical heat flux
(using GRVSAIL correlation).

3.3
3.3.1

reported on figures III.9 and 111,10. The test parameters are listed here
after :

ECCHO-B reflood tests
Facility description - Test sections

The ECCHO-B facility is devoted to reflood tests of rod bundles
(37 pins). After an adiabatic heating of the rod bundle up to the "initial"
wall temperature, water is injected at the bottom or at both ends of the
test section. The mass flow rate is imposed.

Pressure
Mass flow
Heat flux

0.2
36
1.8

MPa
Kg/m2.s
104 W/tn2

Inlet subcooling

60

*C

600

*C

Initial wall

temperature

Similar comparison between the semi tight lattice and the

standard PWR cases is reported on figures III.11 and III.12 (heat flux is
3.35 104 W/cm2).

The two test sections have following characteristics :
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Moderator
to fuel
ratio

Heated
length
<">)

peaking

0.6
1.1

Pitch

factor

Rod
0-diameter
(rnn)

(nrn)

Hydraulic
diameter
(™>)

2.1

1.4

8.65

9.96

«

3.66

1.6

9.5

12.23

7.9

Axial

Moreover, detailed measurements of steam and liquid flow at the

test section outlet (figure III.13) show significant increase of the ratio
vapour/liquid in undermoderated bundles. It should thus be expected that
reflood and cooling of a ballooned core will be much more questionable in
tight lattices than in standard PWR cores.
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FIG. 111.9. Experimental wall temperatures in tight and
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FIG. 111.12. Experimental quench time in semi-tight
lattice and in standard PWR lattice.
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FIG. 111.10. Experimental quench time in tight and
semi-tight lattice.
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3.4

Further tests on PERICLES and present conclusions

60O

The above results are limited to the 37 rod ECCHO-B, without
guide-tubes ; they are presently receiving an extension ; additional tests
are underway on the PERICLES facility, on a 127 rod test section including

400
20O

guide tubes.
IOO

200

300

400

500

60O

FIG. 111.11. Experimental wall temperatures in
semi-tight lattice and in standard PWR lattice during

reflood.

Partial results obtained up to now confirm that the comparisons
performed on ECCHO-B should not be altered.

Finally, the figures III.14, III.15, III.16 refer to the

Tw CC

^2 • 1.92 m

comparison of calculated results versus experimental ones ; they reveal a

satisfactory validation of CATHARE for 1.1 lattices.

800

Unless the linear heat rate is decreased, reflood seems to be
difficult, even not achieved, in very tight lattice cases.

600

400

On the opposite, in the semi tight lattice case, no major
200

problem is expected ; the calculation fits the experimental results well.
Further work should be undertaken in order to check that no flow blockage

could lead to a lack of core cooling capacity and then to core severe
damage.
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111.15. Semi-tight lattice reflood comparison between

experiment (ECCHO-B) and calculation (CATHARE)
(4, = 33510 2 W/m 2 ).
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FIG. 111.14. Semi-tight lattice reflood comparison between
experiment (ECCHO-B) and calculation (CATHARE)
(<t> = 180 102W/m2).
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111.16. Semi-tight lattice calculated and experimental

quench times for two values of heat flux.
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ÏV.

FUEL BEHAVIOUR AND COHPONEKT MECHANICS

Control rods : rod drop kinetics, speeds,

IV.1 Fuel assembly characterization In HERMES facility

effects of sudden acceleration, rod cladding
wear, absorber
material displacement,

vibrational behavior of fertile rods.
IV.1.1 HERMES description (figure IV.1)

Internals

The HERMES facility is composed of two loops and a metrology
laboratory for surface characterization (wear measurements). The first loop
"HERMES T" 1s operated at Intermediate pressure and temperature, thus
allowing us to open windows in the casing of the test section, and to use
optical methods for velocity and vibration measurements. The second loop
"HERMES P" is operated at nominal pressure and temperature, in order to be
fully representative of the reactor conditions, and thus to allow us to
perform qualification and endurance testing.

: pressure drops, baffle jetting, vibrational

behavior of control rod assembly guide tubes close to reactor

vessel coolant outlet nozzles, wear phenomena for rod guiding
elements, vibrational behavior of fertile rods in the case of
down flow.

Drive mechanisms : performance, wear, endurance of parts
subject to fatigue, influence of flow on wear and mechanical
behavior.

The main characteristics are listed below :
HERMES "T"
Fluid
Flow
Temperature

Pressure
Electric power
Test sections

Water (monitored characteristics)
,
200 to 1.200 nryh
(controlled by varying
pump speed)
50 to 170'C
10 to 30 bar
500 kW
Components.
Simplex and duplex assemblies of square or hexagonal section

Instrumentation DP.Liftoff force.

HERMES "P"

Water adjustable characteristics)
200 to 800

320*C
150 bar

250 kU

Simplex and duplex
assemblies of square or

hexagonal section
Vibration and impact

Laser anenometry and vibrometry
The typical testing capacities are :

Control rod assemblies :
Thermal-hydraulic : pressure loss coefficient, liftoff force ;
axial and radial flows.
Mechanical :
Assemblies :
compatibility,
vibration,

endurance.

FIG. IV.1. HERMES-T loop schematic.

IV.1.2 HERMES test section "SISYPHE" and test results (figure IV.2)

The main results lead to the following conclusions :

The SISYPHE test section is designed in order to check the

the cross-flow in the upper region is acceptable provided that
a sufficient distance is kept between the top of the fuel pins
and the assembly upper-head,

feasibility of some technological features required by an hexagonal tight

on semi-tight lattice fuel assembly, and required also by the larger number
of guide tubes in the upper-plenum (one guide tube per fuel assembly).

in the upper region of the assembly, the central zone is a low
velocity region, the cooling of which has to be evaluated
carefully,

The objectives of the tests were :

the
the
the
the

characterization of the fluid flow in the upper region of
assembly, between the upper grid and the assembly head,
flow resistance of the différents parts of the assembly,
induced vibrations of the fuel rods.

no problem appears with regard to the induced vibration of fuel

rods.

IV.2 Vessel Internal testing
GRAND-VIZIR. EIFEL and MAGGY experiments

The RCVS concept requires one movable rod cluster per fuel
assembly ; around one over three of them are control rods, the over ones

are fertile rods devoted to spectral shift. Thus, the upper plenum is
rather over-crowded by guide tubes. The feasibility of such a design had to
be tested with regard to the vibration of hydrodynamic instabilities, and
with regard to the vibration of the fertile or absorbing rods inside the

guide tube.

IV.2.1 GRAND-VIZIR description and programme

SYSIW

A bundle of 33 guide tubes (so-called GRAND-VIZIR mock-up) is
tested on the BEV water loop under transverse water flow conditions (figure
IV.3). The geometrical scale is 1/5 ; the Strouhal number and the flow
velocity were representative of those of the reactor.
Two situations using cylindrical or hexagonal guide tubes have
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FIG. IV.2. 'SYSIPHE' test section.

been investigated (figure IV.4 and figure IV.5).
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Water flow

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

FIG. IV.3. GRAND-VIZIR mock-up.

FIG. IV.4. Cylindrical and hexagonal guide-tube:
external dimensions.

FIG. IV.5. GRAND-VIZIR cylindrical and hexagonal guide tubes.

The tubes themselves were either inserted in the tube-plate or
free to rotate at their end.

IV.2.3 MAGGY experiment and results (figure IV.6)
The objectives of the MAGGY experiments were :

The velocity between the tubes (hexagonal case) was 25 m/s,
Under such conditions, the reduced dumping coefficients is
0.09, and fluid elastic instability in the case of one "free" tube inside a
bundle of "fixed" tubes is reached with a critical velocity of S.I m/S,
whereas the fluid elastic instability in the case of all tubes free inside

the evaluation of the vibrations of the absorbing or of the
fertile rods induced by the outlet flow of the fuel assembly,
the evaluation of mechanical forces applied to the rods and to

the internals in accident conditions.

the bundle cannot be reached ; thus the critical velocity is larger than
25 m/s.
It

has

been

decided

to

investigate

another

domain

Guide tube

Upper plate

of

experimental parameters -a priori- more representative of what the reactor
parameters should be.

IV.2.2 EIFEL description and results
The EIFEL test section is designed with the same principle as
GRAND-VIZIR, at 1/3 scale, with a nominal velocity of 50 m/s between the
tubes, with a reduced dumping coefficient of^0.2 <(which is closer to the
reactor case, expected to be of the order of 0.6) (figure IV.6).

Assembly upper head

--"^

I

RCC IH (OR SPECTRAL SHIFT CLUSTER)

Under these conditions, the critical velocity in the case of
one "free" tube inside a bundle of "fixed" tubes is measured to be around
40 m/s, whereas the critical velocity in the case of a full bundle of
"free" tubes is measured at 45.6 m/s.
Although these measured values of critical velocity are higher
than the nominal flow velocity between the guide tubes in the reactor, the

margin is considered quite small and further investigations should be
performed before the final detailed design.

Down flow inside the guide tube

m

HIM
RCC (OR SPECTRAL SHIFT CLUSTER) OUT
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FIG. IV.6. MAGGY experiment.
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A first set of tests revealed that whatever the final design
should be, it is impossible to avoid excessive vibration of the absorbing
rods if the water flows out of the fuel assembly through the guide tubes.
Then, the solution of diverting the outlet flow outside the
guide tubes through the periphery of the assembly upper-head has been
investigated.

Thanks to these tests, is has been established that such a
technological concept was acceptable with regard to any vibration of rods
induced by the water flow and with regard to mechanical solicitations both
in normal operation and in accident situation.

V.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

V.l. Calculations methods and computer codes have been largely
assessed, thanks to the obtained results; the domain of parameters inside
which the accuracy is satisfactory has been widely extended.

V.2. Semi-tight lattice cores have been proven to be feasible
with regard to core physics, particularly with regard to void effects and
with regard to thermal hydraulics both in normal operation and in postaccident situation. On the opposite, very tight lattice cores have to face
many difficulties : plutonium content limited by void effect, linear heat
rate limited by post LOCA conditions ; then, a very tight lattice core will
be very different of a present PWR core, and it looks like a completely new
concept.

V.3. In case a detailed design study is decided, further needs
a H H i f i r m a l tests
i'ocf'c :
•
will requiret additional

core heterogeneities and blankets,
global core cooling after LOCA, and potential flow blockage,
DNB assessment throught water tests,
assembly and internals technological testing.

THE PROTEUS PHASE H EXPERIMENTS AS
DATA BASE FOR LWHCR PHYSICS VALIDATION

R. CHAWLA, H.-D. BERGER*, H. HAGER, R. SEILER
Paul Scherrer Institute,
Villigen, Switzerland
Abstract
Twelve different test zones. Cores 7 to 18, have been studied to date in the
Phase II program of LWHCR physics experiments at the PROTEUS zero-power
facility. This paper reviews the test lattice configurations investigated, the types

of integral measurements carried out, experimental techniques and accuracies, the
transferability of results to LWHCR design, as also typical comparisons with calculations based on standard LWR methods.
It has been shown that the experimental data base provided is broad - in terms
of both high converter design characteristics represented and the types of integral
data measured. Thus, the experimental program covers changes in moderation ratio (lattice geometry) and effective fissile-Pu enrichment - with investigations of
neutron balance components, moderator voidage effects, influence of lattice poisoning, relative control rod worths and core heterogeneity effects. The importance
of having such a broad data base is illustrated by the trends currently reported for
the C/E (calculation/experiment) variation for reaction rate ratios with degree of
moderation.

1 Introduction
The technical - and hence, to some extent, also the economic - feasibility of a given
light water high conversion reactor (LWHCR) core design depends on its reactor physics
characteristics under normal and accident conditions. It was recognized as early as 1980
at PSI (formerly EIR) that the reliability of calculational results for LWHCRs, e.g. in
the prediction of the void coefficient of reactivity, was totally inadequate in the absence
of an appropriate experimental data base. A series of relevant integral experiments the first of its kind worldwide - was accordingly carried out in the PROTEUS zeropower facility during 1981-82 [1]. This so-called PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase I program
aroused a great deal of international interest, and a wide range of standard LWR physics
methods and data sets have been applied in recent years to its analysis [2,3].
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These include the two-rod nature of the experimental lattices, the non-representative
plutonium enrichment and isotopics, as also the fact that certain important reactor design aspects could not be investigated in the relatively short time available. With the
above points in mind, a comprehensive five-year program of experiments — PROTEUSLWHCR Phase n - has been under way at PSI since Summer 1985. Specially fabricated
PuO2/UO2 fuel, typical of a homogeneous-design LWHCR, is being used. The principal
investigations include those for the void coefficient in terms of detailed neutron balance
studies, the effects of changes in moderator-to-fuel ratio (i.e. lattice pitch) and effective
Pu enrichment, control rod effectiveness and the influence of core heterogeneities ("hot
spot" factors, etc.).
A parallel activity to the PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase n program itself has been the development and testing of calculational codes and data sets on the basis of the experimental
results. This is being carried out in a joint, co-operative effort between PSI, Siemens
(KWU), the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center and the Braunschweig Technical University. Whereas a companion paper written for this Meeting [4] addresses the current
status of the code development activity, the present paper deals mainly with details of

the experiments themselves, viz. the test lattice configurations investigated to date, the
types of integral measurements carried out, experimental uncertainties and the transferability of results to LWHCR design. Comparisons of calculations and measurements
are reported on the basis of standard LWR methods and data sets alone.

The PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase n Cores Investigated
to Date
Each reactor configuration for the PROTEUS-LWHCR experiments has basically been a
coupled system, with a central test zone driven critical by annular thermal driver zones
(Fig. 1). A natural uranium metal buffer, located between the test and driver regions,

largely reduces the effects of the mismatch between the thermal driver spectrum and the
intermediate or fast spectrum in the test zone. Further details for the reactor, as well as
the test zone configurations investigated in the PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase I program,
are given in Ref. l.

Several features of the earlier, first phase of experiments in PROTEUS prevent its
serving as a sufficiently broad base for testing LWHCR physics design calculations.

The central test zone in the Phase II program has a diameter of 0.50 m, i.e. is somewhat larger than in Phase I with consequently smaller corrections necessary to account for outer reactor-region effects on core-center characteristics (see Section 4). The
plutonium-containing part of the test zone extends axially over a length of 0.84 m which,
together with the top and bottom blanket regions of depleted UO2, results in a total test
zone height of 1.40 m.

* Delegated by Siemens AG, Unternehmensbereich KWU, Erlangen, Federal Republic of
Germany.

Upto now, twelve different test zones, Cores 7 to 18, have been studied in the PROTEUSLWHCR Phase n program (Cores 1 to 6 constituted Phase I). In the first three Cores

TEST LATTICE
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2. Reference (a) tight and (b) wider LWHCR test lattices in the Phase ÏÏ

program. The 11% total-Pu corresponds to a fissile-Pu enrichment of
~ 7.5%.

Another new aspect investigated in PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase u has been the influence

Fig.

1. Basic reactor configuration for the PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase H experiments. The central test zone is 0.50 m in diameter.

(Nos.
7 to 9), measurements were carried out for a reference tight lattice with a
volumetric moderator-to-fuel (M/F) ratio of 0.5 - for three simulated voidage states
(0, 42.5 and 100% void) using H2O, Dowtherm and air (dry lattice), respectively, as
moderator [5,6]. Fig. 2(a) indicates the tight lattice geometry employed, about 1900
LWHCR-representative mixed-oxide fuel rods of 7.5% fissile-Pu enrichment (11% totalPu) making up the 0.5 m-diameter test zone. Apart from detailed neutron balance and
k«, void coefficient (a„) investigations of the type carried out in the Phase I program [1],

relative control rod worths and heterogeneity effects in LWHCR spectra were studied
for the first time in Cores 7 to 9 [7,8].

of a "homogeneous" poisoning of an LWHCR lattice on k^ and the void coefficient.
Thus, in Cores 10 to 12, every 37"1 PuO2/UO2 fuel pin in the M/F=0.5 test zone
was replaced by a natural-B4C rod of identical geometry, measurements of k^ for the
poisoned "supercell" (see Fig. 3(a)) being carried out again for each simulated voidage
state, i.e. with H2O, Dowtherm and air [9,10].
The PROTEUS results from the tight lattice (M/F=0.5) experiments have, in effect, been
instrumental m shifting the emphasis in the joint Swiss/German LWHCR development
effort towards core designs with M/F values somewhat larger than that originally considered desirable [11]. This fact, as well as the need for a broader integral data base per
se, have resulted in greater importance being placed more recently on the investigation
of wider-spaced LWHCR lattices in PROTEUS. Thus, a second reference test lattice
with M/F=1.0 has been studied under clean conditions - for once again, each of the
three simulated voidage states - in Cores 13 to 15 [10,12]. Fig. 2(b) indicates the wider
LWHCR lattice geometry, about 1500 fuel rods making up the central test zone in this
case. Measurements analogous to those for the clean tight lattice (Cores 7 to 9) have
been completed for the wider lattice.

The effects of B4C poisoning of the M/F=1.0 lattice have been investigated in Cores 16
and 17 - with H2O as moderator and dry, respectively [13]. The natural-B4C loading
was increased, relative to that in Cores 10 to 12, such that every 19"1 PuO2/UO2 fuel
pin was replaced by a B4C rod. This increase reflects the greater reactivity of the clean
wider LWHCR lattice and the desire to achieve a k^ close to unity (as in an operating
power reactor) in the poisoned case. Fig. 3(b) shows the 19-rod supercell investigated
in Cores 16 and 17.

The PROTEUS Phase II program is scheduled for completion this Autumn. Among the
experiments still planned to be carried out are ones in which the influence of reducing
the effective Pu-enrichment will be investigated (see Section 6).

3 Measurement Techniques and Experimental Uncertainties

p/d = 1.26

p/d =

An important aspect of the Phase II measurements has been the improvement, relative
to Phase I, of experimental accuracies in the neutron balance investigations. In this
context, new experimental techniques have been developed and applied - mainly for the
determination of k,*,, but also in extending the earlier range of measured reaction rates.
Thus, the cell-worth method, specially developed for k^, measurements in LWHCR
lattices [5], has been applied in each Phase n Core. With the buckling method well established for moderated test zones [1] - continuing to serve as an independent
technique, experimental uncertainties (1er) on k^ values in the Phase n measurements

have been typically about ± 0.7%.

oo
B C

4 nat

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Poisoned "supercells" investigated in PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase ÏÏ.
The pitch-to-diameter (p/d) values correspond to the respective lattice
geometries depicted in Fig. 2.

Core-center reaction rate ratios, involving 235U fission (F5), 238U capture and fission
(Cs, Fs) and 239Pu fission (F9), were determined in the clean test lattices using the
usual combination of activation-foil and fission-chamber techniques [14], Due partly to
the larger (more LWHCR-representative) fuel-rod diameter in the Phase II experiments,
corrections applied for foil effects, etc., have generally been smaller than in Phase I (see
also [8]). Moreover, the fact that single-rod lattices have been involved is an additional
cause for improved statistical accuracies (relative to those achieved in the earlier tworod lattices [1]), the typical Icr-error on the "standard" reaction rate ratios (Cg/F9, Fg/F9
and F5/F9) being about ± 2% for the Phase H measurements.

Special techniques have been developed for measuring reaction rate ratios involving
241

The analysis of neutron balance components (k^ and central reaction rate ratios) in

the tight and wider LWHCR test lattices has revealed significant trends in comparisons
of calculational and experimental results (see Section 5.1). The need has thus been
indicated of covering an even broader range of moderation ratios in the PROTEUS
experiments. It has not been possible, from the viewpoint of operational safety, to
install a highly moderated (and hence, highly reactive) test lattice over the full test
zone diameter in the current PROTEUS design [10]. Accordingly, Core 18 has been
conceived with an H2O-moderated test zone, poisoned on the outside and containing
a 0.25 m-diameter (effective) central section with an M/F-value of 2.0. The high
moderation ratio was achieved by removing every third PuO^/UO^ fuel pin from the
M/F=1.0 lattice (Fig. 2(b)), so that the "very wide" test lattice essentially consists of
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Core 13-type unit cells and water holes in the ratio 2:1. Measurements of k^ and
central reaction rate ratios are currently in progress in Core 18.

Pu fission (Fi) and 242Pu capture (C2) [5]. The errors, due mainly to the poorer
statistical accuracies achieved in the counting of the aluminium-backed 241Pu and 242Pu
deposits employed, are significantly greater here than for the standard ratios, viz. about
± 4% typically for both Fj/F9 and C-JFg.

Studies on relative control rod worths and core heterogeneity effects have been new
aspects investigated experimentally in the PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase II program. The

former type of investigation has involved measurements of rod worths of alternative
absorber meterials at the center of the test zone in various Cores, the relative values
then being LWHCR-specific characteristics [7], The estimated experimental accuracies

for such reactivity worth ratios have been better than ± 1.5%. Questions related to
macroscopic heterogeneity effects ("hot spot" factors, etc.) have been addressed by
measuring reaction rate distributions in certain benchmark situations, e.g. in the vicinity

of a control rod, a water hole and across a core/blanket interface [8]. Standard foil
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activation techniques - with errors of less than ± 1% on each experimental point have generally been employed. Supplementary data have been sought using two other,
less painstaking methods, viz. 7-scanning of irradiated fuel rods and radial traverses
with miniature fission chambers [15].

4 Transferability of PROTEUS Results to LWHCR Design

Table 1: Whole-Reactor Modeling Effects on Calculated Reaction Rate Ratios at the Center of PROTEUS-LWHCR Cores 7 and 8.

Modeling Change 28 -> 127 gp.calcn. 1-D -t 2-D model
~^-~^^^ Core
7 (H2O)
8 (air)
7(H20) 8 (air)
Effect (%Tonr--^_
Cs/F9
Fg/F9
F5/F9

0.0
-0.1
0.0

-0.1+0.1
-K).l +0.3
0.0
0.0

+0.1
-0.1
0.0

The basic approach in the PROTEUS experiments has been one of approximating
fundamental-mode conditions in the central region of the test zone for a range of
LWHCR designs, moderator voidage states, etc. Measured parameters - such as reaction rate ratios, buddings, k«, and relative control rod effects - do, however, need

to be corrected for the influence of the outer reactor regions. Such corrections have,
as mentioned earlier, been smaller in the Phase n program (relative to Phase I) due
to the larger quantity of PuO2/UO2 fuel available for the test zone. In questioning the
transferability of the PROTEUS experimental results to LWHCR design, two types of
considerations need to be made. These are:

a considerable reduction in LWHCR design uncertainties can be achieved using the
PROTEUS measurements [18].

5 Comparisons of Experiment and Calculation
i. the magnitude of the calculated corrections used in converting measurements to fundamental-mode values, as well as their dependence
on the calculational models employed and
ii. the representativeness of the experimental lattices as such and hence,
the value of the measurements in reducing LWHCR design uncertainties [16].
PROTEUS/fundamental-mode differences have been considered most recently for the
Phase II experiments in a study employing a range of whole-reactor models for the
Core 7 and Core 8 configurations [17]. Table 1 shows, for illustration, some effects
of more detailed modeling on the calculated corrections (typically <1% in both Cores)
for core-center reaction rate ratios. It is seen that these effects are indeed negligible, in
comparison to the experimental uncertainties (Section 3).

The second aspect of the transferability of PROTEUS results to LWHCR design, viz.
that of representativeness, has been addressed recently using generalized perturabtion
theory (GPT) methods - "sensitivity profiles" of parameters measured in the test zone

being compared with those for a typical power reactor [16]. While establishing the
similarity of such profiles is a useful criterion in itself, a quantification of the reduction
in calculational uncertainties for the power reactor can be made using correlation coefficients, covariance data and the experimental uncertainties themselves. First results

obtained in such an analysis for the Phase n experiments have indeed confirmed that

This section gives — mainly for illustrative purposes - some comparisons of experimental
and calculational results obtained using standard LWR physics methods and data sets.
As mentioned earlier, the current status of theoretical code development activity in
the framework of the Phase n program and the improvements which have resulted in
LWHCR lattice predictions are reported separately [4]. Most of the calculational results
cited here are based on 1-D whole-reactor calculations in 28 energy groups, the lattice
data being generated using the WTMS-D code in conjunction with its 69-group, "1981"
cross-section library [5].

5.1 Neutron Balance Components for Different Effective Moderation Ratios
Table 2 gives calculated-to-experimental (C/E) values for neutron balance components,
in terms of k^ and explicitly measured reaction rate ratios, in Cores 7 to 9 and Cores
13 to 15, i.e. for a range of effective moderation ratios - from the wider (M/F=1.0)
LWHCR lattice with H2O, down to the dry test lattices [5,6,12].

The physics for the dry lattice is clearly quite different from that for the moderated (wet)
LWHCR lattices. Even among the latter, however, there are apparently strong trends
in the C/E variation with degree of moderation — for both k^, and reaction rate ratios.

Table 2: Ca)/E Values for k«, and Raction Rate Ratios for Various Effective
Modération Ratios.
Core No.
M/F
Moderator
(M/F)e//>

13
0.95
H20
0.95

CgfPa
Fs/F9
F5/F9

1.050
0.986
1.012
1.035
1.745

Fi/F9

(VF,
kco

1.000

15

7

0.95
Dowth
0.55

0.48
H20
0.48

8/14
9
0.48 0.48/0.95
air
Dowth
0.28
0.0

1.012
0.986
1.010

0.982
1.030
0.995
1.054
1.729

0.970
1.019
0.998
1.065
1.650

-c)

.=)
-<0

1.012

1.035

1.007
1.026
1.013
1.152
0.962
1.037

°> WIMS-D/1981
6
' defined as M/F [l-(simulated voidage)]
°) not measured
•*> experimental analysis pending

lattice, considered (a) over the partial voidage range 0 to 42.5% void (results deduced
from Cores 7 and 9 [6]) and (b) over the total (0 to 100%) voidage range (from Cores
7 and 8 [5]).
Table 3: The k^ Void Coefficient and Its Components for the Tight
(M/F=0.5) Test Lattice Between (a) 0 and 42.5% Void and (b)
0 and 100% Void (Units = 10-4/%).

(a) 0 to 42. 5% void
(b) 0 to 100% void
WIMS-D
Experiment WIMS-D Experiment
/1 981
/1981

a«; (Cg/Fj,)

-14.3 ±1.2

+4.2 ±0.4
cUFs/Fc,) +0.9 ±0.1
aw(Fi/F9) +1.0 ±0.6
a„i (C2/F9) +0.4 ±0.1
avi (others) +5.7 ±2.2»)
«tnCFs/Fg)

Net QV

-2.1 ±1.8

-12.9
+4.0
+0.9
+1.3
+0.9
+9.3

-21.5 ±0.9

+3.5

+4.2 ±0.8

+5.7 ±0.3
+0.5 ±0.1
-1.3 ±0.2
+1.2 ±0.1
+19.6 ±1.3")

-22.5
+5.5
+0.5
-0.7
+2.3
+21.6
+6.7

a

> difference of experimental net a„ and Sum [(avi)mcai

Other standard calculational routes have been found to yield more consistent results
for k,*,, but this is partly due to compensating errors in the individual neutron balance
components [12]. It should be mentioned in passing that the large overproduction of
C2/F9 for the wet lattices in Table 2 is mainly due to the inadequate WIMS group
structure for treating the dominating 242Pu resonance at 2.7 eV [5].
In view of the above moderation-dependent C/E trends, results from the experiments
currently in progress in Core 18 - involving a central test section with M/F=2.0 (see
Section 2) - should be of particular interest.

5.2
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Void Coefficients

The results for k^ and reaction rate ratios - corresponding to two different H2O-voidage
states vj and v 2 % in an LWHCR test lattice of given geometry - may be combined
to yield information on the net k^ void coefficient a„ (between vj and v2), as also
on its individual components a^ (due to change in reaction rate ratio R;) [1]. Table 3
gives comparisons of experimental and calculated <*„, o„; values for the tight (M/F=0.5)

It is seen that the experimental a„, a„; values have larger uncertainties for partial
voidage. This is because smaller k^, R; changes are involved, relative to those which
occur over the total voidage range. Nevertheless, with a„ and its components having
a marked dependence on the voidage range considered, it is clearly insufficient from
the viewpoint of methods validation to refer only to experimental values between 0
and 100% void. Thus, for example, the important negative component due to Cs/F9 while somewhat overestimated by WIMS-D/1981 for the total voidage range - appears
to be underpredicted between 0 to 42.5% void. Such effects are, of course, qualitatively
consistent with the corresponding C/E variations with voidage (cf. the C/E values for
Cg/F9 in Cores 7 to 9, Table 2).

Similar arguments to the above may be made against trying to "extrapolate" void coefficient findings from one lattice geometry to another. The importance of an explicit
experimental base has been brought out in this context by the a„, <*„; comparisons made
for the wider (M/F=1.0) LWHCR lattice in Ref. 12.
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5.3

Effects of B4C Poisoning

The availability of integral measurements for clean test lattices, covering a sufficiently
broad range of moderation ratios, has been seen to be a fundamental requirement for
LWHCR physics validation. In an operating power reactor, however, effects such as
leakage, temperature, burnup and the presence of control absorbers are important influences on reactivity and its variation with voidage. Numerical studies, such as the
NEACRP LWHCR-burnup benchmark exercise [3], have indicated that the additional

calculational uncertainties associated with such effects are relatively small. Nevertheless, related experimental evidence would certainly be desirable.
PROTEUS-LWHCR Cores 10 to 12 and Cores 16 and 17 have addressed a particular
such aspect, viz. that of B4C poisoning of the tight and wider test lattices, k^ measurements having being carried out for supercells containing a natural B4C rod (Section 2).
Two types of information could be deduced, viz. (a) the Ak^ effect associated with
the poisoning and (b) the influence of the B4C on the k^ void coefficient [13]. Table 4

Table 5 gives the comparison of calculation and experiment for some of the measurements carried out in Core 7 (tight H2O-moderated lattice). As reported earlier [5], B4C
- even of natural isotopic composition - was the most promising of the various control
materials investigated, the reactivity worths of all other rod types in Core 7 being 25
to 45% lower than that of the reference natural-B4C rod. The significant discrepancy
between calculation and experiment which was reported earlier for the relative worth
of the 93% 10B-enriched B4C rod [5] has since been identified as having resulted from
the use of an erroneous WIMS cross-section set for natural boron. The C/E values for
the other relative worths shown in Table 5 are, on the other hand, generally poorer
than reported earlier - stressing the inadequacy of the WIMS-D/1981 treatment of the
alternative control absorbers in the tight-lattice spectrum.

Table 5: C">/E Values for Control Rod Worth Ratios6) in the Tight
(MfF-Q.5) Test Lattice.

compares experiment and calculation for av values in the poisoned tight (M/F=0.5)

Control Material 93% en.B4C AglnCd HF> Gd2<V>
Rod
Form
pellet
alloy
metal pellet

lattice, and it is seen that the presence of B4C does not significantly alter - for both
partial and total voidage ranges - the corresponding discrepancies observed in the clean

lattices (cf. net a„ values in Table 3).

C/E

Table 4: The k^ Void Coefficient for the Poisoned Tight (M/F=0.5) Test
Lattice (Units =W~4/%).

-3.1Ü.8

+1.6+4.7±0.8

0.903

1.370

0.818

"' WIMS-D/1981
6
> relative to natural-B4C pellet rod
c
' infinite dilute resonance cross-sections used
^ data for the less important isotopes missing

(b) 0 to 100% void
(a) 0 to 42.5% void
Experiment WEMS-D Experiment WIMS-D
/1981
/1981
Net av

1.020

+7.6

5.5

Macroscopic Heterogeneity Effects

5.4 Relative Control Rod Worths
Integral data related to the relative worths of alternative control rod materials in the
center of the test zone were obtained for each of the clean Phase n lattices. These were
mainly single-rod studies, although some clusters were also investigated. Information

was thereby obtained, not only on the relative effectiveness of different absorber materials in both the tight and wider LWHCR lattices, but also on the variation of such
rod-worth ratios with voidage.

Flux depression and peaking effects caused by the insertion and withdrawal, respectively,
of control rods in an LWHCR core have been investigated in the clean moderated test
lattices in terms of individual reaction rate distributions [8]. Table 6 compares some of
the experimental and calculational results obtained in the tight H2O-moderated lattice
(Core 7), normalisation to unity being carried out via the 239Pu fission rate at a radius of
18.2 cm in the test zone. Significant discrepancies are found to occur in the calculations
for both the inserted control rod and the water hole.

Table 6: Experimental and Calculated") Ratios (With/Without the Central

Heterogeneity) for ^Pu and 238U Fission Rates in the Vicinity of
(a) a Highly Enriched B4C Rod and (b) a Water Hole in the Tight
(M/F=0.5) Test Lattice.

Radius

(cm)
1.07
2.14

3.21
18.19

(a) 93% En. B4C Rod
F9
F8
Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.

(b) Water Hole
F9
F8
Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.

0.790 0.937 0.913 1.327
0.906 0.882 0.957 0.934 1.057
0.944 0.922 0.967 0.947 1.025
1.000 1.000 1.020 0.999 1.000
0.815

1.266
1.044
1.015
1.000

1.027
1.024
1.017
1.010

1.015
1.012
1.008
1.000

WIMS/1981-based 1-D whole-reactor calculations

As regards the extent to which calculanonal uncertainties in LWHCR design will ultimately be reduced by the PROTEUS Phase n measurements, this depends not only
on the improved experimental accuracies which have been achieved, but also on the
"transferability" of the available integral data. First results from analysis carried out in
the latter context have indeed been encouraging.
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Abstract
This paper contains results and conclusions on Tight Lattice PWR
thermal hydraulics which have been mainly obtained in scientific cooperations of
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KFK) (Inst, für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik
(INK) / Inst, fur Reaktorbauelemente (IRB)) and Technische Universität Braunschweig
(TUBS) This work on High Conversion PWRs (HCPWR) is a part of a cooperative effort
between SIEHENS/KWÜ, KfK, TUBS and the swiss Paul-Scherrer-Institut (PSI)
Since the deterioration of bubbly flow heat transfer (i e boiling
crisis) depends on local characteristics of fuel assembly (FA) structure, mass flux
and fluid quality, there is a need for refined knowledge of these local characteristics while HCPWR-optimization proceeds In HCPWR bundles flow distribution and
mixing become the prevailing modelling factors already under single-phase condi-

tions. Water gaps at the FA boundaries resp. at the thimble cells affect remarkable
power peaking These influences have to be taken into account if the lifetime
restrictions by waterside corrosion (wall temperatures) or the minimum Critical
Heat Flux (CHF) ratios have to be predicted Models which are normally used for
this kind of analysis are the so called subchannel codes which replace the fine
structure of a FA fluid flow by domains of laterally constant properties (subchannels) The constitutive coefficients of these models cannot be deduced from PWR-FA-conditions Theoretical and experimental investigations are under work at KfK and
TUBS to understand the reasons of the high turbulence level in tight lattices and
the role of mixing for the CHF event
The presented investigations are performed with a two-dimensional turbulence model based on the vast amount of Rehme's INR-measurements on turbulence
structure From these flow and temperature field predictions constitutive coefficients for the consecutive subchannel code analysis can be integrated The application of the latter model depends mainly on additional knowledge about two-phase
flow Actual results of the CQBRA-IV-TU8S version will be presented which have been
obtained during the analysis of HCPWR-CHF-experiments in water (KWU) and Freon
(KfK) Conclusions regarding' tight-lattice FA-development and the status of HCPWR
thermal hydraulics will be drawn finally

from a thermal-hydraulic point of view the HCPWR-FA performance can be

evaluated as optimistic. More systematical and broader framed prediction models can
be very useful especially if the tight lattice bundles are designed for very high
burnup. In this context the further experimental and analytical work underway resp.
planned within HERA-project/INR-KfK and two-phase mixing KRISTA-measureroent/IRB-KfK
is very promising.

1. Introduction
The tight fuel tod lattice of the PWR with high conversion (PWHCR) makes hitherto unknown demands
on the development of interpretation programs. The fundamental difference to conventional PWR lies in the

hexagonal lattice of the planned fuel assembly and in the high packing density of the same. It is especially
these two aspects of the PWHCR, which rule out the application of the known and wide-spread standard
interpretation algorithms of the PWR development.

From the thermal-hydraulic point of view there are two phenomena which are worth being investigated.
Firstly, the hydraulic behaviour of the fluid flow in the bundle and the resulting loss of pressure, since they
determine the pump capacity to be installed and the constructional layout of the core structure. The second
phenomenon is the heat transfer in the single-phase as well as in the two-phase area of flow. Of central
importance in connection with this is the critical heat flux phenomenon, which determines the maximum
surface heat flux and therewith the maximum power load of the fuel rods.
With reference to both phenomena tests are being conducted within the framework of the scientific co-

conditions of the sub-channels with the help of a sub-channel-analysis (SCA). The results represent
the input data of the CHF-correlation, which is therewith not a function of the overall geometry of
the bundle, the correlation needs only one geometric parameter, e.g. the hydraulic diameter.
• An additional improvement of the meshed network leads to the local-condition-concept. Calculation
of the critical boiling condition follows directly out of the thermal-hydraulic determination of the
fluid properties field.
As can be seen in the following diagram (slide 2), the three concepts are linked to an increasing discredit
of the calculation area. The calculating segment must be correspondingly limited. The tests, which are
necessary for the verification of the complete model, become more costly from top to bottom. Because the
excluded single effects must be scperately investigated with a decreasing parameter of the CHF-correlation,
in order to determine a real as possible local fluid condition, the expenditure for the verification of a procedure

increases. On the other hand, the division of the influences of individual effects into separate correlations
means, that the total condition process depends less on the geometry and therefore the applications become
more universal. The first two concepts are widely applied. For lack of efficient FEM and FDM programs,
especially in the two-phase thermal-hydraulic, use of the rigid local concept is far from being realised. For
special applications, especially the generating of input data and determination of coefficients for the subchannel analysis, the FEM programs can gain increasing importance.

3. Phases of the design process and related codes
Analogous to the three concepts, according to which the determination of the critical heat flux is conducted, a short survey of the utilized programs and their reticulation in the interpretation shall be presented

SIEMENS AG and the Technical University at Braunschweig. Preliminary results for the CHF-«xperiments

in the following. The following diagram, Fig. 3, shows the different program systems. The distributedparameter or hybrid analyses are based on FEM/FDM programs. At the Institut für Raumflug- und Reaktortechnik (ifRR) the FEM program VANTACY (an original development) and a modified braunschweiger
version of the famous program VELASCO are available. Small segments from the fuel rod and test bundles

are available. The evaluation of these experiments has already led to interesting conclusions.

can be fluid-mechanically calculated with these programs. By integration over the sub-channels, these pro-

operation between the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe KfK (Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe), the

2. Evaluation method of experimental 'CHF results
The experimental result of the bundle-CHF-tests is the bundle power upon entry of the critical boiling
condition to the rods which are instrument equipped. Entry of the boiling condition is assumed when a
specified temperature-excursion in the tube canning has been reached. Therefore, the middle bundle power
as a function of differing input data of the fluid in the flow channel is the basis for the numerical evaluation.
The thermal condition of the fluid upon exit of the sub-channels is in contrast generally not known. The
surface heat flux, which leads to the critical boiling condition is also unknown. In contrast, out of most
of the CHF-correlations or CHF-charts follows a local heat flux density, which is valid for the area of the
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB). This local heat flux density can be determined from the bundle
power using the following formula (slide l). The average heat flux follows directly out of the measured results
and the geometry. Due to manufacturing tolerances etc., the heat production in all rods is not constant.
The second factor follows from a measurement of the electrical resistance. Due to differently formed rods
(e.g. smooth and finned rods), it can come to a pronounced distribution of the heat flux density along the
heated perimeter. The third factor should take these effects into account. It can be derived only with FEM

or FDM calculations, and because of the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the fluid condition
and on the heat flux, is itself not a constant.
The experimental value for the local critical heat flux, which is derived from this calculation, is compared

to a mathematically derived value. The concepts, which form the basis of the determination of this value,
can be divided into three catagories (cf. slide 1, below).
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• The sub-channel-condition-concept calculates, before application of a CHF-correlation, the output

• Input values of the system-parameter-concept are the thermal-hydraulic input data and the geometry of the test channel. Therewith, the geometric parameters of the test in all three dimensions

have influence on the CHF-correlation. Verification is very dependent on the utilized test channel.

grams are suitable for determining input data for the sub-channel-analysis-codes. This can be the mixing
parameter, the cross-flow resistance of the gap, the friction coefficient of the sub-channel, heat transfer
values and the drag coefficient of the channel structures. Very detailed experiments concerning turbulence

were conducted at the Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnifc (INR) of the KfK. Grid-spacer-less
bundles as well as the influence of grating spacers on the turbulence in the fluid channels were investigated.
The tests on unheated channel flow were conducted in the past and were also evaluated at the IfRR. They
led to statements about the transverse flow behaviour of tight lattices and can lead to valuable input data
concerning the sub-channel—analysis.
An experimental circuit for the investigation of heated bundle flows (HERA project) is on the verge of its
first test runs. This project will provide detailed information concerning turbulent temperature fields. These
tests can be evaluated at the IfRR with a improved version of the VANTACY program, which has been
expanded for thermal flows, and which has been coupled with the VELASCO program. Determination of

the heat transfer coefficients of the sub-channels is to be expected from the evaluation. A complete coupling
of the test evaluation with the calculating programs is ensured for the presented dots. In view of the system
programs which are available, application of the distributed-parameter methods has hitherto been restricted
to the calculation of single-phase non-boiling flows.
The sub-channel-analysis represents the most widely spread method for the simulation of the flow in
individual fuel assemblies. A mean value here characterizes each the thermal and hydraulic relationships
for a sub-channel. The siie and the form of the sub-channels are determined by the geometric structure of

the fuel rod cluster. The sub-channel-analysis requires the provision of correlations for the consideration of
different individual effects, e.g. the miring characteristics of the duster, calculations of the pressure loss etc.

The necessary coefficients can either follow out of calculations of the distributed-parameter programs or they
are determined directly by tests on cluster segments, whereby the measurement technological expenditure
is less here than it must be for the turbulence tests. If larger areas of the cluster are united with the sub-

channels — with the appropriate geometric parameters —, this is regarded as a global-analysis.

OR!]

In the interpretation of the core and for the integration m loop-analysis calculations, the hot-channel
model is still used today Here, there are only two types of channels The necessary global hot-channel
factors, which are not influenced by transverse flow, can be derived using the global-analysis The local
hot-channel factors are the results of a sub-channel-analysis
Tests concerning the critical heat-flux should be evaluated using a sub-channel-analysis This can then
lead, in special cases, to compilation of system-parameter-correlations, which can be inserted into loopanalysis codes

3.1. Subchannel analysis code
As can be seen in the diagram the sub-channel-analysis describes the central program in the evaluation
of the CHF-tests as well as in relation to the interpretation procedure for the cooling loop It is therefore
the link, which connects the single-phase turbulence tests, the single- and two-phase mixing tests and the
tests concerning the critical heat-flux with the usual global methods of interpretation
The principle of the sub-channel-analysis is in the division of the heat exchanger into channels which,

hydrauUcally calculated, are independent of each other The calculation results from approximation of the
generally non-circular channels with circular tubes The characteristic hydraulic length is the hydrauhcally
equivalent diameter This concept of the hydraulic diameter holds true for the momentum and heat transfer,
as long as the momentum resistance and the heat transfer resistance are independent of the shape of the

fluid channel
The necessary coefficients become clear, when one examines the sub-channel equations The mass balance
of a control volume, Eqn 1, contains a local part, the axial convective part, and the diversion crossflow across
the gap The energy, Eqn 2, also comprises the local part, the axial convective part and the energy part,
which is laterally exchanged by the diversion crossflow Additionally, the heat through the rod and a possible
heat given off by the container wall are allowed for Along with the convective axial and lateral heat flows,
in individual cases the axial and the lateral heat conduction must be considered The turbulent energy
exchange appears as final member in the equation The axial momentum balance, Eqn 3, also shows an
analogous setup The right side of the equation comprises the pressure forces, the wall friction and the
drag loss over structure elements and the weight force Additionally, an axial force is allowed for by the

turbulent mixing, as a momentum exchange occurs between the sub-channels Along with the local and
convective axial and lateral components on the right side, the lateral momentum balance, Eqn 4, allows for
the pressure force on the gap control volume, the pressure loss over the gap and the lateral weight force,

dependent on the slope of the cluster

3.2. Subchannel analysis code input data
The equations show, that application of the sub-channel-analysis calls for the provision of different
empirical parameters, the accuracy of which plays a decisive role in the result of the calcïilation
pipe friction coefficient /,,
- drag loss coefficient £,,

- heat transfer coefficient h,
- turbulent transverse flow per axial length w'tj and
- correction factor C by the formation of the efficient temperature gradient as driving force of the
heat conduction
The sub-channel—analysis equations put the turbulent behaviour of heat and momentum transfer into

analogous relationships Constant factors are inserted for correction
The different components of the transverse flow and the conduction appear in the sub-channel equations
separate from each other (Fig 4) The turbulence is specified by the researcher using empirical relationships
The diversion crossflow is calculated using the lateral and the axial momentum balance and is therefore

dependent on several incoming factors, e g the pipe friction coefficient /,, the heat transfer coefficient A,
and the resistance coefficient of the gap The result of the lateral mass flow contains the sweeping flow

component A grouping of the transverse flow components is shown in Fig 4 On the one side are the
molecular components of the heat conduction On the other side are the convective components of the
cross-flow, divided into natural and forced effects A directed and likewise a non-directed flow can be
differentiated for both branches Natural occurrences are the diversion crossflow and the turbulence, forced
occurrences are the flow sweeping, caused by fittings and the flow scattering
The above mentioned coefficients describe the connection of the sub-channel-analysis to the distributed
parameter programs They were inserted in the past mostly on the basis of experimental results and
experiences A theoretically established investigation presents the calculation of these coefficients from
FEM/FDM programs Therewith, suitable coefficients can be computed for special geometries without

additional tests on similar channels But for verification of the FEM and FDM programs, they do require
basic research and experiments The friction coefficient /,, Eqn 5, is determined from the experimentally
determined wall shear stress distribution, in which the values for a sub-channel are integrated The heat
transfer coefficient A,, Eqn 6, follows out of the heat flux and the temperature field of the fluid and in the
wall The mixing-parameter (cf Eqn 7 and 8) can be determined by an integration of the heat flux over
the gap, whereby the exchange in relation to the heat transfer is maintained Analog equations are used for
the momentum exchange Calculation of the eddy viscosity of heat into that of the momentum occurs using
the turbulent PRANDTL-number The solution to the temperature and the velocity field with the help of
the FEM methods offers the possibility to maintain all three values

a. Eddy-diffvsimty

— Crossflow Capabilities

At the INR/KfK, extensive experiments have been earned out in the past few years concerning speed
and turbulence distribution A scheme of the test channel used is shown in Fig 5 [2], [3], [4] It consists
of a rectangular channel with 4 tubes Air was used as a flow medium The diameter of the tubes is about
160 mm The measured section of the cluster is shaded The diameter and wall distance of the tubes were
varied in the course of the test programme
An extensive evaluation of the speed fields measured, also making use of the results obtained by other
experimenters (e g TRAPP/AZAD, HOOPER, HEJNA and SEALE) at the IfRR was earned out by NEELEN

[ 5 ] with the VELASCO-BS programme, achieving a new correlation for the wall-parallel eddy viscosity
Eqn 10 The natural logarithm of the dimensionless wall-parallel eddy viscosity is accordingly a function of
the hydraulic diameter, the profile length, the radius of the rod and the circumference of the null-momentum

zone The measured values and the course of the equation can be seen in Fig 6 The good correspondence
over the large area of REYNOlDS-numbers 18,000 to 160,000 can be recognized As a comparison, the
constant value of the eddy viscosity originally implemented in the VELASCO code has been entered

b Wall-shear-stress Distributions — Friction Coefficient

The wall shear stress can, as already stated, be used for the calculation of the sub-channel friction loss
coefficient /, (cf Eqn 11), in which the wall shear stress is defined by means of the fluctuating velocities
The following Fig 7, [6], is to demonstrate the precision of the VELASCO-BS calculations Experiments by
Hooper in two neighbouring rectangular channels were re-calculated The wall shear stress shows a cosineshaped course The maximum values are reached opposite the centres of the channel A marked minimum is

achieved at the narrowest point of the gap The correspondence between the calculation and the expenment
is very good, merely the closed gaps of the flow channel limitation cause problems

c Heat-transfer and Turbulent Temperature Field

In order to solve the transverse flow balance for the heat flow density over the gap between two subchannels and thus in order to make available the crossflow parameter needed by COBRA, the turbulent
PRANDTL-number Pr t « r , Eqn 12, is additionally needed as a conversion factor between the eddy viscosity
of momentum cm and that of the heat t/, For this purpose, experiments were prepared at the INR, in which

the flow is heated, which means that measurement of the temperature field becomes possible In this HERA
project, we are dealing with a hexagonally arranged 37 rod cluster Air is again used as a flow medium The
measurements of the wall temperatures, the velocity field and the temperature field, including the turbulent
fluctuating quantities, lead to the required thermal-hydraulic crossflow behaviour required, in combination

with a coupled VELASCO-BS/VANTACY calculation This evaluation will be carried out at the IfRR as
soon as the experimental results are available
The results shown that a coupling between an FEM programme such as VANTACY and a sub-channel
analysis code is possible An extensive experimental establishment of the sub-channel coefficients could be
unnecessary Experimental verification of this connection of both packets of programmes is being worked on
at present
d Mizing-Ezpenment:

Up to now, the transverse flow coefficients have been established macroscopically from mixing tests
It was possible to distinguish three modes of procedure (cf slide 12) The transverse flow behaviour is
determined by feeding hot water or a sahne concentration into one of the sub-channels as a tracer The
complete analogy between transportation of material and of heat »s presumed in this
A part of the cluster is heated whereas a different part of the cluster remains unheated The distribution
of the enthalpy-rises gives a measure for the crossflow
Both methods show the experimentally established enthalpy rises in relation to theoretical enthalpy rises,
which would result from simple energy balances over tne sub-channels
SEALE heated the channel on one s de, while the other s.de was cooled in such a way that a stationary
temperature field resulted The heat flux exchanged throughout the installed series of tubes can »hen be
established at the point at which the temperature field also no longer alters in an axial direction The
experimental channel used is shown in the following Fig 8, [7]
The results of an FEM calculation for the SEALE-rectangular channel are shown in Fig 9 Only the

speed field in the measured part of the channel is shown
« Two-phase Mnmg
In the evaluation of experiments concerning the critical heat flux, the calculation of boiling, two-phase
flows is inevitable From the start of the boiling, the correlations for the single-phase crossflow discussed up
to now can merely act as a rough guideline Both the start or boiling and also the void distribution over the

cluster are unknown ROWE'S results [8] are to show the influence of the two-phase flow on the amount of
crossflow
The flow channel used is shown m Fig 10, [8] This is the simulation of a section from a square
lattice The heating of the cluster is carried out directly by current These experiments therefore simulate
a really boiling flow procedure and the two-phase flow is not realized by feeding air The results show the
concentration of the tracer upon exit from the admitted channel across the exit steam quality A clear
dependence of the course on the mass flux can be seen The courses show a maximum in positive qualities
of exit steam The course and the height of the maximum are further dependent upon the width of the gap
To sum up the area of the two-phase mixing, it must be stated that there is a considerable experimental

and theoretical gap here Calculation of the fluid state field in a rod cluster which has a two-phase flow
is dependent upon a large number of assumptions and preconditions which are not secured experimentally

Further work is necessary in this field m future, which must lead to an experimentally secured application
of the sub-channel analysis codes

4. Evaluation methods for CHF experiments

from a geometrical point of view, to the Siemens-KWU gnd spaced cluster The experiments will lead to a
transmission law between various heat transfer fluids, which means that extensive CHF data banks can be
made accessible to application and interpretation, with no restriction with regard to the experimental fluid
used A further component part of the large KRISTA freon circulation is a 7 rod cluster experiment which
is used in the investigation of individual effects and has its strength in its flexibility as regards the alteration
of peripheral experimental conditions
An experimental evaluation of the results of these experiments, l e of the results of the experiments of
the water experiment stand with fin spacers and the experiments with the 7 rod cluster was carried out at
the IfRR
a System—Parameter—Evaluation
For the evaluation, the KfK (DALLE-DONNE/HAMEJ correlation (9 ), Eqn 13, was used The relationship
is based on the BOWPING-WSC2 correlation The structure of this equation is discussed briefly below The
critical heat flux is a function of the system pressure, the inlet sub-cooling, the mass velocity, the evaporation
heat and the axial distance from the channel inlet Further, anal and radial heat flux profiles were taken
into consideration The correlation for the factor V was gained by DALLE-DONNE and HAME by adaptation
to the BETTis-data and is valid for clusters with grid spacers The influence of the mass flux distribution
is taken into consideration by the factor Fa, which contains the hydraulic diameters and the free flow area
of the sub-channels
Due to the crossnow across the gaps of the cluster, the mass flux distribution does not have such a negative
influence as could be deduced from the above equation This reduction of the enthalpy rise distribution takes
an imbalance factor Y', Eqn 14, into consideration, which has been integrated into the DALLE—DONNE/
HAME relationship in accordance with a suggestion by BOWRING [10] It forms the relationship of the
actual enthalpy rise of a channel, calculated from the enthalpy difference, to the power theoretically removed
from the heated perimeter, into the calculation of which the heat flux factors of the sub-channel observed
enter, as do the circumference heated and th« mass flux However, the problem rises of establishing the
actual enthalpy rise This can be done by measurement However, in this case there were no sub-channel
exit temperatures which would permit the establishment of the enthalpy rise The actual enthalpy rise
was therefore established from a sub-channel analysis calculation This application of the DALLE-DONNE/
HAME correlation thus represents an intermediate step between the system-parameter-correlation of DALLE-

DONNE/HAME and the sub-channel condition concept
b Sub channel—Analysis—Evaluation
The sub-channel condition concept is used together with the well-known Russian CHF table The latter
was established on the basis of 8 mm circular tube measurements in water The critical heat flux is shown
as a function of the mass flow, the steam quality at the end of the tube and the pressure The diameter
is considered with an exponent of 1/2 Applied to these cluster flows, this means that the local exit fluid
properties of the hottest sub-channels must be used These can be established by means of a sub-channel
analysis The algorithm of the establishment of the critical heat flux accordingly looks like this (see slide 13)
With the critical heat flux which is experimentally established or, in the case of the use of & heat exchanger,
with the estimated critical heat flux and the cluster entry data of the experiment, the exit fluid state is
established A value of the critical heat flux in. accordance with the CHF look-up table accordingly belongs
to this exit fluid state, but it does not have to correspond to the value used The value for the critical heat
flux input into the sub-channel analysis calculation is now varied until the critical heat flux resulting from

the CHF look up table and the exit data of the cluster are identical with those on which the establishment
In the course of the cooperation of KOC/PSI/Siemens-KWU/TU-BS, which is to lead to the development
of a high-conversion pressurized water reactor, two projects were planned to establish critical heat flux

Experiments on 37 rod dusters with hexagonal lattice geometry were earned out in the Siemens-KWU
laboratories in Karlstem Water was used as a flow medium Integral fins and gnd spacers were used as
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spacers Only 31 of the 37 rods are heated, the six corner rods are unheated
In the course of the KRISTA experimental stand at the IRB of the K£K, an experiment on a 37 rod
cluster is also being prepared Freon-R12 is acting as a flow medium in this case The cluster is identical,

of this exit fluid state is based

The application of the Russian table demands, as already mentioned, statement of a length which characterues the phenomenon of the critical heat flux A mere comparison, Fig 11, with the possible layer of
bubbles on a heat rod and in a circular tube with the small hydraulic diameter of the experimental cluster
used shows that the hydraulic diameter dj, is vinsuited in this comparison of internally flowed circular tubes
and externally flowed cylinders If one presumes that the maxunara diameter is independent of the geometrical expansions of the channel, before the latter is released from the wall, but merely depends on the fluid
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data, then a comparative diameter <f& can be defined, which depends on the maximum size of a bubble and
is defined as the diameter of a circular tabe, on the internal circumference of which the same number of

The results of the correlations and tables used for the mean exit steam quality for the mass fluxes observed
are shown in the following Fig. 16. The results of the calculations are valid for the DALLE-DONNE/HAME

bubbles find space as on a heating rod of the cluster regarded. The maximum diameter of the bubbles was

correlation without the imbalance factor, the DALLE-DONNE/HAME correlation with the imbalance factor,

established in the investigation referred to in accordance with a ratio according to KAUPMANN/VAIHINGER
[ 11 ] as a function of the surface tension a and the difference in density of steam and liquid, Eqn. 15. Thus,
the following relationship results for the diameter. This diameter corresponds in its order of magnitude to
the diameter tfj, which ULRYCH had found in a previous investigation.

the sub-channel analysis calculation with the Russian table, with and without iteration.
All told, it can be established that the correct application of the sub-channel analysis leads to a very

good precision of reproduction of the measurement results. The application of the ROGERS/ROSEHARTmixing-correlation also appears to lead to the best results after evaluation of the results.

The differences in the precision of the prediction of the critical heat flux are to be shown through the
following two Figs. 12 and 13. The relationship of the heat flux calculated to the heat flux measured is
protracted via the mean mass flux of the cluster. The results of the water experiments of the fin-spaced rod
cluster of the CHF experiments in Karlstein are protracted. In the use of the stated characteristic diameter
dt, a considerably better correspondence results with the measurement than use of the hydraulic equivalent
diameter dh.

With the new characteristic diameter, a first evaluation of the 7 rod cluster experiments is to be presented
to finish with. The correlations used as a basis for the sub-channel analysis are collated below. The crossflow
is determined in accordance with a correlation Eqn. 16 which was presented by RoGERS/RosBHART [13].
The transverse mass flux per axial length is calculated as a function of the sub-channel REYNOLDS-number.
The calculation of the pressure losses is carried out on the basis of the well-known NIKURADSE [14]
relationship Eqn. 17.
The calculation of the two—phase flow was carried out in accordance with homogeneous models. No void
fraction was considered in the sub-cooled area.
As the experiments were carried out with Freon, yet the tables and correlations used were set up for
water fluxes, the results between twccn the fluids must be converted. The AHMAD conversion method [12]
was used with the dimensionless characteristics for the pressure, the mass flux and the heat flux. The subchannel analysis was therefore carried out for a Frcon flow. The exit results of the calculation were converted
to the equivalent water data using the stated equations. These were put into the selected CHF correlations.
The heat flux received was then returned to the Freon value.
Fig. 14 shows a cross-section of the 7 rod cluster. The comparatively large edge channels must especially
be pointed out. Due to the low total number of channels, a very large cross-section results in the edge area
and thus also an extreme mass flux distribution. The cluster is heated over a length of 600 mm. There is a
lead-in of equal length under it.
As a comparison, calculations with a ten-fold crossflow were carried out. Via the imbalance factor, the
results of these calculations lead to a further result of the DALLE—DONNE/HAME correlation and to a second
table result.

The following Fig. 15 show the results of the calculations together with the measured values via the
mean exit steam quality zel for the various mass fluxes. The DAILE-DONNE/HAME correlation without
the imbalance factor produces a clear deviation from the measured values. As a mean, a relationship of
the calculated heat flux to the measured heat flux of 0.89 results with a standard deviation of 0.12. In
absolute figures, this means that the DALLE-DONNE/HAME correlation underestimates the measured values
by an average of 17 kW/m2. The height of the deviation is dependent of other fluid parameters, such as

the mass flux, the Reynolds number and the steam quality. The introduction of the imbalance factor into
the DALLE-DONNE/HAME correlation leads to a reproduction of the measured values which on average is
considerably better. The mean value of the deviation in this case is 0.93, with a standard deviation of 0.18
or a mean underestimation of the measured values of 5 kW/m 2 . The increase of the crossfiow by a factor of

10 displaces the value towards higher rates.
The use of the sub-channel analysis with the Russian CHF look-up table and the diameter suggested by
Ulrych without iteration of the mass flux does not produce any better CHF results. The calculation over
measurement ratio is 0.86 on average, with a standard deviation of 0.11. A considerable improvement of the
results is achieved by iteration of the heat flux in the course of the sub-channel mass fluxes. Correspondence
of calculation and measurement is excellent for all mass fluxes. The mean value of the ratio is 0.96 with a
standard deviation of 0.05. As an absolute, this means a mean underestimation of the measurement results

of 8 kW/m 3 ± 2.9 kW/m 2 (5 % error probability).

5. Conclusions
To sum up, the following can be stated:
a. The coupling of the FEM calculations with the input data of the sub-channels appears to be very
promising. However, extensive individual effect experiments are necessary in order to verify the FEM
calculations. The re-calculation of the single-phase turbulence experiments with the VELASCO and
VANTACY programmes is very promising.
b. In the two-phase thermal hydraulics, there is not yet sufficient experimental data material. Most questions are unanswered yet and there is great uncertainty.
c. The system-parameter-correlations lead to useful results as long as one do not move out of the area of
the parameters for which the system parameter correlations were set up.
d. The sub-channel analysis proves itself to be a useful tool for the evaluation of these CHF experiments.
Further calculculations will follow here in the near future, also for larger clusters, in order to place this
statement on a broader foundation.
e. The question of the validity of the conversion law for Freon/water in rod clusters will be investigated as
soon as the Freon-CHF experiments of the KfK in the 37 rod clusters are available.
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a. Eddy-diffusivity — crossflow capabilities

Subchannel-Analysis-Code Input Data.
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d. Mixing—Experiments
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Fig. 10: Estimated variation of mixing with steam quality at 51.7 bar and 2.159 mm gap spacing [8]

Fig. 9: Turbulent velocity field of the rod arrangement in the wind tunnel from SEALE (FEM-Code
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III. Evaluation methods for CHF-Experiments
System—parameter-evaluation
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Improved fuel utilization is possible in tight-lattice PWR cores
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The scarcity of CHF data available for this kind of problem is

obvious.
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For this reasons a broad framed investigation program on tight
lattice two-phase mixing and boiling heat transfer has been
organized

at

KfK

in

a

scientific
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TUBS.

Performance characteristics of the recently erected Freon test
facility KRISTA and some principal CHF results will be discussed

to describe actual aspects and goals of the thermal hydraulic
model fluid based program. The parallel efforts to develop
scaling laws for a transformation of Freon flow boiling results
into water equivalent data will be outlined. Final concern is
related to the long term replacement of CFC-12 by Ozone-harmless
fluids.
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A program of experimental and analytical investigations of flow
boiling heat transfer and of Critical Heat Fluxes (CHF) in tight
hexagonally arranged rod bundles, involving both the
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK), and the Technical
University Braunschweig (TUBS), is currently underway at the

Institut für Reaktorbauelemente (IRE) of KfK. The experiments
are performed in the recently erected Freon-12 "KRISTA" test
facility and are related to the parameter ranges of Pressurized
Water High Converter Reactors (PWHCR). This work is a part of a
cooperative effort between Siemens AG KWU group (KWU), KfK, TUBS

and the Paul-Scherrer-Institut (PSI) in Switzerland.
Table I presents typical data of a pre-convoy and a convoy PWR
together with the parameter span of a PWHCR design (confer
[1,2]). The lower values of the rod pitch/diameter ratio p/d,
the equivalent diameter d., combined with the higher mass flux
are typical of the PWHCR which promises a significantly improved

Siemens/KWU performs design-related CHF-tests with light-water
as a coolant. An additional systematically organized
investigation on flow boiling and CHF in PWHCR lattices is
underway at the KRISTA-facility (KRISTA - acronym for Kritische
Heizflächenbelastung in Stabbündeln; engl.: CHF in rod bundles)
of the Institut für Reaktorbauelemente/KfK in cooperation with
TUBS in extension of the earlier CHF tests in small tubes (see
[6]). Objectives and a description of some results gained at the
KRISTA test facility are the content of this paper.
2.

OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1

General

fuel utilization.
TABLE I. PWHCR CORE DESIGN PARAMETER RANGE

Parameter

PWR

PWHCR

rod configuration

square

spacer device

grid

rod diameter, d / mm
p/d ratio
rod-to-rod gap / mm
equivalent diameter, de / mm

10.75/9.5
1.33
3.5/3.1
13
3.9
15.8
3.1

hexagonal
helical wire /
ribs , grid
8 - 9.5

heated length, 1 / m
system pressure, p / 1MPa

mass flux, G / Mg/ (m

s)

1.1 - 1.25
1.0 - 1.24
3-7
2 - 3.5
15.8
4-7

The objective of the thermal hydraulic experimental PWHCR
program was to examine various PWHCR parameters in the range
indicated in Table I. It consequently was decided to use Freon12 as a coolant. CFC-12 has been employed successfully in flow
boiling tests. Data of measured Freon CHF can be translated into

water-equivalent values by fluid-to-fluid modelling laws (see
e.g. [7]). This model fluid CFC-12 if compared with light water
enables a reduction in power by a factor of 15, and a reduction
in pressure by a factor of 6. The CFC-12 fluid and corresponding

wall temperatures are near to room temperatures. This results in
savings in time and in costs of test section construction and
performing flow boiling tests compared to equivalent

measurements in pressurized water.
2.2

Scope and objectives

The experimental program at the KRISTA facility comprises CHF
tests in the following Freon-cooled test-sections: directly
heated tubes, indirectly heated 7-rod bundles and 37-rod bundles

PWR design criteria require operation with a certain safety

margin to a boiling crisis. Under PWR core design power
conditions the occurence of CHF replaces the efficient nucleate
boiling regime by the far less efficient region of departure
from nucleate boiling (DNB). This film boiling phenomenon is
accompanied with a certain rise of the rod wall temperature.
Safe operating conditions of PWR and PWHCR require experimental
and theoretical models to describe this problem while the design
optimization proceeds.

Though nearly half a thousand CHF-correlations can be found in
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the open literature it has been assessed that no available
prediction methods can be extrapolated to the thermal hydraulic
conditions of PWHCR cores. As a consequence experimental and
analytical programs on flow boiling resp. CHF behaviour of tight
lattice cores have been established in France (e.g. [3]), in
Japan (e.g. by JAERI [4] and by Mitsubishi [5]) and also in the
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG).

(see Table II). Additional single and two-phase flow mixing
tests will be performed in a 36 rods test section. Efforts are
also necessary to replace CFC-12 by fluids which don't deplete
Ozone.
The tests in directly heated tubes had the following objectives:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

to commission the KRISTA test facility,

to extend the data base [6] for determining the effect
of tube diameter on CHF,
to compare the CHF data with the CHF tables recently
developed in the USSR [8] and by Groeneveld et al.
[9],
to perform a separate assessment of the modelling
laws.

The CHF tests on the 7-rod bundle and 37-rod bundles were
primarily designed to investigate the following effects on CHF:

(i)

(ii)

flow redistribution and mixing
hexagonal rod-bundles,

in tightly spaced

small rod-rod gaps, rod-wall gaps and p/d ratios.
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(iv)
(v)

axial heat flux distribution, including the effect of
heated length,
radial heat flux distribution, including the effect of
unheated rods,
rod spacer type and shape.

Parallel to the CHF-tests with gridded 37 rod bundle (p/d =
1.18) water-cooled CHF-tests of identical geometry are obtained
at the Siemens /KWU Karlstein facility.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

3.1

Freon Test Facility

The test facility KRISTA was recently constructed at the
Institut für Reaktorbauelemente (IRB) at KfK, Karlsruhe. It has
the following performance characteristics (water equivalent
values are given in brackets):
Test section power: up to 500 kW (7.5 MW)
Flow range: 70 - 112000 kg/h (50 - 80000 kg/h)

TABLE II. SCOPE OF THE FLOW BOILING PROGRAMME UNDER INVESTIGATION

Pressure range: 1-3 MPa ( 7 - 2 0 MPa).

AT THE KfK FACILITY KRISTA
OBJECTIVES
CHF-tests in single channels

direct heated tubes of
different length with
inner diameter of 2.6,
4 6 and 8 mm
CHF-tests in rod bundles

s~~" •
5?-*-'^* tt

1^7

7-rod bundles
spacer- grtds, wire

APPLICATIONS

Study of main CHF- pa rame te r s

Seal ing laws

- pressure, nass flux, exit
quality, tube diameter,
comparison with H,0-results

model f!uid/H20 transfer
———_

CHF-effects in bundles

Single effects

- Parameter studies:
flow redistribution, influence
of gaps and pAM.15,1 24.
heat flux distribution,
rod spacer type and details

Subchannel ana lys > s

- mixing etc

i
ft^mç

37-rod bundles

V ^3&* y

spacer, grids

- tubes
- bundles

- Design-related investigation-

bundle data and p/d=1.18,l 24,
different heating, comparison
with H^O-resuHs

Fig. 1 shows a schematic flow diagram of the test facility. The
KRISTA facility consists basically of two separate loops,
interconnected via the Freon storage tank and the purification
system. The left part of the loop will be used for the 37-rod
bundle tests while the right part (small KRISTA loop) is used

for the single tube and 7-rod bundle tests. The test results
reported in this paper were obtained from the small KRISTA loop.
Special precautions were taken to minimize Freon leakages to the
surroundings.

'—^ - ChT-mterpretation of
experiments
- CHf-results

(models/correlations)

Mixing tests in rod bundles
' ^

36-rod arrangement

Investigation of nixing parameters
in single and two-phase f l o w s v
R E S U L T

Heat transfer tests
Long term replacement of CFC-12
investigation to

because of the Oione depletion

replace CFC-12

problem

- PWHCR-related procedure for
core design and CHF predictions
- improved PWR-models

To arrive at these goals the test matrix of the tube and the
subsequent 7-rod bundle tests to be discussed in this
contribution cover the following conditions:

Pressure, MPa
Mass flux, Mg/(m 2 s)

1.05

Critical quality

1.0
-0.2

to 2 . 7 2

to 6.0
to + 0 . 2

H20-eguiv.
7.0 to 15.8
1.4^to 9JÛ
-0.2 'to + 0 . 2

(IB m'/li)
TS I circular lubes,
7-rod-bundle
6 purification
facility
7 Freon tank

8 air condenser

Fig. 1: KRISTA CHF test facility
3.2

CFC-12

Smiül Freon-Loop

(80 m ! /h)

T S II 37-rod-bundle
1 test section
2 pressuriier
3 heat exchanger
4 pump
5 preheiter

Table II summarizes the application of the oberved flow boiling
data for the development of scaling laws for bundles, an
appropriate description of single effects as two-phase mixing
and the formulation of design-relevant CHF-PWHCR-models.

Parameter

Lftrgc Freon—Loop

7-Rod Test Section

Fig. 2 shows details of the 7-rod bundle channel. The total
length is 1.25 m of which 0,6 m is heated. Both the radial and
axial flux distribution are uniform. The flow channel is split
longitudinally and is bolted together as shown in cross-section

A-B of Fig. 2. It is installed inside a pressure tube designed

for pressures up to 4 MPa. Thermocouples are installed inside
the flow channel wall and will permit an accurate determination
of a heat balance. Local coolant temperatures are measured by
fifteen 0.25 mm OD thermocouples positioned in the subchannels

3.3

Fuel Rod Simulator For Freon Tests

located at various axial positions along the length of the

Fig. 3 shows design details of the fuel rod simulator. It
consists of magnesium oxide (MgO) core, a helically-wound
heating ribbon, a boron nitride (BN) insulator and a stainless
steel cladding. Ni-Cr thermocouples (0.5 mm OD) are embedded in

channel as shown in Fig. 2.

grooves inside the cladding. A plasma spraying process and a

at the downstream end of the heated length. Pressure taps are

subsequent polishing process provided a smooth outer surface in

the area where the thermocouples were embedded in the cladding.
Eight thermocouples were installed in each of the rods; the
junctions were located 15 and 20 mm upstream from the end of the

heated length.

Fig. 3: Details of the fuel-rod simulator
construction (all diameters in mm)

4.

CHF FREON TEST RESULTS

4.1

Single Tube CHF Data

Details of the single tube tests performed in the KRISTA
facility and the preproject at GKSS can be found elsewhere

[6,10,11]. It can be assessed that a comparison of the water
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Fig. 2: Schematic of the 7-rod test section
(p/d = w/d = 1.15)
a) Channel with grid spacer test bundle
b) Wire-wrapped test bundle

converted 8 mm Freon CHF results transferred with Ahmad's
scaling law [7] yielded attractive results if compared with 8
mm water tables of Soviet and Canadian authors [8,9]. 344 test
data points were compared with Groeneveld's table data and 204
KRISTA data points with the table data of the soviet authors.
Table data over the water converted actual CHF results gave the
following statistics: average of 0.94 and 1.01 for the Canadian
and the Soviet data with standard deviations of 0.087 and 0.116
respectively.

The Soviet and the Canadian CHF look up table recommend a
diameter d exponent
qr - d~£
(i)

of e = 1/2 resp. e = 1/3 as an average. Authors like Kirillov et
al. [12] observed pressure dependent values of the exponent.
Müller-Menzel and Zeggel [6] reported from Fréon CHF tests using
Ahmad's scaling law and following equation (1) the functions
depicted in Fig. 4. An equivalent characteristic has been
derived from H20 CHF tube tests by Kirillov and colleagues
[13,14]. These first results confirm the well-known scaling law
of Ahmad.

4.2

CHF Results in 7-Rod Bundles

The first CHF tests in 7-rod bundles (p/d = w/d = 1.15) have
been performed in gridded and also in wire-wrapped (axial
pitch/diameter H/d = 20) rod arrangements. Some data of
principal significance will be presented as follows.

A systematical comparison of these water and water converted CHF
data is under way. An additional effort is necessary to cope
with the conditions of PWHCR test bundles. The recently
performed tube measurements also indicated that the diameter

The hydraulic behaviour of tightly packed bundles of triangular
arranged bare rods are strongly influenced by remarkable
differences in fluid flow cross sections of square wall
subchannels and triangular center channels. This differences
depend on the relative size of the rod-to-rod gaps (p/d-1) and
rod-to-wall (w/d-1) clearings. If the velocities in the

exponent of CHF in round tubes depends also from the diameter

different channels are optiraistidy regarded constant the ratio

itself (s. Fig. 5).

of the wall to the center channel flow areas defines the mass

flow rate ratio. The resulting enthalpy rise ratio is inverse to
11.0 MPa HO

the mass flow ratio as far as the heating is constant. This
geometrically affected flow redistribution is strongly
increasing with decreasing p/d of tight lattices.

15.8 MPo H,0

Some geometrical and related data of the test bundle between the
grid levels are:
Parameter

Number of subchannels
Flow cross section, mm*
Hydraulic diameter, mm

Fig. 4: Diameter exponent e as a function of quality and mass flux
for two different pressures (water converted CFC-12 data)

4.6/8 mm tube diameter

1.0

4.6/8mm tube diameter

f~

26/4.6mm tube diameter

1
a)

Fig. 5:

26/46mm tube diameter

ro

•0 CD

o.6
Diameter
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2

3

4

5

Mass Flux/Mg/(m ! -s>

2
3
4
5
Mass Flux /Mg/(m! s)

6

Diameter exponent as a function of mass flux for x = 0.0:
a) Freon Pressure 1.78 MPa; b) Freon Pressure 2.72 MPa

bundle

center channel wall channel

18
348
4.4

6
16.0
4.3

6
31.8
4.9

These data could at least in the single phase flow bare rods
case result in 100% higher mass flow rates in the wall channels
if compared with the center channels. Two thirds of the bundle
flow rate pass the wall region of the test section. The enthalpy
span in the edge channels will be vice versa 50% of the inner
ones. From these rough data it is evident that single and twophase mixing between these two types of very different channels
plays an important role for the retained enthalpy at the exit of
the hot channels where CHF will be observed.
From single phase thermal hydraulic investigations performed
within the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project it is also known
that wire wraps with decreasing ratio of axial lead H over
diameter affect the described flow redistribution additionally.
While discussing some CHF-results obtained with the 7-rod test
section (p/d = w/d = 1.15) in KRISTA it should be kept in mind,
that the following details aggravate the interpretation of CHFmeasurements:
bundle with tight pitch lattice and small rod number,
small rod-to-rod and rod-to-wall gaps,

wire wraps with decreasing H/d and
short heated length of the test bundles.

the last two problems and the problem of transferring model
fluid data into H20 flow boiling results will not be stressed in
this paper.
CHF in gridded FA with constantly heated seven rods

The following 7-rod bundle results have been obtained in CFC12 at a system pressure of 1.78, 2.3, and 2.7 MPa. The water
equivalent pressure of the second number is 14 MPa resp. 2000
psia. This value is typical of the first generation of PWR cores
and consequently well represented in CHF experiments. The Freon
bundle average mass fluxes are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 Mg/(m* s) (water
equivalent values are nearly 40% higher).
The CHF data displayed for constant mass fluxes as a function
of inlet quality are linear functions. This is a good indicator
for judging the consistency of the results. For CHF modeling
purposes a plot CHF over critical quality is appropriate. This
value xc resp. the center channel exit quality has to be

calculated. Fig. 6a represents CHF over center subchannel exit
qualities. These qualities xc are computed by COBRA-TUBS. It has
to be noticed that for a given bundle mass flux a span of center
channel mass fluxes is realized in the bundle (s. insert in Fig.
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channels of bundles are applied. With water-to-Freon scaling
factors (s. [6]) of 15 for CHF and 1.4 for mass fluxes the
measured data are positive if PWHCR perspectives are regarded.

^

Y' =

0.2

Local Exit Quality r„

l/d

-ZO 02-

The prediction improves by application of Bowring's imbalance
factor

-0.2 00

a)

The comparison of the Fig. 6a and 6b shows the usefulness of
tube table data if certain correction factors for the critical

directly modeled. For comparison the Dalle Donne-correlated CHF
data are converted into CFC-12 equivalent data, by Ahmad's
scaling law [7] (note: Ahmad's scaling law has been evaluated
for tubes). The values C/M in Fig. 7a (top) are far less one
(average: 0.88; s: 0.17).
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? 0.4 -•

?

inlet conditions (system parameter approach). So local center
channel exit conditions where boiling crisis occurs is not

09 16 23 34 55

<£ 06"

6a). The CHF-curves are steeper with increasing bundle mass
fluxes. Qualitatively the same picture has been observed with
Freon measurements in tubes of the inner diameter of 4.6 mm [ 6 ].

Fig. 7 displays calculated over measured data (C/M) . The last
correlation of Dalle Donne/Hame [15] based on Bowring's WSC-2correlation [16] is used. This kind of CHF-correlation uses FA

6
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Exit Quality T„

Fig. 6. CHF for the 7-rod bundle conditions
a) as a function of predicted central subchannel
exit quality using COBRA-IV-TUBS
b) round tube (4.61 mm) CHF data as a function

of critical quality

applications to account for the enthalpy transfer between
subchannels. In our case since the high enthalpy rise in the hot
center channels will be reduced by convective heat transfer

heat retained in the hot channel

(mixing) to the wall channels, Y' is less 1.0.

heat generated in the hot channel

Y' has been computed by COBRA-TUBS. It's application results (s.
Fig. 7a, bottom) in C/M closer to one (average: 0.93; s: 0.18).
The formerly observed overprediction of high mass flux CHF data
(s. [11]) by the CHF-correlation remain constant, if an

which corrects the actual critical quality at the CHF point.
The parameter Y' has been introduced by Bowring [16] and
utilized e.g. by Sugimoto et al. [4] for tight lattice

imbalance factor is applied. The reason is, that the absolute
magnitude of the enthalpy spans is reciprocal to the mass flux.
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Fig. 7b gives an impression of table data [8] related
predictions (KWU-procedure) . It should be emphasized that the
COBRA-calculations have been performed iteratively (s. also
[17]). The C/M statistics are: average: 0.96, s: 0.05 (1).
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An improved representation of all experimental data will be
possible with appropriate 2-phase mixing coefficients (s. also
[4] and [17]). The respective experiments will be performed at

c
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KRISTA.

4.2.2

2,,..

The role of subchannel analysis codes (SAC) for evaluation of
rod-bundle experiments and the need for refined knowledge of
constitutive 2-phase-coefficients becomes evident with Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8: Effect of unheated rods and comparison with the Canadian
table (CHF vs. bundle exit quality)

For a pressure of 1.78 MPa (water equivalent: 11.0 MPa) one, two
and four rods have been disconnected from the power supply. This
severe non-uniform radial heat source distribution has been
investigated with respect to CHF for mass fluxes of 1 and 3
Mg/(m2 s) (water equivalent: 1.4 and 4.2 Mg/(m* s)). For the
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higher mass flux the CHF is hardly affected by the amount of
power-connected rods. In this case the average bundle power and
outlet quality is increasing with the number of heated rods (see
bottom plot of Fig. 8). With the lower mass flux the opposite is
true. In the latter case the bundle power is roughly constant
(s. [11]). The bottom plot of Fig. 8 includes appropriate data
of Groeneveld's table. The observed opposing trends of the
measured CHF data for two mass fluxes could be influenced by
factors as (i) differences in the bypasses along the critical
channels, (ii) differences in mixing rates, and (iii) influences
of bubble induced wall roughnesses. All these factors can be
predicted only by properly formulated two-phase constitutive

equations (SAC !).
4.2.3

CHF in 7-rod bundles with different spacers

-0.40

-OJS -0.30

-O.Z5 -0.20 -0.15

-0.10 -0.05

BY. bundlo exit quality (-)

A final CHF picture Fig. 9 presents CHF data for a grid spaced
and a wire-wrapped FA (p/d = w/d = 1.15) versus the bundle
average exit quality for a system pressure of 2.7 MPa 2(water

equivalent: 15.8 MPa) and a bunlde mass flux of 3 Mg/(m s). the
CHF data of the wire wrapped bundle (H/d = 20) are advantageous
for high subcooled FA outlet conditions. But the slope of the
CHF curve over the exit qualities is twice the value of the
gridded bundle. The functions if extrapolated linearly intersect

Fig. 9: Measured and predicted Freon CHF data of gridded and wire
wrapped 7-rod bundles (System pressure 2.7 MPa, bundle mass
flux 3 Mg/(m2 • s} ; H/d = 20)

at qualities near zero. This can be understood as a flow regime
dependent influence of the wire-wrapping. Low H/d numbers
obviously effect the local two-phase heat transfer deterioration

(boiling crisis). The capability of the wire-wraps to flatten
the subchannel enthalpy spans is less effective. In both cases

of spacer devices the tendency of the CHF data (s. Fig. 9)
predicted by the Dalle Donne/Hame correlation follows the
observed CHF results. The steeper CHF curve for the wire-wrap
case demonstrates the detrimental CHF-characteristics regarding
PWHCR purposes of wire-wrapped FA for low H/d (this case H/d =
20) with increasing qualities. An evaluation of these CHF-tests
of wire-wrapped bundles is underway. Further tests include wire
wraps with larger axial wire pitches.

subchannel code computations of CHF in identical rod
arrangements cooled by H20 and Freon (in cooperation with
Siemens/KWU). This study includes square rod lattices as
well as triangular rod bundles of 37 rods (s. Fig. lOa).
further thermal hydraulic experiments with design relevant
test sections.
single and two-phase mixing tests (s. Fig. lOb).

and last not least research efforts to replace CFC-12 by
5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

Flow boiling investigations using model fluids is a technology
of increasing importance for sytematical studies of parameter
trends and for a validation of thermal hydraulic simulation

codes. Some fundamental work on the validity of Freon two-phase
heat transfer results is underway at the KfK with TUBS. Some
topics are:
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final comparison of H2O and Freon CHF data in tubes (in
cooperation with D.C. Groeneveld/University of Ottawa).

less Ozone depleting fluids
Groeneveld/UoO).

(in cooperation with D.C.

It can be concluded that the recently erected KRISTA Freon
facility offers the chance to perform systematical thermal
hydraulic investigations while the PWHCR-optimization proceeds.
Improved knowledge on two-phase flows and limiting phenomena
cope with the need to arrive at a safe and economic design, this
goal is especially realistic if an international scientific

cooperation with respect to the attendents of this TCM might
stimulate the national programs, activities and results.

The CHF data on the gridded 7-rod bundle with several
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unheated rods provide a unique data base to be used for
validating and improving subchannel codes. This would be a
severe test of the codes as they are usually not designed
to predict the CHF for fluids different from water and with
such a highly non-uniform radial flux distribution.
The CHF characteristics of wire-wrapped bundles appear
disadvantageous for PWHCR purposes at least for low axial
lead over diameter wire-wraps (H/d =20).
The scaling laws available to transfer flow boiling results
into PWHCR relevant conditions have to be evaluated for
bundle flows. This work will be perfomed with identical 37rod bundle cross section investigated at the KWU/Karlstein
H20 and the KfK Fréon KRISTA facility.
Fuel rod

Studies to replace CFC-12 by non Ozone depleting fluids are

Simulators wl tn

O

underway.

two regions of
constant lateral
heating

From the actual investigations the potential of tight
lattices (p/d 2 1.15) for PWHCR rod bundles is very
promising.

Fig. 10: Test sections for CHF (a.)} and mixing (b.)) experiments
6.

SUMMARY

1.

CHF experiments in Freon-12 are underway at KfK in
cooperation with TUBS as part of the development program
for the PWHCR. The objective is to investigate the flow
boiling and the CHF behaviour of a tight lattice core. As
a part of this program the CHF lias been measured in a
directly heated tube and 7-rod bundles having a p/d = w/d
of 1.15.

2.

The CHF dependence on tube diameter in Freon was found to
be more complicated than recommended by table data. As
typical subchannels in PWHCR cores of interest cover
smaller sizes than are normally used for the development of
CHF prediction methods, more work is required to assess

this geometry effect.
3.

4.

The CHF variation with computed center channel exit
qualities (gridded 7-rod bundle) has the same tendency as
tube CHF data. This confirms the use of well established
tubular CHF tables with appropriate correction factors
(regarding bundle geometry etc.).
CHF predictions with the Dalle Donne/Hame correlation and
the soviet round tube table supported by subchannel
computations arrive at satisfying results. The role of
subchannel analysis codes for predicting the critical
quality where CHF occurs is evident. The constitutive
coefficients esp. for two-phase mixing will be improved by
measurements at the KRISTA facility.

NOMENCLATURE

CHF
d
d.
G
H
1
p
P

Critical Heat Flux, MW/m2
rod diameter, mm
equivalent/hydraulic diameter, mm
mass flux, Mg/(m2s)
axial wire lead, mm
heated length, m
rod pitch, mm
pressure, MPa

q

heat flux, MW/m*

w

rod-to-wall gap width + d, mm

x
Y'

fluid quality
Bowring's imbalance factor

exponent of diameter effect on CHF
Subscripts :
av
c
ex
in

bundle average value
critical
outlet, exit
inlet
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING OF
TIGHT LATTICE PWRs IN A LOCA

F.J. ERBACHER, K. WIEHR
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract

tubes have six integral helical fins. The dimensions of the cladding tubes were
chosen to fit with the existing REBEKA electrical fuel rod simulator, i.e., the cladding inner diameter is 9.3 mm, the outer diameter of the SS-cladding tubes is 10.1

mm. The main characteristics of this fuel rod simulator are largely identical with

the REBEKA fuel rod simulator. Its excellent thermal simulation compared to nuclear fuel rods has been proven in extensive experimental work [1,2].
Figure 2 shows schematically the FLORESTAN test loop. An essential feature of
this loop is that by providing representative emergency cooling conditions during
reflooding and by using electrically heated fuel rod simulators of high simulation

quality, the temperature and pressure transients of the cladding tubes are established automatically in a representative way without controlling the temperature
by the power supply.

The work performed in the FLORESTAN program at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center on the reflooding and deformation behavior of a tight-lattice fuel
rod bundle in a loss-of-coplant accident (LOCA) of an advanced pressurized water
reactor (APWR) is described. The present reflooding tests in an undeformed extremely tight bundle with a pitch-over-diameter ratio p/d =1.06 show a different
thermal-hydraulic behavior compared to a standard pressurized water reactor.
Gravity-feed tests exhibited long quench times and high peak cladding temperatures. A deformation test on internally pressurized Zircaloy cladding tubes has

shown that a hexagonal tight-lattice bundle has the potential of large circumferrential burst strains and a high coolant channel blockage.

cladding O-d. : 10.10mm
fin height
: 0.3 mm
helicallead : 600 mm
pitch over diameter ratio p/d : 1.06

INTRODUCTION
The incentive to further develop the proven pressurized water reactor (PWR) is its
potential to improve fuel utilization in a closed uranium/plutonium fuel cycle.
This can be achieved by neutron spectrum hardening via significant reduction of
the moderator-to-fuel ratio in the core. For this reason the wide square fuel rod
lattice typical of a PWR is modified into a tight triangular lattice with a rod pitchover-diameter ratio (p/d) ranging from 1.06 to 1.30 depending on the design. By
such modifications a conversion ratio of approx. 0,8 to 0.9 can be achieved.

Fig. 1 FLORESTAN test bundle

A major problem of such tight lattice fuel elements is the emergency core cooling
in a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Since no experimental data exist, the
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8
9
10

FLORESTAN program is under way at KfK. This program is part of a trilateral

cooperation with Siemens/KWU, the Swiss Paul Scherrer Institute and the Technical University of Braunschweig.

In this paper reflooding tests in a very tight 61-rod bundle (p/d = 1.06) and a deformation test in a 61-rod bundle (p/d = 1.20) with internally pressurized Zircaloy
claddings are described. The bundle with p/d = 1.06 represents the blanket region
of a heterogeneous reactor design, whereas the p/d-ratio of 1.20 is typical of a homogeneous design.

EXPERIMENTAL
The test bundle for the reflooding tests shown in Figure 1 consists of 61 electrically heated fuel rod simulators with a cosine shaped axial power profile, a heated
length of 2024 mm and a total length of 5600 mm. The stainless steel (SS) cladding

V7.2

Fig. 2 FLORESTAN test loop
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Forced feed reflooding
Forced feed reflooding tests in a tight rod bundle are important as baseline tests in
order to study the basic phenomena. The boundary conditions of forced feed reflooding tests are well defined, the reflood water mass flow through the bundle can
easily be measured and the results can be compared with the existing data base of
forced feed reflooding tests in PWR geometries. Furthermore, mainly such well defined tests are suited to assess and improve computer codes.
In the following, a forced feed FLORESTAN test in a tight test bundle is compared
with a forced feed REBEKA test in a more open PWR geometry. At the start of
Hooding (SOF), a relatively low temperature of 600°C was chosen for the FLORESTAN test on the basis of blowdown calculations. The corresponding temperature of
the REBEKA test was 765°C. The average linear rod power during reflooding was
20.7 W/cm (axial peaking factor 1.2) for the REBEKA test and 14.7 W/cm (axial
peaking factor 1.3) for the FLORESTAN test. The flooding water mass flow for the
FLORESTAN test bundle was selected by using the same superficial water velocity as in the REBEKA test section. This resulted in a corresponding cold flooding
rate of 8.1 cm/s compared to 3.2 cm/s in the REBEKA test. The temperature of the
reflood water was 130°C for both tests.
Figure 3 shows the measured cladding temperature transients within the upper
half of the heated length of the REBEKA and the FLORESTAN test bundle. In the
REBEKA test, the peak cladding temperature develops at the axial midplane.
Also, after the start of flooding the cladding temperatures decrease very soon. In
contrast to this the tight lattice exhibits the peak cladding temperature relatively
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Fig. 3 Cladding temperatures in the upper half of heated bundle length

late and at a higher position. Also, the temperature increase after SOF is substantially higher. This different temperature characteristic of the tight lattice is evi-

dently the result of the small water volume in the.bundle and the helical fins.
They produce an enhanced turbulence and subchannel cross-mixing. Both effects
result in a relatively fast evaporation of the water so that in the upper part of the
bundle the cooling takes place extensively by superheated steam. With rising water level and enhanced water entrainment the precursory cooling increases also
for the upper elevations of the bundle. This causes a relatively fast temperature
drop from the peak temperature to quenching temperature.

FLORESTAN-test (APWR)
p/d« 1.06
i 110 g/s

Figure 4 shows the total pressure drop of the tight lattice compared to a PWR geometry. It is evident that the pressure drop development is very different and that
the two-phase flow pressure drop in the tight lattice bundle is considerable. After

SOF the pressure drop increases almost instantaneously due to the high two-

REBEKA-test (PWR)
p/d» 1.33

phase flow pressure drop over the full bundle length. With rising water level the
effective length, which produces two-phase pressure drop, becomes smaller, result-

m «= 180 g/s

ing in a decreasing pressure drop with time. When the upper end of the bundle is
rewetted the pressure drop reaches a constant level which corresponds to the pressure drop of the convective water cooling with nucleate boiling.
300

Gravity feed reflooding
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In a LOCA the mass flow of the emergency core cooling water through the core is
mainly determined by the available downcomer head, the two-phase pressure drop
in the core and system effects in the core and the primary loops. Consequently,
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• time, s
Fig. 4 Pressure drop
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720
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only large scale integral tests with a proper loop simulation are able to deliver representative data which can be applied directly to the reactor.

O clad temperature.

1012mm

A clad temperature.

1612mm

+ clad temperature,
2012mm
x heater temperature. 1012mm
a water level in separation tank

In the FLORESTAN gravity feed separate effect tests the downcomer was simulated by a tube with a pressure head which is identical to the downcomer in the reactor of nearly 6 meters height. The height of the water level in the downcomer represents the driving force for the mass flow of the water into the test bundle. Oscillations of the liquid can develop between the bundle test section and the downcomer simulator. Depending on the two-phase flow pressure drop in the bundle and
the dynamics of the oscillation, water can be carried over through the downcomer
into the containment simulator as well as through the test bundle into the separation tank. In this way, an artificial overfeeding of the test bundle possible in forced
feed is prevented.
60

120 180 2MO 300 360

time, s
The test procedure for gravity feed was selected such that, at initiation of flooding,

the downcomer was filled up to a level of about 4500 mm with hot water. At SOF,
the filled downcomer tube was connected to the test section by opening the valve
V 7.2. After initiation of reflooding, the water column in the downcomer started to
oscillate with a frequency of about 1.5 Hz. It was founrd that the total pressure drop
in the test section also oscillated with the same frequency and'a high initial amplitude.

A clad temperature,
1012mm
+ clad temperature.
1612mm
x clad temperature,
2012mm
O heater temperature, 1012mm
O water level in separation tank
O water level in containment simulator
1000

In Figure 5 two experiments with nearly the same temperature at SOF of 500°C
and also nearly the same flooding water injection rate of 110 g/s are compared, one
with forced feed and the other with gravity feed reflooding. - The upper part of Fig1.
5 shows temperature transients and the water level in the separation tank of the
forced feed test. The 1612 mm elevation shows the maximum cladding temperature of about 690°C and a quench time of 213 s. At 270 s the upper end of the heated length of the bundle is rewetted. The water level m the separation tank remains constant until 290 s, i.e. no water was carried over during the whole reflooding period. - The lower part of Fig. 5 shows temperatures and water levels of the
gravity feed test. It is evident that the maximum cladding temperatures develop
also in the upper part of the bundle and relatively late after SOF. However, at the
axial level of 1612 mm, the peak cladding temperature of the gravity feed test is
about 880°C, i.e. approx. 200 K higher compared to the forced feed test. The time
at maximum temperature is also much longer. The upper end of the heated length
of the bundle is rewetted only at approx. 750 s compared to 270 s in the forced feed
test, i.e. the quench time in the gravity feed test is more than three times longer
compared to the forced feed test. These relatively high temperatures and long
quench time_s in the gravity feed test are the result of the high pressure pulses in
the test section which cause a substantial water entrainment from the test section
into the separation tank, right from SOF. The corresponding increase of the water
level in the separation tank is indicated in the lower part of Fig. 5.
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flooding water injection rate:
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Fig. 5 Temperatures and water levels in PLORESTAN forced- and
gravity feed tests
This gravity feed reflooding behavior of the very tight test bundle is in contrast to
a PWR geometry which under gravity feed shows an improved reflooding heat
transfer.

Cladding deformation and coolant channel blockage
In the LOCA analysis the number of ruptured fuel rod claddings, the extent and
distribution of cladding deformations and their influence on coolability must be
predicted.
In order to determine the deformation potential and maximum possible coolant
channel blockage of a hexagonal tight-lattice bundle with Zircaloy cladding tubes,
a special FLORESTAN material test was performed on a 61-rod bundle with a
pitch-over-diameter ratio of 1.20. The dimensions of the Zircaloy claddings were
10.75 x 0.725 mm, The test conditions were untypical of a LOCA and chosen to obtain the theoretically maximum cladding deformation (Figure 6). At a nearly constant cladding temperature of 800°C the Zircaloy cladding tubes were internally
pressurized with Helium of 8.4 MPa. The outer fluid atmosphere was nearly stagnant steam at 0.4 MPa system pressure. The rod power was untypically low compared to the decay heat and chosen to compensate only for the heat losses. Therefore, the deformation of the Zircaloy claddings developed under nearly isothermal
and adiabatic conditions. The internal rod pressures developed according to the individual cladding deformations. The time of deformation from pressurization to
burst was less than one minute.
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Fig. 6 Test procedure of FLORESTAN - material test (inner 7 rods)

Figure 7 is a plan view and cross-section of the deformed 61-rod bundle. A pronounced coplanarity of the burst locations and large cladding deformations are
evident from the left side photograph. This resulted even in a deformation of the 1
mm thick bundle housing. - The coplanarity of the maximum cladding deformations is the result of the axial power profile and mainly the almost adiabatic test
procedure, i.e. nearly no cooling. Under cooling and power conditions typical of a
LOCA the interaction between the ballooning cladding tubes with their increasing cladding surface and the outer cooling efficiency would result in less deformation and coplanarity.

The right side photograph of Fig. 7 is a cross-section of the deformed bundle in the
axial level of maximum flow blockage. The photograph illustrates the serious
cladding deformations of the inner 37 claddings. The deformation of the Zircaloy
claddings in the outer ring is influenced by cold wall effects of the bundle housing.
Their non-symmetric wall weakening with the thicker wall facing the cold housing is typical of the strain behavior of Zircaloy claddings deformed under azimuthal cladding temperature differences.

Figure 8 shows the circumferential strains and the calculated coolant channel
blockage of the inner 37 rods. The strains plotted in the diagram illustrate the coplanarity and the location of the maximum strains slightly above the midplane.
The maximum circumferential burst strains reached values up to about 90 %.
From the individual strains a theoretical coolant channel blockage ratio of 100 %
extending over a length of 7 cm was calculated. However, this calculation does not
take into account the wrinkles of the outer cladding contours which still leave
open many small passages for the coolant even in the area of the maximum flow
blockage.
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The relatively high cladding deformation and coolant channel blockage found in
the FLORESTAN material test is in contrast to a REBEKA material test performed under similar "worst case" conditions. This test typical of a wide PWR lattice resulted in a maximum flow blockage of 85 % only.

Fig. 7 Plan view and cross-section of the deformed bundle

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

grid spacer
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The essential results of the FLORESTAN reflooding tests in a very tight rod bundle (p/d = 1.06) and of the FLORESTAN deformation test(p/d = 1.20) can be summarized as follows:
-

The reflood heat transfer in a tight-lattice fuel rod bundle is quite different
compared to the wide lattice of a standard PWR.

-

The peak cladding temperature develops relatively late in the upper part of the
bundle.

-

The highest pressure drop develops shortly after start of flooding.

-

Gravity-feed flooding tests in tight lattice bundles with flooding rates comparable to forced feed tests result in more entrainment. This leads to higher peak
cladding temperatures and longer quench times.

-

A hexagonal tight-lattice bundle has the potential of large circumferential
burst strains and a high coolant channel blockage.

lOO-i

S,ra

These findings underline that substantial research work needs to be done in order
to study the phenomena associated with the reflooding and deformation behavior
of tight-lattice fuel rod bundles.

80

Future experiments within the FLORESTAN program will concentrate on reflooding tests on 61-rod bundles with Zircaloy claddings of 9.5 mm outer diameter
and a pitch-over-diameter ratio of 1.24.
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Fig. 8 Strain profile and flow blockage of 37 inner rods

In order to prove reliably a sufficient coolability of a hexagonal tight lattice bundle experiments are needed which simulate in a representative way the interaction
between deforming fuel rod claddings and the emergency core cooling.

THE NEPTUN EXPERIMENTS ON
LOCA THERMAL HYDRAULICS FOR
TIGHT LATTICE PWRs

initial conditions - such as rod temperature and flooding rate — would be expected to be
quite different to those for a standard PWR. Integral system calculations, which take the
modified core design explicitly into account, are necessary to determine these conditions.
Current-day thermal-hydraulics codes and data bases, on the other hand, have not been

J. DREIER, R. CHAWLA, N. ROUGE, S. YANAR
Paul Scherrer Institute,

adequately assessed for the tight, hexagonal-lattice geometry of LWHCR cores. In effect,

Villigen, Switzerland
Abstract
The NEPTUN test facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute is currently being
used to provide a broad data base for the validation of thermal-hydraulics
codes used in predicting the reflooding behaviour of a tight-lattice PWR (light
water high conversion reactor, LWHCR). The present paper gives a description
of the facility and the test matrix to be covered in the experimental program.
Results are presented from a number of forced-feed, bottom-reflooding experiments, comparisons being made with (a) measurements carried out earlier for
standard-PWR geometry and (b) the results of a calculational benchmark exercise conducted in the framework of a Swiss/German LWHCR-development

therefore, experimental investigations are needed for each of several different phases of an
LWHCR LOCA event, viz. depressurization, core dryout and reflooding.
The NEPTUN test facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute was designed and constructed for
studying refloodiag and low-pressure boil-off characteristics in electrically heated, fuel bundle simulators. In 1985, the facility was modified to enable a program of LWHCR-relevant
experiments to be conducted using a 37-rod, tight-pitch bundle [1]. The present paper
gives an overview of the NEPTUN-LWHCR program and includes comparisons of experimental results with (a) measurements carried out earlier for standard-PWR geometry and
(b) the results of a calculational benchmark exercise conducted under the Swiss/German
co-operation agreement.

2

NEPTUN Description

agreement.

2.1
Rewetting for the tight, hexagonal-geometry (p/d = 1.13) NEPTUN-III test
bundle has been found to occur in all tests carried out to date, in which

reasonably LWHCRTrepresentative values for the various thermal-hydraulics
parameters are used. Results of the calculational benchmark exercise have
confirmed the need for further code development efforts for achieving reliable

predictions of LWHCR reflooding behaviour.

1

Introduction

The concept of the Light Water High Conversion Reactor (LWHCR) - being developed in
the framework of a trilateral co-operation between Siemens (KWU), Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe and the Paul Scherrer Institute — is mainly based on standard, commercially well established, pressurized water reactor (PWR) technolgy. As a consequence,
many of the components of a future LWHCR power plant, and even certain aspects of
system behaviour, may be considered to have already been adequately studied. However,
characteristics directly effected by the tight, hexagonal-lattice core design (which leads to
a harder neutron spectrum and hence, the higher fuel conversion ratio) clearly do need
detailed investigation.

One of the key questions in the above context is that related to the coolability of an
LWHCR core after a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) event. In considering the thermal-
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hydraulics behaviour during the different phases of a LOCA event for an LWHCR, various

General

Figure 1 gives a simplified flow diagram of the NEPTUN test facility and shows also the
principal instrumentation of the test loop. In preparation for a given experiment, the reflooding water is first circulated in the water loop in order to adjust the desired conditions.
The water mass flow rate is determined via volume flow rate (turbine flowmeter), temperature and pressure measurements. Over the test section itself, a series of pressure difference
measurements is carried out. At the top of the test section, the expelled fluid is divided
into its two phases in the steam/water separator. The water is collected in the carryover
tank, and the accumulated mass is measured via a pressure difference measurement. The
separated steam is discharged over the exhaust steam line and a pressure regulating valve,
and the steam mass flow rate is again measured over a turbine/pressure/temperature measurement system, A special steam boiler is used for adjusting conditions in the test loop
before the start of a reflooding experiment, as well as for maintaining a desired test section
pressure.
For all experiments conducted to date at the NEPTUN test facility, the same type of
fuel rod Simulators has been used. The rods have a 10.72 mm o.d. and a total length of
1940 mm, of which 1680 mm is electrically heated with a cosine-shaped power distribution
(see Figure 2). Some constructional details are given in the sectional view also shown in
Figure 2. Each heater rod is instrumented with eight, inconel-sheathed, chromel-alumel
thermocouples, located at a depth of 0.47 mm from the heater rod surface.

Due to the different thermal behaviour of the electrical rod simulators and actual fuel rods
(e.g. gas gap), the NEPTUN results cannot be directly applied to a power reactor core.

However, a validation of reflooding models on the basis of a range of NEPTUN-type experiments is clearly necessary for thermal-hydraulics codes meant to yield reliable predictions
of LWHCR core behaviour.

2.2

NEPTUN-III Bundle

There have been several alternative designs proposed for a "homogenous" LWHCR core
with pitch-to-diameter ratios for the fuel assemblies ranging from 1.12 up to about 1.30.

Largely as a result of the experimental physics investigations, the emphasis has shifted in
recent years towards the somewhat wider lattices [2]. The first LWHCR-relevant NEPTUN
test bundle (NEPTUN-III), for which the first measurements were made in 19S6, has had
a relatively low pitch-to-diameter ratio, viz. 1.13.

A horizontal cross-section of the NEPTUN-III test bundle, along with the low heat capacity
housing, is shown in Figure 3. The azimuthal positions of the recording thermocouples for
the instrumented heater rods are indicated by letters and numbers which, together with
the details indicated in the vertical sectional view of Figure 4, give the actual temperature
measurement positions. The measurement levels 1 to 8 are exactly the same as used for the

pressure difference and fluid temperature measurements (Figure 4). Due to geometrical
reasons, the fluid temperature can only be measured between the two outer rings of heater
rods. The radial positioning of the rods is fixed by five grid spacers, the vertical positions

for which are also indicated in Figure 4.

- ï
Figure 1: Simplified flow diagram

of the NEPTUN test facility
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Figure 2: NEPTUN heater rod: power distribution and constructional details

Figure 3: Horizontal cross-section of the NEPTUN-III test section, showing the thermocouple positions
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Table 1: Test Matrix for the NEPTUN-LWHCR Reflooding Experiments

"

Geometry

hexagonal, p/d = 1.13, grid spacers

hexagonal, p/d = 1.27, grid spacers

Reflooding Mode

forced-feed, bottom reflooding
forced-feed, top reflooding
combined injection (i.e. from bottom and top)

Thermal-hydraulics Parameters

1.0, 4.1, 5.0 bar

test section pressure

1.19, 2.45 kW

rod power

initial rod temperature
flooding rate

477,

597, 757 °C

1.5, 2.5., 4.5, 10, 15 cm/s

flooding water subcooling

Figure 4: Vertical sectional view of the NEPTUN-III test bundle, showing the spacers
and the various measurement levels

3

Test Matrix for LWHCR Reflooding Experiments

Considering the planning for the NEPTUN-LWHCR program as a whole, the effects to
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be studied include those of varying the bundle geometry, the reflooding mode and various thermal-hydraulics parameters. Thus, following the shift in emphasis towards wider
lattices, a second LWHCR-representative bundle (NEPTUN-IV), with a pitch-to-diameter
ratio of 1.27. is to be investigated later. In order to be able to simulate hot-leg and combined injection - in addition to the cold-leg injection (bottom reflooding) simulated till
now - the test section has been modified recently. Investigation of the two other reflooding
modes is considered important since these could in practice also occur in an actual reactor
core. Together with the variation of thermal-hydraulics parameters, the above aspects
result in the test matrix given in Table 1.

10, 80 °C

Due to the fact that the NEPTUN results cannot be directly applied to a power reactor,
all reflooding experiments are carried out as forced-feed experiments and the thermalhydraulics parameters are, as indicated, chosen over a wide range. This, on the one hand,
ensures that the local conditions during reflooding in an actual LWHCR are covered and,
on the other hand, provides an adequate data base for reflooding model development in a
general sense.
The part of the above NEPTUN-LWHCR test matrix which has been completed is that
for the tight (p/d = 1.13) bundle with forced-feed, bottom-reflooding conditions. This
has involved over 60 individual experiments. The combined-injection and top-reflooding
modes are currently being investigated, and the facility will be modified in the second half
of 1990 for experiments with the wider (p/d = 1.27) bundle.

4

Comparisons with Standard PWR Results

To date, a variety of parametric studies has been carried out in forced-feed, bottomreflooding tests with the NEPTUN-III (p/d = 1.13) bundle. Early findings from some of
these studies were presented in [1].
The choice of thermal-hydraulics parameters for the NEPTUN-LWHCR program has
partly been determined by the need to provide certain direct comparisons of experimental results with those from earlier NEPTUN measurements in standard PWR geometry
(square, p/d — 1.33, grid spacers). Thus, the single such comparison reported in [1] led to
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'h6 conclusion that similar flooding water mass flow rates for the two geometries (i e about
a three times larger flooding velocity m the NEPTUN III case) yield similar bundle quench
times This indicates the important influence of the flooding rate - a result confirmed by
the more detailed parametric studies

1074
,-,

1410

The flooding rate which is established in an actual power reactor, however, depends
Strongly on other factors such as the pressure difference occuring across the core

1642

1178

Ac

cordmgly, results from a parameter study are presented here to provide a somewhat more
complete comparison for the standard PWR and tight LWHCR geometries This involves
the consideration of quench times, midplane temperatures and pressure differences for the

two different sets of NEPTUN experiments Table 2 gives the thermal-hydraulics parameters and other identification data for the individual experiments for which results are
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Table 2 Thermal-Hydraulics Parameters and Other Experiment Identification Data for
the Results Compared in Figures 5 to 7
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Figure 5 Quench-front propagation curves for the NEPTUN experiments specified
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Figure 6 compares the rod-surface temperature profiles at Level 4 (bundle midplane) for
the six experiments Considering again the two experiments with the same flooding rate,
there is seen to be a difference of 250 °C in the maximum temperatures reached For
higher flooding rates, the maximum temperature for the LWHCR bundle is strongly re
duced This indicates that Experiment 6017 (see Table 2) was close to the rewetting limit
In fact, with a lower flooding rate of 2 5 cm/s and the same value for the other parameters,
quenching of the NEPTUN-III bundle was no longer possible It should, of course, be noted
that the constant rod-power basis for such direct PWR/LWHCR-geometry comparisons is
over pessimistic from the LWHCR viewpoint
For a given set of thermal hydraulics parameters, curves of the type shown m Figure 5
allow an estimate to be made of the flooding rate necessary to achieve rewetting within
a certain time The question as to whether such a flooding rate could be made available m an actual LWHCR core may be addressed qualitatively by comparing measured

Thus, Figure 5 gives the quench front propagation curves for the six experiments - three
from NEPTUN-III and three from the standard PWR series Considering the two cases
with the same flooding velocity (viz Experiment Nos 6017 and 5054, each with 4 5 cm/s),
the ratio of the quench times for the two bundles is about 4, i e significantly higher than
the factor of 3 for the earlier reported comparison [1] This is a consequence of the different
set of thermal-hydraulics parameters currently considered Figure 5 also shows that the
quench time for the LWHCR bundle for the highest flooding rate (15 cm/s) is greater than
for the standard PWR case with a flooding velocity of as low as 2 5 cm/s

pressure differences across the NEPTUN-III bundle with corresponding results from the

standard PWR geometry experiments Figure 7 gives such a comparison for the six, cur
rently considered NEPTUN experiments, the measured total pressure differences having
been plotted as a function of quench-front location in each case At the beginning of the
reflooding phase, the pressure differences for the NEPTUN-III case are significantly higher
than those for the standard-PWR geometry experiments (by upto a factor of about 4) As
a general trend, this difference becomes smaller as the quench-front propagates higher For
the two experiments with the same flooding velocity (4 5 cm/s), the pressure difference

for the tight LWHCR geometry is about twice that for the LWR case at the beginning of
the experiment. Beyond a quench-front location of about 630 mm, however, the pressure
difference in the LWR case actually becomes the greater.
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NEPTUN-III Benchmark

As mentioned in the introduction, thermal-hydraulics codes and their data bases have
to be validated against the results of reflooding experiments in tight hexagonal bundles
before they can be used for reliable predictions for an LWHCR. A first "blind" benchmark exercise was conducted for a reflooding experiment carried out with a very tight
(p/d = 1.06) bundle in the FLORESTAN test facility at Karlsruhe [3]. The considerable
systematic differences between this experiment and the NEPTUN-III series (e.g. type of
spacers, p/<J-value, rod-simulator construction and design of the test section's upper end)
have provided ample justification for a similar benchmark exercise to be carried out for

500

one of the NEPTUN-III reflooding tests.

400

From the wide range of forced-feed, bottom-reflooding experiments available for the p/d =

1.13 bundle, the benchmark was chosen as one with a relatively low flooding rate, high

300

initial rod temperature and large flooding water subcooling. This choice has been intentional since these characteristics are known, from experience, to render code predictions
more difficult. The various thermal-hydraulics parameters for the NEPTUN-III benchmark experiment - which may otherwise be considered "reasonably representative" for a
tight LWHCR design - are given in Table 3.
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Figure 6: Rod-surface temperature profiles for the NEPTUN experiments specified

Table 3: Effective Values of Thermal-Hydraulics Parameters for the NEPTUN-III Benchmark (Experiment No. 6035)

in

Mean test section pressure

4.18 bar

200

Mean rod power

1.20

180

Initial rod surface temperature

624 °C

Mean flooding rate

2.42

cm/s

Mean flooding water subcooling

79.8

°C

1GO
MO

kW

120
100

RELAP5/MOD2 and FLUT-FDWR were the two basic codes applied in producing the
four different, blind benchmark solutions which are currently compared with experimental
results. Two of the code versions used had been modified earlier on the basis of the FLO—
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Figure 7: Total pressure differences for the NEPTUN experiments specified in Table 2

Figure 8 compares the rod-surface temperature profiles for Level 5 (just above the midplane; see Figure 4). The general trends for all four calculations are an overestimation
of the precooling downstream of the quench-front and an underprediction of the quench
temperature, leading to too low maximum temperatures and large errors in the rewetting
time. These trends were found to be more pronounced hi the upper part of the test bundle.
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Figure 8: Comparison of experimental and calculated rod surface temperatures (Level 5)
for the NEPTUN-III benchmark

The total pressure difference measured across the NEPTUN-III test section is compared
with the calculational results in Figure 9. If the large oscillations are ignored, there is seen
to be significant underprediction of the pressure difference in each case.

The comparison of expelled water masses is shown in Figure 10, the calculated values being seen to be considerably erroneous. It should be mentioned that the overpredictions in
this case were obtained with the standard-version codes, the two partly LWHCR-adapted
codes yielding too low values. Finally, Figure 11 compares results for the exhaust steam
mass flow rate at the test section's upper end, large oscillations in the calculated values
being seen here as well.
The results of the NEPTUN-III benchmark exercise may be summarized as follows. Errors
in the blind calculations are generally of similar magnitude as for the FLORESTAN benchmark, although the geometry of the test bundle lies in between those for the very tight
FLORESTAN case and a standard PWR. The principal shortcomings of the currently
used thermal-hydraulics codes - e.g. in the treatment of droplet generation, interphase
drag, heat transfer downstream of the quench-front and spacer effects - seem to be in
evidence equally for both benchmark problems. This underlines the need for further code
development efforts on the basis of a broader range of experiments.
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Figure 9: Comparison of experimental and calculated total pressure differences across

the test bundle for the NEPTUN-III benchmark
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Figure 10: Comparison of experimental and calculated expelled water masses for the
NEPTUN-III benchmark
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Conclusions

An overview has been given of the NEPTUN-LWHCR program of reflooding experiments
- covering two LWHCR geometries, three different reflooding modes and a wide range of
thermal-hydraulics parameters. Results from forced-feed, bottom-reflooding experiments
in NEPTUN-III have indicated that, in comparison to standard-PWR geometry cases, the
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maximum rod-surface temperatures for a p/d =1.13 test bundle are generally higher and

the quench times significantly longer. Rewetting for the tight-geometry bundle, however,
does occur m all experiments with reasonably LWHCR-representative values for the various thermal-hydraulics parameters.
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The results of a calculational benchmark exercise, based on one of the NEPTUN-III experiments, have confirmed that further code development efforts are needed in order to
reduce the considerable, current-day uncertainties in LWHCR reflooding predictions.
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By this the essential features of the first design stage of the PWR-HCR, the socalled PWR-C1

Abstract

were defined to be the basis for all further investigations which will be performed e.g. by harmo-

The MOX-fuelled, tight lattice LWR-concepts like the German/Swiss FDWR (Fortgeschrittener

nizing known concepts for an advanced and fuel saving core design. Such harmonisation would
also have to address the new safety features that are being discussed for thermal LWR.

Druckwasserreaktor) as well as the French RSM (Reacteur Sous-Modéré) are supposed to make

good use of plutonium and to save uranium resources while utilizing the standard LWR
technology. Despite the fact that implementation of PWR-HCR is some years away early
resolution of the specific R&D is of highest importance in order to be able to maintain an

The key lesson learned from the cooperation is that interdisciplinary R+D work of high sophistication can still contribute substantially to concepts like the HCR that build largely on proven
technology.

acceptable implementation schedule in todays environment of very strict licensing. Recognizing
this and directing the development towards a flexible fuel utilization is a prudent way allowing to

adapt the fuel operations to the desired conditions.

Introduction

1.
Thus Siemens/KWU, Karlruhe Nuclear Research Center (KfK), Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and
Technical University of Braunschweig as an associated member joined efforts to solve the perti-

nent open technical questions. Each organization was leading the task-forces where it has its
strength. This mode of cooperation for the development of the PWR-HCR proved to be very
successful so far. During the conceptual design work and the related research to acquire the necessary data base for our PWR-HCR concept development we got a lot of valuable experience.

The last years were and the next few years may be in terms of
orders for new nuclear power plants rather d i s m a l . The reasons
for this are the actual overcapacity of electricity generation
and the locking p u b l i c acceptance in many countries. But with

the worldwide growing electricity demand new electrical capacity w i l l have to be established. Whether this additional
amount w i l l be nuclear or not, of course w i l l depend on public's acceptance and on the utilities with respect to economics :

29/

The most enjoyable aspect of the PWR-HCR development was the successful scientific work and
lessons learned through the experiments and their analytical evaluations:

- the public w i l l accept the nuclear option only if people are
aware, that accident probabilities are very low and severe

consequences to the environment can be excluded
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• the utilities w i l l ask for safe, r e l i a b l e and economic plants
with a reasonable long lifetime.
The first point would imply that the new plants should demonstrate a higher degree of safety. Since essential features of
those concepts might hold t i l l the m i d d l e of the next century,

all further improvements of safety features for standard LWRs
w i l l also be relevant for next generation reactors.

After an i n i t i a l period of investigations which were directed
to a very tight lattice to sharpen the design tools m a i n l y of
physics and thermal-hydraulics, the near term objective was
defined to be a medium size lattice, a short development period
and a low cost-benefit ratio can be gained if one relies to the
greatest possible extent on well-known technology. The PHHCR is
a concept derived directly from the German Convoy PWR. It can

be adapted to utilities' needs by different stages of develop-

Although any shortages of fuel cannot be foreseen today, in

ment, the starting point being defined Convoy's moderation
ratio VMF = 2.

only a few decades cheap uranium might well be exhausted and
some utility decision makers may select a power plant which has

The

reasonable fuel cycle cost for various conceivable fuel a v a i l a bi Ities.
Both boundary conditions ask for plants reliable but safer as

before, able to operate with various types of fuel like U02 or
Pu0 2 , in a high or low conversion mode: energy autarky aspects
and energy cost ask for a high conversion rate, for high reload
burnup, a large burnup cycle potential and last not least a

high degree of standardization.

generic goal of our joint development was to show the

1 icensabi1ity of a HCR core with a much tighter lattice than is
realized in the standard light water reactor. Since the technical feasibility of a given HCR core design rests on several
key questions related to reactor physics and thermal-hydraulics
behaviour under normal and accident conditions, a number of
experiments and the theoretical analyses of the results were
necessary. Within the joint cooperation the partners have been
conducting, on a complementary basis an R&D program, the main
items of which are summarized in table 1.

A few years ago some of the reactor designers looked for possib i l i t i e s to activate standard LWR's potentials. This resulted

in an advanced but semi-classical design, Light Water High
Converter Reactor (LWHCR) / 1, 2 /. It seemed to be clear that
the future role of nuclear power and the need to balance energy
resources w i l l enhance those trends of LWR improvements. Thus
several MOX-fuelled, tight lattice LWR-concepts were designed
like the German/Swiss FDWR (Fortgeschrittener Druckwasserreaktor / 3-10 /) as well as the French RSM (Reacteur Sous-Moderê
/ 11 /), u s i n g well proven and highly^ standardized LWR technology and supposed to use p l u t o n i u m in order to save uranium
resources.

Despite the fact that implementation of PWR-HCR is some years
away, early resolution of the specific R&D is of high importance in order to m a i n t a i n an acceptable implementation
schedule in todays environment of very strict l i c e n s i n g .
Recognizing this and directing the development toward a flexib-

le fuel utilization is an attractive way a l l o w i n g to adapt the
fuel operations to the desired conditions.

2.

The Cooperation Goals and the Cooperation Program

To meet the goal of designing a reliable High Converter concept
in a fairly good time, Siemens KWU , the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Center (KfK), the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and

the Technical University of Braunschweig (TUBS) as an associated member joined efforts to solve the pertinent open technical
and safety related questions. Each organization was leading
task-forces of high expertise.

3.

Theoretical and Experimental Cooperation Findings

3.1

Neutron Physics

Defining the m a i n parameters like moderation ratio and enrichment one has to obey the requirements of inherent safety w h i c h
is m a i n l y based on nuclear design. F o l l o w i n g the generic parametric design stages, d e t a i l e d investigations were performed
w i t h the design codes SPECTRA, established by Technical University of Braunschweig, AARE from the Paul Scherrer Institute,
Wurenlingen, CASMO at Siemens KWU and KAPER4 at the Nuclear
Research Center Karlsruhe. Considerable progress was made by
the creation of suitable multigroup cross section sets from the
nuclear data libraries KEDAK-4, ENDF/B-V and JEF-1. Additional
investigations were made by the University of Stuttgart and the
University of Lowell (Mass.). Extensive core design and burnup
calculations were performed with the KfK KARBUS code and the
standard design and burnup code MEDIUM of KWU. A hexagonal
standard design code HEXMED compatible to MEDIUM, based on the
same solution technique is under test.
Due to the fact that for an advanced tight lattice design with
f a i r l y h i g h f i s s i l e enrichment the effective void coefficient
is expected to be markedly less n e g a t i v e than in current-day
LWRs, the a p p l i c a t i o n of a 3D-dynamics code is a matter of
urgent necessity. Therefore KWU developed the coupled neutron
kinetics (thermal-hydraulics) program system HEXTIME, based on
the well proven code system PANBOX, which a l l o w s 3D steady
state and transient f u l l core as well as subchannel analyses to
be performed.

Table 1:

Development Items and Results

Technical Key
Area

Main Activity

Neutron physics

measurements of
reaction rates

Institution
PSI, TUBS,
KfK, KWU

3.2

Preliminary Results
- void coefficient
negative for PWHCR

lattice
code verification KfK, TUBS
KWU, PSI

Thermal hydraulics

high pressure
experiments

KfK

KWu! TUBS

- substantial uncertainty reduction

- cool ability
guaranteed
- detailed analysis
necessary

Emergency core

reflooding

cooling

experiments

KfK, PSI

An important thermohydraulic tool has been provided by the KfK
code HADA, w h i c h has been a p p l i e d extensivly for core design

parameter investigations. With Braunschweig's hydraulic flow
distribution code HALLO the hydraulic properties of the PWHCR
circuit components can be formulated jointly with the detailed
PWHCR core structure, whereas subchannel effects can be treated
with the well-known COBRA-IV code. The published sets of coefficients were checked and supplemented by results of KWU's
critical heat flux experiments at the H 2 0 h i g h pressure f a c i l i ty in Karlstein and at KfK's FREON facility in Karlsruhe. The
result, the code system, COBRA-TUBS, thoroughly verified by
a p p l i c a t i o n of FREON-R12 CHF results to CHF results of a watercooled high pressure experiment has a lot of important properties. Additional codes to be mentioned here are the VELASCOTUBS code for the hot-spot analysis, based on a turbulence
model and supported by the comprehensive empirical material of
KfK, and the VANTACY code, devised for design purposes which

ask for a rapid solution of the momentum equations.

- emergency core coo-

lability for VMF
> 1.5 verified
3.3

Mechanical design fuel assembly

KWU

- generic problems
solved

KWU

- under irradiation

core internals

core assemblies
shut down systems
Material
behaviour

irradiation
experiments

Thermal-hydraulics

Emergency Core Cooling

KfK's FLORESTAN test loop is used for reflooding bundle tests
at forced feed and gravity feed conditions. PSI's NEPTUN test
f a c i l i t y , used for investigation of tight and medium-tight rod
b u n d l e s was o r i g i n a l l y designed and p r e v i o u s l y used to study
reflooding heat transfer and two-phase flow phenomena in standard PWR lattices. The f a c i l i t y can also be used for carrying
out low-pressure boiloff experiments. In complementary theoretical activities a special tight lattice version of the FLUT
code has been provided and a p p l i e d for corresponding LOCA

analyses.
A benchmark of tight lattice cell burnup calculation was approved at the 29th meeting of the NEACRP September 1986, to identify the problems of data and c a l c u l a t i o n a l methods. Fifteen
organisations from eight countries submitted twenty sets of
benchmark results / 12 /, which were helpful to clarify some of
HCR's specific neutron physics problems.
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The technical feasibility of a given PWHCR design rests on
several key questions mainly related to reactor physics under
normal and accident conditions. The void reactivity behaviour
between nominal and highly voided conditions after a LOCA
accident influences crucially the inherent safety behaviour of
a reactor core. To provide experimental data for testing neutron physics codes and cross-section libraries employed for HCR
studies, many integral neutron physics measurements representative for tight PuOz/UOz lattices were carried out at the
PROTEUS zero power facility.

Boiloff experiments, performed for the standard LWR geometry at
NEPTUN were analyzed in the past by TRAC-BD 1/MOD 1 and RELAP
5/MOD 2/CY 36.02. It was felt that the analysis of high pressure and boiloff experiments with HCR geometry would provide a
v a l u a b l e check of a p p l i c a b i l i t y of the new interfacial shear
correlation to bundles with much smaller hydraulic diameter.

For a definite answer concerning e.g. the discrepancies between
predicted and the measured l i q u i d carryover, a careful
analysis of a number of boiloff experiments is required, which
could be the basis for an international cooperation.

the

4.

The Results

Our mode of cooperation for the joint development of the
PWHCR proved to be very, successful : during the conceptual
design work and the related research to acquire the necessary
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data base for the concept development we got a lot of v a l u a b l e
experience, w h i c h would be a good basis for any continuation.
We would like to sum up as follows.
- in the reactor-physics area the importance of a refined
modeling of the epithermal spectra was recognized. With the
validation of the PROTEUS experiments the calculational
methods were considerably improved through an adapted group
structure and a better treatment of resonance s h i e l d i n g ;
theoretical uncertainly was substantially reduced
- the reflood experiments and the CHF experiments have demonstrated that reflooding as well as stationary cooling are
quite feasible in spite of the rather narrow fuel pin lattice

- the core design codes were adapted and checked against
critical experiments and theoretical benchmark test to
provide a calculational basis for neutronic and thermalhydraulic design of the core

Fuel Assembly Design Parameters

-

Fuel assembly (FA) distance across flats
Spacer type
Number of fuel rods per assembly
Active core height
Fuel
Maximum fissile Pu enrichment
Maximum average discharge burnup

approx. 1.2
200 mm

grid
247
300 cm
UO z /PuO z (MOX)
7-8 w/o

55-60 MWd/kg

Core Design Parameters
Thermal output

Average linear heat generation rate
Average volumetric power density
Total number of fuel assemblies
Number of control assembly drives
Number of FAs that can hold a control assembly

- core design problems such as reactivity compensation and
power density optimization can be solved in an almost classical way for medium-tight pin lattices

By the i n i t i a l comprehensive analyses of neutron-physics and
thermal-hydraulic properties of various PWHCR geometries we
could jointly confirm that there is no conflict between the
different objectives "high conversion", "high reload burnup",
"large cycle length potential" and the overall requirements for
negative reactivity feedback and stationary and transient
coolability of the core.

11.8 mm
9.5 mm
1.24
Zry
0.6 mm

- Volumetric moderation (VMF)

- the first results for mechanical design were very encouraging
since among patents directly related to the PWHCR design a
lot of spin-offs were detected which m i g h t be also of a
certain advantage for classical reactors

- certain advantages of the hexagonal subassembly geometry were
quantified and checked.

Fuel rod lattice pitch
C l a d d i n g outside diameter
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Cladding material
Cladding wall thickness

3765 MW

146 W/cm
105 kW/l
349
85
127

The PWHCR is an excellent link between the LWR and the fast
breeder generation. W i t h the a c c u m u l a t i o n of Pu, better use of
it in HCRs w i l l p r o v i d e sufficient fuel for the next century.

The extensive theoretical and experimental investigation of the
different HCR problems and tasks has been performed with a very
good efficiency in the cooperation with the partners / 5-9 /.
5.

Outlook on Further A c t i v i t i e s

P h y s i c s

The results of the experimental and theoretical investigations
and the evaluation a c t i v i t i e s preceding the KWU High Converter
Reactor development performed in our cooperation pointed out
that a core concept with a t o p o l o g i c a l l y uniform core, the
socalled "PWHCR" (former PWR-C1) as the first HCR-design stage
has the potential for the desired f l e x i b i l i t y with regard to
fuel utilization. Based on this concept one has the choice of
putting the m a i n emphasis either on progressive fuel saving or
low fuel cycle cost. This goal is attainable by choosing a
hexagonal fuel rod lattice e n a b l i n g a fairly small moderation
ratio. The main technical parameters of the PWHCR design are:

The
i n v e s t i g a t i o n s actually performed indicated that a
moderator-to-fuel ratio somewhat larger than that of the tight
lattice which was o r i g i n a l l y considered, would be advantageous
with respect to increased safety margins. However, since conversion ratio increases exponentially with reduction of moderation ratio, it w i l l be an economic challenge to know the real
physical margins a v a i l a b l e .

T h e r m a l - h y d r a u l i c
Thermal-hydraulic and neutron-physical core design are closely
coupled together via power distribution, pressure drop and heat

transfer at a defined total H 2 0 flow rate. They all strongly
depend on the configuration of the core and the fuel assembly
type. P r i n c i p a l l y the thermal-hydraulic analysis of an HCR core
has to solve the problems on three consecutive levels. Due to
the advantages of hexagonal geometry there w i l l be a large
economic and safety incentive for further development.
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- the potential for the LWR-evolution can be expanded into an

/ 8 /

area of flexible and better fuel utilization.
The scientific achievements to enlarge the knowledge basis for

LWR-systems was very successful and this a p p l i e s the possibility to realize a reactor with improved safety and fuel flexibility.
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H. Markl, C. Goetzmann, H. Moldaschl
KWU's High Conversion Reactor Concept - An Economical
Evolution of Modern Pressurized Water Reactor Technology Toward Improved Uranium Ore Utilization
Nucl. Technol. 80 (1988) 65
H. M o l d a s c h l , R. Chawla

Could Even High Conversion PWRs be "Inherently Safe"7
Proc. Int. Top. Meeting on Safety of Next Generation
Power Reactors. Seattle, Washington, May 1-5, 1988
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Abstract

1988, J A E R I - M 88-200, N E A C R P - L - 3 0 9
Since many years, Belgium has been actively involved in R & D related to

improved fuel utilization in nuclear reactors.
In the frame of water reactors, a Belgian spectral shift project
proposed in the early sixties has been supported by UKAEA and its
development, jointly performed by SCK/CEN, BN and UKAEA Winfrith and
Risley, has led to a critical experiment realized at Mol in the VENUS

facility, followed by the successfull power operation of the VULCAIN
reactor in the BR3 installation, also at Mol.
Another way to improve the fuel utilization is to recycle the plutonium
in PWR's. A large series of benchmark experiments involving mixed-oxide
fuels have been conducted in the VENUS facility, enabling the core
designers to improve and calibrate their calculational procedures.
Numerous types of fuels (MOX fuels, burnable poisoned fuels, advanced
concepts) have been irradiated in the BR3 (PWR) reactor by Belgian and
foreign manufacturers, and extensive testing has been made on these
fuels, including power cycling in the materials testing reactor BR2.
The possibility of using the VENUS facility for experiments related to
"advanced PWR" (tight lattices) has been also envisaged. Up to now,
preliminary orientation studies have been performed; lattices with
rather low water-to-fuel ratios could be realized, but at the expense of
new supporting grids and fuel pins having higher enrichments similar to
those considered for the power reactors.
The materials testing reactor BR2 provides unique facilities for irradiating LWR, ALWR and FBR fuel bundles in representative conditions
(neutron spectrum, pressure, temperature, power density, coolant thermohydraulics, ...) in steady-state as well as in transient regimes, loops
of several types and sizes are available or can be tailored to the
experimenter's needs.
Finally, activities related to the fast breeders, and more particularly
to FBR fuels, should also be mentioned : development of MOX fuel and of
improved canning materials (ferritic steels, ...), extensive fuel and
cladding qualification and testing (irradiations in BR2), physics-dosimetry and safety studies, ... .

Since many years, Belgium has been actively involved in R & D

The VULCAIN core has been successfully operated in power : during

related to improved fuel utilization in nuclear reactors; this work was

two years (nov.66 - nov.68), it produced 160 10 KWh electricity and its

related to both fast breeders and thermal reactors, fuel composition and

availability factor reached 90 %.
One should notice that the VULCAIN core operated in BR3 contained

fabrication, cladding materials, testing of reactor components, ...

already one experimental MOX fuel assembly.
The VULCAIN concept
In the early sixties, the Belgian spectral shift project VULCAIN
has been proposed.

The main objective was

to realize core loadings

MOX fuel fabrication
The MOX fuel irradiated in VULCAIN had been produced by a joint

having a large excess reactivity controlled by spectral variation; in
this way,

the reactor can be operated for long periods of time without

reshuffling or reloading, and the way

of controlling the excess of

team

Belgonucleaire

fabrication

-

SCK/CEN

installed

techniques for mixed

in

MOL,

oxide fuels.

who

developed

Several fabrication

reactivity reduces parasitic neutron absorptions and enhances captures
238
in fertile
U, leading to improved conversion factor. The development

processes were investigated and that activity resulted in a small pilot

of the VULCAIN project has been jointly performed by SCK/CEN, Belgo-

way were tested in many different conditions (power density, temperature

nucleaire and UKAEA Winfrith and Risley.

and pressure, burnup limit, ...) both in power reactors and in BR2

The VULCAIN core was made of

installation in the Pu-lab of the SCK/CEN.

loops.

The next

step

Mox fuels produced in this

hexagonal assemblies containing each 37 fuel pins (triangular pitch), of

experimental

inner moderator zones and tubular safety and control rods acting as

Belgonucleaire of a Mox fuel fabrication plant in DESSEL, near to MOL.

has been

the

installation

by

neutron flux traps when they were inserted.

The spectral shift is

The development of improved fabrication techniques has been pursued and

realized by a mixture of light and heavy water : at the start of life,

the DESSEL plant has already produced a large amount of Mox fuels for

nearly pure heavy water is used; it is progressively diluted by light

several reactors, including fast breeders.

water when the burnup proceeds and the core life ends with pure light
water.

Pu recycling studies
This concept has been extensively analysed both theoretically and

utilization.

been built; the VENUS zero power installation, where a full-size VULCAIN

assemblies is not sufficient : one should also demonstrate his ability

core has been realized.

Hot conditions were partially simulated by

to correctly compute the nuclear characteristics of that fuel and the

water

(in

evolution during irradiation.

density

reduction

several

proportions).

Numerous

core

Be

able to produce

high

quality Mox

fuel rods

and

A large series of benchmark experiments

parameters were measured for several H 0/D„0 proportions; the same core

involving mixed-oxide fuels have

conditions were computed and the agreement between calculations and

facility, enabling the core designers to improve and calibrate their

experiments was good; on that basis, studies needed for power operation

calculational procedures.

were actively pursued, with an important

facility is its fast dump used as safety shut down; in this way,

it is

possible

local

thermohydraulics problems, burnout
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Recycling the plutonium in PWR's is a way to improve the fuel

experimentally : near to the BRI reactor at Mol a critical facility has

contribution by UKAEA

limit, Doppler effect,

...

:

were

to

realize very
required

for

thus been conducted in the VENUS

An interesting particularity of the VENUS
clean

core

safety

loadings, without

reasons.

A

variety

any

analysed; at the end of the zero power measurement campaign in VENUS,

perturbation

the fuel has been transferred to BR3 for the power demonstration.

In

discontinuities or boundaries were investigated, and the attention was

of ' local

the meantime, the BR3 internal pieces had been adapted to the VULCAIN

mainly focused on the detailed fission density distribution and some

design.

reactivity effects.

WÂ

In

The first large Pu-recycling programme in VENUS started in 1967; it
was

a

direct

measurements,

collaboration

and

between

SCK/CEN,

Belgonucleaire, who

made

the

who

performed

calculations.

to

these

irradiation

capabilities,

a

series

of

post-irradiation examinations can be performed at Mol, thus enabling the

The

experimenters to obtain an additional set of information useful for

their analysis.

checked (and/or improved) computational procedures were then applied Co
the analysis of the Mox fuel evolution in power reactors.

addition

the

A new

Pu-recycling experimental programme in VENUS has just been started : the

APWR orientation studies

VIP programme will be presented at the PHYSOR-90 meeting, end of April

The possibility of using the VENUS facility for performing critical

1990 in Marseille, France [1].

experiments

related

investigated.

to

"advanced

PWR" (tight

lattices)

has

been

At the end of 1985, at least two concepts were examined

in several countries, and mainly in France :

Fuel testing

- spectral variation by exchange or progressive extraction of pins

The Mox fuels, produced first by the joint team BN-SCK/CEN and

(fuel and/or poison rods),

later by the BN plant at Dessel, have been extensively tested and their

- highly undermoderated lattices enhancing the conversion factor.

good performance has been well established both for boiling and for

In fact, the VULCAIN project was already focused on the same idea :

pressurized water reactors on one hand, and for fast breeders on the

the spectral variation was obtained by changing the ratio H O / D O of the

other hand. R&D work on Mox fuels for LWR's is being pursued [2],

The BR3 (PWR) reactor has been a particularly useful and efficient

moderator.

The orientation studies performed at the SCK/CEN in 1985

addressed the other concept : a strong reduction of the moderating ratio

tool for testing new fuel concepts under realistic conditions . numerous

V

V
T,™/
i in the lattice. Several ways
allow to attain in VENUS the
J
H20 ^fuel
desired low water to fuel ratios :

types of fuels (Mox fuels, burnable poisoned fuels, advanced concepts)
produced by Belgian and foreign manufacturers have been irradiated in

- designing new supporting grids, with a small pitch in triangular

the BR3 during the many years of operation after the VULCAIN core (see

table

1).

geometry;

An typical BR3 core loading is illustrated on Fig. 1.

simultaneously, other fuel pin diameters could

considered

Advantage has been taken of the vicinity of the materials testing

- using

reactor BR2 : combined irradiations alternating normal operation in BR3

the

be

l
presently

available

grids

and

using

aluminium

microtubes and/or microrods to remove part of the water in the

and power cycling in the loops of the BR2 allowed to check the ability
of fuel rods to withstand power transients after significant irradiation

lattice (square pitch); according to the number and size of these

levels.

Al pieces, the ratio water to fuel can be varied, enabling thus

Indeed, the materials testing

facilities

for

representative

irradiating

conditions

LWR,

(neutron

reactor BR2

ALWR

and

spectrum,

FBR

provides unique

fuel

pressure,

bundles

in

temperature,

power density, coolant thermohydraulics, ...) in steady-state as well as
in transient regimes

Loops of several types and sizes are available or

can be tailored to the experimenter's needs.

Fig.

2 shows a cross

to investigate several values for that parameter

- combining new triangular pitch grids and Al microtubes can extend
the range of possible water to fuel ratios

In all cases, it is useful to have long fuel pins (H

= 1 m) in

order to reduce the axial leakage and to attain criticality with a core

section of the BR2 matrix : capsules and loops can be located in

loading compatible with the limited size of the VENUS vessel, possibl>,

standard channels and/or in one of the five large channels; examples of

an outer feeding zone would be used, and/or higher fuel enrichments

such loops are shown on fig. 3 to 6.

could be required.

For such applications, Mox fuel is very convenient

and Pu contents up to 10 to 12 % have been envisaged.

TABLE 1 : THE ELEVEN BR3 OPERATION CAMPAIGNS (1962 - 1987)

Denomination

Electrical energy in
millions of kWh

of the

Availability
FFDÏÏ

Gross

Net

produced) provided to
the grid)

(1) plant % (2)

10.10.62 up to 21.08.63

45.8

40.8

4008

62

02.12.63 up to 31.07.64

55.5

51.1

4848

90

Oxide core, stainless steel cladded.
cooled and moderated by light water.
control by rods (one plutonium enrich-

Core BR3/1A
Core BR3/1B

ed fuel assembly in core IB).

29.11.66 up to 18.11.68

159.9

142.9

13944

90

Oxide core, stainless steel clodded.
cooled and moderated by HoO/D-O
mixture-spectral shift reactor (Vulcain

Core BR3/2

project); one plutonium enriched fuel
assembly.

31.07.69 up to 20.12.70

79.2

67.1

7339

91

-

Oxide core, stainless steel and 2ircaloy cladded, cooled and moderated by
bora ted light water; three plutonium
enriched fuel assemblies.
Oxide core, Zircaloy cladded, cooled
and moderated by borated light water;
24 (3A) and 22 (3B) plutonium enriched

Core BR3/2B

25.09.72 up to 11.01.74

89.4

78.7

7944

80

02.07.74 up to 27.06.75

47.9

40.2

4416

76

assemblies from a total of 73
assemblies .

132.0
97.5
98.0
89.5
69.6

117.1
87.2
86.3
79.2
61.2

11916
8663
8641
8008
6232

96
86
90
85
92

Oxide core, Zircaloy cladded, cooled

Core BR3/4A

and moderated by borated light water.
Dismountable fuel assemblies; UO-,

Core BR3/4B

UO2-PuO, and UO-,-Gd.,O3( burnable poison)

Core BR3/4D,
Core BR3/4D-,

15.07.76
22.06.79
21.09.81
13.07.84

up
Up
up
up

to
to
to
to

15.04.78
26.09.80
01.04.83
11.11.85

03.07.86 up to 30.06.87

fuels.

Core BR3/3A
Core BR3/3B

Core BR3/4C

(1) Equivalent Full Power Hours (Full power : 40.9 MWth).

(2) The availability factor of the plant, in %. is defined as the ratio of the number of hours on line, to the total number of
hours of the operation period, this ratio being multiplied by a factor of 100.
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FIG. 2. Cross-section of the BR2 matrix.
FIG. 1. BR3 core3A.
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FIG. 3. Light water reactor fuel irradiation in the BR2 reactor.
Full length fuel pin irradiation testing.
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sectjOn

The selection of the optimum values for the various parameters
V

V

enrlchmerlt; or Pu

^ H2(/ f 1'
content, core size, .,.} has to be done by
the core designers, according to thermal-hydraulics constraints, to

INVESTIGATION OF INTERMEDIATE
CONVERSION PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
FOR SMALL OR MEDIUM NUCLEAR SYSTEMS

safety criteria such as the sign of the void coefficient in the central
part

of

the

core,

and

reprocessing technology.

to

possible

requirements

imposed

by

the

In VENUS, several sets of optimum parameters

could be investigated experimentally

: the main restriction is to

realize a critical core within the limited space available in the
vessel; this could require to use either a higher enrichment (or fissile

V. KNAPP, D. PEVEC
Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
University of Zagreb
D. GRGIC
Rade Konôar Institute

Pu content) or a larger Vj,2o^Vf 1 t'lan t*ie optimized values, if a
feeding zone is not retained as an acceptable environment. In any case,

Zagreb, Yugoslavia

the needed critical mass is large when very tight lattices are to be

Abstract

realized, and such an experimental programme can be best envisaged in

the frame of an international cooperation.
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The long term nuclear strategies as formulated in early seventies assumed rapid
expansion of nuclear power, corresponding increase of uranium cost and consequently
early introduction of fast breeder reactors However, already at that time several general industrial and politico-economical trends operated against this expectations becoming reality, although their effects depended essentially on the country in question Of primary importance in industrialized countries was continuous reduction of
energy use per unit production US survey shows since 1970 an accelerated decrease
of energy consumption per unit production'" If energy consumption per unit production was 100 in 1970, it came close to 60 m 1985. Even though the fraction of
electricity m total energy use was increasing, consumption of electric energy per unit
production was decreasing as well With excess of production capacities sharp com-

petition was developing between oil producers and nuclear equipment manufacturers.

3)0

This tendency of reduction of energy consumption per unit national product had
a clear effect on nuclear power plant construction programme in USA already in early
seventies Its effects were delayed in countries such as France, Japan, or FR Germany
which wanted to reduce their dependence on imported oil after the oil crisis of 1973
This stimulus to construction of nuclear power plants was short lived and limited, and
again country dependent Anti nuclear movements increased their activity Accident
at the Three Mile Island power station in 1979 resulted in cancellation of many or
ders in US and increase of costs of nuclear power stations by addition of more safety
and control systems Reduced demand of uranium kept prices low, even with tendency to decrease Fuel reprocessing cost on the other hand had a steady upward trend,
partly due to stricter safety requirements Both of these tendencies operated against
early introduction of fast breeders, which could be economic at higher uranium cost
and at lower fuel cycle costs Thus the general tendency of nuclear industry in 80-ties
was to pass through difficult period with proven thermal technology The time when
fast breeders could be economic moved further into future, not only because of uran
lum cost decrease and fuel cycle costs increase, but also because of higher than hoped
for investment costs of fast breeders Previously assumed short period for economic
use of thermal reactors is extended for at least several decades Rather than being a
transitory reactor type, thermal reactors are now viewed upon as the main suppliers
of nuclear electricity for many decades, which gave new motivations and reasons for
their development and improvement Most major nuclear industries responded with
priorities specific to the state of nuclear programmes in their respective countries In
addition to the safety and environmental consideration better uranium utilization is
the obvious aim of these developments'2'3' Traditional approach via fuel reprocessing
and recycle offers considerable opportunities However it requires reprocessing
facilities in the country, or alternatively international fuel cycle services with inter
national fuel and waste transport with handling and transport of plutonium or of
plutonium containing fuel With a list of problems and difficulties this possibility does
not appear a realistic one First one, on the other hand, is open to countries with nuclear
programmes sufficiently large to sustain reprocessing facility of economic capacity
We can therefore conclude that there is a category of countries with small and
medium nuclear systems interested in better utilization in open once through fuel
cycle A number of countries which will be entenng nuclear energy earlv m next cen

tury will also fall into this category There are of course, several known lines of de
velopment to improve fuel utilization with once through fuel cvcle such as extended
burnup spatial \anation of enrichment frequent refueling low power density low

leakage core, higher thermodynamic efficiency and others'
On the assumption that once through fuel cycle will remain best choice for a number of countries for several decades, it would seem appropriate to investigate whether
fuel utilization m once through fuel cycle has reached its optimum Of course, the
best choice, as with any fuel cycle is not the one which gives lowest fuel cost, but one
which gives lowest energy costs We believe that it should be IAEA task to stimulate
and coordinate this research of interest for many of its member states Countries with
small or medium nuclear programmes, interested in efficient once through fuel cycle
are unlikely to possess resources for such research and development Several lines of
development are possible, as mentioned before, all with minor effects in comparison
with what can be attained in high conversion reactors with reprocessing and recycle
We believe that an effort can be justified to establish to what extent the benefits of
tight lattice, or semitight lattice could be utilized in the once through fuel cycle The
aim is to combine high plutonium production with the ability to burn m situ as much
as possible of it Two requirements are contradictory to considerable extent, as under-

moderation which gives high plutonium production, leads to too low reactivity at assumed low Pu content at EOC Some use of spectral shift would remedy the situation
We intend to evaluate the feasibility and gains of combining intermediate conversion
core with the convenience of once through fuel cycle

Conceptual Investigation

The work we wish to report here has been initiated with the aim to evaluate what
effect on fuel utilization can be attained in pressurized water reactor, in once through
fuel cycle, using spectral shift to vary the water to fuel ratio during the life of the fuel
We are beginning with determination of mam physics parameters, at this stage we
are not considering fuel design beyond putting an upper limit on the range of maximum and minimum values of moderator to fuel ratios during the life of the fuel
Calculations are at present m the phase of conceptual investigation in order to
determine the ratio of final and initial Vm/Vr ratio compatible with reactivity requirement of core In order to limit the number of variable parameters we select the values
of Vm/Vf ratios at the EOL of fuel m the range 18-2 2, such as to secure efficient
fissioning of plutonium Lower value 1.8 corresponds to the core of NPP Krsko From
this research we also hope to be able to judge and evaluate the effects of introducing
spectral shift into existing core without any changes in the core other than displacer
rods We start with a core radially divided m zones with maximum, minimum and
intermediate values of Vm/Vr ratio In order to reduce neutron leakage lowest Vm/Vr
ratio with fresh fuel is in central region, while the highest value of ratio is at the core
periphery with the fuel in the last stage of its burnup Change of Vm/Vr ratio is assumed to be effected through use of water displacer rods, absent m peripheral region,
and in maximal number in central region of the core Enrichment values for the fresh
fuel are assumed to be in standard range of pressurized water reactors The values m
the range 3 0-3 8 w/o in U-235 were selected

Calculations! Model

In order to perform preliminary cell and fuel assembly calculations the PSU-LE
OPARD code101 will be used The PSL-LEOPARD code is spectrum dependent nonspatial fuel depletion code which fits fast and thermal group constants to a fourth
degree polynomial We expect that PSU LEOPARD will give reasonable results for
bemitight lattices we intend to use m this study As the range of validity of PSLl

LEOPARD results is not known, we will check PSU-LEOPARD results bv comparison
with results of more accurate set of codes, NITAWL"1' (performs resonance shielding

calculations by Nordheim integral treatment and produces working library) and XSDRNPM (7) (one dimensional discrete ordmates transport code) for cell calculations, and
DOT IV, version 4 2,'8' (two dimensional discrete ordmates transport code) for fuel

assembly calculations
Global core modeling will be performed using the MCRAC code19' in order to obtain preliminary results The MCRAC code is two-dimensional, two-group diffusion

code suitable for scoping and preliminary in-core fuel management studies Therefore, the MCRAC results will be checked by more accurate codes, CITATION'10' (multigroup multidimensional finite-difference diffusion code) and/or ILLJCO"1' (multigroup multidimensional nodal diffusion code)
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Figure 1. Fissile plutonium gain and U-235 enrichment as a function of burnup for semltlght
lattice (Vm/Vi = 1.2) and standard lattice (Vm/Vf = 1.8)
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Initial Results

We present a selection of cell calculations performed for various Vm/Vf ratios and
initial fuel enrichment of 3.4 w/o using PSU-LEOPARD code. Physics cell parameters

were calculated as function of fuel depletion in steps up to 45 000 MWd/tU. Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Fissile plutonium gain and U-235 enrichment as a function of burnup for lattice with
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spectral shift (moderator to fuel volume ratio Increased from 1.2 to 1.8 at burnup of
21000 MWd/tU)

depicts fissile plutonium and U-235 contents as a function of burnup for semitight
lattice (Vm/Vr = 1.2) and standard lattice (Vm/Vf = 1.8). Figure 2. shows fissile plutonium and U-235 as a function of burnup for lattice with spectral shift, Vm/Vf from
1.2 to 1.8. A comparison of Figures 1. and 2. indicates the more efficient burning of
plutonium and U-235 after change of lattice Vm/V( ratio to 1.8 at burnup value of
21000 MWd/tU.
Figure 3. presents ^-infinity as a function of burnup for under-moderated semitight lattice (Vm/Vr = 1.2), standard lattice (Vm/Vr = 1.8), and lattice with spectral
shift, by change of moderator to fuel volume ratio from 1.2 to 1.8 at burnup value of

21000MWd/tU.
To evaluate the effects of enrichment change analogous calculations were performed also with lower and higher enrichments (3.0 w/o and 3.8 w/o). More complete
presentation will be given after global core calculations are performed.
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Abstract
The
present progress report covers the activrties
performed by the High Conversion Reactors Group of the Neutrons
and Reactors Division of the Centro Atömico Bariloche (GAB) This
group
previously dçvoted Mainly to neutron physics problems,
started some yi-ars ago its activities in the field of this reactor
concepf. which were Initially focused on the neutronic problems
related with the design of these facilities

The main

results

obtained up to the

moment and

the

«•xperience acquired are reported, and they cover
- description of preliminary work
- Implementation and validation of the calculational system

- study

of

treatment
evaluation

the sensitivity of cell calculations to
of

resonance

self -shielding

geometrical.

correction

heterogeneities effects
local values for tha NEACRP international benchmark

at

and
zero

burn up

Moreover, tha activities under way are also presented

- provisions for burn-up calculations
PROTEUS Phase I and II and JAERI's FCA-HCLWR cell calculations
- fuel element and whola coro calculations.

l

being

Neu conceptions in nuclear power reactors are presently
studied,
i a
high conversion reactors (HCR) Their

inclusion in a strategy of nuclear energy generation would bring
significant advantages ovar tha ona presently applied, mainly
because of their high fuel utilization, /!/ to /5/

Their technology implies, among other ideas, the use of
a compact lattice in the core, which hardens the neutron spectra
and poses neu and very interesting and important problems to solve
in tha neutron and raactor physics area
The

present

progress

report

covers

the

activities

parformed by tha High Convarsion Reactors Group of the Neutrons
and Reactors Division of the Centro Atôraico Bariloche (CAB) , which
«er"
initially fcici»se«t on. the neutronic problems related with the

design of these facilities

l l . UQßKÄ PKRFORHED

The works performed up to the moment were as follows:
- establishment of a preliminary work plan.
- determination of the state-of-the-art In HCRs.
- determination
of
the principal present-day problems
in
neutronic calculation and design of this kind of reactors.
- improvement
and
updating of the available
experimental
facilities including the data handling and processing system.
- completion and discussion of the present calculational system.
- implementation of the complete capability to process nuclear
data and to obtain problem-dependent group
constants,
and
its validation with benchmarks.
- study of the sensitivity of the cell calculation to geometrical
treatment.
- calculation of local values for the NEACRP HCLHR international

benchmark /6/, without burn-up.
- analysis of sensitivity of the problem to the use of different
theories to calculate the resonance self-shielding effect.
- study of the influence of the treatment of heterogeneities.
1. 2 . ACUÏ1I1ES. UHrjER MAY

Moreover, a brief summary on the activities under way is
done, which covers:
- development and implementation of a burn-up code, and burn-up

calculations.
- fuel elements modelling, calculation and design.
- calculations related with theoretical benchmarks and with experiments, as: PROTEUS Phase I and II /7/,/8/ and FCA-HCLWR/9/.
- preliminary calculations of the core, oriented to perform
parametric studies.

The void reactivity coefficient is one of the most
sensitive and important parameters; it must be noted that an
intermediate energy neutron spectrum will be present in normal
operating conditions, uhile a fast one in case of a loss-ofcoolant. accident, 30 the neutron physics of the reactor will be
very different In operating or accidental conditions, and so
should he the neutron data treatment and calculational methods
U3ed .
The most important parameters which influence
the

reactor behaviour are enrichment, structural and control materials
and tightness of the lattice, and a great variety of proposed
designs u<;re found at the time' homogeneous or heterogeneous,

enriched mainly with plutonium, or with mixed oxides (HOX) with
greater proportions of uranium, with cladding of stainless steel
or zlrcalloy, «1th different configurations and materials for
control systems.
Because of the very special type of problems one is
dealing with, working libraries should be carefully and specially

evaluated

obtained from recommended master

As
obtain

least

one

of

the main goals of these

As a previous work,
the state-of-the-art in High
Conversion
Reactors
(HCR) was established,
from
a
wide
bibliographical study, identifying the open problems in research
and development in this field /10/.
The first conclusion seemed to be that the status of
reactor physics needed to design HCR, in which the power is
generated with a mixed spectra, with neutron energies from thermal
to fast with great importance of the epithermal energy range, is
somehow similar to the status of reactor physics thirty years ago.
Of course, during the years one has learned a great deal
about thermal and fast reactors, but very little about "resonance"
reactors and a combination of all of them.
The "somehow similar" referred to above, concerned

mainly with the lacking of experimental differential and

integral

measurements which «ere not being carried out at that moment for
this type of reactors, .the need of rigorous tests on nuclear data
processing and preparation, especially in the resonance region,

and on
the most suitable calculation methods to be used
tight lattices.
Great differences were seen at that time in the
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parameters among different laboratories,

specifically observed /ll/.

is

to

(burn-up),

at

on the first steps suitable nuclear data should be selected

and tested considering a big number of isotopes, to permit a
detailed study of the problem and to prevent undesirable effects
from approximations.

. For the first studies, a design mainly based in the
(KWU) - TUBS design was selected /5/ ( TUBS: Technische

Univeraltaet zu Braunschweig).

2. PRELIMINARY WORK

representative

libraries.

facilities

high conversion ratio and fuel utilization

From the experimental point of view,

were the open problems then identified to work on.
Nautronic calculation and nuclear data

data

widely used up to now roust be fully tested.
Heterogeneity effects and homogenlzatlon models require
also special treatment to assure the conservation of the reaction

SIEMENS

- definition of the future work plan.

and

On the nuclear data processing, self-shielding and
shadowing effects should be carefully considered, so methods

with
main

and many

problems

«ere

improve

and

update

the

an effort has been

dedicated

to

present

facilities

/12/. in order to try to set up a simple system where

experimental

to observe the changas produced in the neutron spectra by changes
in fuel composition, moderator or grid pitch.
The existent facilities comprise a complete tirae-offlight spectrometer, with a pulsed neutron source and capabilities

for neutron activation. The idea was to extend the energy range of
the measurements In order to cover the resonance region.
The on-line data acquisition system was totally changed,
incorporating new elements that rendered possible to receive
information simultaneously by two lines, with different channel
width, one for the measurements on the thermal and epitherrnal
range and the other one for part of the epithermal and the fast
ranges

The electronic chain was improved adding new
modules and reducing considerably all the dead times.

The

Lithium-6

glass detector was revised in

fast

order

HIM

to

diminish the gamma-flash dead time and to conform the response
pulses. Its efficiency was also revised, new and better values
were calculated by Sn adjoint method, and several tests were done
measuring neutron spectra in a dummy moderated fuel element for
two different p/d relations /12/ and in bulk media /13/.
The system was fully improved and the energy range
extended, but there are still some problems to solve, especially
how to treat the long mean emission times involved in this kind of
multiplicative systems, compared with the flight times.
Besides that, at present no new experiments are planned,
because of the very hard difficulties found to get an adequate
assembly containing enriched fuel.

3

CALCULATIONAL SYSTEM

c

The first problem found was the necessity to have enough
capability to process and generate suitable working libraries,
then, a nuclear data group was also created
AMPX-II processing system and ENDF-B/IV library were
used, as they were the ones we had available, and a detailed check

with benchmarks was done
Tha beat calculation method is an open problem,

Fuel Element fini emulation

The DOT3 5-CAB /16/ code is employed In this
which allows two-dimensional Sn and diffusion calculations
d. Whole Cfixfi Calculations

The codes available are
- DOT3 5 CAB

- CITATION

but

it

can be asserted that any of the well known methods, previously
evaluated, could be used, if correct nuclear data treatment and
geometrical models are applied

stage,

- RHENO

for 2-D calculations

used tor 2-D and 3-D diffusion calculations
this code has been developed at CAB,

and allows 2-D and

3 D calculations It is based on a nodal method in which the local
problem Is solved by diffusion theory
- SNOD
also
developed
at
CAB,
allowing a
3-D
nodal
calculation in which the local problem is solved by the Sn method

3 1 DESCRIPTION
correct- ion and Burn-ujg calculation 3
Figure

3 1

The

shows the computer code system employed

corresponding

computer codes are

presently

locally developed
They are intended to perform a
correction on th« neutron flux following the Bl method,

being
leakage
plus a

subsequent
flux
expansion and scaling of
power
(already
programmed)
ending with a burn-up calculation
The required
interfaces utH be provided to allow burn-up calculations at pincell level as well as at fuel element level

Basic nuclear data
library and
generation of multigroup
cross section libraries

f . J-nergy jne_S_b_

As a recommended energy mesh Is not defined yet, the
tendency la to use the most refined one, compatible with the
computer memory and with reasonable calculation times
This has the additional advantage of making possible a detailed
consideration of the physical behaviour of this type of reactors
In the present oork, a 108/110 groups energy grid «as used for
cell calculations, including roost of the WIMS limits In order to
facilitate comparisons with other authors results, while 20, 8 and
3 groups »ere used for assembly, cor« and burn-up calculations
Two cross section libraries have been generated in this

Working library
Cell calculations
Fuel elements
calculations

group
structure
temperature
and a

Whole core calculations

a
HOT
library,
at
reactor
operating
COLD library, at room temperature, for the

analysis of the experiments

Note
——

3.2 VALIDATION

existent
under development

FIGURE 3.1

The whole system has been successfully validated in the
generation of multigroup cross sections for thermal and fast
critical facilities The benchmark systems considered were

Computer cfldfi system

a

a
Basic Nuolf-ar D_aia. Library aud. generation of. Mill t.i group C_co_S_S.
Section Libraries

The ENDF/B-IV library is available in our country as the
source of basic nuclear data
The AMPX-II system /14/ was employed for generating the
working libraries using mainly the modules
NPTXS, reconstruction
of point cross sections; XLACS-IIA, generation of multipurpose

multigroup master libraries, and, NITAWL, resonance self-shielding
calculation, according to Hordheira's integral treatment
At this levol, multigroup cross sections may also be
obtained from a synthetic model /15/, which allows the obtention
of these of moderating atoms and molecules from analytic kernels
b

Call Calculations'

Tha
is

XSDRNPM code of the AMPX-II system is utilized

a one-dimensional code,

providing the capacity

for

It

discrete

ordinatea (Sn - PI) and diffusion calculations, plus a subsequent
horaogenizatlon and/or condensation of cross sections

thermal Benchmark*

Enriched
were

employed

uranium and plutonium fueled critical

as benchmark cases

Table 3 I shows

spheres

the

results

obtained in the validation

It can be seen that a good agreement is found in the
uranium-fueled spheres, with a maximum difference of 0 6% delta
k/k
In the plutonium-fueled systems, th« results obtained
with AMPX-II present a much better agreement with the experiments
than

other

transport
results

results,

theory
are

As

which

the

not negligible,

were also

calculated

discrepancies found
they wero further

in

by

the

means

of

AHPX-II

investigated,

a

curve-fitting analysis of the results prasented In table 3 I shows
that the reactivity excess of the AMPX-II results can
be
attributed to an excess in tha Pu239 fission cross section in the
region of its 0 3 eV resonance, of the order of 2X

TABUS. 3.1

4.

TO

SENStliVIIÏ.

TJ3£AIH£ttI Q£

UCLMfila

CAU^LLAIiQHS.
Thermal bjEmchfflarJjLÄ

results

Thfl
Benchmark

Experiment

Fuel

AMPX-II

Différence

Other

résulta

(*1.E«-05)
Eigenvalue:

k-effective

ORNL-1

U

1.00026

0.99687

ORNL-2
OKNL-3

U
U

0.99975
0.99994

0.99687
0.99399

Pu
Pu
Pu

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1.01580

PNL-2
PNL-3

1.00586
0.99647

PNL-4

Pu

1.00000

1.00424

PNL-S

Pu

1.00000

1.00890

PNL-1

0.99276
0.98312
1.00401
1.00346
1.00059

-339
-288
-595
1580
CQf*

OOD

1.00815
1.00755
1.01714

-353
424

1.02661

890

1.02657

Eigenvalue:
FNL-1

Buckling.
Pu 0.02182V-0. 00015

infinite,

0.02134

of

this

work

was

to

evaluate

neutron spectra and reaction rates,

calculation»

the

error

of

geometrical

models

that

by the use in cell
do

not

consider

explicitely all the real zones.
To . study the mentioned differences threa
typical
microcells «ere considered:
- TU8CAB1 was taken as reference because It is an accurate picture
of the real cell, and it was described by three homogeneous zones
in cilyndrical geometry: fuel (plus gap), clad (and structural
material.), and moderator.
- TÜBCAB2 "here only two zones were considered, mixing in the
first one the fuel and the clad and considering in the second one
the moderator.

- TUBCAB3 where again two aones were used,
considered alone as first zone, and the clad

moderator

1.01669

aim

Introduced In some of the main design parameters of HCR, as the k

with
mixed

the fuel
with the

as the second one. This case is equivalent to the

one

defined by TUBS for its design calculations, and all the cell data
for this analysis «ere taken from their data /5/.
AH
the cases were calculated for a moderator to fuel
ratio of 0.6865, which implies a relation between pitch and
diameter of 1. 1845.

b. F_as_t benchmark!;

were

The well-known GODIVA and JEZEBEL critical assemblies
employed as benchmark cages. The validation involved the

calculation

of

k-affective,

spectral

indeces,

reactivity

contributions, and leakage spectrum. Tables 3.II and 3.Ill show
the main results of the validation.
A very good agreement is found between the calculated
results and the experimental measurements, in both critical
assemblies.

The working libraries were obtained in a 110 groups
energy mesh, with temperatures of 900 K for the fuel and 585 K for
the moderator and clad.
The calculations were made using the DOT3.5-CAB code in
its transport option with PO and S6 approximations, and suitable
teats were done to assure an adequate convergence of the results.

The k-Infini te obtained for the three cases, averaging a
number of converged runs, ara shown in Table 4.1. Also, a kinfinite mean value from the NEACRP benchmark results /6/ was
Included, even If the cell there defined is somehow different from
the one reported here, just to show orders of magnitude.

TARf.E 3_JJL "

1AJ3LE 4U.
Parameter

Isotope

C/E ratio
This work

Other
results (C/E)

1.00519

1.0048
0.99254

K-inflnlte values £ojt the. thrge calcula ted

K Infinite

Case
k-effective

0.992

Spectral indeces

0238

1.020

1.020

(Fission ratios)

Np237

1.053

0233
Pu239

0.947
0.986

1.006
0.944

0.994

IABX£ IJLLL.
Fast bcinohmar-W* results: JEZEBpT,

Parameter

Isotope

C/E ratio
This work

k-affective
Spectral indeces
(Fission ratios)
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U238
Hp237
U233
Pu239

1.00325
1.020
1.055
0.945
0.989

1.09538

TUBCAB1 (f/c/m)
TUBCAB2 (ft-c/ra)
TUBCAB3 (f/c+ra)
NEACRP

1.08576
1.08172
1.09250

Standard Deviation
0.00356
0.00285
0.00172
0.00240

As it can be seen there, mixing the clad with the fuel
underestimates the k-infinite in 0.98% (1000 pcra), while diluting
the clad into the moderator produces an underestimation of 1.35%

(1350

pern),

so

from

the point of view of

the

calculation

of

multiplication factors, the second is the case which is closest to
tha reference.
From the point of view of the calculation of fluxes the
effect is opposite", and the roost convenient modal is to mix the
clad with the moderator, because otherwise it dilutes tho fuel and
increases
the importance of the resonances;
no noticeable
differences can be seen betwoen TUBCAB1 and TUBCAB3 cases.

Typical
Figur« 4.I.

zonewlso

neutron spectra are shown

in

3 zones (lux
fuel / clad / moderator
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Looking at the importance of each isotope, 62% of the
productions come from Pu239, 21X from Pu241 and 11X from U238
Regarding to the absorptions, 37* occur in the Pu239, 34% in U238
13% in Pu240 and 9 7X in Pu241

X
==-•

t*~
«
X- &
f"
^l _

IS-03

,—•

1

moderator produces an underestimation of approximately 1 X

• moderotur

values
The absorption of the moderator diminishes in both cases,
especially in the thermal range

• u et

'

From other side, the absorption of the clad changes in
than 10%, but it has a weight of less than 2X on the total

more

lad

^
4l

While the total absorption is practically equal for all
the cells, concerning the neutron production, mixing the clad with
the fuel underestimates its 0 8 X, while mixing it with the

v
f

?

Comparing the values obtained for the three cases, the
tendency is the same that the one observed in
k-infinite
calculation,
so, considering the great importance of these

f
f
.**•

reaction
triffst (m»»)

4.1

and

rates on conversion ratios and fuel utilization,

it

is

recommended, for present case, to mix the clad with the fuel
(TOBCAB2), to obtain better values of k and CR, even if for
spectra calculations the classical model of diluting the clad into

•'
IE-03-

TVD l na l zonewise neutron spectra. THBCABl (3

Referring to the reaction rates, total cell absorption
production «ere calculated for the three cases, as well as

total production and absorption rates for some isotopes,

and

range and 18 X in the fast one
NEACRP

benchmark

mean values were also included

dispersion of the rest of the participants

the

same but groupwise for
Pu240, Pu241 and Pu242
Defining three
energy groups, thermal from 10-5 eV to 4 eV, epithermal from 4 eV
to 9 118 KeV, and fast from 9 118 KeV to 10 MeV, it could be seen
that in this kind of cells 57 X of the total absorptions is
produced in the epithermal range, while 25 X occur in the thermal

The values can be seen in table 4 II,

the moderator produces the closest spectra
This work was also used as a first check-point of the
quality of the results of the local system
This was the reason
for the inclusion of the. NEACRP benchmark preliminary results
Comparing all the values, including total and group-by-group
reaction rates,
all are in good agreement and within the

5

EYAUÜA1IQH ÛE N._ORrjHEIH__3 H£IHQU SjQS. RESONANCES SELF-SHIELDING
As it was said,

the neutron spectra of the HCRs have

a

high epithermal component, and its fuel is enriched in fissile
plutonium
therefore, the treatment of the resonances selfshielding becomes very important
Reported results have shown that the use of different
methods

and

data

discrepancies

for

this

correction

among calculated values of

can

produce

k-infinite,

large

conversion

ratio and void coefficient

At
present
the
Bondarenko z technique (BT),

Cûmaarissfl ai action raisa

(HEM)

Reaction
Production
pn23 }
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
11235
Ü2J8
Abaorp' Ion
Pu°33
Pu240
Pu24l
Pu24 J
U235
U238

Case

TUBCAB1

TUBCAB2

TUBCAB3

NEACRP

0 685
0 030
0 220

0
0
0
0
0
0

679
0296
227
0058
0126
125

0
0
0
0
0
0

675
0291
226
0057
0126
121

0
0
0
0
0
0

669

0
0
0
0
0
0

366
131
0955

0
0
0
0
0
0

365
132

0
0
0
0
0
0

362
132
0948
0314
0073
341

0310
0073
336

0952
0317
0073
340

0294
225
0058
0126

125

< 0 01
0 020
0 125
0
0
0
0
0
0

370

125
090

035
012
335

most widely utilized method
is
and a hyperfine energy mesh method

Is also sometimes used and recommended

The latter is

the

most refined and accurate one, but is enormously time consuming,
and therefore not adequate for design work, while Bondarenko is
more practical and fast, but less exact
In this work the evaluation of the Nordheira integral
treatment (NIT) was done, to test its accuracy and speed /!?/
It
performed calculating two
typical
HCR's
uas
mi<-rocells
which corresponds to the proposed NEACRP HCLWR
benchmark /18/
Cell

number

one has a moderator to fuel ratio of

0 6,

while number two has a Vm/Vf equal to 1 1
Three groups of calculations were carried out, using
group constants where the resonance self-shielding effect was
treated by the mentioned method
Hyperfine
with ROLAIDS code, which performs a detailed (45000
energy ^joups) calculation with collision probabilities method
Bond.iienko
with FOBOS code, especially developed for this
work, and which includes the usual approximations to consider the
heterogeneities, i e
expression

- Nordheim

narrow resonances and Bell-Wigner s rational

with NITAWL code, included in the mentioned AMPX-II

The hyperfine calculation was taken as reference, and
its results were also compared with the raean value of the results
of the benchmark, but it should be noted that this value is highly
influenced by Bondarenko treatment because this is the method moat
widely used
Calculations

were performed with XSDRNPM code

infinite values obtained,

The

Finally,

reaction

rates

for

fuel

isotopes

wore

calculated for the two cells
From these results one can conclude that the high
multiplication factor and low conversion ratio obtained with
Bondar«-nko s method come from the low absorption in U238, and from

k-

the high calculated production rates
Looking at all these results,

as a function of the void fraction, for

and considering also the

relations are shown in Figures 5 1 and 5 2

involved processing times
it can bo inferred that
in this kind
of cells Nordheim method can be used with results very similar to
the hyperfine method, without extraordinary consumptions of time
For the future, it is convenient to implement some

1. 13

! 12

as to includ" corrections for the interaction of resonance
Isotopes and to develops the possibility of Interpolating in

1.12

1 11

1. 11

1 1

the two Vm / Vf

improvements on the code which calculates with Nordheim s methods,
working libraries
Q£

I

As

1. 1

1.03

1.09

1 08

i.oa
o

20

4O

60

80

1 07
0

100

EJjSiLBE. S_, 1 Vm/vf =. 0.5

It

QE

20

40

60

SO

100

EIGUBJE. 5.2

Vm/Vf r 1_1

have

fast

shown

reactors

In this part of the work, the effect of considering or
not the self-shielding correction in some isotopes, and of
different aproxiraations to take into account the heterogeneities
are studied t\tf
The calculations were carried out in the two cells
mentioned in 5 , as a function of the void fraction
Calculation of multiplication factors was done using
group constants where self-shielding was treated by Nordheira
method, and also with some isotopes treated as infinitely diluted
The studied isotopes were Pu240, Pu241, Pu242, and some structural

materials

Effect cm k^tnf int t.e of. qglf-shtaldl n g treatment

HETEROGENKITI.KJt

has said, results reported up to no«

fhat w e l l known procedures used for thermal and
calculations can not be directly applied for HCRs

V o i d Fraction IZ)

V o i d Fraction <Z)

RESONANCE SELF-SHIELDING Ajm

The

differences in k-infinite between both cases

are

shown in table 6 I

As it can be seen, Nordheim s method shows a very good
agreement with the HEM, better than BT
Moreover, the correspondent CPU times are 5 hours and 30
minutes

As it can be seen, the lack of treatment of selfshielding on Pu240 and Pu241 produces an underestimation of
approximately 2% , while on Pu242 and stuctural material produces
ovAresttraitions up to 0 5X

for HEM, 2 minutes for BT and 8 minutes for NIT, all of

them ran in a VAX-11/780 computer
Calculated conversion ratios can be seen in Table 5 I,
the agreement is also very good and HEM as well as NIT predict
values bigger than BT and the benchmark which, as it was said, are

correlated

The

differences diminish with the increasing of

TABLE. 6.1

the

void fraction, because the importance of the resonance region is
lower when the spectrum is hardened

Cell
Number
1

2
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Cell

Void

Calculated Conversion Ratios

number

fraction

Void

Fraction
0 X

Nordheira

45 X
90 X
99 X

0
0
1
1

0
45
90
99

0.782
0 919
1 155
1.466

%
X
X
X

Differences on k-infinite. in n.c.m

IABLE 6^.1

879
974
149
310

Method
Bondarenko
0
0
1
1

Hyperfine

NEACRP
mean value

861
927
145
310

0 876
0.940
1 147
1 310

0 837

0 768
0 900

0.785
0.932
1 167
1 469

0 754

1 147

1 472

1

0 X
45 X
90 X
99 X

2

Note

0
45
90
99

X
X
X
X

Material infinitely diluted
Pu242
Pu241
Fe*Cr*Nt
Mn
Zry-2
287
-2035
-1306
-108
- 32
261
-1755
- 849
- 58
- 42
73
- 124
40
- 644
- 41
7
- 300
8
138
- 30

Pu240

-2085
-1991
- 834

-1717

214

196

-1475

- 379

-

392
141
4

228
214
37

- 399

1 p c ra = delta k * 1 OE+05

19

010
is harder

Moreover, when the void fraction Increases the spectrum
and the effect of the resonances decreases producing an

important overestimation of the void coefficient.

This effect, in

Pu240 generates an error in the conversion ratio of 5 X .
Normally, the self-shielding treatment methods include
the heterogeneities effect by equivalence relations based on fuel
escape probabilities and Dancoff factors

The sensitivity of

the

neutronic calculations to the different approximations applied «as

also studied.
Fuel escape probabilities «ere calculated with the
expressions of Sauer. Carlvik, Higner, and Bell-Higner, using as
reference value the exact one of the probabilities obtained from
the expresion of Case, included in the NITAWL code. In Table 6.11
the maximum error in k-infinite is shown (in p.c.m.) for the four
void fractions.

Mn

p.c.m.)

Void
Fraction
0
45
90
99

X

9
5
4

X

3

V" i n f i n i t e ,

UPJuA

Approximation :
Carlvik
Bell-Higner

Sauer

X
X

in

Clad's
XS(,cm-l )
0.30

- 28
- 10
- 6
- 1

Model

0 01

Fukal

- 10
- 630

Two rods

-1530

Sauer

Sauer (clad's
XS = 0 0)

Sauer (3 zones)
0.70

TABLE 6.II

DJLfjfc

XABIiE
D i £fprences
fftr.tors calculated _ky_ dlf fsrgnt. methods

Sauer

10
- 590
-1450

- 20
- 510
-1320

610
30

600
20

10

10
- 490
-1270

40
- 380
-1110

1430
10

1600
60

Fukal
- 540
T'JO rods
-1340
Sauer (clad's
XS = 0 0)
1450
Sauer (3 zones)
30

difffirftpt

Moderator XS (cra-1)
0.1
0.6
1.0

-

670
20

1.5

- 30
- 320
- 820

- 50
- 260
- 640

510
20

550
10

40
- 220
- 670

40
- 150
- 500

-

-

1200
70

-

1210
60

Higner

- 36
70

462
377
160
120

105
40

1, NEACRP HCLHR CELL BORNUP BENCHMARK CALCULATION

At

it can ba seen,

most of the expresions are accurate

enough, with the exception of Higner's.

This

It was also proved that this kind of compact cells is
much mora sensible to the Dancoff factor used than the PWR's ones.
A change of 5X in the Dancoff factor produces a change of 0.5X in
k-infinite, which is more than 3 times higher than the change
produced in PWR cells. Moreover, as the difference changes with
the void coefficient, it modifies the void reactivity coefficient.
In vie« o-f this high sensitivity, the models normally
used to calculate this factor were also evaluated. They are:
Sauer, Fukai and Two rods. The comparisons were done on the cell
1, because it is more compact and so the effects are bigger, and
for cross sections of clad which correspond to stainless-steel
(0.30 cm-1) and zircalloy-2 ( 0.70 cra-1), and cross sections of
moderator which covers the range from cold to a practically voided
core.
The

results

can be seen in Table 6. Ill,

expressed

as

differences in k-infinite referred to the exact value of the
Dancoff factor calculated with the collision probabilities code
COLPROB /19/.
Sauer, JTukai, and Two rods, consider the clad mixed with
the moderator, while in the fourth case the clad cross section is
neglected and in tho fifth is treated explicitely in a separate
zone. Sauer method shows very good results, even without treating
the throe zones separately, and showed that the clad can not be
neglected; the other two imply discrepancies from 0.5X to 1.5X
As summary, it can bo said that the solf-ahielding

effect

should

be

considered

in all

including the structural material,

could

be accumulative.

th«

resonant

isotopes,

because tho individual effects

Thoro is also a high sensitivity

to

the

Dancoff factor, but it can bo calculated properly with some of the
models already known, for homogeneous lattices; nevertheless,
special caro will bo needed in tha casa of heterogeneous lattices.

benchmark was proposed at the 29th meeting of

the

Nuclear Energy Agency Committee on Reactor Physics (NEACRP). It
alms to extract some problems included in the data and methods

employed

in

the

neutronic

calculations

and

design

of

high

conversion reactors, and to accelerate the developing works in the
field of nuclear data and methods.
Participants were requested to calculate the nuclear

characteristics of a tight lattice hexagonal cell with moderatorto-fuel volume ratio (Vra/Vf) of 0.6, with 8X fissile enrichment,
though results for the cell of volume ratio of 1.1 (7X enrichment)
were also received
The following

results were

required:

k-lnfinite

and

conversion ratio; one-group and 3-groups effective cross sections;
fractional reaction rates for fuel and fission products at 0,
30 and 50 GWd/T burn-up, number densities at 30 and 50 GHd/T burnup.and, void behaviour: k-infinlte and reaction rates when the
moderator void fraction changes from OX to 45X, 90X and 99*,
at
burn-ups of 0, 30 and 50 GWd/T

The calculations carried out up to now at the Centro
Atomico Bari loche comprise the obtention of all the requested
results at 0 GWd/T (without burn-up) for both volume ratios. The
obtention of the results at burn-ups different from aero is now in
progress (See point 8.1).

The
results obtained in the calculations
benchmark have been partially presented in point 5.

of

this

Figures 7.1 to 7.4 show (in a solid straight lino) the
locally calculated values of k-infinite, conversion ratio, and
reaction rates for both cells.
A very good agreement was found at any void fraction
between the mean value of the integral and differential parameters
reported by the participants in the benchmark and tho local
results

—»— u »il
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—— ru23t
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the benchmark.

and we consider these favorable results as a first

validation
HCLWRs

our
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is

the work which is

currently

the next objective of

this

to acquire enough local design capacity,

being

research

it is

very

and

Therefore,

the

present

calculational system is

being

completed with burn-up, fuel assemblies and «hole coro calculation
capabilities. The corresponding steps should be fully validated

against experimental and calculated results to arrive, finally, to
the design work itself.
for this part, it was considered convenient to us« only
on« reference or starting design that is the based in a proposal
BURN-UP CALCULATIONS

A complete analysis of HCRs requires a good calculation
of burn-up to determine conversion ratio and fuel utilization. As
the calculational system available up to now does not havo a burnup module. it was a primary need to implement one, as it was said
in point 3..
In

considered

a first step the burn-up at microcell level will

E1GH££ 7,2_:_ Eeacilfla
0 'GHD/T\

be

and studied but, the final goal is to includ« burn-up

calculations

y old

point,

independent possibilities for nuclear data processing.

8.1
»

C Vm/Y£ = CUfi..

of

of SIEMEHS(KWU) - TUBS /5/.

0.2

FIGURE 7.1 : K-tnfinite and
conversion ratio.

calculation

important to have a complete and efficient calculating system
3
-

—

this

performed is summarized.
Considering that
program

0 I

1,.<

computational system for the

8. ACILYJJLLES UNDER HAY
Undar

:

of

brevity} also present a very good agreement with the mean value of

«t all levais.

including fuel assemblies

and

fuel

management.

different

The definition of a burn-up chain is not obvious,
criteria can be found in the bibliography, so

recommended for other types of reactors (thermal) will be used

and
one
as

starting point /19/, and adjustments and improvements will bo made
later, after the evaluation of the present chain.
As it was said in 3.1., at present, power scaling and
leakage correction have been programmed, as well as the interfacing
between some of the stages defined in Figure 3.1.

Next

step

of this work will cover NEACRP

with burn-up, as it -was

calculations

said in point 7..

8.2 BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS

The validation of nuclear data and calculation methods
for HC8 is difficult because of the lack of experimental data. On
this respect.

experiments have been and are being carried, out

in

Switzerland, France and Japah. To test the calculational system,
the following experiments wer« chosen to compare with:

-the experiments which aro being carried out in the Paul Soherror
Institute (formerly EIR), Wueronlingen, at the PROTEUS reactor
-the experiments of th£ Fast Critical Assembly performed in JAERI
a- EBQIÊHS
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FIGURE 7 . 3 : y - l n f l n i t a and
conyp|r*ion ratio.

L Vm/V£ = LJ^.

F ICH R 5 7_.4 Reaction rates.

This
experiment has been divided in two
phases:
- Phase I, /?/, heterogeneous, where some rods contained a mixed

oxide
Xflld OX-

*

(MOX) enriched up to 15X and some depleted U02; they

arranged in different relations'.

were

1 to 1, simulating an enrichment

320

of 8X in fissile materials,

and 1

to 2 simulating an

TABLE

enrichment

of 6 X. In both cases experiments were done for OX, 42 5% and 100%

K infinit« £o£ EEÛIEUS PJttasi

void fraction
- Phase II,

/8/, homogeneous, «here the test region contains only

MOX fuel with an enrichment equivalent to 7X
Only results for 0%
and 100X of void fraction are known
The first calculated case was the Phase II because,
being homogeneous, it was easier to interpret, but there are very
few published results. Therefore, only multiplication factors were
obtained,
fraction

and they are presented in table 8 2 1 , for 0 X of void

TABJxE. 8.2.1
Multiplication factor for

Library

Code

Experimental value
WIMS

KARBUS
HIMS
HIMS
This work:
AMPX- I I
Note: C/E

Library

C/E

k-infinite

Expérimenta l va lue

1 000

1 045

WIMS
WIMS31
CPU
EPRt
JENDL-2
SRAC
ENDF/B-IV
SRAC
This work'
A M P X - I K 1 ) ENDF/B-IV

0
1
1
0

1 035
1 058
1 047
1.029

-1560

1 003
to
1 009
1 067
to
1 071

-3595
to
-4195
-1973
to
-2612

Code

II . Y_Q_id.

C/E

k- infinite

1.000

1. 1217

1.012

-1570
-2640
-1870
-2080

HIMS81
KEDAK
HIMS/Stan.

0 986

JEF I

0.983

1.1352
1.1060
1.0953
1.1030

ENDF/B-IV

0,981

1.1009

0.976

.AMPX- 11(2)

Difference
(p c ra )

YoJLd. Etacii^a QX.

SNDF/B-IV

990
012
002
985

0 9618
to
0 9959
1 019
to
1 025

Difference
(p c m )

-1045
1254
209

1350

IAELE
K Infinite for PROTEUS Phase

Code

calculated to experimental ratio

Library

Void Fraction 100.X

k-infinite

C/E

Difference
(p c.m. )

For OX void fraction,
the results of this
work
underestimates k-infinite, as the most vof the reported values, in
the order of 2000 p.c ra..
Similar situation was found in the case with 100% void
fraction The conclusion is that the results presented here are as
good as the already known ( showing discrepancies of the same
order ), in particular, better than the obtained with the HIMS
standard library.
For

instance
started

a

deeper

analysis more results

reaction rates,
Only

preliminar

are

needed,

therefore calculations of Phase I
results

are

available

because

that means,

WIMS81
CPM
JENDL-2
ENDF/B-IV

1
1
0
0

023
070
990
957

0..926
0 968
0 895
0 866

ENDF/B-IV

AMPX-IH2)

ENDF/B-IV

1 012
to
1 025
1 .013
.
to
1 025

0 916
to
0 927
0 917
to
0 928

2100

6300
- 1000
- 3900
1122
to
2227
1152

to
2257

A great deal of work should still be done, reviewing tha
Pu239 resonance self-shielding, the ralxing/homogenization method,
a more adequate Dancoff correction taking into account the cell

heterogeneities.
Moreover, the configuration '1 to 2' must also ba
calculated. and a complete analysis should be done considering
that, frora the calculation point of view, the cell is infinite and
the

fundamental

mode

effect

(keff = 1 ) should

be

taken

into

account

after

mixing; while in the AMPX-II(2), the correction was applied to the
Individual rods and then, these cross sections «era mixed.
A number of values is presented for oach cas«; they
correspond to different horaogenization factors applied.

Tho

WIM3
EPRI
SRAC
SRAC
This work
AMPX 11(1)

the

the results named AMPX-II(l) the calculations were
with a working library «here the self-shielding

correction was applied to the equivalent cell,

0 905

for

so an hotnogeneization modol must be used.

In
out

1 000

were

analysis is not complete up to now
A first set of results is
given at Tables 8.2.II and 8.2 III with 0 and 100 X void fraction
respectively, also 42 5 X case was calculated
The first calculated case was the '1 to 1". simulating
8X of enrichment; as this enrichment is reached with depleted and
15X enriched rods, the equivalent cell should include one of each,
carried

Experimental value

results show bigger discrepancies than the ones of

Phase II, especially for low void fractions (fron 1 to 4 X), and
ar« very sensitiv« to the order in which mixing procedures and
resonance self-shielding treatment are done.

b. EAST. CRITICAL ASSEMBLY ^ HJfiH CONVERSIQH LIGHT MATER REACTOR
(FCA-HCLHR1

A series of experiments have bean initiated in 1986 at
the FCA at the Japan Atomic Research Institute (JAERI), to
investigate the nuclear characteristics of the HCLHB core: tha
infinite multiplication factor, the moderator voidage effect, the
conversion ratio, the control rod worth, etc. /9/

The FCA-HCLHR core is a coupled system, consisting of a.
controlled teat zone (which simulates the neutron spectrum of the
HCLWR core), surrounded by a stainless steel buffer zone, a driver
zone and a blanket zone of depleted uranium metal.
The experimental program consista of two phases. Phase 1
for enriched uranium fueled cores, and Phase 2 for plutonium
fueled cores. The results of Phase 1 experiments have already been
published, and they are being used for the validation of our code
system for HCLWR calculations.
In these experiments,

moderator-to-fuel

volume

3.3 EliEL ELEMENT CALCULATIONS

This work was started validating the system and methods
already described, with the Montecarlo HCBWR benchmark reported
/20/. It comprises one fuel element of 199 fuel cells and

power maps and peak factors,

Based

on

against Montecarlo

(MC),

the

size of the core,

approximately 1000 pcm with the MC and much lower with the HELIOS,

in both the unidiraensional and bidimensional cases, which is a
very good agreement with the reference.
- for the controlled case there is a very good agreement with the
bidimensional calculation.
- the power map has an excellent agreement with the reference
calculations.

- power peaks are within the statistical deviations of
HELIOS in controlled and uncontrolled cases.

MC

9

The objective of this part of the work is twofold:
including

suitable

nodules

and

uhol«

developing

constants

applied for HCR design.

A future work plan will be defined during 1990 «ith
cooperation of exparts in the field.

tho

Anyway, the activities which

are presently in progress will be completed, and improvements in
the
calculation systara will be introduced
(cross
section
treatment, burn-up chains, new codes, etc).
It should also be mentioned that a therraohydraulics
group of this center is now starting first studios in HCRs.
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in order to improve the void behaviour

In the frame of High Conversion Reactors neutronic
calculations and design, the main goal of the research and
development activities carried out up to the moment at the
Neutrons and Reactors Division of the Centro Atomico Bariloche has
been the development of the design capacities, as well as the
achievement
of a comprehensive knowledge of the
neutronic
behaviour of these reactors. As ona of the results, a neutronic
calculational sequence is now available, which can be confidently

and

- the conversion ratio shows a systematic upward shift of 0.1 for

complete the calculational system to include

evaluate

of the homogenized fuel elements have already been obtained and
the first whole core calculations have been done.
Once this first stage of the work is completed, design
studies at cell, fuel element and core level will be initiated,
specially focused on the void coefficient of the reactor

all the void fractions, which was not explained up to now.
- comparisons between transport and diffusion calculations showed
that diffusion is accurate enough for this calculations and, of
course, considerably faster.
This work should be continued, and completed with HCB
calculations .

To

to
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and
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- k-infinite: discrepancies for the uncontrolled element are of

a.

the starting design described above,

the reactor

10

control rods.
The controlled assembly was calculated to -10X and 40%
void fraction, and uncontrolled ones for the cold reactor (-10%)
and for 0, 40 and 85 X of void fraction.
Comparisons «ere performed of integral parameters like
multiplication factor and conversion ratio, and differential ones,

like

b

design changes at core level,

The present status of this work is that group

tuo

ratios ara used: 0.6 and 1.0, and two différant voidage states. 0%
and 45%.
Since Phase 1 experiments do not contain plutonium, its
results are easier to interpret, and several steps of the
calculational sequence may anyway be checked in its application
for HCLWR calculations, leaving the validation of the code system
for the calculation of void coefficient, and of the plutonium
cross sections for the next phase.
The calculation of Phase 1 experiments is now in
progress
in Bariloche.
The obtention of the correspondent
effective cross sections is presently under way.
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REACTOR PHYSICS RESEARCH
CONNECTED WITH THE LR-O REACTOR
J. BÄRDOS
Nuclear Research Institute,
Rez, Czechoslovakia
Abstract

In the first part of the paper a review of the Czechoslovak R + D programme for industrial applications of nuclear
energy is presented. In the period of searching for the most
advantageous type of a nuclear power reactor suited to industrial application, CSSE concentrated almost exclusively on
the HWGCR type. As a results of work a prototype of the
150 MW reactor was implemented. In the middle of the 1970's,
a fundamental change in the orientation of the Czechoslovak
nuclear power branch took place, namely to PWR of the WER
type. Reactor physics research work connected with these
phylosophies were started on the heavy water zero power reactor TR-0 in Nuclear Research Institute, Rez. This reactor was
according to the change in the mentioned orientation reconstructed to the zero power light water reactor LR-O. Description of the LR-O is presented in the paper. Aditionaly are
briefly described so caled inserting light water cores LVZ-1
and LVZ-2 prepared for the TR-0 reactor to speed up the initiation of research work for the implementation of light water reactors in CSSR. Reactor LR-O is described as very flexible research tool for reactor physics experiments connected
with light water cores.
In the paper the present work performed on the LR-O
reactor are described. The works are mainly oriented to develop a fuel eycles for WERs with BAF e.g. a fuel containing
GdgO- as burnable absorber. Part of the work is performed
under the IAEA research contract N° 5328/R3 "Safety Aspects
of Using Gd Poisoned Fuel in the WER Reactors". In edition
to the BAF containing a homogeneous GdgOyadmixture in fuel

pellets, specimens of duplex type fuel pellets containing a
homogeneous Gd-O, -admixture in a part of pellets only (DU3AF

pellets) were prepared. In the paper the DUBAF pellets for
burn-up ir.odelatior. and for kmanagement are described.
In the final part of the paper future plans and posibilities are described. Mainly experiments with different nominal value of the burnable absorber particle radius in BAF
and experiments with (Th,U)02 fuel are diseased.

INTRODUCTION

In the period of searching for the most advantageous type
of
a nuclear power reactor suited to industrial
applications, Czechoslovakia concentrated, owing to the
international division of work principles valid at that
time, almost exclusively on the HWGCR reactor. As a
result

of

work

a prototype

of the reactor in question

with a capacity of 150 MW was implemented. The centre
ensuring the necessary physical research and irradiation
experiments became then the Nuclear Research Institute
(NRI)

Re2

purposes,

near

Prague,

where for the physical research

the TR-0 heavy water zero-power reactor [1] was

build. Nuclear Fuel Institute (NFI) Prague manufactured
and delivered for this reactor i.a. about 40 t of fuel in
the form of natural metallic uranium pins, 6.3 mm in

diameter, with a 1 mm thick magnesium sheath.
In
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the middle of the 1970's, a fundamental change in

the orientation of the Czechoslovak nuclear power branch
took place, namely to PWR type reactors, by initiating
the construction of Soviet type WER reactors.
In order to speed up the initiation of research works
necessary for the implementation of the WER reactors in
Czechoslovakia insertion cores -LVZ-l and LVZ-2 for the

experimental TR-0 reactor were prepared [2J. Idea of using
the TR-0 reactor as a driver zone to operate a small light
water core situated in its centre appeared to be very
progressive. The light water internal lattice operation
was enabled without any changes in . the control and
protection system of the TR-0 reactor, respecting all
safety aspects and operating instructions.
To fabricate LVZ-l, an Al tube of the TR-0 fuel
assembly was used. The inner tube diameter was 186 mm, the
wall thickness 3 mm. The fuel charge for LVZ-l consisted
of metal uranium pins enriched with 2.94% U235; the pin

diameter and the Al cladding thickness were 6.3 mm and
0.9 mm respectively. Regular hexagonal lattice pitches
13.6 mm, 12.7 mm and 11 mm were ready for LVZ-l.
Based on experience with LVZ-l, an advanced version
LVZ-2 was prepared. For LVZ-2 a double-tube variant with
inner diameter 310 mm and outer diameter 338 mm was
chosen. In the hermetic interspace was a sensor indicating
the ingress of water into this space. The LVZ-2 version
was

prepared

mainly

to

use

WER-type

fuel

pins

in

the WER-type fuel lattices.
At the same time, the reconstruction of the TR-0
heavy water reactor to the LR-0 light water reactor was
intensively prepared. The LR-0 reactor was put into
operation in 1983. Description of the LR-0 reactor is in
the following section of this paper.
Main

areas of research performed on the LR-0 reactor

were [3];

- experiments for WER pressure vessel neutron exposure
evaluation,
- space kinetics,

- nuclear fuel storage subcriticality investigation,
- experiments with Gd poisoned fuel for WER reactors.
Some ideas from the last mentioned area of research could
be interesting for this meeting. These are included into
the last section of this paper.
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LR-O

EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR

The

LR-O experimental

core

configurations

reactor

of

[4] serves for modelling

WER-1000 or WER-440 type

assemblies in symmetric or asymmetric arrangements with
the standard or variable triangular lattice pitch. The
fission chain reaction in the core is controlled mainly by
changing moderator level in the reactor vessel. The HSBO3
concentration in the moderator may be of 0 to 12 g H3BO3

per liter HZ0, the moderator may be externally heated up
to 70°C. The heat from uranium fission in fuel elements is
dissipated into the moderator. The thermal power of the
reactor is limited to 5 kw for 1 hour and the thermal
neutron flux density in the centre of the core to
lO"m-2s-* .
The aluminium reactor vessel (Fig. 1) is situated in a
concrete
shield
and covered with mobile shielding
platforms. The bottom cylindrical part of the vessel has a
diameter of 3.5 m a height of 6.5 m, the upper part of the
square cross section 6x6 m and height of 1.5 m is covered
with square cover. On it, there is a rotational circular
cover

with

a

system

accessibility of
vessel.

In

openings

the

of

openings

which

absorption
cluster
driver

provide

any site in the cylindrical part of the
bottom

of

the

vessel, there are three

of i.D. 200 mm. Two of them are assigned for the

release of the moderator, the central neck serves for the
moderator inlet. Simultaneously, a dry channel passes
through the inlet neck serving for inserting a neutron

source

closely

to the heel of the central assembly. The

mantle

of

vessel

the

supporting
pl&te

is covered with 1 mm Cd sheet and

removable thermal shielding.
The main part of the

technology equipment is the

»operator
inlet
tube

reactor core located on a supporting system in the reactor

vessel.
The design of the standard supporting system
makes
it
possible to modify easily configurations
of

the

reactor

core. A

supporting plate (Fig. 2) with

FIG. 1. Reactor vessel and its equipment.

openings for situating fuel assemblies of the WER-1000
type forms a triangular lattice with a pitch of 236 mm.
Experiments of WER-440 type fuel assemblies are being
performed
using a special supporting plate enabling
arrangement of assemblies one from another in different
distances keeping the triangular lattice. Instead of
holes, this plate has radial grooves (Fig. 3) which
actually create a radial fitting of sliding nests for
placing assembly heels. The angles between the grooves are
chosen in such a manner that, at a fixed pitch, the

WHl-lOOO-type
fuel assembly

assembly lattice is triangular and symmetric with respect
to the central point of the plate. The nests are variable
according to the type of the assembly. Consequently, it is
possible

to

WER-1000

compile

a core containing the WER-440

or

type assemblies, a core with various pitches of

assemblies

in

the

inner

and outer part (a driven and a

driving core), etc.
The
FIG. 2. Standard supporting plate.

shortened
WER-440

with
fuel assembly

basic

types

of

dismountable
assemblies

fuel

assemblies

models

(Fig. 4).

used are the

of the WER-1000

and

Fuel elements are filled

sintered UOz pellets with an outer diameter of 7.53

nun and internal central hole of 1.4 mm in diameter. The
height of the fuel filling in the element is 1357 mm. The
fuel enrichment varies from 1.6% to 4.4% of U235. In
addition to the fuel element type mentioned, further fuel

elements containing Gd to be used in the LR-0 reactor were
prepared

special
supporting
plate

and

in NFI. Up to now, 3605-, 3610-, 3615-, 3620-,

4460-type

GdaOs

-

first

group of

fuel

elements

containing

a homogeneous

admixture in the fuel pellets were prepared. The

two digits gives the uranium enrichment

with U235 isotope (e.g. 36 designates 3.6% U235), the
second one the weight content of Gd203 in a fuel pellet

(e.g. 15 designates 1.5 w% of Gd2O3). In addition to the
fuel elements containing a homogeneous Gdzo3-admixture in
fuel pellets (BAF) specimens of duplex type fuel pellets
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FIG. 3. Special supporting plate with grooves.

containing

a homogeneous Gd203-admixture in a part of the

centre
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»bsorptlon
cluster
driver

the

of

each

assembly for in-pile instrumentation. In

assembly, there are 312 fuel elements in a triangular

lattice with a pitch of 12.75 mm. The distribution of fuel
elements, guide tubes for cluster absorption elements and
the

central

tube

is provided by means of five stainless

steel spot-welded honeycomb spacer grids. Their number and
height

in

the

assembly

may

be modified

according to

experimental requirements.
The

WER-440 assembly for LR-0 has 126 elements in a

triangular lattice with a pitch of 12.2 mm. The stainless
steel spacer grids used are either spot-welded honeycomb
ones

or

drilled plates. The hexagonal Al coating tube of

the assembly is 2 mm thick and its outer size is 144 mm. A
Zr+l%Nb

tube

of

O.D.

10.3 x 0.65 mm goes through the

centre of the assembly. Under experimental conditions, it
is also possible to model the disturbances in the WER-440

power

reactor

element

core

assembly.

caused by the insertion of a control
The

control

element

assembly

is

represented here by a storeyed assembly whose absorption
section has exchangeable segments. The insertion of the
control

element

assembly

is

simulated

by changing the

number of the absorbing segments.
heel
SPECIAL FUEL
VVER-440-type

assembly

WER-1000-type
assembly

FIG. 4. Fuel assemblies.

pellet only

(DUBAF) were prepared for experiments planed

in future. The cladding tube all of the elements is
Zr+l%Nb of O.D. 9.15 x 0.72 mm. Several fuel elements may
be opened at both ends and fuel pellets may be removed.
The hexagonal coatless fuel assembly WER-1000 for

LR-0 may be equipped with an absorption cluster which is a
model of an analogous element in a power reactor. A
Zr+l%Nb tube of O.D. 10.3 x 0.65 mm passes through the

Physical models

The

burning

up

process

in

BAF

pellets

differs

substantially from that encountered in a current ceramic
fuel which does not contain burnable absorber. This
dissimilarity is due to the presence of Gd in itself
which, considering the'high absorption cross section for
thermal neutron capture, causes the thermal neutrons

incident on the surface of an unburned BAF pellet to be
probably captured in the vicinity of this surface already.
The probability of the thermal neutron penetration into
the subsurface and inner BAF layers increases step by step

in the course of a fuel campaign as Gd burning up in the
surface layer.
Supposing that an ideal BAF pellet consists of a
homogeneous
mixture
of UO2 and Gd2O3 molecules, a
partially burnt up pellet may be considered as a cylinder
showing two concentric layers. The outer layer contains
partially burnt up U0a without Gd absorber and the inner
layer shows the original U02 and Gd203 composition. When
designing this model a relation given in [5] may be used
R(t) = R(0) - 0t/(4C)

(1)

where

R(t)
t
0
C
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is the radius of the absorbing portion of pellet in
time t,
is the burning up time (i.e. time from the
beginning of the campaign),
is the neutron flux density,
is the initial burnable absorber concentration in
the pellet.

In reality, a partially burnt up pellet exhibits a
more complicated inner structure as the outer layer
burn-up is not homogeneous, the layer boundary is not
sharp, etc.
Despite this, we consider this model applicable to
testing computer programs since it models with sufficient
accuracy the most substantial factor, namely the change in
the effective radius of the BAF pellet absorbing portion.
The knowledge of UOZ enrichment in the outer and
inner layers, Gd203 concentration in the inner layer, as
well as the knowledge of the layer size provide a very
solid basis enabling accuracy testing of this burn-up
model
when performing direct measurements with such
pellets in the LR-0 reactor.

However, a BAF pellet prepared in reality consists of
free UO2 and GdzO3 particles in a U02-Gd2O3 solid solution
matrix. Even in an ideal plane of the first approximation
no homogeneity at the level of single molecules may be
envisaged. Considering an absorber particle (or particle
agglomerate) in a homogeneous matrix as the space unit, we
can transpose the aforementioned considerations for a BAF
pellet in their entirety to any particle. Accepting
further idealisation, namely spherical shape particles,
their radius in a surface layer will then decrease during
burning up process also according to the relation (1).
using our model it is possible to expect the layer
boundary to be out of focus and the relation (1) not to
hold for a real Gd2O3 concentration in U02 but for a
certain effective concentration, function of the initial
particle diameter. This effect can be also used for ki„c
management.
Subsurface layer shielding by BAF surface layer
absorber
shows further accompanying effects. Neutron
spectrum in these subsurface layers is shifted to higher
energies with consequences of higher Pu production. For
illustration
of
mentioned
effect
some results of
calculations [6] performed in order to carry out the
benchmark problems given under International Atomic Energy
Agency CRP "Safe Core Management with Burnable Absorbers
in WERs" are presented on Fig. 5. Clean fuel lattice in
this benchmark consists of WER fuel pins (UO2 pellets
diameter 7.72 mm, outer diameter of Zr+l%Nb cladding
9.1 mm, triagonal lattice pitch 12.75 mm, fuel enrichment
4.2% U235), poisoned lattice consist of the same geometry
BAF pins (BAF enrichment 1.6% U235, Gd content 4 w%).

burned-up
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with

BAF. For 1991 we prepare experiments connected

already

mentioned

idea

of

higher conversion core

created by BAF.
Other interesting part of new experiments now under
preparation is experiment with simple pin of ThOz in
infinite WER
type lattice of UOZ fuel pins. This
experiment is foreseen for preparation of modified first
core loading to start ThOz - IFOz cycle in unmodified
WERS and to escape of using Pu for this purpose.
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